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department,where the outcomes and decision making were considered to be positive, were
then analysed. The interpretation from the first stage of the research suggested that all the
concepts outlined in Whyte's model could have explanatory value and that the deaths of
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be
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consequence
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ways
are
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children in situations of risk. The second stageinvolved the analysis of documentsin relation
to eight ongoing caseswithin a local authority. The number of group meetingsheld in the eight
caseswas 38 and in 71% of these the operation of the certainty effect in the direction of risk
was evident. In the remaining 39% there was evidencethat the certainty effect operatedin the
direction of caution. Within the documentsthere was some evidence of group polarisation and
groupthink. Resources were committed and escalatedconsistently in order to ensure the
effectivenessof initial plans of action despiteevidencethat thesewere unsuccessful in terms of
the overall well being of the children.
The decisionswere shown to be boundedby the 'objective' principles of the Children Act 1989
and Working Together (1991). However themes that emergedfrom the analysis of the cases
suggestthat there is a 'subjective' influence on decision processes.Evident within the analysis
was a shared fundamental belief in keeping children with their mothers. Both these objective
and subjective influences suggest that almost inevitably decision making in child protection
practice will be driven in directions that result in courses of action that involve potential and
actual risks for children. The findings emphasise how an explicit recognition of the
multifaceted nature of decision making can assist in more reflective practice. The ways in
individual
local
impacts
decision
level
the
the
upon
processes,
at
of
which national and
policy
and groups, need to be monitored in order that the needs of children in situations that involve
risk remain paramount.
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Chapter One.
the

The

the

role of
processchild protection
individual social worker and the multiagency case

conference
suggests that 'child abuse' is now constructed as one of the major
USA,
from
&
Wattam
(1997)
Canada,
life.
Parton,
Thorpe
the
cite
research
problems of social
Australia and the UK which reveal that official reports or notifications of 'child abuse' to child
protection services have risen consistently since the 1970's. As one example they provide
in
in
identify
from
1977/8
26,622
1993/4 within
517
to
that
a
referrals
statistics
rise
referrals
Parton, (1990,1997)

the Stateof Victoria, Western Australia. Whilst someof these referrals in each of the countries
were later consideredto be unsubstantiatedor classified as issues of parenting style rather than
instancesof deliberateharm to children the trends neverthelesscorroborate the view that 'child
abuse' is a major problem in Western society.
This chapter has a number of aims; first to outline historical perspectivesand developmentsin
social policy and social work practice within the UK. A second aim is to describe child
protection proceduresfollowing the implementation of the Children Act 1989.It is here that the
nature of the decision making roles of individual social work practitioners and multiagency case
conferenceswill be outlined. Third to provide an evaluation of the effectiveness of child
protection procedures since the implementation of the Children Act 1989. Throughout the
emergenceof the concept of 'risk' and the ways in which that is dealt with in child protection
practice will be illustrated.

Historical background to contemporary child protection practice.
Through the 1970's and 1980's the discourse surrounding the problem of hann to children
injury'
from
'non
Definitions
baby'
(DHSS,
1970)
'battered
to
accidental
altered.
moved
(DHSS, 1974) to 'child abuse' (DHSS, 1980). A range of policies were designed and
hand
in
Whilst
deal
the
these
on
one
to
this
can
changes
constantly refined order
with
problem.
be seen as attempts to ensure that procedures and practice result in beneficial outcomes for
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defines and deals with 'child abuse' (Parton 1996; Parton, Thorpe & Wattam, 1997).
Social services departments were created in 1971 following the Seebohm.Report (1968).
Within these departmentssocial workers operating with children and families were seen to
in
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1992;
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families
those
to
to
interventions
were seen
via casework with
and
this time then, the core of professional practice was therapeuticwork with families where the
legal system simply provided the context and mandatefor any interventions. Throughout the
1970's the medical profession played an important role in the definition of child abuseand in
1974the DHSS clearly statedthat physical signs on a child's body and in the home provided a
injury.
identifying
non
accidental
meansof
Following the inquiry into the death of Maria Colwell (Secretary of State, 1974) the DHSS
produced a memorandum recommending the creation of case conferences, area review
injury
(NAI)
(DHSS,
1974).
These
and
non
accidental
registers
recommendations
committees
diagnose
into
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the
to
and
emphasised
need
operation.
memorandum
prevent,
put
soon
were
be
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NAI
harm
to
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cases
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cases
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the
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In the latter cases where the possibility of 'child abuse' may exist, the responsibility of
departments.
individual
lay
the
social
workers
and
social
services
assessing
risk clearly
with
Parton et al (1997) suggestthat this is the first occasionwhere the term 'risk' is used in official
discourse and the memorandum clearly states that the indicators of risk to children were
physical signs. This tendencytowards a scientific and medical approach towards the diagnosis
of 'child abuse' continued to gather momentum until in 1980the DHSS officially used the tenn
child abuse and stated that 'the diagnosis of child abuse will normally require both medical
examinationof the child and social assessmentof the family background' (DHSS, 1980, para
2.2 (a)).
Whilst these developments built on a certain degree of optimism about this approach with
regard to the welfare of children and families, Parton et al (1997) argue that there were a
number of wider anxieties surrounding the whole issue of child abuse and child protection.
From within the profession of social work there were several reports (National Children's
Bureau Working Party, 1980; DHSS, 1985b; Social Services Committee, 1984) that were
-
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concernedwith the instancesof poor child care practice. Over time there were a number of
wider social critiques that brought into question the whole notion of state intervention into
family life. For example, there were concernsfrom a civil liberties perspectiveabout the right
of the stateto intervene into a 'natural' and 'private' family life (Morris et al, 1980). This issue
becamecrucial in the mid 1980's and the inquiry into the Cleveland affair (Secretaryof State,
1988) becamepivotal in setting the issue of parental rights over state intervention into family
life on the political agenda.
At the sametime there had beena number of publicly held child death inquiries where children
who were already known to social servicesdied at the handsof their parents or caretakers(For
example: Secretary of State for Social Services, 1974; London Borough of Brent, 1985;
London Borough of Greenwich, 1987; Secretary of State for Social Services, 1988). The
reports into thesechild deathsoften castigatedindividual social workers for poorjudgements or
for levels of incompetence.Importantly, they also repeatedlystated that when the children had
died as a result of physical abuseor neglectit could be attributed to the lacking nature of policy
and practice, and to the ambiguousand contentiousroles of different agenciesinvolved in child
abusecases. The culmination in recommendationsfrom such inquiries was that there was a
need to rethink social policy with regard to child abuseand to reconsider the managementof
casesof hann to children betweendifferent agenciesinvolved; that is social work practitioners,
police, health professionals, the medical profession. The inquiry into the death of Jasmine
Beckford played a central role in positing the legal profession as central to decision making
rather than as a context to it. The report into the death of Jasmine Beckford (London Borough
of Brent, 1985) suggested that she had been allowed to remain at home with inappropriate
social work intervention whilst the decisions as to her care should have been taken only after
full legal consultation with multiagency professionals.This was a clear indication that the legal
systemwas consideredto be vital in child protection decision making, not simply an adjunct to
it.
Alongside thesedevelopmentsin the legal systemand the child protection system other debates
also challenged the existing policy for the provision of children's services. The UN
Convention on the Rights of the Child (1989) set out clear rights of children
which included
general rights, such as the right to protection from violence, exploitation and deprivation-,and
more specific rights, such as the right to a name.This document, which was ratified by the UK
in 1991officially widened the scopeof the areaof child abusein such a way that
not only were
individual factors seen to be important, for example, individual Pathology in cases of
cud
sexual abuse;but also so that structural factors such as deprivation and poverty, for example,
in cases of child neglect were important. What this implied was that policy needed to be
reconsideredin a number of ways. These included continuing the developmentof strategiesby
which individual families 'at risk' could be identified, and the elaboration of appropriate
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that
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wide
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support and
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functioning of all families. (Baldwin & Spencer,1993; Stevenson,1998)
This combination of the information with regard to child deaths, the rights of the state, the
Children
Act
in
This
led
the
to
resulted
of
policy.
a reformulation
rights of children and parents
1989, and its implementation in practice following the publication of Working Together
(1991).

Contemporary
The Children

child protection

practice

Act 1989

The Children Act 1989 is a piece of legislation that repealedprevious law and that differs
significantly from previous child care policies. The fundamental rationale for these changes
meantthat the Act attemptedto:
' strike a balancebetween the rights of children to express their views on
decisions nzadeabout their lives, the rights of parents to exercise their
responsibilities towards the child and the duty of the state to intervene

1991,
it'
(HMSO,
1).
the
child's
where
weýfarerequires
p
The Act aimed to achieve a balance between the family and the State so that children are
adequately protected from harm and abuse but also so that the family is protected from
unwarrantedintervention by the state.Whilst the major concern in the Act was the 'welfare of
the child' it was also recognised that this had to be assessedin partnership with parents and
their children. Thus the Act encouragedthe involvement of parents and children in decision
making and encouragednegotiation with families in terms of managing cases. A central belief
within the Act was that children are best caredfor if at all possible in their family home, hence
the Act strongly encouragesfamily support and strategiesto prevent child abuse. Similarly it
families
interventions
from
the
that
their
to
view
reflects
care proceedingsand
remove children
should be kept to a minimum. As such the Act encompassedtwo cardinal principles, the
'welfare principle', and the 'principle of non intervention'. There were three mechanismsby
which the aims of the legislation were to be achieved:

9

Imposing duties on local authorities to promote the upbringing of children by their families.

9

Establishing the principle of partnershipbetweenfamilies and local authorities.

8

Setting a clear, single standardfor compulsory measuresof care - the 'significant harm'
test.
Hence in order to achieve these aims it was necessarywithin the Act to state what actually
for
into
family
life
for
intervention
the
threshold
care proceedings,
the
and
criteria
constituted
supervision orders and emergencyprotection orders was :
'that the child concernedis suffering, or is likely to suffer significant harm'
(1989,31(2) (a)).
Where harm is further defined in terms of substantial deficits or detriments to standardsof
health, developmentand well being which can reasonablybe expected for a particular child.
This criteria for decisions that concern intervention with families was a major change from
previous policy as it suggestednot only that current harm must be identified, but also that
future harm must be predicted. As Parton et al propose:
'In theory, the identification of the actually or potentially ' high risk'
individual orfamily provides the mechanismfor ensuring that children am
protected while avoiding unwarrantable interventions' (1997, p 35).
A key consequenceof this would seem to be the emergenceof a view that the risk to children
can be identified and assessed,and that only in casesof 'high risk' would the courts be likely
to sanctionintervention into family life. In 'less risky' casesthe role of social services would
be to work with families to support them in the interestsof the welfare of the child. Indeed state
intervention via compulsory measuresof care, i. e. removal of the child into public care can be
imposed only after following a three stageprocess
First: the court is satisfied that the child is suffering or is likely to suffer significant harm.
Harm refers to ill treatment or the impairment of health and development, and the significance
is determined according to what levels of health and development can be reasonably expected
for this child in comparison with a similar child. This is achieved by using the DoH guidelines
(DoH, 1988). The standard is clearly one of what could be reasonably expected rather than of
what could optimally be achieved. Also to be noted here is that the existence of past harm is not
sufficient to establish threshold criteria, it is necessary to establish whether or not the child is
likely to suffer significant harm in the future.

Second:the court is satisfied that the harm or likelihood of harm is attributable to the care given
to the child not being what it would be reasonableto expect a parent to give to him/her, or the
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child's being beyond parental control. Once an acceptablelevel of care has been decidedupon
there must be evidence that there are substantial deficits to that. NEnor shortcomings in care
should not trigger off further compulsory intervention unless they may have serious long term
effects on the child.
Third: care or supervision orders The presumption here is against intervention, the benefits of
making a care order have to be set againstthose of not making an order.

Threshold criteria at stagesone and two must be establishedand at stage three the court would
then apply a welfare checklist which includes:

"

wishes/feelingsof the child;

"

physical, emotional, educationalneeds;

"

likely effect of changein circumstances;

"

age, sex, background of the child;

"

harm suffered or at risk of suffering;

"

capability of parents/othersin meetingthe child's needs;

"

range of powers available.

Essentially the court has to deten-ninethat intervention and removal of a child into public care
will meet the child's welfare, and that the gain is sufficient to justify compulsory state
intervention. Whilst it is recognised that there are many difficulties with this system
and
definition of significant harm (Adcock et al, 1991), it is neverthelessthe one in which social
workers are required to make assessmentsof risk to children.
Current

child protection

procedures.

Child protection procedures take place within a wider system where local authorities under
mandate from Government provide services for children and families. This system can be

in figure oneasoverleaf.
represented
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Figure 1: Different levels of service provision for families (Childhood Matters, 1996,p 209).
At the first level universal servicesare offered to all families. At the second level some degree
of selectivity of provision occurs where servicesmay be offered based on criteria for eligibility
which includes parental request, payment, financial need, children's need. At the third level
special procedural services can be seen to fall into two camps: those relating to special
educationalneedswhere service provision includes Statementingor a Recordsof Need system;
and those relating to cases of child abuse where provision includes the instigation of child
protection procedures with a view to placing children's names on child protection registers
(previously non accidental injury registers).The fourth level concerns the use of legal services
and/or removal of the child into public care.
Caseswill be referred initially to a child protection service in a local authority and a child
protection process will begin. As outlined previously the process at the time of the research
was governed by the guidelines following the Children Act 1989 laid down in Working
Together (1991). These guidelines outline the child protection process and suggest that the
process has 4 clearly identifiable stages; pre-investigation, first enquiry, family visit,
conferenceand registration.
Essentially Working Together (1991) provides guidelines that propose that at all of these
stagesdifferent agencies should co-operate to support families and to protect children from
harm. The child protection register is seen to be a managementtool where children thought to
be at risk of abuse can be listed. This register provides an operational record of children
thought to be abusedor at risk of abuseand for whom somekind of interagencyplan should be
createdin order to assistin their protection. -
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However, this register can never indicate the actual proportion of children either suffering
but
for
The
this
the
are
numerous
reasons
number who are actually at risk.
maltreatmentor
importantly some children at risk will never be brought to the attention of child protection
services, and the threshold for defining abuse and appropriate action changes over time
(Dartington Social ResearchUnit, 1995).This is perhapsbest demonstratedby considering the
issuesin relation to the Cleveland Inquiry (Secretaryof State, 1988). These casesraised issues
in relation to the State's responseto suspicions of sexual maltreatmentof children by parents.
A debate ensued concerning the moral concerns of levels of sexual abuse in society, the
practicalities of intervening with victims and the perspectivesof parents who thought their
parentalrights had been overturned inappropriately by professionals. The moral concern with
levels of sexual abusein society prior to thesecaseshad the effect of lowering the threshold for
intervention hencechildren were removedinto care, yet after the Inquiry the threshold seemed
to be raised again due to the view that society had becomeover zealous and that intervention in
the name of protecting children had becomecounter productive. (Dartington Social Research
Unit, 1995)
A DoH study of Inquiry reports (DoH, 1991) suggeststhat in some ways social workers are
caught in a 'double bind', they are criticised if they are 'overcautious' and remove children
from their families. Yet they are also criticised if they do not remove the child and that child
then suffers further abuse or maltreatment. In relation to the Jasmine Beckford Inquiry
(London Borough of Brent, 1985) and the Claire Haddon Inquiry (City of Birmingham Social
ServicesDepartment, 1980) the report suggeststhat:
'social workers are employedto provide help, support and assistancefor their
clients, and to promote and make possible change in even the most inevident
people (JB 202). Such a relationship involves attaining co-operationfrom the
child or parent so that something positive can be achieved; (CH 3.4.2)' (DoH,
1991 p 4).
Further it states:
'However the social work role, as is explored in particular in the Beckford
Inquiry, is more than this. "Social workers are also required by society to cany
out certain duties and exercisepowers and these duties and powers are laid
down in acts ofParliament. Thesemay require the social workers to implement
decisions to go against the wishesof the client and to exercisecontrol if, in their
professional judgement, the life and well being of a client - who may often
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be a child - is at risk. This dual mandate imposes responsibilitiesfor both
...
social care and social control" QB 202)' (DoH, 1991p 4). (my emphasis)
It is interesting here to consider the use of the term 'professionaljudgement', a social worker is
clearly being given the task of evaluating risk of harm to the child and whilst there are
guidelines for doing so (DoH, 1988; DoH, 1991) as the report states in relation to the
Kimberley Carlile case:
'There is a needfor finely attuned decision making. The Kimberley Carlile
inquiry judges the final quality of social work performed by social workers
responding to an anonymouscall "It is never enoughsimply to comply with the
letter of the state of procedures There is always an overriding
....
professional duty to exercise skill, judgement and carel"(KC 96);
DoH, 1991 p5). (my emphasis)

Cleaver and Freeman(1995) suggestthat there are commonly three ways in which an authority
learns of suspectedabuse, reported here in order of greatestnumber of referrals; the child or
anothermember of the family disclosesconcernsto a professional (5 1%); professionalsalready
working within a family identified further instances of abuse (39%); abuse was suggested
during an unrelated event for example a home visit or arrest (10%). There is disagreement
within the research as to which of these sources of referral is most prevalent, for example
Gibbons et al (1995) suggest that health and educationprofessionals report just over half as
many casesof abuseas householdmembersand other lay people. However once a referral has
been made a key social worker has the job of investigating the allegation. In Inspecting for
quality (DoH, 1993), a document which lays down a framework for the inspection of local
authority social services practice and systems, the following standards and criteria are laid
down and outline the practice of a child protection procedure.
Standard The SSD (social services department) plan and manage
an investigation, under
section 47 of the Children Act, without undue delay whenever it has reason to suspectthat a
child is suffering or is likely to suffer significant harm.

Criteria

e

All investigations of child abuse are carried out without delay and in accordancewith the
SSD's agreedprocedures.
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The investigating social worker interviews and/or gathers information from those people
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the need for providing a separateworker specifically for the parent(s)or care givers.

In terms of the actual activities that a social worker would engage in the criteria continue to
suggestwhat the investigation ought to achieve:

9

establishthe facts and decide if there are groundsfor concern;

*

identify sourcesand levels of risk to the child and all other children at the sameaddress;

*

decide upon protective or other action for the referred child, other children and adults in the

household;

*

take account of the child's race, religion, language, gender, and any special needs in
formulating an initial plan.

(adaptedfrom DoH, 1993, p 23)
This standard and the criteria by which it is measured state clearly that risk assessment
following an allegation of abuse is to be investigated and measuredby an individual social
worker. At this initial investigation there is a dual emphasis;first on establishing whether or
not abuse has already taken place and if so who is responsible for that abuse; and second on
establishingthe likelihood of a recurrenceof abuse (not always the same as the source of the
initial referral) if resourcesand servicesare not offered to the family.
With regard to the role of the case conferencethe framework in Inspecting for Quality (1993)
lays down the following standard:
Standard Child protection conferencesare convened and conducted in accordancewith the
guidancein Working Together Under the Children Act 1989 (DoH, 1991).
And the criteria for measuringthis standardinclude:
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*

Initial child protection conferencesare called only after an investigation under section 47 of
the Children Act 1989hasbeenmade in responseto the referral of an incident or suspicion
of abuse,and relevant information and reports are available.

9

SSD procedures clearly set out the functions and tasks of initial child protection
conferences,including membershipand process.
The initial conferenceis held within 8 working days of the referral being received by the
statutory agency.
Any reasonsfor a delay in holding the child protection conferenceup to a maximum of 15
days from the date of referral are clearly recorded.

*

Initial child protection conferencesare chaired by a member of the SSD or NSPCC's staff

responsibilityfor the case,andwho has knowledgeand
who hasnot hadline management
expertisein the child protectionfield andskills in chairingconferences.
e

The conferencesare attendedby a representativefrom all the agencieswhich have specific

responsibilitiesin the child protectionprocess;if representatives
cannotattendtheir written
aretabled.
responses
*

Initial child protection conferences share and evaluate information, identify concerns,
determine levels of risk to the child or children and decide on the need for registration.

e

Initial child protection conferencesdiscuss and record a proposed plan of action for work
with the child and their family, carers and others.

*

Dates for the core group to review the child protection plan are set.

*

Initial child protection conferencesappoint a named key worker, from either the SSD or
NSPCC for the registeredchild.

9

Initial child protection conferencesmake recommendationsto be carried out by a core group
of professionalsfrom relevant agencies.
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There is a locally agreed procedure for ensuring initial child protection conference
recommendationsare actedupon.
There is a managementsystemfor monitoring the quality of decision making, involvement
initial
families
by
child protection
at
professionals
appropriate
of
and attendance
conferences.
(adaptedfrom DoH, 1993, p25-26)
Again what is apparent through this standard and criteria is that the multiagency case
conferenceis given the mandateto assessrisk to children; to decide upon whether or not the
risk is sufficient to warrant registration of the child on the child protection register and if so, to
develop a care plan to manage that risk and to implement mechanisms to monitor the
effectivenessof the care plan.
In the event of an initial conference placing the child's/children's name/nameson the child
protection register the framework proposesthe following standardand criteria:

Standard The interagency child protection plan is reviewed regularly at a review conference
which is held at minimum intervals of six months.

Criteria include:

e

Review conferencesare held at least every six months, or more frequently if requestedby
other professionals, or if the circumstancesof the child demand it (e.g. where the child is
thought to be inadequatelyprotectedor there is a needto changethe child protection plan).

*

The child protection review conferencereviews the arrangementsfor the protection of the
child, examines the current level of risk, ensuresthat the child continues to be adequately
protected, considers the interagencywork of the core group, reviews the child protection
plan and considerswhether registration should continue or end.

(adaptedfrom DoH, 1993, p 30)
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Casereviews are given the mandateto monitor the developmentof the case, they are expected
to re-evaluaterisk to children and to evaluatethe effectivenessof the care plan.
The standard proposed for deregistration of a child from the register is laid down in the
framework as follows:
Standard Deregistration is the outcome of the child protection review conferenceonly when
all participantsare satisfiedthat the abuseor risk of abuseis no longer present or sufficient to
warrant continued registration.
Criteria include:

*

Any dissenting views or disagreementswith the decision to deregister the child's name are
recordedin the review minutes.

(adaptedfrom DoH, 1993, p3 1)
What is apparentthen is that the child protection procedure with regard to risk assessmentand
managementoperatesthrough a process which begins with an individual making judgements
about the level of risk to children. As the proceduresoutline risk assessmentis not a one off
activity, but one which is ongoing in the three main stages of child protection; the pre
investigation stage,the initial investigation stage and the child protection process should cases
progressinto the system.Whilst there are guidelines and checklists to assist in risk assessment
their use is relatively recent and there is considerable debate surrounding the value of
checklists.At one level the validity of someof the items can be questioned, for instancein the
DoH guide to assessment(1988) which comprises 167 questions, question 112 requires that
parents describe their sex life and say whether or not they use contraception. Question 78 is
concerned with whether or not parents were involved with drugs or alcohol as teenagers
(Corby, 1996). At another level there are concernsabout how an overall risk assessmentcan be
made from checklists which ask questions incrementally over a range of areassuch as family
background and history, support networks, material circumstances, the nature of interaction
with children, for a summary seeWald and Woolverton, (1990); Corby, (1996).
One of the reasons for the increasing interest in guidelines and checklists for risk assessment
seemedto be that there could be a scientifically developedknowledge base which could allow
the diagnosis and identification of causal factors related to child abuse. As such groups of
children most likely to suffer from abusecould be identified, as could groups of adults most
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in
high
identify
inclination
to
try
to
cases
such a prescriptive and
this
risk
problems with
causally determinedmanner.First there is a difficulty with the term 'child abuse'. Parton et al
(1997) suggest that studies of families in the 1970s in the UK were based on small,
'vague'
definitions
'variable'
often
of abuse were
and
retrospective clinical samples where
employed. Hence causal relationships would be at the least tenuous. Second there are serious
methodologicalflaws in the design of many of the researchstudies (Dingwall, 1989). Indeed
when such flaws are overcome the evidence for causal links appears at best to be uncertain
(Pollack et al, 1990).
As a consequenceof the review of the evidenceParton et al (1997) suggest that there does not
seemto be a consistent set of researchfindings. As they propose
'Thus attempts to identify key risk factors associatedwith child abuse have
failed to establish any clear causal relationships or sequencesbetween the
variables. Crucially they have failed to differentiate between what
constitutes 'high risk' and the rest. ' (1997, p 54).
Following theseargumentsit seemsappropriateto consider that the phenomenonof child abuse
is multifaceted. There may be many factors associatedwith child abuse that inter relate at the
levels of individuals, family, community, society and social work professionals. Parton et al
(1997) continue their argument by outlining a piece of researchin which social workers were
askedto statewhat they found to be of importance during the decision making phase of child
protection inquiries (based on Thorpe, 1994). They reviewed a number of cases within a
Departmentof Community Services, Western Australia, and suggested ultimately that they
could identify twelve factors that were important in decision making (1997, p 131). Not all
casesinvolved all criteria, and they proposed that it was the nature of the alleged abuse, the
natureof the referral and the matching of information to the initial visit that determinedwhich
factors were important in which cases.What is interesting with this research is that whilst it
may not be a checklist in the very prescriptive senseit could be seen neverthelessas a set of
guidelines on which to base risk assessment.As with previous checklists some of the factors
seemopen to subjective interpretation by individual practitioners.For example, factor 3 is 'The
moral characterof the carer (the 'young' mother being tidy and caring about her appearance)'
(1997, pl3l).

Factor 7 is the 'Overall image of family life' (1997, pl3l).
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Factor 8 is

'Reactions by carers,to investigators (the mother was 'surprised' but not 'worried')' (1997,
p 131).
Prior to the implementationof checklists and/or guidelines for risk assessmentthere was a
Subjective
(Corby
Mills,
1986).
by
individuals
implicit
that
and
criteria
were
used
recognition
influences on decision making by practitioners have been referred to as 'tacit knowledge'
(Imre, 1985) and 'practice wisdom' (England, 1986; Scott, 1989; 1990). Yet as Scott (1998)
arguesdespitethis recognition of implicit influences on decisions very little researchhas been
from
inquiry reports reflect the view that
Comments
to
their
carried out
elucidate
nature.
'professional judgement' is crucial and whilst guidelines may inform that judgement they
should not be the sole determinant of decisions.
Ultimately work in this area seemsto suggest that checklists can ensure that a wide range of
factors can be considered in a consistent way, but importantly there is a stress that 'risk
assessmentinstruments should not be used in a mechanistic way' (Corby, 1996, p22). It
seemsclear that individual judgement not only does, but should play a part in risk assessment
activities.
As Scott suggests:
'-practice wisdom, or tacit knowledgeis central to social work knowledge'
(1998, p 74)
Once this initial risk assessmenthas been undertaken, if the individual considers the risk of
recurrenceof abuseto be at a certain threshold the child protection procedure is continued and
the social worker will presentthe caseto a group of multiagency professionals. It is this group
who are given the legal mandateto assessrisk, formally record decisions, and if necessaryto
develop and monitor a care plan to managethat risk within families.
Rationale for the case conference
Government guidelines (DHSS, 1974) recommended that local authorities set up case
conferencesand createnon accidentalinjury registers. As illustrated in inquiry reports these
recommendationswere put into operation, however the Children Act 1989 legally required the
use of the multiagency group. As described previously this was to be the forum in which risk
was to be assessedand care plans formulated for those children thought to be at a certain level
of risk. In the light of child death inquiries and public response to decisions (and ensuing
situations)made by individual practitioners both policy and practice in child protection adhered
to a 'conventional wisdom' that a group has advantagesover an individual in terms of decision
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As statedin Working Together (DOH, 1991):
' 77zeprotection of children requires a close working relationship between
social services departments, the police service, medical practitioners,
Cohealth
agencies
and
others.
workers, schools, voluntary
community
by
be
joint
level
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supported
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joint forum for developing, monitoring and reviewing child protection
Committee'
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2).
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is
Area
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Further:
'Inter disciplinary and interagencywork is an essentialprocess in the task
(2.1
from
to
p5).
abuse'
of attempting protect children
'The child protection conferenceprovides the main forum for professionals
and thefamily to share information and concerns,analyseand weigh up the
level of risks to children and make recommendationsfor action' ( 5.15.2
p3l).
Hence the case conferenceas a group of professionals are envisaged to encompasspotential
advantagesof groups when making decisions (to be outlined in more detail in chapter two).
Whilst these conferenceswill be chaired by a senior member of social services departments,
Working Together (199 1) defines the key social worker's role in relation to the group as:
'The key worker also has a responsibility to act as lead worker
for the interagency work in this case. In this role he or she will
provide afocusfor communication betweenprofessionals involved and will
co-ordinate interagency contributions to the assessment, planning and
review of this case' (6.7 p42). (my emphasis)
further:
'However, once a long term plan has beenfonnulated, and a group led
by the key worker has been identified to work with the family,
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6.25,6.26 p 45-46). (my emphasis)
Ultimately, as Fisher et al suggest:
'The child protection system is expected to identify high risk, i. e.
dangeroussituations or individuals' (Fisher et al 1995, p 205).

Current child protectionprocedureswould seemto indicatethat this is thought to be best
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The new documents are Working Together to Safeguard Children (DoH, 1999) and
Framework for the Assessmentof Children in Need and their families (DoH, 2000). The
documents
differences
between
these
and their predecessors, and possible
similarities and
implications for child protection practicewill be consideredin the final chapter.

Existing

analyses of the case conference

If this conventional wisdom that the group is a more appropriateforum to assessrisk than an
individual it seems necessary to undertake some evaluation of the effectiveness of case
conferencesas group decision making forums. There is extensive literature within social work
surrounding the function and effectivenessof the case conference, for example ( Hallett and
Stevenson, 1980; Hallett & Birchall, 1992; Hallett, 1995). Hallett and Birchall (1992) cite
several instances where inquiry reports criticised authorities' practice with regard to
conferences. For example the Beckford report contained comments that were critical of the
chairing of conferencesand noted that crucial memberswere often absentfrom meetings; in the
Kimberley Carlile casea conferencewas not held at all; and as the DHSS Summary of Inquiry
Reports notes:
'All the inquiry reports either implicitly or more often explicitly highlight
had
have
a significant effect
critical occasionswhen a caseconferencecould
on the way a case was handled, but was not held at all, or was ineffective
for one reason or another' (1982, p 20).
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Hallett and Birchall (1992) provide an analysisof difficulties of caseconferencesunder a list of
process and logistical headings which include professionals' attitudes to case conferences,
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Evaluating

the effectiveness of the case conference

There are two sourcesof statistics which may give some indication of the effectivenessof the
group caseconferencein relation to the considerationof risk to children.
Statistics that relate to the management of cases.
Whilst there are some studies that report figures throughout the managementof cases for
particular local authorities which include reports of a) initial referrals, b) decisions to hold a
caseconference, c) decisions at case conferenceof whether or not to register a child and d)
decisions at subsequentcase reviews should a child be registered (Jones 1996; Gibbons,
Conroy and Bell, 1995), theseare not representativeof national patternsof data collection. For
example, within the UK, Parton et al (1997) state that there has been no systematicattemptto
collect, collate and analysestatisticson the initial stageof referrals to child protection services.
Statisticsthat do exist include the numbers of children on child protection registers, and even
these have only been systematically and nationally collected since 1988. Any indications of
registrations that are suggestedbefore 1988 are in fact figures extrapolated from NSPCC
records which representedonly 9% of the child population of England.
Parton et al (1997, p5) provide figures for the numbersof children on child protection registers
in England by category for selectedyears 1978-1994, and whilst there is a fluctuation in the
increaseor decreasein numbersover those years (which they cite as a result of changesin DoH
guidancein 1991,notably on the decision to not include the category of 'grave concern'), their
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figures indicate that the numbers of children on registers increaseddramatically between 1978
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Table 1: The number of children on 'child protection' registersin England

Year
1978

Numberof childrenon a protectionregister
11,844

1984
1986

12,389
23,820

1988

39,200

1989

41,200

1990
1991

43,600

1992

38,600

1993
[- 199
-4

32,500

45,300

34,900

__7
(Adaptedfrom Parton,Thorpe& Wattam1997,p5)
The drop in figures between 1991,1992 and 1993 may be a direct result of the DoH
amendmentsto inclusion on the register, yet it can be seenthat there may be the beginning of a
trend to greaterregistrations once more.
It could be that increasedregistration figures reflect the fact that the interagency group is being
more cautious than an individual practitioner, but without figures for the whole of the process
from referral to registration it is difficult to seehow this could be arguedunproblematically.
Gibbons, Conroy & Bell (1995) undertook research in eight English authorities and
investigatedthe processof the child protection system for a number of children who had been
referred to the child protection servicesover a range of types of abuse. They tracked individual
cases through the child protection system over 26 weeks using social work records and

Seetabletwo overleaf:
minutesof caseconferences.
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Table 2: The number of caseswithin the child protection systemin one local authority.

Point in filter

system

Cases at each stage of the
system

New allegation/incident

1,888

Checks

1,846

Investigation

1,368

Child protection conference

443

In systempost conference

315

Name placed on register

272

(adaptedfrom Parton et al, 1997,p 10)
Of the 1,888 new allegadonsonly 1,846 were checkedby the authority. Parton et al (1997)
report that the remaining 42 could not be tracedas they appearedto be lost from the outset. As
such the first 'real' filter occurs when a number of casesdo not proceed to investigation. Filter
one then concernsthe decision making by social work staff at the duty stage of referral, and it
can be seenthat 26% (478) of referrals do not proceedin the child protection system.Parton et
al suggestthat these decisions would not have included direct involvement with the family or
the child the referral alluded to although decisions may have been taken with advice from a
senior social worker and other agencies.It seemedthat there were factors that influenced the
decision to not proceed a case that were concerned with the nature of the allegation, for
example, casesof neglect as opposed to allegations of physical or sexual abuse;cases where
referral sourceswere anonymous;caseswhere the perpetratorwas not in the household; cases
where there had been no previous contact with social services and caseswhere the abusewas
thought to be physically less serious.
Filter two concerns the process of the child protection investigation. This essentially involves
the allocation of the case to a practitioner. An individual is given the responsibility for
investigating the caseand is the key decision maker. It is here that the decision would be made
as to whether or not the child was consideredto be at sufficient risk for a case conferenceto be
held. As can be seen from the figures, by this point 50% (925) of incidents were filtered out
and did not proceed to caseconference.Individual social workers were making decisions here
which suggested that half the referrals that got this far did not warrant the attention of the
interagency group. Factors that Gibbons et al (1995) suggested influenced these decisions
included again the nature of the abuse;the source of the referral; background information with
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Filter three concernsthe initial interagencycaseconference.By this point 7% (128) of incidents
were filtered out and did not proceed in the system. However in 51% of those casesthat got
this far the child was placed on the register, 10% were already on the register (so the
conferencemust have constituted someform of review), 10% were deferred and 29% were not
registered. Factors influencing the decision by the group to register a child included more
previous investigations so the family were already known to child protection services;
indications of relatively greater poverty; indications of domestic violence, and indications of
parentaldeviance.
In this study then the interagency group considered that around 60% of cases considered
warrantedsufficient risk to the children that they be placed on or remain on the register, and a
further 10% warranted deferral, presumably for further information. Gibbons et al (1995)
researchsuggeststhat the decision making processesthat occur means that around six out of
every seven children that are initially referred to the child protection service do not have their
namesplaced on the register. Decisions are made by individuals and groups at filtering stages
in the child protection systemwith regard to the assessmentof risk to children.
The relatively high numbersof children that have their namesplaced on the register once they
have reachedcaseconferencemay suggestthat the group is being cautious in relation to the risk
to children, yet it would be impossible to substantiatethis without considering exactly how risk
had been assessedby individuals previously. If the group is considered to be an effective
monitor of individual decisionsit is crucial to rigorously analyse the actual assessmentof risk
at every stage and by every participant in the child protection system. Whilst there is value in
Gibbons et al (1995) work in terms of identifying the numbers of children filtered out at each
stagein the process,and in terms of identifying general factors that influence decisions it may
be beneficial to look at the nature of the relationships between decisions at different stagesin
the process;to identify the relationship between individual and group decisions and to identify
in detail what constitutes the formulation of an assessmentof risk. Gibbons et al (1995)
describeoutcomesof decisions for children in terms of where they end up within the system,
but they do not elaboratein detail on the decisional processesby individuals and groups that
result in these situations. Indeed the focus of Gibbons et al (1995) work is concerned with
formally defined and recordedoutcomesand whilst this may portray a longitudinal picture with
regard to the outcomes for children it may not in fact portray realistically any of the decision
making processes that result in outcomes. Thus there are obvious weaknessesin trying to
analysewhat are often extrapolatedstatistics.Similarly there are weaknessesin trying to make
inferences about the nature of individual and group decision making processes in risk
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Statistics that relate to cases of child deaths
Pritchard (1996) provides a rigorous analysis of child death statistics in England and Wales
between 1973 and 1992 and whilst his figures support the notion that child (babies to 14 year
olds) homicides have "decreasedsignificantly" i. e. 41,54,37,36,41 and 29 respectively there
seemsto be three difficulties with his conclusion that thesefigures support the notion that there
hasbeen an improvement in child protection.
First the figures themselvesdo not representa consistentdecline in child homicides.
Second this apparentimprovement in practice does not seem to be the case if the
included
in
'undetermined
deaths'
the statistics. The number of
are
number of
homicides plus
undetermined deaths between those years were
97,113,94,106,104,110 respectively, even according to Pritchard's notion of
consistencythis seemsto representan increaseover those years.
Third there appearsto be an assumption that improved child protection practice and
ipso facto the introduction of case conferencesin 1991 as part of the change in
practice is causally responsiblefor fluctuations in any statistics.It could of coursebe
the case that these relatively minimal changesin numbers are occurring entirely by
chance,or by other factors unrelatedto child protection systemsand practice.
Each year there are 120 notifications of child deaths or serious injury to the Departmentof
Health (DoH, 1994). Of these 120 notifications the Central Statistical Office (1994) reports
between 40 and 50 child deaths each year. Detailed inquiries are held in all of these cases.
Reder et al (1993) reviewed 35 fatal child abuseinquiry reports and suggestedthat in 21 out of
the 35 casesthe children were subject to someforin of formal child protection status at the time
of their deaths but the outcomes indicate clearly that they were unprotected by the child
protection decisions, interventions and system.In Reder's study, of the nine children subject to
full care orders sevendied at the handsof a natural parent and two died at the hands of a foster
parent. Three children under supervision orders and four whose names were on a child
protection register also died.
Similarly there is evidenceto suggestthat there is a high level of non fatal reabuseof children
already known to child protection agencies with estimates varying between 25 and 60%
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(Heffenkohl et al, 1979; Cleaver & Freeman, 1995,Farmer & Owen, 1995; Thoburn, Lewis &
Shernmings, 1995). More recent researchsupports the higher rate of reabuse in the more
serious casesof abuse.
The first source of statistics then appearnot to be rigorous or consistent enough to base an
evaluation of the effectivenessof the caseconferencein assessingrisk to children. Given the
second source of information it would seemthat there is evidencewhich suggeststhat in the
most seriouscasesof abuse,those relating to child death,little seemsto have changedsince the
introduction of the case conference, the number of child deaths seem to remain relatively
constantover time. The caseconferenceas an interagencygroup does not appearto have been
effective in reducing risk to thosechildren at risk of most significant harm. It would also seem
that there is little research which focuses explicitly on decision making processes by
practitioners as individuals and groups, rather the existing researchappearsto concentrateon
overall outcomes within the child protection system. (Reder et al, 1993; Pritchard, 1996;
Parton et al, 1997).
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Chapter Two
An integrated model of decision making in situations
that involve risk.
The previouschapteroutlined the recenthistory of child protectionpracticein the UK. It
identifiedhow risk assessment
in casesof child abusehave developedand
andmanagement
how the Children Act 1989 legally requiredthat individualsand multiagencygroups assess
risksto childrenand determineappropriatelevelsof socialwork interventionwith families.A
and
numberof difficulties were identifiedwith a 'social work perspective'on the assessment
management
of 'risk'. Notably,a brief descriptionwasgiven surroundingthe conceptof 'risk'
and 'high risk' childrenandfamiliesin casesof child protection.Here the problemsassociated
with definitionaland methodologicalissueswere outlined.Furtherthe first chapterdescribed
the problemsassociatedwith the reliability and validity of risk assessmentchecklistsand
guidelinesin a practice situation, where situations and circumstancesare multifaceted.
Importantlyit wassuggested
thatthereis a recognitionthat theremay be subjectiveinfluences
on decisionmakingthat havenot beenextensivelyresearched.Finally it was proposed that
thereseemsto be a lack of theoreticalinsight and explanationfor the use of individual and
group decision making in casesof child protection.
This chapter has two aims. The first aim is to outline a social psychological model of decision
making which integratesaspectsof individual and group decision making where the outcomes
of the decision processeswere disastrous (Whyte 1989,1991). The model will be illustrated
and one example of its application to a decision which had a poor outcome will be described.
Several psychological conceptswill be referred to when describing Whyte's model and these
will be fully explored when addressing the second aim. This second aim is to consider the
definition of the concept of risk and the different psychological perspectivesused in Whyte's
model. This will be achievedby considering the derivation of the word risk and by outlining
psychological literature which identifies attributes of decision making situations which involve
risk. An overview of the historical roots of research into decision making by groups and
individuals will be provided and the epistemological positions traditionally used in such
researchwill be explored.
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An integrated model of decision making.
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group decisions is not dealt with at a conceptualor theoreticallevel. It seemsimportant where
individuals inform group decisionsin complex real world situations to understand and explain
how an individual might influence a group decision and how a group might influence
individual's decisions.
Whyte (1989,199 1) provides a model of decision making which integratesaspectsof work
on individual and group decision making when the outcomes of the decision processeswere
'fiascos'. His model proposes a sequenceof decision making which occurs in situations
involving risk and which he suggests results inevitably in extremely high risk decision making
and poor outcomes. This model incorporatesthe notions of 'decision framing' (Kahneman &
Tversky, 1984), pressures for conformity and concurrence seeking (Janis, 1972), 'group
polarisation' (Moscovici and Zavalloni, 1969 ) and 'groupthink '(Janis, 1972; 1982; 1989).
Whyte's (1989) model of high risk decision making can be summarisedas follows:

there exists a referencelevel, this can be construedas a desirablestateof the world;
there occurs an action or event which leads to the perception of the current situation as a

*

negativedeviationfrom thereferencelevel;
thereis a decisionto commit further resourcesto an initial courseof action in order to
return to the referencelevel OR a decision to respondto events framed as a choice between
losses;
there occurs risk preference/lossaversion. The option with the possibility of return to the
referencelevel is preferred to the option of a sure loss with a higher expectedvalue. The
result of this is a preferenceto commit new resources to a failing course of action or to
otherwise engagein high risk behaviour if the potential exists for return to the reference
level;
pressuresfor conformity/majority process ensure that the dominant initial position within
the group will emergeas the group choice;
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choice that is more risky than that an individual would havejudged if working in isolation;

"

the group may be/becomesubject to the symptoms of groupthink and will therefore not
evaluateits decision making in an effective manner;

"

possibility for high risk decision and potential decision fiasco.

(adaptedfrom Whyte 1989,p49)
Whyte provides several examples where this model appears to have some validity in the
understandingand explanation of disastrousdecisions,theseinclude the decision to launch the
spaceshuttle Challenger, the decision to send arms to Iran in the Iran Contra affair, and the
decision by Coca Cola to changethe formula of Coke (Whyte, 1991). Whyte (1991) provides a
worked explanation of how the model of decision making relatesto the Coca Cola decision.
In the mid 1980's a decision was taken to change the formula of Coke. At the time of the
decision by Coca Cola, Coke remainedthe largest selling soft drink yet its market share was
falling. In such a situation the company would consider alternative coursesof action to address
the issue.Whyte suggeststhat the referencelevel adopted by the individual with responsibility
for presenting alternativesto the board of directors was the previous high market share. The
negative deviation from that i. e. the lessershare,led to a choice framed as one of losses. Coca
Cola could either stay as it was, in which caseit accepteda certain loss of the declining market
share,or it could take some kind of action. One possiblecourse of action that might increaseits
market sharewas to change the formula of the drink. Changing the formula held the potential
for increasing possible losses,it could be a changethat consumerswould not accept,but it also
involved a chanceof avoiding a loss the companyperceivedas certain. By taking the option to
change the formula then the company avoided the perception of large certain losses, yet
embarkedupon a course of action that involved what were perceived as less probable, but
potentially more damaging outcomes. The board of directors as a group took this option. In
this case the decision to change the formula for Coke was taken within a negative decision
frame by an individual and taken to a group. Whyte's model proposes that the group polarised
around this decision and henceembarkedupon a courseof action that inevitably involved risk.
Some three months after this decision the Presidentand chief operating officer of the company
admitted that the decision had been a mistake. The market share of the product continued to
decline and in fact appearedto be declining at a faster rate than previously. Interestingly all was
not lost in this caseas the old Coke formula was brought back, renamedas Classic Coke, and
once again becamethe largest soft selling drink in America.
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What Whyte's (1989) model incorporates is an initial section of decision making where an
individual 'frames' or perceivesthe decision situation as one where all sets of outcomes have
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individual then takesthat choice to a group. Whyte's secondhalf of the model proposes that in
decisions where outcomes were poor, the group polarises around the individual's
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decreasesand the group commits escalatingresourcesto try to ensure the successof its plans.
In the retrospectiveanalysesof poor decision making outlined previously the individual group
members that seemedto lead the decision direction could be seen to be charismatic, or in
positions of relative power, for example the President of the United States or the managing
director of a major international company, and the characteristicsof 'key' decision makers in
terms of leading decision direction will be consideredin this research.
In essenceWhyte is proposing a decision making processthat can result in high risk decisions
if the choice is madeby an individual within the frame of losses, but importantly he suggests
that when that individual has to take his/her judgement to a group, group processes may
exaggeraterisk preferenceand loss aversion.
Whyte attemptsto summarisehis model in terms of explanatory value thus:
'On the one hand, prospect polarisation provides leverage with which to
discern and predict what the dominant initial preference within the group
will be and what will happen to it during the course of group interaction.
Groupthink on the other hand, illuminates the means by which the
convergence of the stated views of group members occurs. Using
groupthink to explain policy debaclesprovides only a partial explanation.
Although the tendency of group members to conform and the convergence
be
by
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groupthink,
of group membersviews around an option can
the theory shedsno light on why the group coalescesaround the parlicular
be
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in the groupthink hypothesis.
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Group polarisation implies that group pressures toward uniformity will be
in the direction of thepolicy option that is somewhat more extreme than the
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polarisation will be established' (1989,p 5)

in
Therearethena numberof differentpsychologicalperspectives
used Whyte's model.These
includeconceptssuch as 'decisionframing' (lossesand gains), 'prospectpolarisation',the
'certaintyeffect', 'group polarisation', 'groupthink'. What is commonto all of theseis the
concept of risk.

The concept of risk
Defining

risk

Thereexistsa literaturearoundrisk and therearemany differenttheoriesconcerningdecision
that involve risk. Thesetheoriesoften addressdifferentelements
makingor actions/behaviour
of risk taking behaviour.For example'subjectiveexpectedutility theory' (Savage,1954) is
concernedwith how an individualmayoptimisedecisionsandactionsin situationsthat involve
uncertaintyor risk; 'risky shift' (Stoner,1961)is concernedwith how groupsmay exacerbate
individual decisionsinvolving risk. Not only arethe elementsof risk broadenoughto allow
but theareasof applicationarealsovast.Researchon
wide variationin theoreticaldevelopment
health,technology,ecologyetc. This sectionwill
risk is evidentin areassuchasmanagement,
outline the derivation of the word risk and will considerthe main issues concerningthe
investigationand analysis of the conceptwithin the behaviouralsciences.The significant
attributesof risk will be illustratedandthe 'consensus
view' (Yates& Stone,1992p23) where
thereis a generalagreementamongresearchers
that a fundamentalconceptionof risk must
involve considerationof lossesassociated
with risk taking behaviourwill be described.The
subjectivenatureof the conceptof risk is outlinedandit will be arguedthat assessments
of risk
canbe alteredby the way in which decisionsituationsarepresentedor perceivedby decision
makers.Considerationof individualdecisionmakingprocesses
will be incorporatedwithin this
section.
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Wharton (1992) suggeststhat:
'Risk pervades all human activity it is simply not possible to avoid taking
..
3).
(1992,
risks'
p
and further that:
'In every human decision or action the question is never one of whether or
not to take a risk but rather which risk to choose' (1992, p 3).
Taking this perspective suggeststhat the concept of risk is a universal one with regard to the
understanding and explanation of human behaviour and decision making. It is therefore not
surprising that risk has been addressed by a range of academic disciplines, notably
mathematics,economics,psychology, sociology and biology.
When looking at the derivation of the word risk it is thought to originate from the Arabic risq
or the Latin riscum. Risq was usedin the sensethat it signified anything that had been given to
a person (by God) from which profit could be drawn. Riscum was used initially in the senseof
a challenge, for instance, that the barrier reef presented to sailors. In the first case the
implication in terms of outcomesfor people who engagein actions that involve risk is that they
will have some positive value, i. e. profit. In the latter case the implication, in terms of
outcomes for people who engage in actions that involve risk is that they concern potential
losses, damageor loss of life. Even with these early notions of risk it is not necessarily the
conceptitself that assumesimportancebut the value of the outcomesin situations where risk is
consideredto be present.The Greek derivative of Arabic used in the Twelfth century was used
to relate largely to notions of chanceyet the outcomeswere stated in general terms and had no
direct link to values that were either positive or negative. The French derivative risqu6 can be
used to indicate proactive behaviour where there is the potential to achieve outcomes with
positive value yet it is most often usedwith referenceto actions where outcomes have negative
value. In more contemporary terms Leiss and Chociolko (1994) suggest that risk has an
intuitive meaning for people which usually takesthe form of a recognition of gambling where:
'To gamble is to incur voluntarily a cellain loss (the value of the wager) in
the expectation of a larger gain, with theforeknowledge that the chanceof
any return on the wager is in somedegree less certain' (1994, p 3).

Whilst the outcomesof actionsassociatedwith risk can be seenin terms of negativevalue
(losses), or positive value (gains), and there are degreesof uncertainty surrounding the
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likelihood of outcomes in situations involving risk, there remains considerable disagreement
among researchersas to what exactly should be understoodas risk. This may be a reflection of
the complexity and problematic natureof the concept.Glendon (1987) proposes three different
dimensionsto the category of risk:
a one dimensional category which is essentially for Glendon a physical sciences view
where the focus is on the identification of probabilities of events, on cost benefit analyses
and on risk analysis techniques;
a two dimensional view where context is included in the concept of risk. This might take
the form of investigating, for example, intermediatefactors which may affect individual
perceptionand cognition with regardto probability estimatesand cost benefit analysessuch
as past experience,emotion, time pressure,presenceand influence of others;
and a three dimensional view where culture is incorporated into any analysis of risk. This
might take the form of an examination of structural influences on decision making such as
power and politics.
(adaptedfrom Glendon, 1987p99-104)
This classification of risk into dimensions seemsto imply that the concept of risk can be dealt
with at several levels of analysis. These range from cognitive and perceptualto structural and
political, but it also seemsto imply that to understandaction or decision making in a real world
situation where risk is involved may require the integration of material from different
perspectives.

The investigation

of risk

Brehmer (1987, p27) focuses on the ways in which risk has been studied and suggeststhree
types of investigation of risk:
thoseconcernedwith gambleswhere an emphasisis placed on the aspectsof gambles that
appearto make them risky;
those concernedwith events where the decision maker has personal experience, here the
emphasisis placed on eventswhich occur with relative frequency in daily lives for example
assessingthe risk of being caught speedingon the roads;
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everyday individual experience, for example assessingthe risks of nuclear power as an
energy form.
These types of study can be incorporated within Glendon's dimensions of risk as an
understandingof gambling will require estimationsof probabilities and cost benefit analyses,
and an understandingof the risks of nuclear power is likely to require some understandingof
political workings and power relationships between, for example, organisations supplying

energyto customers.
Despitethesecomplexities in exactly what constitutesrisk there does appear to be an emphasis
on loss as at least one defining characteristic.The following quotesillustrate risk to be:
'A measureof the probability and severity of adverseeffects' (Lowrance, 1976,
cited in Ansell & Wharton, 1992, p 4).
'The potential for unwanted negative consequencesof an event or activity'
(Rowe, 1977, cited in Ansell & Wharton, 1992, p 4).
'.. the chancing of a negative outcome. To measure risk we must accordingly
both
defining
its
measure
of
components, the chance and the negativity'
(Rescher, 1983, cited in Ansell & Wharton, 1992, p 5).
A review of psychological literature lead Vlek and Stallen (198 1) to include definitions of the
concept of risk as:
risk is the probability of a loss;
risk is the size of the probable loss;
risk is a function, mostly the product of probability and size of loss;
risk is the semi variance of the distribution

of all consequences, taken over negative

consequencesonly, and with respectto some adoptedreferencevalue.
Again in their definitions when any value attachedto the outcomes or consequencesassociated
with risk situations is made explicit it highlights the negativity of the outcome i. e. loss.
Following a later review of risk literature Yates & Stone (1992) propose that despite what
appearsto be substantialdisagreementon a definition of risk there is implicit general agreement
about a fundamental conception of risk. They describethis as a 'consensusview' and suggest:
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'At its core, risk is the possibility of loss. There are three essential risk
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associated with
Loss then appears to be a generally agreed attribute of the concept of risk, more precisely
situations involving risk seem to be perceived as those where the outcomes of actions and
decisionshave negative value. If this is the caseit becomesnecessaryto consider what is meant
by 'loss' and when, why and by whom does 'loss' have negative value.

Risk as a subjective construct
Yates& Stone (1992) argue that risk should not be seen as an objective feature of a decision
alternative,rather it representsan interaction betweenthe alternative and the risk taker. Risk for
them is an inherently subjective construct as what is considered to be a loss or a gain is
particular to individuals, as is the significance of the loss or gain and the likelihood that it may
occur. Whilst risk can be quantified in terms of probabilities of outcomes occurring and the
value those outcomes may have, the importanceof their argument is that those numbers must
not be seen as some kind of objective fact. The numerical properties of probability and value
are dependentupon the interpretation of the situation by the decision maker.
That risk may be subjective is emphasisedearlier by Brehmer (1987) when he suggeststhat it
is often the way that the concept is investigatedor the way questions are asked with regard to
risk that determinesan individuals representationand interpretation of the concept.
As he argues:
'-people have no single and unitary representationof risks and that the
depends
they
very much on what questions are
representation
construct
asked. ..Such an interpretation raises an important issue. If it is true that
different ways of formulating problems about risk lead to different
representationsthere is an obviouspossibility that discussionsof actual risk
problems may lead people to ignore important aspects of these problems
becauseof the way in which the problems have beenformulated. To avoid
this we need more systematic information about how the formulation of a
risk problem affects the cognitive representationof that problem' (1987, p
34-35).
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This together with Yates & Stone's view would seem to suggest that risk, by its nature, is
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terms of loss or gain, and the likelihood of those outcomes happening is dependentupon how
the situation is perceived.
Leiss & Chociolko (1994) argue that in the 1980's there was an attempt to agree that it was
logical to distinguish between risk assessmentand risk management.Risk assessmentwas
seen as a scientific process and risk managementwas seen as a political or bureaucratic
process. Risk assessmentwas considered to be a process which involved objectifying and
quantifying risk by looking for types and severity of potential harm. This implies that the
focus in risk assessmentagain was seen to be around issues of the scientific objectification of
outcomesor consequencesof actions involving risk. Whilst this may be important if, as argued
above, representationscan be altered by the formulation of the problem it may be equally
important to investigate how a situation involving risk itself is perceivedby a decision maker.
Drawing on Sjoberg and Winroth (1985) Brehmer points out:
'..research on psychological risk and acceptability has focused too much
upon the consequences and associated probabilities and ignored the
activities that Produce these consequences,these activities are an important
aspect of the decision problem' (1987, p 36).
This debatein terms of psychological aspectsand discussions of risk seem to be replicated in
the work on risk assessmentand managementin child protection practice. As outlined in
chapter one, on the one hand there seems to be an enthusiasm for the creation of objective
guidelines and criteria which allow the scientific and visibly rigorous assessmentof risks to
children in the form of checklists; and on the other hand there seemsto be a recognition of the
subjective and intuitive nature of the assessmentof risks to children. There seemsto be little in
social work literature which explicitly ties these issues directly to mainstream psychological
theorising. An exception to this rnight be the work of Munro (1996) where she suggeststhat
social workers are slow to re, evaluate their initial judgements of risks to children as those
judgements are often basedon beliefs that are resistantto challenges.She draws upon the work
of Kahnemann and Tversky (1990) to propose that intuitive reasoning, often subjýct to
'heuristic biases' is extremely difficult to overcome. There is evidence within psychological
researchthat such 'heuristic biases' do exist, that they affect both experts and laymen alike, and
that even when informed of the determinantsof differences in judgement given essentially the
same situation individuals continue to display contradictory decision making. (Kahneman &
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Tversky, 1990; Tversky & Kahneman, 1982) Given this information it seems appropriate to
consider how and why such different judgements of risk may occur given similar situational
and circumstantial information. The next sectionof this chapterwill address this issue. First in
terms of how the notion of the value of outcomes may be subjective with regard to an
individuals perception of a decision situation. Second in terms of how the notion of the
likelihood that outcomes may occur may be subjective with regard to an individual's
perceptionof a decision situation.

Individual decision making
Decision frames - the subjective value of outcomes
Within a descriptive analysisof decision making, for example Kahneman and Tversky's work
on heuristics and biases, the focus of study is the beliefs and preferences that individuals or
groups express rather than what those should be according to conceptions of rationality and
logical decision making. Within decision making literature this descriptive research on risk
tends to have focused on choices between simple gambles with numerically identifiable
outcomes such as monetary values and numerically specified probabilities (Tversky &
Kahneman, 1981). The assumptionhere is that an understandingof the way individuals make
choices under these circumstances may illustrate basic attitudes towards risk and value.
Kahneman and Tversky (1981,1984) suggestedthe concepts of 'risk aversion' and 'risk
seeking' behaviours in relation to gambles where there are two alternative courses of action-,
one in which there is a sure outcome with either positive or negative value; and one in which
there is a likelihood associatedwith two outcomeswhere one has a high likelihood of a high
value but possibility of no value and the other a lesserlikelihood of a sure positive value. What
was important here was that individuals did not consider relatively small outcomes in terms of
the actuality of the number of the outcome but rather in terms of gains, losses and neutral
outcomes where the neutral outcome would represent neither a loss or a gain on previous
states. It was not an ultimate state of wealth in the monetary examples that was important in
determining decision direction but rather the way in which the decision maker perceived the
final outcome in relation to their presentstate.That people seemto responddifferently to losses
than to gains was for Tversky and Kahnemanan example of 'framing' where a decision frame
is:
'the decision maker's conception of the acts, outcomes and contingencies
associatedwith that particular choice' (1981,p 453).
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Whilst Plous (1993) supports this investigation into how the norms habits and characteristics
of the decision maker influence decision frames, he suggests that in fact Kahneman and
Tversky's main focus was on how the formulation of the decision problem influenced a
decision makers subsequentframe. Kahneman and Tversky did investigate how individual
differences may influence perceptionsof risk, however they were more interestedultimately in
the effect of altering the presentation of the decision situation on the decision makers
perceptions.

One of the most famous examplesof framing is Tversky and Kahneman's(1981) Asian
diseasequestion. In this exampleindividuals were askedto state which of two medical
programmesthey would adoptgivena particularproblem,asbelow:
Problem 1 (N=152):

Imagine that the US is preparing for the outbreak of an
unusual Asian disease, which is expected to kill 600 people. Two alternative
programs exist to combat the disease have been proposed. Assume that the
exact scientific estimates of the consequences of the programs are as follows:

If programA is adopted,200 peoplewill be saved.
If program B is adopted, there is a 1/3 probability that 600 people will be saved and a 2/3
probability that no people will be saved.
Which of thesetwo programs would you favour?
Of the 152 individuals
option

asked this question

72% chose option

A, 28% chose

B.

Problem 2 (N= 155) the sameproblem scenariowas given but the programs were outlined as
If program C is adopted,400 will die.
If program D is adopted, there is a 1/3 probability that nobody will die and a 2/3 probability
that 600 will die.
Of the 155 individuals
option

asked this question 22% chose option C and 78% chose

D.
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ProgramsC and D in the secondframe are equivalentnumerically to A and B in the first frame
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that 600 people will die and two possible gains as measuredby the lives that may be saved.
72% of respondentspreferred to save200 lives for sure rather than take a gamble where there
was a 1/3 chanceof saving 600 lives. In the second frame however Kahneman and Tversky
arguethat individuals become 'risk seeking'. The outcomesof both programs are still evaluated
in terms of a 'reference level' but here it is one in which no one dies. In this case Kahneman
and Tversky suggestthat the best possibleoutcomeis the maintenanceof that level or state, no
deaths,and the alternativesare lossesthat now becomemeasured by the number of people that
will die of the disease.78% of respondentschosethe gamble where there was a 1/3 probability
that nobody would die and a 2/3 probability that all would die and only 22% chose the
programme where 400 would surely die, yet 200 would be saved.
Clearly the outcomes and consequencesof such choices and gambles can be framed as either
losses or gains relative to a 'reference level', yet the above would seem to demonstratethat
how the outcomes are framed can have remarkable effects on individuals judgement and
choice. Simply changing the words people will be saved, to people will die changed the
referencelevel where individuals perceivedoutcomesin terms of gains or losses.This occurred
despite the fact that the outcomes were identical, and the effect was to either induce 'risk
aversion' or 'risk seeking' in individuals.
It was interesting in this example that there was a slightly larger tendency in the second
framing of the problem for people to be risk seeking than in the first version for people to be
risk averse,which may suggestthat when a decision is framed in terms of losses the subjective
value of that as opposed to gains has a greatereffect on decision makers. Indeed Kahneman
and Tversky propose a hypothetical value function for lossesand gains as illustrated overleaf.
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Value

Gains

Figure 2: A typical value function (Kahneman& Tversky, 1986p259)

They suggestthat:
'77zevalue fiinction Js a) defined on gains and losses rather than on total
wealth, b) concavein the domain of gains and convex in the domain of losses,
and c) considerablysteeperfor losses thanfor gains. The last propeny, which
we label loss aversion, expressesthe intuition that a loss of $x is more aversive
than a gain of $x is attractive. Loss aversion explains peoples reluctanceto bet
on a fair coin for equal stakes: 77zeattractivenessof the possible gain is not
nearly sufficient to compensatefor the aversivenessof the possible loss' (1984
342)
,p
This difference in the steepnessof the value function in losses and gains means that decision
makers are more likely to perceive that 'lossesloom larger than gains'. The possible loss of EX
has a much higher value than the possible gain of EX, and this subjectivejudgement of value is
the detenninant of choice. Individuals may be more likely to make judgements to avoid losses
than to accrue gains. Indeed Kahnemanand Tversky describe a particular instance of decision
making under uncertainty which they describeas the 'certainty effect'.

The 'certainty

effect'.

Kahnemanand Tversky describethe certainty effect thus:
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'..a reduction of the probability of an outcomeby a constantfactor has more
impact when the outcome was initially certain than when it was merely
probable' (198 1, p455).
An example of how this operatesis illustrated in the example below:
1) You have to make a choice betweenincurring a) a certain loss of E50 or b) a 50150chanceof a
E100 loss or no loss at all, which would you choose?
2) You have to make a choice betweenincurring a) a certain gain of E50 or b) a 50150chanceof a
E100 gain or no gain at all, which would you choose?
This situation is similar to the framing alternativesearlier. The odds are identical in these decisions
and people opt most commonly for the riskier course of action when the question is framed in
terms of losses i. e. question one. Conversely they usually opt for the more cautious course of
action when the question is framed in terms of gains i. e. question two (Kahneman & Tversky,
1979). But importantly the 'certainty effect' predicts that individuals become risk seeking when
decisionsare framed in terms of choicesbetweenlosses,exaggeratingthe distastefulnessof losses
that are certain (E50) relative to those which are less sure (E100).
If a problem is framed in terms of losses where there are certain losses (sure) and less certain
losses(probabilities), individuals will choosethe alternative that avoids a certain loss; and if a
problem is framed in terms of gains where there are certain gains (sure) and less certain gains
(probabilities), individuals will choosethe alternativethat keepsthe certain gain.
That individuals can make such contrasting judgements given essentially the same decision
problem can be seen for Kahneman and Tversky (1984) as an example of a 'failure of
invariance', as invariance requires that changes in descriptions of outcomes should not alter
individuals preferenceorder. As Kahnemanand Tversky continue:
'77zefailureof invariance is both pervasive and robust. It is as common among
sophisticated respondentsas among naive ones, and it is not eliminated even
when the same respondents answer both questions within a few minutes.
Respondents confronted with their conflicting answers are typically puzzled.
Even after rereading the problems, they still wish to be risk averse in the lives
saved version; they wish to be risk seeking in the lives lost version; and they
also wish to obey invariance and give consistent answers in the two versions.
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In their stubborn appeal, framing effects resemble perceptual illusions more
than computational errors' (1984,p 343)
It appearsthen that all individuals, expert or not in a given field, can be 'risk averse' or 'risk
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interpret it. Moreover their perception of a situation or problem can be effected by the way in
which the choice dilemma is presented,that is either in a lossesor gains perspective.

The reference level.
Payne (1982) argues that information processing in decision making as with other areas of
cognition can be highly contingent on the demandsof the task. Payne differentiates between
task effects and context effects on decision making. Task effects are factors associatedwith
general structural characteristics of the problem for example response mode, number of
alternatives;and context effects are thosefactors associatedwith the values of the objects in the
decision set for example the overall attractivenessof the alternatives.Paynesuggeststhat:
'77zevalues of contextfactors are more dependentthan the values of task
factors on individual perceptions' (1982,p 386).

In otherwordsan individual'sperceptionof theproblemmay be moreinfluencedby contextual
factors than by task factors. One major contexteffect has been identified in psychological
researchas the 'referencelevel', or the standardof comparisonby which outcomesare
evaluated.Payne, Laughhunn& Crum (1980,1981) carried out a series of experiments
involving both studentsand businessmanagerswhere they were asked to make a choice
betweengamblesaccordingto a given referencepoint. The relationshipof a pair of gambles
wasvariedrelativeto thereferencepoint overchoicesituationsby eitheraddingor subtracting
a constantamountfrom all outcomesand Payneet al demonstratedthat manipulatingthe
outcomesin this way could result in a reversalof preferencewithin the pair of gambles.For
Payne:
'The preference function that is used to choose among gambles is
contingent on whether the choice problem is one involving mainly positive
outcomes,a mixture ofpositive and negative outcomes, or mainly negative
imply
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Whilst this work would seem to support strongly the notion of 'decision frames', there does
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To return to the Asian diseaseproblem in the first decision frame the neutral reference point
implied by the options where they are describedin terms of saving lives is 600 dead, hencethe
choice is between a certain gain and a potentially larger gain combined with a chance of
returning to the referencelevel. In the seconddecision frame the neutral reference point implied
by the options when they are described in terms of people dying is 0 dead, so the choice
becomesa certain loss and potentially greaterlosses combined with the chance of returning to
the referencelevel. Whyte (1991) suggeststhat there is considerableexperimental evidencethat
supportsthis notion that a 'referencelevel' strongly influences risky choice by individuals. As
such it seemsappropriate that researchattemptsto identify possible 'reference levels' within
child protection practice.

As outlinedin chapterone child protectionpractitionershaveobjectivereferencelevelswhich
they work within and towardsas providedin legislationand governmentguidelines(Children
Act 1989,Working Together,1991).Howevertheremay be subjectivereferencelevelswhich
influencethe decision processesof individuals and groups. Even within the prescribed
guidelineschild protectionpractitionersseemto display ambiguityabout the extentto which
they take some of the guidelinesas a fundamentalpart of their everydaybusiness(Daniel,
1999). Given the possibility that the value of outcomesmay be dependentupon how
individualsperceivea problemsubjectivelyit seemsnecessary
to considerhow individualsmay
perceivethe likelihoodof thoseoutcomesoccurringaccordingto psychologicalresearch.

Decision frames - the subjective nature of probabilities
Just as with outcomes, where it is the subjective value of outcomes that is important for
decision makers, so it seemsthat it may be the subjective probabilities of events that determine
judgementsrather than the actual numerical probability of those events. Given the likelihood's
of winning on a lottery ticket Kahnemanand Tversky suggestthat an increasefrom a chanceof
winning from 5 -10% has a larger effect than an increasefrom 30-35%, hence they propose a
decision weight attachedto an event by a decision maker as a function of its actual numerical
probability, seeoverleaf.
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Figure 3: A typical weighting function. (Kahneman& Tversky, 1986 p 264)

What this meansin termsof choicesthat involve risk is that individuals tend to overweight
smallprobabilitiesandunderweightmoderateto high probabilities.An exampleof this kind of
judgementmight be an individual's decisionsto buy and continueto buy lottery tickets.Even
thoughit is well known that the actualprobability of winning the jackpot is 1/14 million, it
could be arguedthat individualscontinueto buy a ticket as they overweightsubjectivelythe
probability of winning. In relationto subjectiveprobabilitiesKahnemanand Tversky also
suggestthat there exists a 'category-boundaryeffect' where:
'A changefrom impossibility to possibility or from possibility to certainty
has a bigger impact than a comparablechange in the middle of the scale'
(1984, p 344)
It seemsdifficult to separateout the effects of subjective judgements of probability from the
subjectivejudgements with value or outcomes. In the above lottery scenarioit is difficult to see
how individuals might disassociatethe possible enormousvalue of the gain of a jackpot lottery
win from the actual remote probability and from their own referencepoints. Hence the weekly
decision in terms of the likelihood of winning becomes 'yet it could be me' 'I have as much

chanceof winning asanyoneelse'.
In relation to the issueof the referencelevel and the status quo Kahneman raises the point that
the subjectivity of probabilities meansthat:
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'A particularly important caseariseswhen the referencepoint is the status quo,
Because
is
the
the
the
an
option.
quo
status
and when
retention of
disadvantagesof any alternative to the status quo are weighted more heavily
than its advantages,a powerful bias in javour of the status quo exists' (1992, p
298 drawing on Samuelsonand Zeckhauser,1988).

In relation to child protectionjudgementsthis raisesthe issueof whether the benefits of leaving
the child at home, and therefore potentially keeping the status quo with regard to a child's
living and domestic circumstances,is compromisedby a bias that any individual may make as a
function of psychological decision making processes.

Prospect theory
The notion of subjective values and probabilities have been incorporated into 'Prospect
Theory' (Kahneman and Tversky 1979) and Fennema and Wakker (1997) suggest that
prospecttheory has been one of the most important theories of decision making under risk in
the past 10 years. Prospect theory (Kahneman and Tversky, 1979) is a model of individual
decision making under conditions of uncertainty that was developed to overcome the
shortcomingsof traditional expectedutility theory. Prospect theory involves two stagesin the
decision making process; first editing where cognitive operations are performed on
componentsof the alternative coursesof action; second,evaluation of those alternativeswhere
it is recognisedthat it is the subjective value and subjective probability that induces judgement
as outlined previously. Fennemaand Wakker (1997) suggestthat despite the fact that Prospect
Theory can be demonstratedto violate stochasticdominance it can be used to explain major
deviations from expectedutility by drawing upon notions of the certainty effect, framing, and
the status quo as a referencepoint. A later version of Prospect Theory, Cumulative prospect
theory elaboratesand attempts to improve upon the limitations of prospect theory but it is
argued here that it is the foundations of prospect theory that are important i. e. decision
direction and the subjective nature of values and probabilities, rather than the mathematical
specificities of value and weighting function. As Fennema& Wakker outline:
'In prospect theory and cumulativeprospect theory risk attitudes depend on
both the attitude towards outcomes (through a value function) and on the
attitude towards probabilities (through a weightingfunction). A risk attitude
then becomes a combination of both the attitude towards probability and
attitude towards outcomes' (1997, p 54).
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is most useful for an understanding of child protection decision making. Despite questions
around the numerical extent of framing effects it seemsto remain the casethat:
'Framing is a powerful rhetorical device for persuasion: by changing the
representationof a decisionproblem, one can influence preferences without
altering the underlying psychological processes(Kashima & Maher, 1995,
p 46).
This section then has outlined psychological research which suggests that outcomes of
decisionscan be dependantupon the decision processesthat occur when examining a decision
problem. Specifically it has been argued that the way in which a decision is framed or
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Group decision making
Historical

overview of research on groups

Abramsand Hogg (1999) providean overviewof researchinto groups.Their analysisof the
historicaldevelopmentof groupsresearchsuggeststhat therehasbeena wide variationin the
focusof researchwhich is oftendependentupon the professionaland geographicallocationof
the work. For example,drawingupon Steiner(1974), they suggestthat interestin groupsby
in Americabetweenthe 1920'sand the early 1960's shifted from a focus
socialpsychologists
interactions
betweengroups.In the
dynamics
focus
and
to
on collectivephenomena a
on group
1960'sand 1970's they then suggestthat interestin groups declinedin traditionalAmerican
social psychology.
There have been severalrecentquantitative analysesof researchtrends in groups within social
psychology (Fisch and Daniel, 1982; Manstead, 1990; Vala, Lima and Caetano, 1996; Abrams
and Hogg, 1998) all of which report a continued interest in groups and a resurgenceof interest
in particular aspectsof groups. One example of this work is that of Moreland et al (1994).
Moreland et al conducted an archival analysis of three ma or American social psychology
journals and reported a trend where interest in groups fell in the 1970's, remained low in the
1980's yet rose again in the 1990's. They attributed this to theoretical developments in
European social psychology and social cognition. Instead of the emphasis on inter group
processes,such as competition between groups and group performance the focus becameone
of intra group processes.
Within social psychology then it is argued that contemporary researchon groups tends to be
concerned with intra group phenomenasuch as dynamics within groups in terms of social
cognition such as stereotyping,social identity and self concept (for example see Hogg & Hains
1996; Lindeman et al 1995). Abrams and Hogg (1999) suggest that interest in inter group
phenomena continues but it is situated within applied areas of psychology such as
organisationalpsychology, health care and education. It would appear, given this overview of
groups researchsharedby many, that there may be a lack of researchin social psychology in
terms of group performance, group output and group decision making processesin relation to
other groups. Despite this change in emphasis in research, groups are required to make
decisionsand are accountableoften for decision making in situations as diverse as law, ethics,
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Rationale for using groups in decision making
Davis, Kameda & Stasson (1992) suggestthat small task oriented groups are often given the
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of action neededto implement them.
Any member of the group can diffuse the risk on tasks where there occurs some kind of
loss. Whilst this possibility to diffuse risk and responsibility for poor outcomesmay on the
surface seemdisadvantageousit clearly has advantagesfor the membersof the groups.

(adaptedfrom Davis et al, 1992p 165).
Brigham (1991) suggests that comparing individual and group performance is complex,
however he proposesthat often it is assumedthat in general group performance is superior to
the average individual's performance. Reasons cited for this include: interactions within a
group may produce new ideas or solutions; the group is likely to have a wider range of
knowledge; and there is a greater probability that within a group there will be at least one
individual who has knowledge specific to the task. Despite this however, Brigham continues to
suggestthat group decisions may not be necessarilybetter than individual decisions. Reasons
for this include: whilst there may be more knowledge within the group it may not always be
shared with group members, in fact members seem to reiterate already shared information
unlessthere is very little information already shared;the groupsperformancemay be better than
an averageindividual's performance but it is often inferior to the best members performance
particularly if the problem is a complex one; and importantly there is a social impact of being
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part of a group. Problematic social processes that can occur in a group include group
polarisation, the tendencyto diffuse responsibility amongstgroup membersand groupthink.

Difficulties

of groups and decision making

As outlined previously due to the increasedinfluence of European ideas in social psychology
and the influence of social cognition on the discipline, recent researchinto difficulties of groups
and decision making has largely centredupon debatesconcernedwith intragroup conflict and
identity. Researchin social psychology in the areasof group performance in relation to other
groups dwindled in the late 1980's and with the exception of a small number of publications
(for example see Wekselberg, 1997; Street, 1997; Mohamed et al, 1996; Hollenbeck et al,
1994; Schoormanet al, 1994) within journals such as Small Group Researchand the Journal
of Applied Psychology the latest material concernedwith group polarisation and groupthink
appears in the area of organisation and management. Despite this different emphasis on
researchinto small groups they continue to have a large part to play in real world decision
making. The final section of this chapter will consider the existing material in relation to those
aspects of Whyte's model concemed with groups, that is risky/cautious shift, group
polarisation and groupthink.
Risky/Cautious

shift and group polarisation

Brown (1988) suggests that conventional wisdom pre 1960's was that a group decision or
judgement was roughly the same as the averageof judgements and opinions of its members;
whilst Davis et al (1992) suggest that conventional wisdom proposes that groups make better
decisions than individuals. Despite a slight contradiction here there is no suggestion that the
decision making of a group might be worse than that of an individual. According to both these
conventional views when a group has to reach consensus there is often a need for some
compromise between group memberswho may begin with different and disparatejudgements.
This necessitatessome move towards a middle ground and a consequentreluctanceby a group
to take extreme decisions.Hence as Davis et al suggest:
'The compelling intuition, then, has been that decision making groups
unlike individuals reluctantly 'take chances' and generally avoid extremes'
(1992, p 168 ).
However, Stoner (1961) provided subjects as individuals with a number of social choice
dilemmas. The task for the individual was to choose between two courses of action, one of
which, with a more desirable outcome, involved a higher degree of risk than the other. In
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the same phenomenon, but also discovered that the shifts in group opinion became
internalised.The group opinion was adoptedby the individual if they were asked to reconsider
the choice as an individual after being part of a group. As Brown suggests:
'It was clear that group decisions...were not simply the average or
initial
individual
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group
of
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groups were willing to entertain greater risks collectively than they would as

individuals' (1989,p 143).
Stoner termed this phenomenonthe 'risky shift' and many studies were carried out replicating
the method with different kinds of choice dilemmas and with different populations which
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Baron, Keff & Miller (1992) suggest that group polarisation does not occur invariably within
groups, but that there has to be some basic general agreementby group members over which
side of an argument they initially favour. In other words polarisation towards risk would occur
after discussion only if membersconsideredrisk was a sensibleoption pre discussion. As they
propose:
'..group polarisation representsthe intensification of a pre-existing initial
group preference' (1992, p 72)
Davis et al (1992) suggest that there are many attempts to theoretically explain such shifts
towards risk or caution by groups. They propose that perhaps the most popular explanation is
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engaged in discussion individual members will then discover that other members are, on
average,as risk or caution prone as they are and in order to appearto have a cultural value for
risk or caution then the individual will alter their preferencesin the direction that is valued.
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Their rationale for the popularity of this model restson the fact that it could be used to explain
both shifts to risk and caution, it was an explanationlodged at an individual level and it was
one which could incorporate notions of social comparisons.
Alternative explanationsinvolve the conceptsof 'normative influence' on polarisation (Baron &
Roper, 1976; Myers, 1982) or 'informational influence' (Bumstein & Vinokur, 1973) on
polarisation. In the 1970's there was considerabledisagreementabout the extent to which each
of these concepts may play a part in a group polarising around a judgement or choice.
Normative influence is concernedwith the competitive pressure exerted by the knowledge of
other positions, whilst informational influence is concerned with the nature of persuasive
arguments. Baron et al (1992) suggest that it is the decision situations themselves that
determinethe degreeto which one or both of these influences is present and important. For
Baron, factors such as whether the judgements are concerned with values and tastes as
opposed to factual issues may alter the reasons for polarisation. As has been argued child
protection practitioners operatewithin a situation where there are facts in relation to casesbut
they operate also within a system that is imbued with political and value laden judgements
relating to the welfare and needsof children within society.
Davis et al (1992) suggestthat after 1976 interest in choice shifts and polarisation waned, yet
the researchleft a crucial question,as they suggest:
'Yet the question remained unanswered as to why discussion changes
individuals toward one extreme,toward the other, or toward neither. Thus,
it is not clear what has been explained, and it is not clear which of the two
"effects" (choice shifts and polarisations) is causeand which consequenceor some of both' (1992, p 170).
Groupthink
Janis (1972,1982,1989;

Janis & Mann 1977) proposed the phenomenon of 'groupthink'
where they described a process by which groups could engagein high risk decision making
and where poor, defective decision making occurs as a direct result of group processes.Janis
focused on a series of retrospectivecase studies involving policy decision making where the
outcomes were considered to be either good or bad. He identified several factors that were
common to the poor decision making groups.
0 The group making the decision was cohesive.
9 The group was typically insulated from information from outside the group.
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The decision makers rarely searchedsystematically through alternative policy options in
order to appraisethe merits of eachseparatelyand againsteachother.
The group often had to reach a decision as a matter of urgency.
The group was often dominatedby a directive leader.
If thesefactors were presentJanis suggestedthat there would be strong conformity pressures
within the group and 'concurrenceseekingtendencies' would lead to groupthink and defective
decision making. Brigham (1991) clusters the eight symptoms of groupthink into three
categories.First overestimatingone's own group, this includes an illusion that the group is
invulnerable and an illusion that the group is inherently morally correct. Second closed minds,
this incorporated the notion that the group engagesin collective rationalisations to support a
first adequatealternativeto a decision problem and that a group develops negative stereotypes
of outgroups and views their judgements as poor or faulty. Third pressures towards
uniformity, this incorporated the notions that the group will place direct pressure on dissenters
to conform to the group, members will begin to self censor their own doubts and misgivings,
self appointed gatekeepers or mindguards will act to protect the group from adverse
information and there exists an illusion that the group membersagreeunanimously.
(adaptedfrom Brigham 1991, p237).
Many poor decisions have been subject to analysisusing groupthink retrospectively, classically
the decision to invade Cuba at the Bay of Pigs, the escalationof commitment in Vietnam and
the Watergate cover-up (for an overview see McCauley, 1989; Raven, 1998); and more
recently the decision to launch the spaceshuttle Challenger(Brigham, 1989: Whyte, 1991); the
decision to send arms to Iran in the Iran Contra affair; and the decision by Coca Cola to change
the formula of Coke (Whyte, 1991).The apparent utility of the concept in explaining
demonstrably defective decision making led Janis to develop a series of correctives to
groupthink that were aimed at combating the unwanted effects of concurrence seeking
behaviours. Such correctives included ensuring that the leader of the group adopts a neutral
role; ensuring that the leader adequatelyrepresents views of minority members; holding a
second meeting after the initial consensus to allow any new information or dissent to be
presented;perhapsinvolving the use of a devil's advocatewithin a group.
Groupthink has had widespreadintuitive appealand as a result Aldag and Riggs Fuller (1993)
and Esser, (1998) suggest that it has had considerable heuristic value. Peterson et al (1998)
examined this heuristic appeal and supported Aldag et al in that in this study reported that
groups within top managementteams-did appear to display some indicators of groupthink.
Perhaps as a result of this intuitive appeal, and the shift in interest by social psychologists in
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Aldag, 1998) and concern with the scientific status of groupthink (Paulus, 1998). More
recently there have beenstudiesthat provide contradictory evidencewith regard to the existence
of the indicators of groupthink, for example seeRaven (1998); Rempel et al, (1997); Schafer et
al, (1996); Moorhead et al, (1998) for support of at least some aspects of the groupthink
phenomenon;and Kramer, (1998); Fuller & Aldag, (1998) Granstroem et al (1997); and Neck
et al, (1995) for a refutation of some of those aspects. Whilst some research questions the
theoretical foundations of groupthink (Fuller & Aldag, 1998; Wekselberg, 1997) interest in the
phenomenain organisationalsettingsremains.
Despite the difficulties of the concept of groupthink it would seem inappropriate to simply
abandonit as part of Whyte's explanatory model of decision flascos. Indeed in one study,
Street (1997) proposed a direct link between groups which escalatedfailing courses of action
and groupthink.
This section of the chapter has highlighted psychological researchwhich indicates that group
decision making may be subject to phenomenawhich influence decision making processesin a
detrimental manner. Notably groups may polarise around decisions which involve risk and
thereby exaggeratethat risk, and may be subject to groupthink whereby decisions are not
monitored effectively and alternative coursesof action are not sought.

Researching

risk

Brehmer (1987) suggeststhat researchon perceived risk can be usefully categorisedinto three
areas. First those concerned with gambling where the investigation is concerned with
identifying aspectsof the situations that make individuals perceive them as risk. Second those
concerned with direct personal experience, for example, considerations of the likelihood of
getting caught speeding in a car or being involved in an accident. Third those where
judgements of risk are made with very little direct experienceand where there is little frequency
information upon which to base judgements, for instance risks associated with new
technologies,nuclear power and more recently genetically modified crops.
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3

Laboratory

and experimental research

Yates (1992) outlines a number of research methodologies used in the investigation of
categories of risk and risk taking which include techniques designed to study individual
differences such as sensation seeking scales and personality measurements;experimental
approachesin the study of gamesand gambling behaviours and case studies in the areas of
businessand finance. Within individual decision making research, particularly where research
is basedin a decision theoretical framework (where prospecttheory is located) it seemsthat the
dominant researchparadigm is positivistic and experimental. Individuals are asked to respond
to hypothetical situationsin carefully controlled laboratory settings(for example see Kahneman
& Tversky, 1979; 1984; 1986; Bar-Hillel, 1972; Wyer, 1976). In terms of groups this
positivistic paradigm appearsto remain central. Most researchon shifts to risk and caution have
been done in hypothetical experimental situations ( for example Myers & Bishop, 1970;
Burnstein & Vinokur, 1973; Myers & Lamm, 1976).Whilst thesetypes of study do have some
ecological validity in that they are often concernedwith shifts in voting behaviour or shifts in
attitudes towards feminism, racism etc. they neverthelessremain 'laboratory based'. It would
seemthat the nature of the concept provides further difficulties when trying to investigatethe
phenomenonin retrospect. For instanceto provide evidenceof group polarisation it would be
necessaryto interpret whether the group is in fact more extreme than the individual who has
'led' the decision direction. In relation to polarisation and case conferences,without extensive
verbatim descriptionsof eachindividual's input at the caseconferencethis would seemto be an
issue.Such descriptions are not available in inquiry reports however there are some statements
from participants that do give an indication of attitude and belief prior to the meeting. A similar
picture emergesconcerning researchinto groupthink. Aldag et al (1993) suggest that research
has been basedupon retrospectivecasestudiesor laboratory studies.
Mann (1992) supports Yates in warning against the temptation to generalise from such
research.Mann suggeststhat findings may differ not only in degree from real situations that
individuals find themselvesrequired to make decisions within, but perhaps more importantly
they may differ in kind. The change from investigating artificial tasks to everyday tasks may
reveal very different individual perceptionsof risk and very different decision processes.Yates
(1992) comments on the difficulties of overcoming the problems of investigating risk in the real
world, he suggeststhat it would be unethical to exposeindividuals to the possibility of harm in
order to investigate their risk taking behaviour, and it would be problematic to invade the
privacy of small groups who make risk decisions on a day to day basis. Yates explicitly
recognisesthe difficulty of intruding upon a situation where the presenceof investigators may
influence decisions but in real world research it would appear that there might also be a
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problem in that the participantsin the small group may perceive any study of their activities as
being an audit of efficiency. As such Yates suggests
field
creative
researchers must seek and exploit
experimental techniques' (1992, p 324).
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There is then a recognition by some researchersthat the investigation of risk and decision
making by individuals and groups under conditions of uncertainty may be enhancedby the
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that researcherscontinue to use techniquesthat remain embeddedwithin a positivist research
tradition. There seemsto be the notion that 'quasi experimentaltechniques' may be more useful
than previous researchin uncovering truths about decision making involving risk in complex
everyday situations.
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As outlined in chapter one, Scott amongst others, (Imre, 1985; England, 1986; Scott, 1989;
1990) has argued that the practice of social work is a 'hermeneutic activity' concerned with
4meaningconstruction' in the lives of individuals. Further she argues that 'practice wisdom' is
central to social work knowledge (Scott, 1990) and that this is an inductive process whereby
practitioners draw usually implicit generalisationsfrom their practice. If this is the case it may
be that a more naturalistic approach to decision making research in social work practice is
appropriate. Henwood and Pidgeon (1992) suggest that a naturalistic paradigm can be
characterisedby a number of factors; there is an emphasis on constructivist epistemologies
where the primary focus is one of description as opposed to explanation; a representationof
reality through the eyesof the participants;a regard for the importance of viewing the meaning
of experienceand behaviour in context and in its full complexity. As they propose:

'Qualitativemethodsareprivilegedwithin the naturalisticapproachbecause
theyare thoughtto meeta numberof reservations
abouttheuncritical useof
quantification in social sciencepractice: in parlicular, the problem of
fixing meaningswheretheseare variableand re negotiable
inappropriately
in relation to their context of use; the neglect of the uniquenessand
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in
human
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experience
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psychology);andbecauseof the concernwith the overwriting of intemally
structured subjectivities by externally imposed 'objective' systems of
meaning' (1992, p 16).
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This is echoed Lincoln and Guba (1985) who argue that there are a number of fundamental
difficulties with an over reliance on quantitative scientific approachesto social science research.
For example, in terms of internal critiques to quantitative research, they consider that highly
controlled research 'context strips'. That is such research may strip inadvertently from
consideration any other variables than those defined by the theory which could potentially alter
findings. 71beyfurther suggest that positivist researchcan lead only to the exclusion of meaning
and purpose, whilst qualitative data can allow an understanding of behaviour whilst
acknowledging and recognising meaningsand purposesthat actorsascribe to their own behaviour.
For them qualitative data can provide valuablecontextual information. It could be then that a more
qualitative approachto child protection decision making can be used in order to understandbetter
both the objective actualitiesof outcomesfor children and the subjective influences and meanings
in the decision making processesusedby social work practitioners.
In terms of external critiques of quantitativeresearchLincoln and Guba (1985) concentrateon
the interactive nature of the inquirer-inquired. They consider that objective observation where
the researcherdoes not influence the researchis not probable, arguing that
'Indeed the notion that findings are created through the interaction of
inquiry andphenomenon (which in the social sciencesis usually people) is
often a more plausible description of the inquiry process than is the notion
thatfindings are discoveredthrough objectiveobservation 'as they really are
and as they really work' (1985 p 107).
Given the complex nature of child protection decision making where all individual and group
decisions are placed within a context of governmental policy and public
and societal belief
systemsit appearslikely that an approachwhich can use contextual information and can allow
for the understanding of meaning to the participants or individual social
workers themselves
warranted further investigation. Such an approachis likely to be exploratory in nature and to
use multiple methods but importantly it is likely also to address some of the fundamental
concerns with decision making researchoutlined previously by Mann (1992) and Yates and
Stone (1992).
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Chapter three
The methodological

approach.

The previous chapter outlined Whyte's integrated model of decision making (1989) and
provided an outline of the main theoretical and conceptual contributions to that model. The
latter section of that chaptersuggestedthat the individual and group decision making material is
researchedmost often within a positivistic paradigm. It was argued that such laboratory based
research may context strip individual judgement and choice and may not therefore have
meaning for individuals nor have descriptive or explanatory value in the real world.
This chapter aims to outline the particular methodological approach adopted in this research.
This will be achievedby providing a detailed explanation for the methodological approachand
techniquesadopted at each stage of the research. By writing this in a linear fashion it may
appearthat each stage of the researchhad been preplannedfrom the outset. This was not the
case but, as it will be argued, this fact does not detract from the academic and ethical rigour
with which the work was undertaken. Indeed the approachadopted was necessary given the
complex, real world, sensitive nature of the research.

Using casestudies
Following the rejection of the quantitative and often artificial techniquesoutlined previously it
seemed that the possibility of a more appropriatemethodological approachat this stage may be
provided by undertaking an exploratory casestudy using documentarymaterial. The technique
finally chosen was that of documentary analysis which fulfilled both ethical and technical
criteria. The aim of such a casestudy would be to provide an interpretation of decision making
processesin the child protection case. Yin (1989) suggeststwo approachesto the analysis of
casestudy material. First, analysesbased upon specific sets of theoretical propositions where
the theoretical framework determinesthe researchquestions being asked and the consequent
design of the study; second, analysesbased upon descriptive frameworks. The latter involves
the developmentof a casedescription where the idea is to search for a set of themes linked to
the researchquestion which seem to describe adequatelythe case. For Yin this type of case
study analysis should be startedat the early stagesof the researchprocesswhilst enquiry is still
in progress. Yin suggests that where there is an absenceof a theoretical framework 'playing
the data' at this intermediatestage may well assist in identifying themes which can form the
basis for a workable descriptive framework.
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Given that Whyte's conceptualmodel (1989) was previously untested in the real world, and
that this constituted a new approach to the analysis of decision making in relation to child
Yin's
Clearly
it
that
the
propositions
appropriate.
of
was
protection practice seemed
second
Whyte's structure of decision making with its emphasison different aspectsof decision making
being influenced by different factors provides some basis for a framework, but given the
exploratory nature of the researchit was consideredimportant at this stage to remain open to
themeswhich may emergefrom the data.

Data sources
In order to explore the explanatory usefulnessof Whyte's model it was necessaryto identify an
appropriate source of data. Qualitative research draws upon a range of data gathering
techniques including participant observation, semi structured or in depth interviews and
documentary evidence. (Yin, 1989; Burgess, 1984; Bulmer, 1977; Vaughn, 1992; Richardson,
1996)
Given that Whyte's model is concernedwith decision making processesthat occur when the
outcomes are 'flascos' it was necessaryat this stage to focus on child protection decisions
where the outcomes were poor. Two techniqueswere initially considered as possible ways of
gathering information from child protection practitioners with regard to the decision making
processesthat had taken place in cases that had resulted in child death. It would have been
possible, working within an appropriate ethical framework, to devise a relatively structured
questionnairewhich could have been distributed to a sample of child protection practitioners.
The aim of the questionnairewould be to ascertaintheir perceptions of the decisions taken in
relation to child deaths. Similarly it would have been possible to engagein interviews with a
sampleof practitioners. However thesetechniqueswere rejected at this stage for the following

reasons.
1) It was consideredunethical to attemptto contact the individual practitioners who had
been involved in caseswhere children had died. In many instancesthe Inquiries into the
deaths of children had been long, held in the public domain, and were forums where
practitioners were castigatedfor poor judgements. It was considered inappropriate to
ask individuals to revisit their practice and open up the possibility of further distress. A
statement of ethical practice (BPS, 1991) points out that all research should be
considered from the standpoint of all participants and that any foreseeablethreats to
health, values, dignity or psychological well being should be eliminated.
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4) Since the last publicly held child death inquiry was held in the 1980's any
respondentsto questions in whatever format would be reliant upon their memory of
events. This would raise questions with regard to the accuracyof memory and would
in
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example, the media representationsof cases, may have influenced their memories and
judgements. (Holsti, 1969) Again whilst this may be interesting it is not the primary

focusof this research.
Given the rejection of thesetechniquesthe use of documentarydata was considered.

Documentary

data

As well as Gibbons et al (1995) and Rederet al (1993) outlined in the secondchapter, there are
other precedentsfor the use of secondarymaterial in relation to researchinto child protection
decision making. Jones(1996) examined 701 casedecisions within one local authority. Within
a multi methods approach he used interviews with child protection personnel and information
contained within case conference minutes and reports. His data was subject to auditing by
'professional auditors' to ensure that there was an acceptablelevel of agreement on the
weighting given to the identified risk factors in each case. Wattam (1992) reported the results
of two studies where she used methodsof participant observation, interviewing and the use of
case files. In total she examined 299 case files and proposed that 'records on file present
accountableinfonnation' (1992, p15). Wattarn argues that if files are acceptablerecords in
organisational.practice they may not only inform the researcherabout practice requirementsbut
also that, often, matters that justify decision making and action are generally recordable. Whilst
thesestudiesused documentarymaterial they do not provide detail concerning the philosophical
underpinnings to the research, do not provide detail with regard to coding frames or the
derivation of those frames, and they do not therefore provide sufficient information with which
to evaluateor replicate the researchrigorously.
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the analysis of decision making processes.In order to overcome some of the methodological
difficulties outlined in respectof the previous work consideration was given to inquiry reports
that had been held at the death of children already known to social services.

Child death inquiry

reports.

Following the death of Maria Colwell there followed a series of publicly held child death
inquiries that were professionally chaired, minuted, receivedevidencefrom relevant parties and
(For
for
improvement
the
example see
child
protection
practice
of
provided recommendations
Secretary of State for Social Services, 1974; London Borough of Brent, 1985; London
Borough of Greenwich, 1987; Secretaryof Statefor Social Services, 1988). Importantly each
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individual and the caseconferencelevel. As such these documentscollate information that was
available at the specific time of the child death, detail a chronological sequenceof events and
decision making that relates to the cases and they provide supplementary evidence and
contextual infonnation.
Thesedocumentsthen might afford the opportunity to investigate the more 'objective' aspects
is
be
decision
There
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the
texts
aspects
of
a
particular
where
of
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making processes.
legal requirement to document certain information and decisions. Yet at the same time there
decision
'subjective'
be
documents
that
the
allow
more
may
aspects of
other aspects of
processesto be accessed,for instancebeliefs or attitudes of social work practitioners contained
in their own social work reports. Any analysesof these inquiries can be replicated by other
researchers.Given that these documentsexist it seemedappropriate to consider the potential
role of documentaryanalysis in more detail.

Documentary analysis
Zelditch (1962) proposesa matrix of techniquesfor investigating issues given various types of
information, seeoverleaf.
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Table 3: Methods of obtaining infonnation. Zelditch (1962)

Information
types

Enumerations
and samples

Participant
observation

Interviewing
informants

Frequency
distributions

Prototype and best
fonn

Usually inadequate
inefficient
and

Incidents, histories

by
Not adequate
itself, not efficient

Prototype and best
fonn

Institutionalised
norms and statuses

Adequatebut
inefficient

Adequatebut
inefficient except
for unverbalised
norms

Oftenbut not
alwaysinadequate,
if adequate
it is
efficient
Adequatewith
precautionsand
efficient
Most efficientand
hencebestform

Zelditch doesnot specifically include documentaryanalysis on the grounds that they represent
resultantsor combinations of primary methods.Yet given that his three methods of discovering
information are all present in inquiry reports i. e. enumeration and samples, participant
observationsand informant interviewing, it would seemthat a fourth column could be added to
his matrix with the implication that with certain types of documents the combination of both
primary and secondary data can provide a wealth of information with respect to particular
events or decisions.

This impressionis sharedby Forster(1994)who suggests:
'Documentary records constitute a rich source of insights into different
employee and group interpretationsof organisational life, becausethey are
one of the principal by products of the interactions and communication of
individuals and groups, at all levels, in organisations' (1994, p 148).
Hakim (1983) presentsa classification systemfor various types of administrative recordsbased
on their primary function and the nature of the recording process.'Type one' refers to statutory
decision making with referenceto minima only, where the recording process will be routine,
but can also include some more specialisedmaterial. The recording of data is consideredto be
routine when it is an expected and necessary part of the work of administrators. Hakim
suggeststhat this recording is likely to be accurate,comprehensive,consistent and reliable and
any biasesthat do occur are at least likely to be systematicand consistent becausethey would
be part of the organisational and work context. Where special researchexercisesare recordedin
this type of record she suggests that the quality of the additional information may be more
subjectivebut can neverthelessprovide additional important contextual information.
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The remit of child death inquiries and the format in which they are published would seem to
further
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minutes of case conferencesand individual practitioner's reports which are a routine part of a
documents,
local
area child protection committee
authority procedural
practitioners' casework,
documents,statistics and monitoring reports, core group reports and referral and investigation
checklists. The majority of these documents are professionally minuted to prescribed
Governmentguidelines and as such they can provide an accountof decisions and events over a
period of time.
Forster (1994) proposes several advantagesto the use of documents in research. First the
information is already collated and researchershave no need to devote more time to the
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was not a secondary data source with which to triangulate other data but served a primary
function in relation to the efficacy of Whyte's model in understandingthe decision making in
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clearly
with respectto the workers and participants involved in the cases. The questions being raised
with regard to judgements and decisions by individuals and groups in casesof child death are
clearly sensitive (Renzetti and Lee, 1993)in terms of the subject matter and public attitudes. As
such it seemed that an exploratory investigation was best conducted using documentary
material that is not ongoing, did not require accessto practitioners in current practice in cases
and with material that is available to the generalpublic.
Hakim (1993) suggestsa further four possible benefits of documentary analysis
1) The application of a somewhatdifferent perspectiveto a topic.
2) Making full use of contextual information collected but little used in previous analyses.
3) The application of a more extensivedata set than previously used.
4) The extension of interpretationsthat can be placed on the data by setting them in the

contextof datafrom othersources.
Benefits of documentary

analysis in this research

In this researchthe first benefit is achievedby the use of an integrative model as a 'template'
for analysis of the documents ( the use of 'templates' will be expanded upon later in the
chapter). As illustrated previously whilst other analyses(Hallett et al., 1992) have been applied
to inquiry reports these have been largely related to issues such as information flow and have
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achieved by the nature of the 'template' or 'code book'. It provides a systematic series of
stageswhich may be chartedthroughout a decision spacefocusing on both individual cognitive
decision making material, group decision making material and the possible relationships
betweenthese.The fourth benefit is achievedby undertaking the researchin the light of other
researchinto inquiry reports notably Hallett and Birchall (1992), Thoburn (1994).
In his analysis of company documentationForster relies upon an 'emic' orientation where the
organisation is conceptualised from within rather than an 'etic' orientation where the
organisation would be viewed from the outside as a detachedobserver. Related to this is the
notion that all human interaction is basedupon meaning laden and negotiatedinteraction and it
is the awarenessof individuals and the meaningsthey place on interactions that is important
rather than the situations as they may appearto an observer.Thus as Forster states:
"'Understanding' rather than hypothesis testing" becomes the key
methodological issue to be resolved. These meanings [individuals
attributions to situations] cannot be reduced to a number of discrete
variables acting within and on individuals. The meaning of the situation is
in itself a sui generis reality, which is not reducible to a few independent
and dependentvariables ' (1994, p 150 ).
Given these notions Forster suggeststhat documentscan be understood through a process of
hermeneuticinterpretationwhere interpretationis governed by a hermeneuticspiral. The spiral
of understandingtexts includes analysingthe meaning of individual texts, consideration of the
relation of those to the totality of the life world in which they originated and the reinterpretation
of the texts once more. There are seven stagesin this hermeneuticprocess. Understanding the
meaning of individual texts; identifying (sub) themes; identifying thematic clusters;
triangulating documentary data; employing reliability and validity checks; (re)kontextualising
documentarydata; using representativecasematerial.
Understandingthe meaning of individual texts.
Here Forster suggeststhat the researcherhas a vague understandingof the documentsand the
first task is to search the text for themes within each document and then within clusters of
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documents. The focus is strictly upon meaningsrather than analysis and the researchermust
becomeimmersedin the data. Units of relevant meaning for the authors of the documentsare
thus drawn out and themesare allowed to emerge.
Identifying sub themesand thematic clusters.
The second stage of the hermeneuticprocess is to relate what may be disparate themes with
each other in order to investigate the possibility that there may be a central theme which
provides a different level of understanding of contradictory sub themes and the third stage
follows on from this. That is certain groupings of text may have a commonality of meaning and
thereforedocumentscan be clusteredaccordingto their own internal cohesion and logic.
Triangulating documentarydata
Once the clustersof meaninghave beenelicited from the documentsForster proposes that they
can then be compared to the researchquestions being asked. He proposes that in fact a 'true'
meaningof any text can only be evaluatedwith referenceto other texts and other forms of data.
Whilst one solution to this problem is to recognisethat fact and to acceptthat analysisof one or
a limited set of documents may not reveal the whole of meanings in organisations a second
solution is to engage in reliability and validity checks. This can be done by academicauditing
with the same documents or, as will be discussed later, by using other techniques of
investigation to ensurethat the researchers'interpretationsof the texts do in fact have meaning
for the authorsof the documents.Clearly this is related to the notion of reflexivity in qualitative
researchand this issue will be dealt with more fully later in this chapter where the process of
constantreflexivity in the researchwill be described.

Recontextualising
the data,usingrepresentative
casematerial
The sixth and seventh stage of the process recognises that documents do not exist in an
organisational.vacuum but, in line with previous arguments, can only ever be understood
within broader organisational.contexts and processes. Once this is recognised the task is to
choosethe documentswhich are to be sampledand usedas casematerials.
As Forster suggests:
'The hermeneutic spiral thus provides a framework with which to
understand companydocuments-once they have beenaccessed.It describes
the process of developing an inductive understanding of clusters of
company documentsthrough to a deductive understandingof the whole. It
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is not an exact methodologyand there are still many difficulties to be ironed
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from some sort of consensual validation or 'groupthink' among the
researchersconcerned. If they are used in context and with appropriate
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this
agreement
unnecessary and the
reliability checks,
resultsare as reliable as the outcomesof other researchmethods' (1994, p
153).

Hence it was proposed that this research drew on the principles of qualitative research
methodology and it was envisaged that a 'template technique' using Whyte's model as a
framework for coding data would be used. In so doing the research could add an additional
dimension to the descriptive information provided by previous analysesand has the potential
for describing and explaining the decision making processes involved in child protection
practice which had meaning for the practitionersthemselves.

Template approach
The use of Whyte's model in relation to a casestudy in child protection decision making can be
seento be an example of a 'template approach' where some text can be analysedthrough the
use of a guide to analysis or 'code book' (Crabtreeand Miller 1992). The particular template
technique adopted here follows closely that proposed by Miles and Huberman (1984) where
they suggest the use of an 'a priori code book' derived from the literature and content of the
researchquestion. In this researchthe code book is based upon the conceptualfoundations to
Whyte's decision structure, that is the concepts of decision frames, group polarisation and
groupthink. What is important with this approachhowever is the idea that the code book can be
revised, perhapsrepeatedly, as data is experienced.The roots of this approach lie in grounded
theory (Glaser and Strauss, 1967) where editing allows the development of theory which is
grounded in qualitative data. This process of editing which includes interpretations emerging
from analysis of themes or categoriesand constant comparisons with the original textual data
fits in readily with the notion of modification of code books as researchprogresses.

With data from child protection it was anticipatedthat stage one of the researchwould be the
application of the code book to casesof child deathinquiries which had been held in the public
domain. One aim was to investigate the utility of the psychological concepts from Whyte's
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Background

concepts

V,Ulst the basis for this research is one in which themes are allowed to emergefrom the data
initially
by
to
the
with
which
analysethe
model
clearly somecategoriesare provided
conceptual
data. Layder (1993) describestwo approachesto such qualitative work where the main issue
separatingthe approachesis their relation to the construction or generation of theory. In the
first approach, 'The descriptive or anti formal approach'(1993, p46) he suggests, drawing on
Hammersley, that the main aim is for the researcher to go beyond all presumptions and
prejudicesand to investigate and thus describethe social world as it really is. The emphasisat
the end of such work is on description rather than explanation or theory building. In the second
approach'Information gathering approaches'Layder suggests:
'This refers to researchwhich employs qualitative methods with a view to
filling in gaps of knowledge about social processes or verifying previous
findings, or to investigating a social problem. (Or evensome combination of
the three aims)' (1993, p 47).
As such this researchis more likely to be problem oriented and can allow it seemsfor the use
of a predefined code book that will facilitate verification or otherwise of previous work. Layder
arguesthat whilst the two approachescan be seenas separateit is possible that they can also be
usedin conjunction with one another.As he continues:
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'..the central aim of the research is to develop 'new'theory, but in so doing
it may draw upon other approaches (information gathering, 'theory
50).
'concept
p
clarifying'research)'(1993,
applying'or
This is reiteratedin a number of propositions concerning the directions for grounded theory,
notably in relation to grounded theory providing a flexible approach open to the influences of
other approachesto researchand theory and in the use of background concepts. The notion of
background conceptsis important here as this researchproposesthe use of Whyte's conceptual
model as a template for analysisof the child protection data.Layder suggests:
' Field researcherswho are interested in generating theory from their
do
They
their
typically
starting
research.
researchare
uncertain when
not
have a clear idea of 'where it's going' in theoretical terms. One way of
alleviating uncertainty and anxiety is to use 'sensitising' or 'background'
concepts. Such conceptsprovide provisional pointers to relevancies in the
data without imposing a 'closed net' on the researchas a whole. That is,
theyprovide useful starting pointsfor theory building but do not necessarily
remain important to the analysisas it unfolds. In this sense, the importance
of the concept may recedeprogressively as the researchproduces newly
emergentconceptswhich prove to be more useful or relevant. On the other
hand, the initial conceptmayprove to be of lasting value, and in fact, grow
in importance during the research' (1993,p 129).
Whyte's model itself encompassesseveral psychological concepts, but it is argued here that it
can be seen in its entirety as a background concept. Indeed, in the analysis of data it may be
that some aspectsof the model are more relevant than others. In the final description of events
in relation to social work decision making and in relation to refinement of the model in the
explanation of social work practice someaspectsmay emergeas more important than others.
One of the main requirementsof a background concept according to Layder (1993) is that it is
'two sided'. That is that it is possible that the concept can relate to subjective and objective
aspectsof the social world. In terms of Whyte's model of high risk decision making, it has
been demonstratedin the literature review that it may refer to a subjective aspect of a social
work practitioners' world. Analysis of the data (documentary and triangulatory evidence) may
reveal that those social workers' express feelings that are attributable to the effects of framing
or to the ways in which they see the interagency group operating in relation to their position
within that group and the effects of group polarisation and groupthink. It may refer also to
objective aspectsof the social worker's world as it refers to Governmental guided policy in
relation to child protection issues which necessitatecertain forms of social work practice,
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background concept can provide an initial means of ordering data; the proviso that this
background concept may be phased out as an analytic reference point if it becomes clear
through the researchthat it is no longer so relevant, and that if the concept is used appropriately
it can have wide empirical scope and can trace subjective and objective aspects of social life
over time and space.

Operationalisation

documentary
analysis
of

Forster(1994) further providesa5 stagesequenceto the operationalisation
of documentary
analysisin qualitativeresearch,the third and fourth of which incorporatethe hermeneutic
process:
1) Access.
2) Checking for authenticity.
3) Understanding the documents.
4) Analysing the data.
5) Utilising the data.
The first three of thesestagesin relation to the researchquestion is outlined below, the analysis
and utilisation of the data is outlined in the next chapter.
Access
Forster describes this stage as involving a number of questions; does the researcher need
access to company documents; what documents are required; where are these data to be
obtained and who are the principal gatekeeperswhom need to be accessedin order to obtain
data?In this first stageof this researchthe documentsrelating to the public inquiries in relation
to child deaths were chosen for reasonsoutlined previously, as such there were no principal
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A sample of seven public child death inquiry reports were initially selected as possible
documents for analysis. Four of these were rejected at this stage as they did not contain
sufficient verbatim material to fulfil the criterion of authenticity (Scott, 1990; Departmentof
Health and Social Security, 1974; 1975; Secretary of State, 1988; Secretary of state for
Scotland, 1992). Three sets of documents remained, (London Borough of Lambeth, 1985;
London Borough of Brent, 1987; London Borough of Greenwich, 1987). All of these
documentsincluded minutes of caseconferencesand case reviews and additional information
including verbatim reports of recorded social work interactions and communications which
occurred during the cases. Of the three documents one case was chosen randomly for
preliminary analysis (London Borough of Lambeth, 1985). The process of documentary
analysis that follows demonstrateshow the researchprogressed.

Checking for authenticity
Again Forster outlines this stage by posing a number of questions, are the data genuine; are
they from a primary or secondary source, are they actually what they appear to be, are they
authenticcopies of originals, have they been tampered with or corrupted, can authorship be
validated, are the documents dated and placed, are they accurate records of the events or
processesdescribed and are the authors of documents believable? There are a number of
factors that would appearto support the notion that the report is an authentic documentin that it
was representativenot only of the investigative process of the inquiry, but also in that it
represented the sequence of events and decisions as the case unfolded. These include
considerationssuch as; the report was professionally minuted to government guidelines; it was
independentlychaired; it was held within the public domain; the inquiry received evidence from
participants and workers in the caseboth verbally and through the form of written comments;
the inquiry used social workers' own recorded comments on communications and interactions
throughout the case,and the inquiry usedrecordeddecisionsand caseconference minutes. The
use of these different methods of collating information meant that at every stage the inquiry
report could presenta detailed description of decisionsand events and that the report itself was
representativeof participants' views and had meaning for them.
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Understanding

the documents

This stage of the researchinvolves the interpretationof the document, the triangulation of the
document with other data, whether or not knowledge is added to, confirmed or contradicted
and exactly what interpretationsare to be placed on outcomes. In this research this was the
stagewhere the template techniquewas employed.

Developing
inquiry
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for

the analysis

of the Tyra

Henry

report.

This section of the chapter aims to outline how a coding frame was developed in order to
analysethe documentin relation to the deathof Tyra Henry and to illustrate how this was put
into operation in the analysis of the document. The rationale for using a data display system
that is basedon Kahneman & Tversky's (1979) 'value function' is described.It is here that the
fundamental decisions that social workers make will be considered. Following this a
thoroughly worked example will be provided in order to illustrate the rationale for the inclusion
of data on the matrices. The level of detail provided seems to be appropriate in achieving
'transparency' (Rubin & Rubin, 1995, p85) This allows the reader to observe the process of
coding and consequentdescription and interpretationof the document.
Three main areasthat can inform the researcherabout the nature of high risk decision making
emergeusing Whyte as a template with which to analyse data. These are 'framing', 'group
polarisation and groupthink' and 'commitment of resources' to courses of action that
demonstratelittle successover time. Each of these areas therefore provided an initial coding
frame with which to analyseinquiry report in relation to the death of Tyra Henry. Chapters2,3
and 4 of the report were coded and analysed,the remaining chapterswere not analysedfor the
following reasons.

Chapter one is descriptive of the background and participants in the inquiry and does not
bear any real relevance to the decision making process of the case. The public inquiry
occurred after dissatisfaction had been expressed by social services staff and NALGO
about the authority's own inquiries and did not contain details of the case.

Chapter5 is largely concernedwith infonnation that was uncovered at Andrew Neils' trial.
Since that was unlikely to be known by the workers whilst Tyra was still alive it would not
have been used in decision making processes.
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The remaining chapterspresent the review and recommendationsby the panel of inquiry
decisions.
information
directly
the
the
time
to
of
therefore
available
at
and are
not related
Hence the chapters that were coded contained information that was known as the case
continued and contained verbatim reports, minutes of meetings and recorded decisions and
plans of action. As argued in the second chapter an important deten-ninantof the decision
direction of the group is the way the presenting individual has framed the problem in the first
instance, that is either in a frame of losses or a frame of gains. It is proposed here that the
nature of child protection practice and Government policy in the form of the Children Act
(1989) immediately createthe situation where the social worker/caseconferenceis faced with a
problem framed in terms of losses.As Blom Cooper stated in the inquiry report into the death
of JasmineBeckford:
'The issuesinvolved are rarely simple, and the choicefacing social workers
is often not between a wholly satisfactory family setting and an idyllic
between
imperfect
but
is
two
that
the
and uncerlain
alternative,
choice
options' (London Borough of Brent, 1987, p 15)
The imperfect and uncertain options refer to the profound difficulty of making a choice to leave
a child at home, in what has by nature of the referral been considered to be a situation that
involves risk and potential further abuse (losses) to the child, or to remove a child into public
care where it is clear that family relationshipswill be lost, and that there may be losses for the
child in terms of the standardsof care and safety provided to children by the state. Whilst the
formal mandateof the case conferenceis to make a decision as to whether or not to place a
nameon the child protection register it is arguedhere that the fundamental decision being made
at the conferenceis one of whether or not to leave the child at home or to remove it into care.
Since one of the statedfunctions of the conferenceis to createa plan to managethe situation it
is implicit that the decision about where the child is to be supported has taken place. That
managementcould be either intervention in the form of removal of the child into public care or
the provision of servicesand support for the family. It is recognised that this interpretation of
the fundamental decision being made by the case conference may be seen as a contentious
issue, and it is one which will be elaboratedupon when child protection practitioners involved
in ongoing caseswere askedto consider their decision making (chapter six). However for the
purposeof the analysis of the Tyra Henry report it is arguedthat the creation of the initial child
protection plan was premisedon a decision not to remove the child from her family.
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Framing

in losses or gains

The natureof the documentand recording of information in social work practice relating to this
in
for
interpretative
terms
develop
it
of
coding
to
process
an
that
case meant
was necessary
lossesand gains. Losses and gains for any participants are often not expressedin those terms
in the documentrather they are implicit in commentsand observationsthat are made.

For example in relation to gains:

' 3. Claudette and Maternal Grandmother (MGM) to be informed of
(Recorded
Tyra
the
their
over
past
year'
care of
conference's satisfaction with
decisionfrom case conference,October 1983,p 49).
This comment implies that there is a gain to Tyra in that she appearsto be being cared for to
MGM
for
Tyra
there
that
gains
and
that
the
are
possible
standards
caseconferenceexpect and
in terms of having kept their relationship with Tyra, neither Claudettenor MGM had wished
that Tyra be removed from the family. In terms of both of them receiving positive feedback
with regard to their care for Tyra, the report continues:
'...although Tyra had missed her 7 month developmental check she has been
visited three days earlier by the health visitor; she was progressing well and
'relating well to grandmother" (Report commenton events,p 47).
This comment would seemto imply once more that there are gains in the situation as it was for
Tyra (i. e. that she was placed on a care order under the responsibility of the maternal
grandmotherwith mother in attendance)in that she is cared for physically in terms of keeping
family
in
1988)
'Orange
book!
(DOH,
that
the
and
emotionally
she
maintains
with
regulations,
relationshipsand is developing the capacity to relate to others.Again there are also gains for the
matemal grandmotherand Claudettein that they too maintain a relationship with Tyra.
In relation to losses:
There is a referenceto a loss to Tyra in the previous quote in that she had not been attending the
health clinic. Similarly:
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'Shewasfull of anxiety about the baby, and readily acceptedthe seriousnessof
the situation, and the danger that Claudettemight lose the baby. I explained
Claudeue
the
the
that
circumstances
under
which
only
about
conference and
be
if
Mrs
Henry
baby
be
keep
to
the
acceptsresponsibility to
would
may
able
keepher and the baby with her - that Andrew Neil could visit the baby ONLY
Claudette
live
If
her
[Beatrice
Henry's]
to
chooses
with
supervision.
under
Andrew she would lose the baby' (Note from Avon Pailthorpe after a visit to
the maternal gran&nother, report p 24).
This note reflects a number of losses.There is a clear indication of loss of relationship with the
child to both Claudetteand the matemal grandmotherif Tyra were to be removed. There is an
indication that Andrew Neil's presenceposespossible losses to Tyra in terms of physical well
being given his previous history with her brother. There is also an indication that if Claudette
choosesto live with her mother as Avon Pailthorpe (the key social worker) is suggesting then
shewill lose her relationship with Andrew Neil.
Analysis of the documentwith a small number of comments, as above, seemedto indicate the
necessity for broadening the category of losses and gains into potential or actual losses or
gains. In some instanceslossesor gains could be seen to be actual, for instance an actual gain
in the developmentof Tyra in relation to DOH (1988) developmentalmilestones, and in other
instancesthe lossescould be seento be potential, for instance,a potential loss of physical well
being to Tyra should contact with Andrew Neil occur.
An analysis of the documentin terms of possible or actual losses and gains to any participant
involved a degree of interpretation on the part of the researcherwhich is acknowledged in
qualitative research(Tesch, 1991). An initial examination of the inquiry report as a document
suggestedthat an appropriateway of representinglosses and gains at various points in time in
the case was by using a modified version of Kahneman and Tversky's matrix describing the
value ftinction in prospect theory (1979). Kahneman and Tversky's 'value function' has been
described in chapter two and it seems appropriate to provide more detail in relation to its
relevanceas a method of data display.
Development of a matrix for data display
In their explanation of this concept they consider that when individuals are asked to make a
choice between gambles that involve losses or gains they do so in such a way that avoiding
small losses has higher value than accruing small gains. A specific example of this was the
Scertainty effect' where individuals make choices that avoid certain loss but which involves
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them in potentially higher loss. The referencelevel that individuals use in these examplesis not
the actual numerical current state, as would be the case if mtional models of decision making
be
level
being
Rather,
to
the
changes relative to current states
seems
were
reference
used.
(Kahneman and Tversky, 1986). The referencelevel impacts upon the choice and these are
framed in terms of losses or gains. Kahneman and Tversky are able to draw curves which
reflect the value function (see figure 2) as the type of research investigating the concept
involved changing scenarioswith different statesof numerical wealth, different probabilities of
winning gamblesand different numerical outcomes. It seemedlikely that using a modification
of figure two might allow the identification of losses and gains for participants in child
protection cases.As such the following matrix was developed:

Losses

Gains

HOME

CARE

Figure 4: A modified version of Kahnemanand Tversky's 'value function' (1979)
The matrix allows the identification of actual and possible losses and gains in the situation
where the decision is to either allow the child to remain at home or the decision is to remove the
child into public care. This matrix was initially used with a member of social work academic
staff with considerablepractice experienceand no involvement with the research. The social
worker was askedto recall a casein which she had been a key social worker and was requested
to try to input losses and gains for participants at a particular instance in the case of her
choosing. It is worth reiterating that the rationale for proposing that the decision that social
workers are faced with as being one of leaving the child at home or removal into public care
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do
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child
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not
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child
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in
in
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or
care
which case care
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either at
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This
that
the
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process
stated
proceedingswould
social worker
decision
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the
the
the
terms
of
gains
were
not
part
of
practice
and
as
explicit use of
making, however she did complete the exercise. (Data display material relating to this exercise
can be made available). What was interesting is that when asked to try to weight factors that
were more or less important in the decision she found this impossible. She could not place
numbers on the factors influencing the decisions in such a way that indicated their relative
significance. It appearedthat in a situation where multiple factors conflate and compound with
each other attempting to work out the shape or gradient of the value function curve may be
inappropriate. As such the matrix requires only that losses and gains be inserted into the four
quadrants.
By using this matrix it is possible to analysethe decisionsand plans at each case conferencein
the casein relation to decision framing. The matrix could be used at any point in the caseyet it
was felt that since the caseconferencehas the legal mandateto assessrisk to the child, to take
decisionsand to createand monitor care plans an analysis of the Tyra Henry case at the points
of caseconferencemeetings would be useful.
Chapterfour will illustrate the coding and analysis of the case in terms of decision frames and
losses and gains; chapter five will illustrate the coding and analysis of the case in terms of
group polarisation, groupthink and conunitment of resources.
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Chapter four
Coding

the Tyra

Henry

inquiry

report

decision
-

framing
Background to the case
This case occurred prior to the implementation of the Children Act 1989, however case
conferences were in operation following the recommendations of the DHSS (1974)
memorandum. At that time the register for children consideredto be at risk of some form of
held
between
November
1982
Four
'At
Risk'
the
were
conferences
abusewas
case
register.
and May 1984.
Claudette Henry had a relationship with Andrew Neil, who had a record of personality
first
Tyrone
Their
behaviour.
history
child
was physically assaulted
problems and a
of violent
to the extent that he was severelybrain damagedand removed from his parentsinto foster care.
Andrew Neil was chargedwith the assaultwhilst Claudette's involvement was consideredto be
at worst ignoranceand failure to protect Tyrone. Claudettebecamepregnant again by Andrew
Neil with Tyra. Social services had to consider the risk to Tyra should Claudette resume a
relationship with the father, (she had said that they were now just friends) and had to createa
plan to deal with the situation.

Framing: lossesand gains
The document was coded for 'framing' in two ways; first, by highlighting instances where
potential or actual losses and gains could be identified and second, by highlighting comments
or reports that reflected the belief systemsof participants.
The first caseconference is detailed at the level of providing the supporting comments for the
inclusion of lossesand gains in the matrix. The further case conferencematrices are displayed
with a summary of the information that was available to the conference, the main decisions
concerning assessmentsand management of risk, and a
decisions.
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conunentary upon events and

Case conference 1 November

1982.

At the first case conference after Tyra's birth (November 1982) when the conference was
from
discharged
hospital
Claudette
Tyra
the
were
and
considering what should occur when
following actual or possible lossescan be identified:
1) Death/seriousinjury to the child from Andrew Neil:

' 1. Becauseof previous injury to TyroneLambeth(Tyra's brother who had
beenseverelyinjuredby Neil) shouldseeka careorder on the baby andplace
the child in care of grandmotherwith Claudettein attendance'(Recordedon
decisionssheetfrom caseconference,reportp2 7).
2) Loss of mother-child relationship:
'She (Claudette) said Andrew had visited her and baby once but did not seemvery
interested; their relationship is nowjustfriends, and she doesnot want to live with
him again. If she did, she knew she would have to choose between Andrew and
baby, and would unhesitatingly choose baby' (Note from Avon Pailthorpe after a
birth,
Claudette
hospital
Tyra's
in
to
visit
report p 24).
after
This comment reflects the view that Claudettewished to keep Tyra and that her removal can be
construed as a loss both to Tyra and to Claudette. Further support suggesting that Claudette
wished to keep her children is also demonstratedby the fact that she had not willingly parted
from Tyrone even after his injuries by Andrew Neil.

3) Lossof parents'relationship:
In the quote abovethere is clear indication that if Claudetteis to keep Tyra then she will have to
sever her relationship with the father. That this can be seen as a loss to Claudette is again
reflected throughout the documentwhen it becomesapparentthat Claudettedoes in fact resume
contact with Andrew Neil.
4) Loss to all family membersas a result of removal of Tyra into public care:
'I explained about the conferenceand that the only circumstancesunder which
Claudette may be able to keep the baby would be if Mrs Henry WGM) accepts
responsibility to keep her and the baby with her (Note from Avon Pailthorpe
aftera visit to MGM, reportp24).
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'Beatrice Henry understoodand agreed (Report comment,p 24).
The maternal grandmother's agreementto Avon Pailthorpes proposal of what she would later
suggest to the case conference reflects the view that the maternal grandmother would see
removal of Tyra from the family as a loss.

5) Loss of professionalcredibility for the key social worker and the local authority:
'I worked with a number of children who had lost contact with their parents
in
the child care
this
my
conviction
strengthened
entirely many years ago an4
be
from
family
Lambeth
in
their
that
of
not
removed
should
policy
children
(Mitten
keep
if
it
them
to
them
with
statementprovided to
origin
was possible
the Inquiry by Avon Pailthorpe, report p 16).

This commentsuggeststhatnot only would Avon Pailthorpeseethe removalof Tyra as a loss
to her rationalefor social work practicebut also that it would be a loss to LambethSocial
Servicesin that it would go againstthe main aim of their policy. This statementby the key
socialworkerseemsto indicateimmediatelythatherdecisionframeis in the domainof losses.
It is possible that her decisionsmay be influenced by the need to avoid losing fan-dly
relationships.
The gains for participants at this stageshould Tyra remain at home can be seento be the inverse
of the losses should Tyra be removed, i. e. the gain of family relationships. The gains should
Tyra be removed into public care can be seen as a gain of safety for Tyra from Andrew Neil.
At this conferencesafety was not consideredto be a significant issue as he was in custody in
anotherarea.

Hence the information presented at the first case conference in November 1982 can be
illustrated on a lossesand gains matrix as overleaf. The potential nature of the losses and gains
is representedby the letters P (potential) and G (gains) in parenthesesafter each entry.
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Gains

Losses
ryra

Claudette,
MGM,
relationships (A)

Injury from Neil (P)

Tyra

family

HOME

MGM,

Claudette,

Tyra

family relationship

Tyra safety from Neil (A)

(A)
Claudette/Neil

relationship (P)

Social worker

Professional credibility

CARE

(A)

Figure 5: Matrix from caseconferenceheld November 1982.

The case conference considered three possible options in relation to Tyra. These were
permanentremoval under a care order; a care order with Tyra placed with her mother in the
maternal grandmothers home; informal supervision. Option one was dismissed as conference
members did not consider that the circumstanceswarranted such a course of action. Option
three was dismissed on the grounds of impracticality, henceoption two was chosen.
Amongst the recordeddecisionsat that conferencewere:
V. Baby's name to be included on Lambeth's 'At Risk' register. Tyrone's
name to remain on register.
2. Mrs Pailthorpe to seek immediate Interim Care Order or 28-day Place of
Safety Order. On successful application Claudette to be discharged from
hospital and babyplaced in care of maternal grandmother.
3. If applicationfor Full Care Order is successfulbaby should remain in care of
mother in grandmother's home and would be under her
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Andrew
Neil
by
Any
the
with
would precipitate
mother
association
supervision.
baby.
'(Minuted
decisions
from
the
this
case
caring arrangementfor
a review of
conference, reportp27-28)

The initial source of concern for Tyra was the risk of physical injury by Andrew Neil. As he
was in custody at the time of this conferencethis was not considered to be significant, yet the
conferencedid place Tyra's name on the 'At Risk' register. This may indicate an element of
caution on their part as Tyra would now receive ongoing support from social services until the
next conference. However, it may also be interpreted as an example of the individual social
worker and the caseconferencebeing subjectto the certainty effect. Removal of Tyra into care
would mean the certain loss of family relationships,and in order to avoid this, the decision was
taken to support Tyra within the family. As outlined in chapter two the difficulty with this
choice is that it then leavesTyra in a situation of potentially greaterrisk.

Case conference 2 January 1983
At the secondcaseconferenceconcernedspecifically with Tyra in January 1983 the following
information was available to the conference. It was considered possible that Claudette had
resumed some contact with Andrew Neil; maternal grandmother had applied to housing
services on the grounds of overcrowding; Tyra's development was satisfactory for her age;
Tyra had not been attending the clinic but had been seen when Claudette or the maternal
grandmotherwas in when health visitors called at the Henry house. Claudette had expresseda
desireto move out of her mothers home and to be rehoused separatelydespite acknowledging
that this would be in breach of the care order. Hence a losses and gains matrix at this
conferenceis Mustratedoverleaf:
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Losses
Tyra

not attending clinic (P/A)

Gains
Tyra

safety from Neil (P)
MGM

Housing situation deteriorating (A)

Claudette

physical development satisfactory (A)
family relationships (A)

Claudette

housing (A)

contact w i th Neil (P)

HOME

housing requestand support (A)
family relationships (A)
family relationships (A)

MGM

Tyra,
(A)

Claudette,

Social worker

MGM

family relationship

Tyra

safety from Neil (A)

professional credibility (A)

CARE

Figure6: Matrix from caseconferenceJanuary1983
Amongst the recordeddecisionsat that conferencewere:
'4. Claudette to be informed by Rosemary Green (Health Visitor) that she is to
attend the clinic at specifiedtimes and datesto be given to her.
5. Avon Pailthorpe to infonn Claudette and MGM that Social Services will not
support a housing application on behaýfof Claudette and the child. We will
review the situation in sLxmonths time.
6. Social Services will however support a housing transfer on behay'*of the
Henryfamily on the grounds that they are overcrowded.
7 Housing departmentto be informed by Mrs. Pailthorpe about our concerns
and advised not to consider an applicationfrom Claudettefor the time being. '
(Minutes of case conferenceJan 1983, reportp35-6).
This conferencecontinues with the decision to leave Tyra with her family despite evidencethat
the number of losses,both potential and actual, have increased.The potential loss of safety for
Tyra seemsto be more of a possibility as it is thought that Claudettemay be seeing Neil again.
Tyra has the gains of meeting developmentalmilestonesand keeping family relationships.
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Case conference 3 October 1983
At the third case conferencein October 1983 the following information was available. It was
ambiguouswhether housing had ever beeninformed about the requirement to block Claudette's
application for a flat; there was evidencethat Claudetteand her mother were not getting on with
each other; Claudetteconsistently failed to take Tyra to the health clinic, and when Tyra did
visit it was either unknown who took her or thought to be the maternal grandmother or
Claudette'ssister; Claudetteand her mother did not keep appointmentswith social workers (at
this stage of the case Avon Pailthorpe was deputised by Rosie Mohan for a short time);
overcrowding at the maternal grandmother'shousewas now consideredto be an urgent matter;
Claudette was displaying hostility to the social worker and social services; Claudette had
removedTyra from her mothers home on at least one occasion overnight; Tyra appearedto be
well cared for and related well to her maternalgrandmother; Andrew Neil was releasedfrom
custody on licence and had not seen his probation officer. Hence a losses a gains matrix is
illustrated below:

Gains

Losses
Tyra

not attending clinic (A)

Tyra

developing satisfactorily (A)

housing situations (P/A)

MGM/relationship (A)

safety from Neil, more potential (P)

mother relationship (P/A)

HOME

safety and care by Claudette, she ha i MGM relationship (A)
removed Tyra at least once (A)

Claudette

MGM housing situation (A)

Tyra,

Claudette,

MGM

family relationships Tyra

relationship (P)
contact with Neil (P)

safety from Neil (A)

(A)
Social worker

professional credibility (A)

CARE

Figure 7: Matrix from caseconferenceOctober 1983
The recordeddecisionsof this third conferenceincluded:
'I. Tyra's name to remain on Lambeth's NAI register.
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2. Avon Pailthorpe to remain key worker.
3. Claudetteand MGM to be informed of conferencessatisfaction with their
care of Tyra during thepast year.
4. Key worker to follow up Claudette'swish to be rehoused on her own with
Tyra, but she is to be told that we still have reservations about how she will
her
is
she
to
once
rehoused.
cope alone, and we will want work closely with
5. An agreed contract to be drawn up between Claudetteand this agency about
final
for
Tulse
Hill
Tyra
to
to
clinic
return
mutual expectations, e.g.
immunisation, and twelve month developmental check, plus possibilities of
Family
be
FWA
day
to
aide
examined
etc.
nursery placement,
supervision via
been
has
Once
discussed
Claudette.
agreement
reached, our
and
with
do
Failure
is
Claudette
to
that
co-operatively
with
us.
so
expectation
will work
may result in removal of Tyra.

6. Claudetteto attendhealthclinic monthly.Health visitor to visit two monthly.
Z Next review to be held at area 5 in six months' (Recorded decisions at case
)
49-50.
1983,
October
p
conference
report

By examining this matrix in relation to the previous one it is noticeable that the number of
losses to Tyra has increasedand that some of them have gone from being potential to actual
losses. Tyra has been removed from the care of the maternal grandmother on at least one
hence
Tyra's
living
is
is
housing
the
worse
conditions;
she
not
occasion;
situation getting
attending clinic still, and most importantly it is known that Andrew Neil is out of custody. That
be
becoming much more significant. In
loss
Tyra
to
to
appears
previous potential
of safety
terms of gains, despite the fact that Tyra is showing actual gains in terms of developmentit is
not clear who cares for her, indeed, the relationship with the maternal grandmother is
Tyra
G'ma',
is
'relates
it
be
important
that
to
to
upon
explicitly
well
considered
commented
as
whereas health visitors do not make specific comments about Claudette's relationship with
Tyra.
By supporting the proposal by Avon Pailthorpe that Claudetteand Tyra be rehoused separately
from the maternal grandmotherthis caseconferenceis endorsinga course of action that appears
to significantly raise the risk to Tyra from her father, the initial sourceof concern.
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Case conference 4 May 1984
By the final case conferencein May 1984 the following information was available. Claudette
had been charged on two counts of shoplifting and in November 1983 saw her probation
officer in preparation for a court appearance;Claudette had deliberately deceived Avon
Pailthorpe about housing and had, in August 1983, signed the tenancy for a flat with Tyra;
when Avon Pailthorpe confronted Claudettewith the fact that she knew about the flat Claudette
appearedready to come clean but also appearednot to want to move into the flat as she thought
social services might be able to get her a better one; Claudette denied going to the flat with
Tyra; Andrew Neil and Claudettehad beenseentogether; by January 1984 Tyraýsattendanceat
health clinic was once again a causefor concern; overcrowding at the matemal grandmother's
housewas again stressedas an urgent priority, her domestic situation was described as getting
worse and worse; Claudettewas not keeping appointmentswith Avon Pailthorpe; care of Tyra
was satisfactory but the health visitor had not observed her interactions with Claudette;
Claudettedid seemen at her flat perhaps including Andrew Neil; Claudette was under warrant
for arrest as she had not answeredbail on the second shoplifting charge. Hence a losses and
gains matrix for this caseconferencein May 1984is representedbelow:

Gains

Losses
Tyra

Tyra

not attending clinic (A)
housing situation worsening (A)

mother relationship (P)

safety from Neil, Claudette now seeing him
(P)
MGM

MGM relationship (A)
MGM

housing and domestic situation worse (A)

satisfactory development (A)

Mother

child relationship (A)

HOME

contact with Neil (A)
housing (A)

Tyra,

Claudette,

MGM

family relationship

Tyra

safety from Neil (A)

(A)
Social worker

professional credibility (A)

CARE

Figure 8: Matrix from caseconferenceMay 1984.
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Recordedrecommendationsof this last caseconferenceincluded:
V. Tyra's name to remain on Lambeth's NAI register.
2. Avon Pailthorpe to remain key worker.
3. Ann Daniels (TeamLeader) to write to Housing Department to askfor urgent
being
Claudette
Henryfamily
offered separatepremises.
movefor
with
4. Mrs Henry to be askedto ensurethat Tyra gets her immunisation up to date.
5. Key worker to remind Claudette of warrant issued by South Western
Magistrates court, and encourageher to go to Wandsworthpolice station.
6. Key worker to discuss with Claudette our mutual expectations and
possibility of supervision via day nursery placement, FWA, family aide etc.

Z Juvenilebureauto be invitedto nextreview.
8. Next review to be held at Area 5 in six months when consideration should be
given to removal of Tyra's namefrom the register. (Recommendationsfrom
caseconference, report p 62)
Again a comparison of the matrix with the previous one suggeststhat the care plan for Tyra is
failing in almost every possible way. Whilst her health and care are considered satisfactory it is
not thought that it is Claudette providing the care hence the value of the mother child
relationship can only be seen as a potential gain for Tyra. The losses identified for Tyra
previously have not disappeared,the domestic situation has worsened further, hence her living
environment ought to be questionedand crucially the potential loss of safety from Andrew Neil
is significantly higher now than ever- Claudetteis known to be seeing him. Whilst the lossesto
Tyra and the maternal grandmother have increasedin severity or likelihood of occurrenceit is
interesting that Claudette has shown repeatednon co-operation with social services and the
police and in fact has more actual gains by this point, i. e. her own flat and a renewed contact
with Andrew Neil. The case conferencemade no attempt to find out where Andrew Neil was
living, did not act in the light of evidencethat the previous care plan with regard to Claudette's
behaviour was failing and it further endorsed the urgency of rehousing Tyra and her mother
away from the maternal grandmother.The risk to Tyra from Andrew Neil was now potentially
higher than ever yet the conferenceconsidered that at their next review they should consider
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leave
Tyra
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The
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'At
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Tyra
fact
that
that
the
the
received
evidence
was
conference
meetingmay reflect
in a satisfactory manner and had not received direct evidence with regard to any contact with
her father. As such it may have seemedsensibleto keep the family together. However, as will
be elaboratedon later in this chapter, in this case a concentrationon the gains for Tyra (with
little regard for how these gains were being achieved) seemedto occur at the almost complete
exclusion of the risk posedby her father. It is possible that the risk posed to Tyra by Andrew
Neil becamesubsumedby the interest of not removing Tyra from her mother.
In September1984Tyra died at the handsof Andrew Neil who also assaultedClaudette.
As shown by the analysis, the dominant decision frame for the case seemsto be one of losses
where the concern was to take decisions and endorse courses of action that would avoid the
loss of the mother child relationship. The analysis suggeststhat there seem to be two reference
levels influencing the decision making. The legislation at the time required that children were
only removed from families under circumstancesof 'high risk' and where removal could have
been demonstratedto be beneficial for the child. This appears to be an 'objective' reference
level. Yet throughout this caseit was apparentthat the key social worker and the local authority
held a firm belief in keeping families together. It could be that this belief system is a more
'subjective' reference level. The way in which this first analysis ties into the initial stagesof
Whyte's (1989) model is illustrated in the figure below.

Need to make a decision

01 Sourceof concern about Tyra

Decisions framed in losses

Belief systemof social worker
Lambeth policy on intervention
with fan-dlies

Certainty effect

Avoidance of sure loss of mother
child relationship

Decision

To support care for Tyra within
the home

Commitment of resources

Social work, health visitor
monitoring, housing etc.
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Figure 9: Diagram illustrating the interpretationof the Tyra Henry inquiry documentin terms of
the initial stagesof Whyte's (1989) integratedmodel of decision making.
It is difficult to separateclearly individual aspectsof decision making from group decision
making yet it is apparentthat the individual social worker may have been subjectto the certainty
effect, as were the group. Thus decisions were made to keep Tyra with her family and
from
A
had
be
them.
themes
to
to
seemed
to
number of
emerge
resources
committed support
this coding process,thesewere focus of the case,'control' of the case and relationships in the
case. By looking at these themes it may be possible to provide thick description (Geertz,
1978), a description that can go beyond the text and can allow a further understanding of
possiblereasonsfor the decision making, and to elucidate further the nature of the 'subjective'
referencelevel.

Emergent themes
Focus of the case
It will be demonstrated
that the focus of the casechangedfrom the risk to Tyra of physical
abuseby AndrewNeil, to the risk of neglectby Claudette,to the needsof Claudetteherself.As
revealedpreviouslyAvon Pailthorpecategoricallystatedthat shedid not believethat children
shouldbe removedfrom their parentsif it was at all possiblefor them to remainwith their
family of origin. This belief was reinforcedseveraltimesin the documentwhereit was made
clearthat Claudette(Tyra's mother)did not wish to partfrom her first child:
'Claudette Henry did not willingly part from her first child' (Inquiry report
commentbased upon a number of recorded sources,report p 16).
and where the first key social worker in a discussionwith Claudetteabout Tyra explained that:
'this did NOT mean anybody would want to take the baby away from her'
(Avon Pailthorpe notes of a discussion with Henry family, Claudettepresent,
report p
The reports' commentary confirms this view and explains that the social worker adopted an
inappropriate style in dealing with the family, in effect she gave Claudette an almost guarantee
of non intervention in terms of removal of the child. This issue of style, which is considered in
the report to be a problematic area,can be seento be linked to the notion of belief systems. By
this early point and with little evidenceor information Avon Pailthorpe is committed to courses
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Further
to
this
concerned
support
evidence
the
that
child
relationship.
mother
of action
maintain
her belief that Claudettehad severedrelationshipswith Andrew Neil:
'Claudette has now left Andrew (reading between the lines, for the sake of the
Pailthorpe
home)'
(Avon
back
baby)
after a visit to the
at
and settled
coming
Henryfamily, report p 18).
The social worker herself emphasisedthe importance of the baby to the mother, despite the fact
that she did not check the information provided by Claudette. On another occasion Avon
Pailthorpe outlined to the maternal grandmother the probability and conditions under which
Claudettewould not lose the baby at a time when a caseconferencehad not beenconvened:
'Shewasfull of anxiety about the baby, and readily acceptedthe seriousnessof
the situation, and the danger that Claudettemight lose the baby. I explained
about the conference and that the only circumstancesunder which Claudette
be
be
keep
baby
if Mrs Henry acceptsresponsibility to
to
the
would
may
able
keepher and the baby with her that Andrew could visit the baby ONLY under
her [i. e. Beatrice Henrys] supervision. If Claudette chooses to live with
Andrew she would lose the baby' (Avon Pailthorpe at a visit to MGM, report p
24).
It may be that in practice a social worker would outline possibilities of coursesof action
before a caseconference,yet here Avon Pailthorpe is providing information that relates
to only one course of action, and it is the one that will ensure the non separation of
Tyra from her family.
By May 1983Avon Pailthorpe madethe following note after a visit to Claudette:
'This was a difficult visit- Claudettenot actually hostile, but not very friendly,
and bickering in a half serious half playful way with her mother. They are
obviously getting on each others nerves. Claudettewas angry we had opposed
her being rehoused separately. I re iterated that it was early yet- that I was
concerned how she would be able to cope on her own when Andrew is released
(probably September)and that we HAVE applied to housing She asked what
...
did
her
do
her
I
if
take
told
off on
own.
we would need to
we would
she
conferenceit to decide whether Tyra should be with her or Mrs Henry since she
is in theirjoint care' (Notefrom Avon Pailthorpe, report p 41).
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So even as the case progressed, the situation and conditions deteriorated and
Claudette's behaviour was of concern, the key social worker was not giving any strong
indication that Tyra might be removed from the mother. This would seem to support
the notion of the subjective referencelevel.
Initially it was clear that the main source of risk to Tyra was violence from the father, he was
known to social services from the previous incidents with Tyra's older brother and other
children, and had been identified as having profound personality problems:
'Even before Tyrone was bom social services had a file which recorded a
..
history of family breakup and personality disturbanceculminating on Andrew
Neil's attack on a baby at the age of 13' (Report comment,p 19).
'Andrew appears to have been offered no professional help with the profound
personality problems which manifested themselves as he reached puberty'
(Report comment,p 19).
Social services saw no reason why he would keep away from the new baby. Similarly the
document contains information that suggeststhat as Claudettecould not protect her son there
was no reasonto think she could now protect Tyra from Andrew Neil:
'All that can be said is that, either by deliberateabstention or (more probably)
by inability to intervene, she proved unequal to the job of protecting Tyrone
from Andrew, and that subsequently she was defensive and unprepared to
accept what had happenedto Tyrone,giving little hope that she could turn over
a new leaf with a new child'(Report comment,p 20).

Theideathatviolenceis themainthreatto Tyra from AndrewNeil is confirmedconsistentlyby
decisionsto try to keepClaudettein hospitalfor 10daysafterTyra's birth:
'So thefirst concern was to keepAndrew away for a week from Claudetteand
the baby '(Report comment,p 23).
'..The danger is whetherAndrew's pull on her is stronger than herfears for the
baby. Agreed to liaise closely and to make sure hospital is fully in the picture
(so that e.g., if Claudette on discharge give(s) the ambulance22 Evelyn House
[the Neils'fiat] as her destination, alann bells ring' (Note by Avon Pailthorpe
the day after Tyras birth, report p 23.)
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by which time it was anticipatedthat he would have been sentencedfor charges of robbery and
Neil
Andrew
Reservations
Tyrone.
the
were
and
of
possible
return
presence
about
violence on
again expressedconsistentlyby the police:
'All thosepresent agreed that, as circumstancesstood at the moment, the baby
PC
Dyos was concerned about
be
though
should not
removed permanently,
Andrew Neil's possible return and his role in the baby's future' (Case
26-2Z)
1982,
17th
Nov.
reportp
conference minutes
'The police thought social servicesshould know that this had been conveyed to
them by Claudette Henry on Andrew Neil's behav, becauseit might give some
indication of the degree of contact continuing between Tyra's parents' (Report
by
Pailthorpe
Dyos
leftfor
Avon
PC
relating to
commentconceming a message
Neil's inability to appear on child abusechargesin Camberwell Green,p 32).
'BrLxton CID were informed that he [Andrew Neill would be unable to attend
by Claudette and were very concerned as to how she had come by this
knowledge since she was thought to have ceasedany association with him'
CaseconferenceminutesJan 1983, report p 34).
by the Nursing Officer:
'Considerable concern was also expressed at the possibility of Claudette
moving into her own flat. If Andrew was releasedand wished to renew his
be
her,
Claudette
relationship with
might
unable to resist his forceful
personality. It was agreed that Tyra would undoubtedly be at risk if this
occurred' (Case conference minutes of comments by a nursing officer Jan
1983, report p34-35).
and by the Senior Medical Officer:
'(SMO) was very concernedabout making a major decisionfor Claudetteand
Tyra to move into their own flat while there was a possibility that Andrew
might get in touch again. Shefelt Claudettecouldn't be trusted not to resume a
from
discussion
him'
(notes
relationship with
a recorded
presented at case
conferencein October 1983, report p 48).
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It seemsapparentfrom the analysisup to this point that even at this stage whilst the main risk
to Tyra is seen as violence from Andrew Neil, it is perhaps stressed most forcefully by
Officer
i.
Police,
Nursing
in
the
the
than
services,
e.
social
participants case conferenceother
and the Senior Medical Officer, and there is the assumption throughout that Claudettewould
Neil
Neil.
is
from
Andrew
Whilst
from
Andrew
be
Tyra
the
to
risk
probably not
able protect
the responsibility for protection is clearly defined as being the mother's. The reality was that
Tyra was at risk of physical harm from her father but this point appears to be becoming
obscuredin the casedeliberations.
As the case progressed (and with the ongoing appearanceand reappearanceof Andrew Neil)
the focus continued to shift. The first shift occurred when the major concern about Tyra
becamethat of neglect. In a number of instancesas outlined above this relates to the notion put
forward by severalparticipants, including the maternalgrandmother, that Claudettewas easily
manipulatedand allowed other people to manageher thus confirming the view that she may not
be able to protect Tyra. However in the main the decisions and comments related to a more
common understandingof neglect where Claudette would simply not be able to provide Tyra

with adequatecare.
A comment by Avon Pailthorpe early in the case implies an understanding of the level of
support that Claudette would needin order to care for Tyra:
'At one point she (Claudette) started to cry, and said she is worried in case
anything happensto baby (Tyra)- she says she does not know what happened
to Tyrone and is afraid it might have been something she did, in ignorance. I
told her whatever it was, was a violent act and not one which could have
happenedwithout her realisation. It does seem likely to me that she does NOT
know what happened.She is likely to be very anxious with this baby; I talked
by
her'
how
help
(Note
about
we can
recorded Avon Pailthorpe after a visit to
Claudette,reportp 29).
Avon Pailthorpe relinquished responsibility for the case for a short time and the social worker
new to the casemade the following comment with regard to the situation that was now ongoing
where Claudetterepeatedlyaskedto be rehousedseparatelyfrom her mother:
'I told Claudette that if she was really saying that shefelt unable to live with her
mother then we would have to look [? book]for Claudette, but it would be in a
'care'situation where she could be watched with the baby' (Notes by new key
social worker after a visit to Claudettein March 1983, report p 39).
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Again this seemsto imply the needto monitor the adequacyof care by Claudette to Tyra. It is
keep
is
together
to
the
the
child
still
mother
and
that
this
concerned
social
worker
notable
new
for
The
Tyra.
her
if
to
care
main sources of concern
there
ability
about
even
are reservations
failure
from
Claudette's
to attend
however
issue
repeated
the
came
surrounding
of neglect
clinics with Tyra and repeatedabsencewhen health visitors visited the Henry family:
'Health visitors called on the 18th, 19th 22nd Nov. but got no reply (Report
commentson events,p 31).
'Apartfrom one visit which ClaudetteHenry was persuaded to make on 30th
November Tyra had not been seen at the clinic' (Report commenting on
1983,
34).
Jan
p
conference
case
minuted evidencefrom
'.. Tyra had missed her 7 month developmentalcheck' (Report comment on
events,p 47).

'Miss Daniels(nursingofficer) was concernedat Claudette'sfailure to attend
the clinic andjelt that, as Tyra is on the at risk registercertaincommitments
by
(Recorded
be
demanded
kept
Claudette'
in minutes of case
should
and
conferenceJan 1984, report p34).
'She(secondsocialworker)madean appointmentto seeBeatriceand Claudette
Henry the next day (after a phoneconversationwith MGM), which neitherof
them kept. Rosie Mohan (SW2) telephonedand told Claudettethat this was
did
if
they
not co operateshewouldhave to remove
wholly unacceptable...
and
the baby' (Reportcommentson events,p 39).
Interestingly throughout this period there was little concern about the level of actual care to
Tyra:
'She (Avon Pailthorpe) was pleased with the standard of care Tyra was
(Report
both
her
from
mother and grandmother'
comment on notes
receiving
from Avon Pailthorpe after a visit on 27th Jan 1983, reportp33).

'Health visitor also visited on the 27th (following an abortive visit the day
before) and was satisfied that Tyra appearedto be well and warm and of
33.
her
)
(Report
age'
comment,
p
averageweightfor
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'Health visitor (2) visited Tyra at homeduring April and again early in May and
38).
(Report
her
on
events,
p
note
well caredfor'
considered
After a discussionbetweenAvon Pailthorpe and the secondhealth visitor she recordedthat:
'neither of them had any worries about Tyra's care at present' (Report comment
from note by Avon Pailthorpe, p 41).
Yet there is little in the documentto suggestthat it was actually Claudetteproviding the care for
Tyra. When Tyra's attendanceat clinic improved the following was noted:
'We are satisfied that it was Beatrice (MGM) not Claudette Henry who was
We
Tyra
Mummy.
during
1984
Tyra
also
was
calling
whom
caringfor
and
think it likely that it was Claudette'smother or younger sister, not Claudette,
who was taking Tyra to the clinic' (Report comment,p 56)

After a positive 15monthcheckup at theclinic whereit is unknown who had takenTyra their
recordsnote:
'Tyra is apparently cared Lforl by Claudettein between times' (Note presented
at Report by health clinic, p 56).
It is interesting to consider the fact that it appearsthat social services were not acknowledging
explicitly that the level of care for Tyra and non complianceby Claudettemight provide useful
information in itself. Care and compliance are two different issues yet it was apparent that
social services were not clear who provided the main care for Tyra but they were clear that
Claudettewas not co-operating with them. That the case had by now become focused around
issuesof neglect is reflected in the report conunents:
Tyra'sfirst birthday was approaching and she was evidently thriving. For this
reason, it seems to us, an air of unconcern characterisesthe succession of
failure to take Tyra to the clinic and the continuous stress on the family and
housing situation (it seems to have escapedthe notice of Lambeth council)
...
that it was not the risk of neglect that had led to the care order in thefirst place,
but the risk of sudden violencefrom thefather' (Report comment,p 43).

Onceneglecthadbeenraisedasthe mainsourceof concernto Tyra's welfareif Tyra wasnot to
be removedthe socialworkersandcaseconferenceneededto be convincedthat neglectwas no
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longer an issue, and indeed again as the caseprogressed,a second refocussing occurred where
the major concern of the case became Claudette's needs. In reality Tyra became almost
subsidiary to any plans or decisionsand the mother's requirementsseemedto be dominant.
The recordeddiscussionfrom the caseconferenceOctober 1983 states:
'(Avon Pailthorpe) considered that Tyra's lack of attendance[at the clinic]
been
has
be
there
as
no anxiety about the
should not
viewed with any concern
her
Tyra
is
her
stimulated
and
advancedfor
age.
standardsof
care, and she well
looks upon Claudette and Mrs Henry equally, as motherfigures [She]felt that
...
Claudette's housing application should not be blocked by social services any
longer, as there was no reason to be concerned about her care of Tyra'
(Recorded contribution by Avon Pailthorpe at case conference October 1983,
report p 48).
'Adequatesupervision and support of mother and child should minimise the
risk Of Andrew Neil) and the care order on Tyra will enablesocial services to
be
by
Claudette
the
will
allowed to maintain Tyra on
underline
conditions which

her own' (Notefrom caseconferenceOctober1983,p 49).
and in the caseconferencerecordeddecisions:

'Key worker to follow up Claudette'swish to be rehousedon her own with
Tyra, but she is to be told that we still have reservationsabout how she will
copealone,and we will want to work closelywith her onceshe is rehoused'
(Recordeddecision,reportp 49).
further:
'An agreed contract to be drawn up between Claudette and this agency about
mutual expectations, e.g. Tyra to return to Tulse Hill clinic for final
immunisation, and 12 month developmental check, plus possibilities of
supervision via day nursery placement, FWA etc. Family aide to be examined
and discussedwith Claudette.Onceagreementhas beenreachedour expectation
is that Claudette will work co-operatively with us. Failure to do so may result in
removal of Tyra' (Recordeddecision, report p 49-50).
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The caseconferenceenvisagegiving Claudettesupport in looking after Tyra and it is worth
do
they
to
the
not
they
of
co-operation,
though
possibility
non
that
noting again.
refcr
even
statefirmly that there is a possibility that Tyra may be removedfrom her mother.
At bestthis successivereframingof the risk to Tyra ensuresthat fiving conditions and support
for Claudetteand Tyra are being attendedto, yet at worst the decisionsexacerbatethe risk to
Tyra from her father. This cannot be seenas evidenceof 'drift' in social work practicerather
what has been presentedabove seemsto support the idea that the key social worker was
'driving' decisionsalong a path which supportedher own befief in keeping children with their
famifies if 'at aHpossible'. By this stageClaudetteand Tyra had the opportunity to have their
own flat away from the matcmalgrandmother,and Claudettehad beenseenwith Andrew Neil.
Perhapsthe decisionsby social servicesto allow Claudetteto move away from her mother
indicatesthat, ratherthan family relationships,the significantrelationshipthat they are trying to
avoid breakingis that of the motherand the childLIn actualityit appearedthat not long after this
conferenceClaudetteandTyra movedinto Andrew Neil's flat.
It becomes apparent through analysing the document in terms of framing that the initial decision
frame is one of losses where the social worker, operating under Lambeth's policy and her
belief that children should not be separatedfrom their families, made decisions and plans that
avoided breaking the mother child relationship. A second social worker assigned temporarily to
the case seemed to work according to the same belief and decision frames. Given that this was
the major criterion for choices and plans the issues in the case were successively refocussed so
that the child could remain with the mother. Rather than the main concern with regard to risk to
Tyra coming from the father it shifted to a main concern of risk of neglect from the mother, and
then a main concern with the needs of the mother. This refocussing of the problem obscured
the actual and real risk of physical harm to Tyra from her father but ensured that Tyra would

remain%ith her mother.

'Control'

of the case.

The second theme that emerged from the analysis was one of *control' of the case. This was
concerned with the relationship between the control of the situation and Claudette by the two
key social workers, the control of the case conference and control by Claudette. Again it is
difficult to separateout the conceptual strands between individual and group decision making
here yet since the main focus of this chapter relates to framing, the conceptual work relating to
groups is dat with in more detail in the following chapter.
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Initiay it seemsclear that Avon Pailthorpe,operatingunder her belief that children should not
be removedfrom faniffies,if at all possible,had the main control in the case.She informed both
the maternalgrandmotherand Claudetteof what she saw as the likely results of the first case
conferencewith regardto Tyra:
'Shewasfidl of anxietyabout the baby,and readily acceptedthe seriousnessof
the situation, and the danger that Claudettemight lose the baby. I explained
Claudette
the
the
that
circumstances
under
which
only
about
conferenceand
be
Mrs
Henry
if
be
baby
keep
to
the
acceptsresponsibility to
may able
would
keepher and the baby with her- that Andrew could visit the baby ONLY under
her [ie. Beatrice Henrys] supervision. If CIaudeuechooses to live with
Andrew, she would lose the baby' (Avon Pailihorpe at a visit to matemal
gran&notizer. report p 24).

and the report further states:
(Avon Pailthorpe) was
'If dw ctonferencel agrees to this
that
she
shows
... .
not treating it as being as good as decided (her plan to keep Tyra in care of
AfGAI and mother), albeit her own views were prettyfirm'(Report
note 4, A von Pailthorpe after a visit with Claudette. report p 24).

comment on

Indeedat the first caseconferencein November1982this recommendationby Avon Pailthorpe
wasconrumedand a decisionat that conferencewas:
' 1. Because of a previous injury to Tyrone Lambeth should seek a care onter
on the baby andplace the child in the care of the gran&nother with Cktudene in
attendance (Recorded decision at November case conference, report p 27).

Avon Pailthorpe'scontrol of the decisiondirectionof the caseconferencecan alsobe supported
by the fact that whilst the conferencedid considerthreepossibleoptions: permanentremoval
under a cam order, placementunder a careorder with the mother in the grandmothershome,
andsupportand monitoring without any formal intervention,it did not considerthe possibility
of the maternalgrandmotherbecomingTyra's foster mother. This would have securedlegal
supportandresourcesfor the situationthat the conferenceactually put her in anyway. The fact
that the group did not considerwhat in retrospectthe report consideredto be a logical fourth
option may be interpretedas an exampleof group polarisationand/or groupthink. That is the
groupwere being driven in the decisiondirection suggestedby the key social worker and did
not consider any possibilities other than those presentedto thern.
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Subsequentto this caseconferenceand a secondcaseconferencea number of factors seemto
suggestthat whilst on the surfaceAvon Pailthorpewas stiH in control of the situation Claudette
was providing evidenceof non co-operationand non complianceand was thought to be in
contactwith Ncil:
"Health visitors called on the 18th, 19th 22nd Nov. but got no reply (Reports
commentson events,p 31).
'Apartfrom one visit which Ckutderze
Henry was persuadedto make on 30th
November Tyra had not been seen a the clinic' (Report commenting on
minutedevidencefromcaseconferenceJan 1983,p 34).
'77tepolice thoughtsocial servicesshould know that this had beenconveyedto
themby ClaudetteHenry on Andrew Neil's behay, becauseit might give some
indication of the degreeof contactconfinuing betweenTyra's parents' (Report
commentconcerninga messageleftfor-Avon Pailthorpe by PC Dyos relafing to
Neil's iyýabilizyto appearon child abusechargesin CambenvellGreen,p 32).
'Aliss Daniels (nursing officer) was concernedat Quiderre 'Sfailure to auend
the clinic andjelt that. as Tyra is on the at risk register certain commitments
should be demandedand kept by Mudene" (Recorded in minutes of case
conferenceJan 1984,reportp 34).
'Said (Claudette) was going to move out (from MGM) as soon as possible with
the baby. On asking Claudette whether she realised that Tyra was officially in
the care of her mother, she replied that she Anew,but would move out with the
baby anyway'(Notefrom heath visitor after a visit with Claudette, report p 35)

In March 1983 Avon Pailthorpewas deputisedfor by a second social worker, Rosemary
Mohan, and it appearsthat this social worker beganto regaincontrol over Claudetteand the
situation.RosieMohan told Claudetterepeatedly,asshewas insisting on being rehoused,that
it was not possibleunderthe termsof the careorderandthat Claudettewas not to removeTyra
from the maternalgrandmother'shomeagain:
'She (Claudette) also said that she and Tyra had stayed diat night at afriend's
house. Rosie Afahon noted the discrepancy with what Beatrice Henry had told
her (Af Of said that Cktudette stormed out lKith Tyra but returnedfor the night)
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and warned ClauderreHenry that shemuston no accounttake Tyra away again'
(Report commenton events.p 38).
Similarly u hen the maternalgrandmotherand Claudettefailed to keep an appointmentthe next
day uith Rosic Mohan shetelephonedand:
'told Ccudene that this was wholly wuzccepzable,
that Tyra was on a care
orzkr, and that if they did not co-operateshe would lurve to removethe baby'
(Report comment,p 39).
7bere is no evidencein the documentthat RosieMohan did not considerTyra weHcaredfor:
'Rosie Alohan too was satisfied with what she saw of Tyra's care' (Report
comment.p 38).
But it is clear that Rosie Mohan was concerned that the care order and plans be adhered to
firmly and that if they were not she stated that she was prepared to remove the child from the
mother. Tbcre is no evidence that Rosie Mohan was engaging deliberately in such a course of
action as a direct result of the risk to Tyra from Andrew Neil yet she was not prepared to let
Claudette show consistent non compliance and non co-operation.

Avon Pailthorpctook the cascovcr againin May 1983anddcspitethe following notc:
This was a difficult visit- Chuiderrenot actuaUy hostile, but not very friendly,
and bickering in a hatf serious hay pla)ful way with her mother. 7hey wr
obviously getting on each others nerves. Claudette was angry we had opposed
her being rehoused separately. I re iterated that it was early yet- that I was
concerned how she would be able to cope on her own when Andrew is released
(probably September) and that we HA VE applied to housing Size asked what
...
we would do if she did take off on her own. I told her we would need to
conference it to decide whether Tyra should be with her or. Mrs Henry since she
is in theirjoini care' (Notefrom A von Pailthorpe, report p 41).
After a conversation with the health visitor the social worker took the decision to reduce the
frequency of supervision. This decision was completely out of the control of the
case
conference:

7he decisionwas takenwitliout referencebackto the caseconference'(Report
comment.p 42).
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This would seem to indicate that Avon Paflthorpc considered that she was in control of
Claudette and the situation however again evidence suggested that she did not check
information, took information from the maternalgrandmotherand Claudetteat face value, and
was in fact being deceivedby Claudettewith regard to her housing situation. Claudettewas
offered tenancyof a flat as from 22nd August yet Avon Pailthorpenotedin September.
We discussedthe housingproblem; there is no ii0cation from housing zhata
transfer is remotelyforeseeable.In view of this and the fact that CLaudetteis
very anxious to moveout, I told her that I nowfeel the time is right to consider
our supportingher separatehousingapplication: a reviewis due and I told her I
would put thisforward. She was very please&.' (Notefrom Avon Pailihorpe
after a visit to Cktudettein September1983,report p 43).
Claudettewasclaiming to be living with her motherand hadnot told Avon Pailthorpcabout the
flat. Even when she did find out about the flat Avon Pailthorpc seemedto be willing to
overlook the potentialseriousness
of the deceptionand the situation:
'Claudetteinto ogice. Shewassluunefacedabout not having told me about the
shoplifting or theflat- shesaid she it-as afnzidwe'd stop her taking it. But she
was in a quitefriendly open mood, and apparentlypreparedto 'come clean. I
read to her the recommendationof the conference(that separatehousing be
supported)and told her that as shealreadyhasaflat we will now beprepared to
supporther moving into it [there is no questionas she seemedto imaginedw
we willfind her a betteroneh'],....Claudettesays she has not taken Tyra to the
fiat: she goes theremost days and Patrick /her sisters] bo)fHend (presumably
the father of her baby) goes too, as he is doing it up (Note from Avon
Pailthorpeafter visit to Claudettein November.report p 51).
In October Avon Pailthorpe visited Claudette at the family home and noted the following:

'Claudettewentand sat vvithher back to me,watching 7V -I had to ask her to
turn roundand taLk-to me. She was very resentfulabout 'you lot being on my
back'. I told her about the C.S.S. young mothersgroup, in which I hopedshe
might be intereste44and eaplainedIfeli Whenshe moves out of her mothers
houseshe is likely to needmore support in the communily- however, she was
totally unresponsiveto this. She said when site's in a flat she might go to
college' (Notefrom A tvn Pailthorpeafter a visit to Claudette,report p 46).
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Again despite this explicit non co-operationAvon Pailthorpe did not reconsider her plans
indeed at this sarnevisit. after discovering that Claudette'syounger sister was expecting a
baby, shenoted:
'This obtiously puts evenmore strain on the crowding in the household and
be
before
housed
February (7he
CLcuiderre
it
that
makes more pressing
should
expecteddate of the birth of her sister's child) (notefrom A von Pailthorpeafter
%isitto Ciaziderte.report p 47).
It would seemthat Avon Pailthorpeintendedto continueher initial plansof keeping the mother
andchild togetherin the faceof information that Andrew Neil was out of custody and despite
the fact that Claudette's behaviour was directly non compliant with and hostile to social
services.
The case conferencetwo days after this visit in Octoberwas presentedwith two opposing
argumentswith regardto the housing issue, one from Avon Pailthorpc which supportedthe
appbcafionand one from the medical officer who expressedgrave concernsabout housing
ClaudetteandTyra separatelygiven Andrew's release.Tbc reportnotesthe following:
'Betweenthesetwo poles. the conference,without the help of a legal advisor
tried to assessthe significanceof the quashingof Andrew Neil's convictionfor
cruehy to Tyrone. it was thought that the decision would make it hard to
prevent him from gaLting accessto Tyra if he wanted to. The possibility of
Claudette'scomplicity in Tyrone's injuries was again raised. The conference
proceededto identify two options: to keep Chuidetteat home in bad and
deterioratingconditions,or to 'requesthousingfor Mrs Henry plus family, and
aflatfor Claudetteand Tyra nearby'. (Reportnote on conferenceevents,p 49).
Despitesonic recognitionthat therewasa distinct possibility that Andrew Neil would try to see
Tyra the conferenceseemedto focus their discussionsaround the issue of housing with no
considerationfor how they might ensure that he was kept away. Indeed in the recorded
decisionsof that conferencetherewasno referenceto Andrew Neil at all. It appearsthat neither
the key socialworker nor the conferencehastakenany control over the initial sourceof risk to
Tyra. that of violencefrom the father.
This Preoccupationwith housing might suggestthat by now Claudetteis in fact leading the
directionof the decisionsandis in 'control' over the situationwith regardto Avon Pailthorpe.
This is further supportedby the refusalof Avon Pailthorpcto becomeinvolved in %Titinga
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probation report on 0audette on shoplifting charges,Avon Pailthorpenoted in responseto a
requestby Roger Frankland(Claudette'sprobationofficer):
'I don't want anything that stressesfurther my policing role with Mudette'
(Note from Avon Paihhorpe after request to write probation report on
.

Claudette.report p 50).

It would havebeeninterestinghereto haveconsideredwhat Rosie Mohan would have done in
thesecircumstances,her previoushandlingof the casemight suggestthat Claudettewould not
have been allowed to get so far showing such levels of non co-operation. In the same
conversationwith Frankland. who informed Avon Pailthorpe about the fact that Claudette
actually had her own flat by now and had obviously concealedthis from her, shenoted:
'I was very disurbed about thisý and told Roger we had written to housing
asking them not to make an offer to Mudeve- also very annoyedat Mudene
for concealingso much.?But glad to have the information. Roger said he will
recommendprobationfor Quidette- this will not affect our plans' (Notefrom
Avon Pailthorpe after discussionwith RogerFrank-land,report p 50-51).
It appearsthat Avon Pathorpe wasallowing Claudettelatitude with regardto the original care
order and did not see her role as one of 'policing Claudette'. Again it seems that this is
compatiblewith her belief that Tym should not be removed from her mother and it gave
Claudetteopportunity to insist further on rehousingwhich remainedin direct contradictionto
the original careorder.
7bc reportnotm with referenceto control by the conference:
'77te conference,however. took no decision to make enquiriesabout where
Andrew Neil was living the conferencewas steerei4 prindpally by Avon
..
Pailthorpe-down a road which she saw as preferable, the road of separate
rehousingfor Claudetteand Tyra'(Report commenton events,p 52 53)
It is worth noting that Avon Pailthorpe was in fact proposing what Claudette saw as desirable
and it could be inferred that indeed it was Claudette principally steering the conference through
Avon Pailthorpc, again as the report suggests:
'She (A von Pailthorpe was enabled to do this by the fonnat and focus of the
conference. which paid very little attention to Tyra and her needs and the great
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nwjorijy of attentionto Cauderreand hers.....Without any conscious decision
or discussion,ClaudetteHenry had beenmoved, or allowed to move, into the
centm of the stage, taking T) ra with her almost as an eava' (Report comment
on events,p 53).
This interpretationsuggeststhat the caseconferenceis displaying a lack of control in relation to
its function of monitoring and re-cvaluatingrisks to Tyra. By the time of the last case
conferencethe documentcontainsevidencethat Claudettewas still not complying with either
social servicesor the police; Tyra is attendingthe clinic, but it is Claudette'ssister who is
taking her, and Claudettehad failed to turn up for bail on a shoplifting charge.Furthermorethe
conferencewas informed that therewasa possibility that Claudettewas seeingAndrew Neil:
'Claudettehad had a few men at her flat, perhaps including Andrew Neil.
Andrew was m7rstedfor 7DA (taking and driving away) of vehicles. in
Februayy and in March he was picked up on a warrant for one of these
how much Claudetteseesof him but she has certainly
offences.It is not kno%7z
not visited him with Tyra" (Information supplied to case conferenceby Avon
Paillhorpe, reportp 61).
It was neithermadeclear how Avon Pailthorpe,hadobtainedthis information nor was thereany
evidenceof its accuracy.The caseconferencereceivedinformation from Claudette'sprobation
officer with regardto Andrew Neil (reportedpreviously) which was questionedafter Tyra's
deathand thought to be highly spurious. Had the conferencehad control over the
situationit
seemsreasonablethat it would havebeen questioningthis information as it was always the
violenceof the fatherthat was the reasonfor the casein the first place. The recommendations
of this last caseconferencemakeno referenceto Andrew Neil and the last recommendation
was:
'Nev review to be held at arva5 in Ar months when considerationshould be
given to removal of Tyra's name from the register' (Conference
recommendations,report p 62).
In this interpretation 'control' of the casecan be seento have shifted but
significantly out of the
hand of social services and into the hands of Claudette, and possibly by implication Andrew
Neil. Initially Avon Pailthorpe considered that she was handling the
case under the belief of
keeping Tyra with her mother and she steered the case conference into making decisions that
supported her plans. Avon Pailthorpe repeatedly did not question information given to her by
Claudette or Beatrice Henry and even
when it was evident that Claudette was deceiving her
quite blatantly, she appearedto discount the significance of the deception. The temporary social
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Claudette's
Claudette
to
did
ensuring
with regard
appear to regain some control of
worker
Tyra
in
level
both
but
terms
the
of
of
attendance
of compliance
compliancewith social services,
duration.
involvement
health
the
short
a
with
casewere of
at the
clinic and that social worker's
At no point doesit seemthat the caseconferenceever had real control of either Avon Pailthorpe
it
Tyra
did
The
to
consistently
the
not
re-evaluate
risk
nor
case as a whole.
caseconference
affirined. the decisions and plans of Avon Pailthorpe.

Relationships
The third theme that emergedthrough the coding of the document was that of relationships.
Avon Pailthorpe clearly statedher belief that children should be kept with their families if at all
possible, and the above analysis would appearto illustrate that her decisions and plans were
framed consistently by this belief. That the issueof rehousingbecame such a pressing concern
would seemto suggest that the belief could be further expressedin terms of keeping children
with their mothers. Avon Pailthorpe did not suggest leaving Tyra with the matemal
idea
but
had
been
the
that
the
consistently
supported
grandmother, as
original care order,
Claudetteand Tyra should be rehoused separatelyfrom the maternal grandmother when the
domestic situation itself was problematic. This notion is further supportedby the way in which
Avon Pailthorpe refocussed the decisions from risk to Tyra by Andrew Neil, to neglect by
Claudette, to Claudette's needs. Avon Pailthorpe embarked upon decisions and courses of

the needsof the motherif shewereto keepTyra.
actionthatemphasised
If this were the case it seemslogical to expect that Avon Pailthorpe would be concerned to
demonstratethe positive nature of the mother child relationship. There is little evidence in the
documentthat relatesdirectly to the natureof the relationship betweenClaudetteand Tyra.
That Claudette wanted to keep Tyra was not in question:
7 was extremely pleased that Claudette was very frank with me, and agreed
her
baby
had
&
She
Andrew
in
to
said
visited
readily co-operate every way.
once but did not seemvery interested, their relationship is nowjust friends, and
she does not want to live with him again. If she did, she knew she would have
to choose between Andrew and the Baby, and would unhesitatingly choose
baby' (Note from Avon Pailthorpe after a visit to Claudette in hospital after
Tyra's birth, report p 24).
Yet there are few direct references in the document to the level of care Tyra receives from
Claudette,two examplesof direct referenceare presented:
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'She was pleased with the standardof care Tyra was receivingfrom both her
by
Pailthorpe
Avon
(Report
her
comment on note
mother and
gran&nother'
1983,
33).
January
Henryfamily
to
report
p
the
after a visit
V. Claudetteand MGM to be informed of conference's satisfaction with their
decision
from
(Recorded
f
Tyra
the
case conference
care o
past year'
over
October]983, reportp49).
There was little doubt expressed throughout the case that despite Tyra's repeated non
attendanceat clinic shewas well caredfor:
'Christaine Englard, who took over responsibility as health visitor in April
(1983), visited Tyra at home during April and again early in May and
her
(Report
38).
comment
on
events,
considered
well caredfor'
p
'neither of them had any worries about Tyra's care at present' (Report comment
following discussion between Avon Pailthorpe and Christiane Englard, June
1983, p 41).
Yet there was ambiguity about who was doing the caring:
'The clinic records show that she (Tyra) was duly taken (for her 15 month
check in February 1984), though we do not know by whom' (Report comment
of clinic records, p 55).
'Tyra is apparently cared [for] by Claudettein between times' (Note on clinic
had
be
Beatrice
Henry
telephoned
to
taking
records after
say she would not
Tyra for her check up as Tyra was unwell, May 1984, report p 56).

There was direct referencein 1984 that it was likely it was not Claudette who was caring for
Tyra:
'We are satisfied that it was Beatrice (MGM), not Claudette Henry who was
caringfor Tyra during 1984 and whom Tyra was calling 'mummy'. We also
think it likely that it was Claudette's mother or younger sister, not Claudette,
who was taking Tyra to the clinic' (Report comment,p 56).
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It is interesting that in July 1984after Avon Pailthorpe met Claudettein the streetwith Tyra and
madenotes subsequently:
'The note shows no observation of Tyra' (Report comment,p 65).
It is possible by now that Avon Pailthorpe was so concernedwith the needsof Claudettethat
the actual nature of her relationship with Tyra was subsumed.
Throughout the whole of the documentthere is referenceto Tyra's relationships in terms of
it
is
four
On
the
the
to
suggests
one
as
reported
above
where
report
relating others.
occasions,
MGM that Tyra calls mummy, and further:
'...although Tyra had missed her 7 month developmental check she has been
health
by
days
the
three
visitor, she was progressing well and
visited
earlier
'relating well to grandmother" (Report commenton events,p 47).
'Seems to be progressing well. Relateswell to gma' (Note by health visitor
following a visit to Tyra, January 1984, report p 55).
'Tyra relates well to her gran&nother but I shall have been unable to observe
,
her interactions with her mother' (Written comment to final case conferenceby
health visitor who did not attend, report p 60).
Despite Avon Pailthorpe's desireto keep Tyra with her mother there seemsto be very little in
the document to suggest that she monitored the care that Claudette provided for Tyra
independentlyof the matemal grandmother. Significantly the only referencein the documents
to Tyra's relationships with others are concerned with the fact that she relates well to the
matemal grandmother. Neither Avon Pailthorpe nor the case conferenceseem to have picked
up on this nor questionedthe fundamentalrelationship betweenTyra and her mother.
The previous analysis with regard to control of the casewould seemto imply a certain kind of
relationship between Claudette and Avon Pailthorpe and, by implication, social services. It
seemsthat Avon Pailthorpe saw her relationship with Claudetteas being one of trust, despite
obvious deceit, and as one where she (Avon Pailthorpe) would do everything possible to keep
Tyra with Claudette. Avon Pailthorpe seemedto see her central role with Claudette as one of
providing support for the family not one of investigating Claudette's behaviour with or without
Tyra. Claudette on the other hand appearsto have seen her relationship with Avon Pailthorpe
as one where she could demand resources, where she could supply information to social
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services as and when she desired, where she could be non compliant, uncooperative and
hostile and where she could make demandsto of the key social worker.
On the whole it is interesting that given Avon Pailthorpe's fundamental belief in keeping
families together, specifically in keeping Tyra with Claudette,she did not at any time appearto
investigatethe nature of the mother child relationship. Her own relationship with Claudetteof
coursecould have made this difficult as shetrusted Claudette.
There doesappearto be somevalue in interpreting this case using Whyte's (1989) model with
regard to decision framing and lossesand gains. The dominant decision frame has been shown
to be one of losseswhere the social worker was subject to the certainty effect. In order to avoid
the loss of the mother child relationship the family were kept together, the alternative losses to
Tyra increasedand the significance of the initial sourceof risk increased.
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Chapter

five

The coding of Tyra Henry - Group polarisation
groupthink,

commitment

and

of resources

The previous chapter illustrated the analysis of the Tyra Henry inquiry report in terms of
decision framing. It was demonstratedthat the first part of Whyte's (1989) model which
did
in
have
individual
decision
the understanding and
applicability
concerned
making
explanationof the decision processesused by individuals within the case. The second part of
Whyte's model is concerned with the role of the group when an individual takes their
judgement and decisions to that group for monitoring, evaluation and ratification. In this
section of the model Whyte proposesthat the group may become subject to group polarisation
so that the decisionsbecomemore extreme than that of any individual member of the group if
they were working in isolation. Further, that the group may also be subject to the phenomenon
of groupthink so that they do not effectively monitor decision making and begin to develop
dynamics and strategieswhich prevent the evaluation of decision processesand outcomes. If
the decision is framed initially by an individual in terms of losses then, Whyte suggests,
drawing upon the certainty effect, that decisions are taken almost inevitably in the direction of
risk. In decisions where the outcomes are poor Whyte goes on to say that the group is driven
by the individual and polarises around an even more risky set of decisions. Once subject to
groupthink the group cannot remove itself from the decisionsand courses of action it has been
set upon and agreed. The final part of Whyte's model is concerned with the conunitment of
resources. Here Whyte proposes that again, in decision making where there are poor
outcomes, commitment of resourcesfollows a particular pattern. Resourcesare committed to
the decisionsinitially and since thosedecisionsare not monitored effectively further resources
are committed successively to the same course of action. In other words once the group is
acting in accordancewith groupthink it will believe that its decisions and courses of action are
correct, and that any delay in positive outcome can be dealt with by committing more resources
to the actions. In this way failing courses of action are not re-evaluatedin terms of the initial
decision making and aims are rather supportedby more and more input of resources.
In order to test the applicability of this latter stageof Whyte's model it was necessaryto code
the document for group polarisation and groupthink, and for the comn-dtmentof resources.
The document was coded for group polarisation and groupthink by highlighting participants at
successivecaseconferences,their roles, the decisionsmade by the group and by highlighting
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decisionsand events when dissenthad beenregisteredwithin the group. It was consideredthat
the analysisof the inquiry report in terms of these factors may reveal both the group's shift to
This
these
occur.
phenomena
should
of
groupthink
risk, group polarisation; and symptoms
chapteraims to outline the analysisof the document according to these criteria and to consider
themes that might emerge from the coding of the document. This will be achieved by
information
by
decision
and
considering
case
conference
and
considering
making at each
influence
have
had
between
on the group's
could
an
that
which
conferences
events
occurred

decisionmaking.

Evidence for group polarisation within the document.
Group polarisation(Moscovici & Zavalloni, 1969) was outlined in chaptertwo where the
wherea groupmakesa decisionthat is more
conceptwasdescribedto referto thephenomenon
extremein the directionof risk or cautionthan any one of the individualsworking in isolation
would have done. There appearto be a number of difficulties in investigatingboth the
occurrenceof the phenomenonin groups and the reasonsfor that occurrence.First, most
researchon shifts to risk and cautionhavebeendone in hypotheticalexperimentalsituations
(for exampleMyers & Bishop, 1970;Burnstein& Vinokur, 1973; Myers & Lamm, 1976).
Whilst thesetypes of study do havesomeecologicalvalidity in that they are often concerned
with shifts in voting behaviouror shifts in attitudes towards feminism, racism etc. they
neverthelessremain 'laboratory based'. Second, there is disagreementabout the relative
importanceof 'normativeinfluence'on polarisation(Baron & Roper, 1976;Myers, 1982) or
'informationalinfluence' (Burnstein& Vinokur, 1973). Normative influence is concerned
with the competitivepressureexertedby the knowledgeof otherpositions,whilst informational
influenceis concernedwith the natureof persuasivearguments.Baron et a] (1992) suggest
that it is the decisionsituationsthemselvesthat determinethe degreeto which one or both of
theseinfluencesis presentand important.For Baron, factorssuchas whetherthejudgements
are concernedwith valuesand tastesas opposedto factualissuesmay alter the reasonsfor
polarisation.As such,evenin laboratoryconditionsgroup polarisationis a difficult conceptto
research.
It would seem that the nature of the concept provides further difficulties when trying to
investigate the phenomenon in retrospect. For instance to provide evidence of group
polarisation it would be necessaryto interpret whether the group is in fact more extreme than
the individual who has 'led' the decision direction. In relation to Polarisation and case
conferences, without extensive verbatim descriptions of each individual's input at the case
conference this would seem to be an issue. Such descriptions are not available in inquiry
reports however there are some statementsfrom participants that do give an indication of
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illustrated
Also
belief
previously, are
as
to
the
available,
meeting.
prior
attitude and
documenteddecisionsthat are taken by the caseconferenceas a group.
Within the Tyra Henry document there does appear to be some indication that the case
For
instance
key
the
at
the
worker.
social
of
proposals
conferenceas a group polarise around
the first caseconferencethe social worker presentedinformation with regard to the conditions
by
keep
Following
Tyra.
if
the social
had
Claudette
to
a
note
she were
she
already outlined to
worker saying If the c[onference] agrees to this.... .. the report states:
"shows that she (Avon Pailthorpe) was not treating it as being as good as
decided (her plan to keep Tyra in care of MGM and mother), albeit her own
by
Avon
Pailthorpe
firm
"'(Report
after a
on
note
comment
views were pretty
visit with Claudette'p 24).
One interpretation here may be that the decisions about where Tyra is to be cared for has
alreadybeen madeby the individual social worker and that she saw the role of the conference
did
first
judgement.
At
the
this
that
group
case
conference
as one of evaluating and ratifying
agreewith her proposals as demonstratedby their resultant decisions (report p27-28). As a
consequenceTyra's name was placed on the "At Risk7 register and she was placed under a care
order with the grandmother and mother in attendance. Whilst this may be a result of
'informational influence' i. e. the persuasivenature of the argumentsby the key social worker,
again it is difficult to support this interpretation further without additional evidence.
The difficulty of explaining accurately the reasons for polarisation in a real world context
become apparenthere. Laughlin & Early, (1982) suggest that 'normative influence' is more
likely when the decisionsinvolve judgementsof values and taste; and Kaplan & Nfiller ( 1987)
suggestthat 'informational influence' is more likely to be apparentin task oriented groups. The
caseconferenceappearsto encompassboth of those issues.It is task oriented in that it has the
mandateto make the judgements about the level of risk and appropriatecourses of action for
the child. Nevertheless, as illustrated in chapter four, it is also possible that its decisions are
going to be influenced by a set of values that its members hold with regard to keeping families
together. However, as has been illustrated with the analysis of the document in the previous
chapter, this initial assessmentof risk and decisions consequentto that were not changed by
three following group meetings.Tyra remainedwith her mother until her death at the hands of
her father. In relation to this notion of polarisation a number of questionsremained:
Were the group polarising around the social worker's recommendationsbecausethey all
sharedthe belief systemsor referencelevels?
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Were the group being 'driven' in a decision direction by the individual social worker?
Or were the group subject to the phenomenonof groupthink so that they did not consider
any other possibilities?

Evidence for groupthink

document.
the
within

As outlinedin chaptertwo, groupthink(Janis, 1972) describesthe ways in which cohesive
failure
in
become
decision
to
to
a
groups'
making processeswhich result
groups
subject
monitor decisionseffectively. When a group is subject to groupthink Janis arguesthat it
becomesevident through a number of symptoms. Notably the group supports the first
its
does
to
not considerall
achieve
aims
and
apparentlyadequatealternativecourseof action
possibleoptions; the group perceivesitself as correctin its aims and decision making; the
group perceivesotherindividualsas an incorrect'outgroup'; the group actively discountsor
suppressesinformationwhich is not directly in accordancewith its own view; dissenting
membersbeginto self censorandeventuallycometo thepositionof the groupor stopattending
the group decision making forum, and ultimately the group displays 'closed minds'. As
outlined in a previous chapterresearchinto groupthink tends to have been carried out
retrospectively,for examplein the analysisof the Americanforeign policy decisionsto invade
the Bay of Pigs and escalatethe Vietnamwar (Janis, 1972);the decisionto launchthe space
shuttle Challenger and to changethe formula of Coke (Whyte, 1991).
Case conference one, November

1982.

The first caseconferenceconcerning Tyrone and Tyra was held on 17th November 1982.
Attendance:
Charles Doherty, the areaco-ordinator, and Chair of the conference.
Avon Pailthorpe, key social worker.
Sue Hennan, the hospital social worker.
Dr Kyvelie Papas,the senior clinical medical officer.
ShanDaniels, the Belthorn Clinic nursing officer.
Christine Cousins, educational advisor for visually impaired children.
PC Dyos, care officer, Youth and Juvenile Bureau.
Laurel Sayer, a senior care officer and who took minutes of the conference.
Others who were invited but did not attend:

ill

The health visitors attachedto the Belthom and Earlswood clinics respectively.
Ann Daniels, Avon Pailthorpe's tean-fleader.
Some of these individuals were invited to the conference as it concerned Tyrone as well as
Tyra, thesewere the representativesfrom Belthorn and Earlswood Clinics and the educational
her
did
but
Daniels
Ann
impaired
for
views
present
was
not
present
children.
advisor
visually
in a report to the conferencewhere she suggestedthat Tyra be allowed to stay with her mother
under supervision on the grounds that:
6unlike when Tyrone was born, the mother, ClaudetteHenry, now has her
Andrew
living
her.
She
living
is
with
was
with
own mother's support and
intends
has
(senior)
indicated
Henry
Mrs
born...
Tyrone
that
she
was
when
(
Neil
does
Andrew
Claudette
they
be
Whilst
see
to
undoubtedly
vigilant...
live in the same block) she does now appear to understand that Andrew
help,
her
become
involved
this
child and will, with
mother's
with
cannot
keep the baby away from its father' (Memo from Ann Daniels to this first
25).
case conference, report p
The resultant decisionsof this caseconferencewere that Tyra should be placed on the 'At Risk'
in
her
in
the
attendanceand at
the
mother
matemal grandmotherwith
care of
register and placed
the exclusion of the father.
There are a number of factors that could be interpreted as symptoms of groupthink at this first
conference.First the group seemedto take at face value the options proposed to them by Avon
Pailthorpe, supportedby Ann Daniels (her teamleader).As illustrated in the example above the
group supported the first apparently adequatecourse of action and did not consider any
forward
key
No
by
the
the
put
those
social worker.
member
alternatives to
proposed
Tyra.
The
foster
become
the
that
the
of
report
might
mother
suggestion
maternalgrandmother
commentsupon t S:
'These problems (those relating to the ambiguity of responsibility between
first
Tyra's
in
Lambeth
MGM
the
to
care given
council relation
and
mother,
by
faced
been
have
decision)
more realistically
could
case conference
Beatrice Henry becoming Tyra'sfoster mother, a solution which appearsto
have at no time been considered' (Report commentson events,p 30).
The report considered this surprising given Avon Pailthorpe's own personal experience of
foster parenting (p30-3 1), she was herself an experiencedfoster carer and would have been
aware of the advantagesof this course of action. The report consideredthat this position where
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the grandmother becamefoster parent could have dealt more appropriately with the confusion
between legal and factual responsibility for Tyra, and could have allowed considerably more
The
Tyra
for
be
the
report continues:
to
at
once.
of
care
resources
allocated
'Consideration was not given, as it should have been, to a mother and baby
have
Tyra,
Claudette
which
would
provided supervised
and
placementfor
for
domestic
the
a time, and allowed some
stresses
care, relieved some of
be
(Report
Claudette's
to
comments on
made'
mothering
appraisal of
events,p 30).
Secondduring the conferenceconcernwas expressedexplicitly by (amongst others) the police
constable:
'..PC Dyos was concerned about Andrew Neil's possible retum and his
1982,
Nov.
baby'sfuture'(Minutesfrom
in
report
the
case
conference
role
26-27).
There are references to this in the minutes and the recommendations specified that the
conferencewas to be informed as to the outcome of Andrew Neil's pending court appearances
in November and December(report p28). If the group was to assessand monitor effectively
the risks to Tyra, given that Andrew Neil was the original source of concern, then one might
expect that this view of concern, if not of dissent, would be closely followed up at case
reviews. Effective monitoring of these concerns might form part of successive
recommendationsand plans. If this is not apparent this could be interpreted as evidence of
'closed minds' on the part of some members of the case conference. As will be illustrated
below this does appearto becomethe case.
Evidence that some members' views may be discountedor at least subsumedby the conference
can be found in relation to a case conferenceheld previously with regard to Tyrone. On the
15th March 1992 a case conference was called with reference to Tyrone by which time the
injuries to him were so severe that he was blind and mentally handicappedfor life. No case
conferencehad been called previously as Tyrone had not been considered to be at risk. At this
conferencethe decision was for Tyrone to be fosteredand his caseallocated to a social worker,
Avon Pailthorpe. The report doesnot detail full attendanceat this meeting as it did not concern
Tyra, but present at that time was a paediatric social worker, Mike Blake who on a visit to
Claudettein June 1982had noted
'... I could not predict at the moment what the outcome would be. I did
suggestto her, however, that she thought long and hard about what shefelt
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Avon Pailthorpe's teamleader,the conferenceconsidered the implications of Claudette being
pregnantwith Tyra and the report recorded:
'The minutes record that the baby was thought to be due in January, and
felt
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It is interesting to consider here how the absenceof the member of a previous group, (Mike
Blake) who had expressed obvious concern about the relationship and violent nature of
Andrew Neil, might have affected the overall fran-dng and decisions of this second case
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though
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case
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relation
remained vigilant about the source of risk from Andrew Neil to other children. Whilst Avon
Pailthorpe had clearly associatedherself with the concerns expressedby the pediatric social
worker the first caseconferencewas the only occasionwhere his concernswere referred to and
there was no indication that Avon Pailthorpe would revisit these concerns and raise them at
later group meetings.One interpretationmight be that the group consider that Avon Pailthorpe
remainedvigilant to the risk posedby Andrew Neil raisedby Mike Blake. However a different
interpretationmay be that by default his opinions becamesubsumed by other considerationsat
successivecaseconferencesas the social worker was concentratingon the aim of keeping the
child with her mother.
Case conference two, 27th January

1983.

A secondcaseconferencewith regard to Tyra was convenedin January 1993.
Attendance:
Charles Doherty, the areaco-ordinator, and Chair of the conference.
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Avon Pailthorpe, key social worker.
Dr Kyvelie Papas,the senior clinical medical officer.
ShanDaniels, the Belthom Clinic nursing officer and health visitor.
Rosemary Green, health visitor.
PC Dyos, care officer, Youth and Juvenile Bureau.
Bethan Jones,the council's solicitor.
Those absentwere:
Ann Daniels, Avon Pailthorpe's tearnleader.
(Report, p33).
One of the difficulties at this conferenceappearsto be the way in which the conference was
for
roles. First the report comments on the
allocating and monitoring responsibility
communication and co-ordination difficulties between social workers and the housing
During the time lapse between this and the first conference
Claudettehad put a claim into the housing departmentthrough the homelesspersons unit for
accommodationseparatefrom the grandmother(this move would have been in direct breach of
the original conference decision). The housing department had begun to process the
department. (p 36-37,42,44).

application. Avon Pailthorpe claimed later to have spoken to housing on the phone but was
only ever 'fairly sure' of this. This second case conferencewas informed of these facts, and
again, if it was to monitor the situation adequatelyit might be reasonableto expect that the
group would actively revisit the issue at the next meeting. Second, due to stressful personal
circumstances,betweenthe 4th March and the 13th May Avon Pailthorpe was deputised for by
Rosie Mohan. Whilst social servicesdid allow Avon Pailthorpe compassionateleave there was
a delay of some three weeks betweenthat decision and the actual deputisation. Prior to the 4th
March the report comments that Avon Pailthorpe's record keeping had become 'perfunctory'
(p36) and that Rosie Mohan's notes showed a more professional approach (p44). Again it is
interesting to note that the next case conferences did not acknowledge such 'perfunctory'
record keeping. This may be interpreted as 'closed minds' on the part of at least some members
of the group.
ShanDaniels (health visitor) was present at this conferenceand expressedher concerns about
Tyra's repeatedfailures to attend clinics. She consideredthat given the nature of the situation it
was appropriate that Claudette should be expectedto meet certain commitments. Notes from
health authority's records of a home visit also by Daniels expressed the view that, after a
conversationwith Claudette on the 7th January, Claudetteseemedperfectly willing to remove
Tyra from the grandmother's home in the knowledge that this would be in contradiction of the
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did not consider this.
The conferencedid addressthe issueraised by PC Dyos at the previous meeting with regard to
the potential of violence to Tyra from Andrew Neil. The minutes of the conferenceinclude:

'Brixton CID were informedthat he (Andrew Neil) would be unable to
by
had
how
by
Claudette
to
come
she
attend
and werevery concernedas
this knowledgesinceshewas thoughtto haveceasedany associationwith
him, Claudettemaintains,however,that apartfiromAndrew'ssister she has
family.
'
(From
Neil
the
the
conferenceminutes,
contact
of
no
with
rest
report,p 34)
Further:

'Considerableconcem was also expressed(by the conference)at the
possibility of Claudettemoving into her own flat. If Andrew was released
and wishedto renewhis relationshipwith her, Claudettemight be unableto
resisthis forceful personality.It was agreedthat Tyra would undoubtedly
be at risk if this occurred.' (From minutedassessment
of conference,report
p 35).

Yet there is no explicit referenceto this in the recordeddecisionswhich included:
W. Claudette to be infonned by Rosemary Green (HV) that she is to attend
the clinic at specified times and dates to be given to her.

5. Avon Pailthorpeto infonn ClaudetteandMGM that socialserviceswill
not supporta housingapplicationon behaýfof Claudetteand the child. We
will reviewthe situationin six monthstime.
6. Social services will however support a housing transfer on behatf of the
Henryfamily on the grounds they are overcrowded.
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7. Housing department to be informed by Mrs Pailthorpe about our
for
from
Claudette
to
the
concernsand advised not consider an application
time being' (Case conferenceminutesJan. 1983, report p 35-36.)
It does not appearthat the plans from the conference included any actions which may have
neededto be taken should Claudetteand Andrew Neil resume contact. The conferenceseemed
to be considering some information as more significant than other information. For instanceit
was clear by now that housing had becomea major issue, and indeed one that the plans deal
with explicitly. Although some of the concerns of the health visitor were addressed in the
decisionsin point 4, the concernsexpressedby the police constablepreviously were not. These
concernsactually addressedthe initial sourceof risk to Tyra.
Case conference three, 21st October 1983.
A third caseconferencein October 1983was convened.
Attendance:
Ann Daniels, Avon Pailthorpe's teamleader,the chair of the conference.
Avon Pailthorpe, key social worker.
Dr Kyvelie Papas,the senior clinical medical officer.
Christiane Englard, health visitor.
Jim Gritton, Andrew Neil's probation officer.
PC Mick Fuller from the Juvenile Bureau.
Laurel Sayer again took the minutes.
(Adapted from report p 47)
It is noticeablehere that the chair had changedand whilst Ann Daniels (now the chair) had not
been present at the earlier conferencesshe had submitted written reports supporting Avon
Pailthorpe's decisions and handling of the case. The health visitor and the police officer here
were not the same as had attended previously and those not attending had expressed
considerableconcern about the risks to Tyra. At this conferencethe report suggests that two
opposing tendenciesemerged from the discussions with regard to rehousing Claudette and
Tyra separatelyfrom the maternal grandmother.Avon Pailthorpe provided support for the idea
whilst Dr Papasexpressedclear concerns(Andrew Neil is now out of custody) (Report p 48).
The caseconferenceconsideredtwo options:
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'The conferenceproceeded to identify two options: to keep Claudette a
home in bad and deterioratingconditions, or to 'request housing for Mrs
Henry plus family, and a flat for Claudette and Tyra nearby' (Report
49).
discussion,
p
comment on conference
With somereservationsconcerningthe level of support Claudettewould require the conference
chosethe secondoption becauseit saw no viable alternative, it noted

Adequatesupervisionandsupportof motherand child shouldminimisethe
risk; andthecareorder on Tyra will enablesocialservicesto underlinethe
be
her
Tyra
by
Claudette
to
own'
will
able maintain
on
conditions which
(Reportcommentand notefrom caseconference,
p 49).
Amongst the recordeddecisionswere:
'Key worker tofollow up Claudette's wish to be rehousedon her own with
Tyra, but she is to be told that we still have reservationsabout how she will
cope alone and will want to work closely with her once she is rehoused'
(Case conferenceminutes Oct.1983, report p 49).
So housing was monitored following the second case conference but the recorded decisions
then suggesteda course of action that was in contradiction to the original care order, i. e. that
Tyra be in the care of the maternal grandmother with mother in attendance.There is no
referenceto this in the report or the information from the case conferencewhich suggeststhat
groupthink may be present.Fundamentallyit brings into question once more the efficacy of the
group in re evaluating risk to the child, and in dealing with the situation in a more effective way
than an individual social worker. By this point it seemspossible that the case conferenceis not
monitoring earlier decisions, nor proposals put forward by Avon Pailthorpe. Once again there
doesseemto be an indication that the views of the medical profession are becoming subsumed
under the objective of keeping the family together. The inquiry report at this stage suggests
that:
'the conferencewas steered,principally by Avon Pailthorpe... down a road
which she saw as preferable, the road of separaterehousing for Claudette
and Tyra. She was enabled to do this by the format and focus of the
conferencewhich paid very little attention to Tyra and her needs and the
great majority of attention to Claudette and hers. The two were far from
synonymous' (Report commentson eventsP 53).
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Case conference four, 24th May 1984.
The fourth and final caseconferenceon Tyra was held in May 1984.
Attendance:
Ann Daniels, chairperson
Avon Pailthorpe, key social worker
Laurel Sayer, senior care officer
Roger Frankland, the probation officer assignedto Claudette on a shoplifting charge PC Dyos
from the juvenile bureau
Those invited but not attendingincluded:
Dr Papaswho sent apologiesfor non attendance
Peter Hall, a housing representative
Christaine Englard, health visitor who apologisedfor her absenceand sent a letter
(Adapted from report, p 59).
This letter from the health visitor did not contain any information relating to Andrew Neil,
merely commentson Tyra and her concerns that Claudetteand the maternal grandmother were
not getting on very well. It appearsthat one of the major previous dissentersdid not attend this
meeting, the medical officer; and the health visitor who had expressed concerns in other
meetingsprovided no information at this conferencethat indicated her views of the risk to Tyra
from Andrew Neil.
The caseconferenceminutes of assessmentand recommendationsincluded: Assessment
'Mrs Pailthorpe said she had neverfelt Claudettewould hurt Tyra and did
not consider the child was at risk. Sheneverfelt committed to the care order
on Tyra becausethe situation had changedconsiderably by the time it was
felt
Neils
involvement
Frankland
Regarding
Andrew
Mr
it
made ...
possible
Tyra.
[sic]
Andrew injured Tyrone, a very
injure
was unlikely she
would
young and difficult baby, in temper. Tyra is now beyond that stage' (Report
62).
citing recorded assessmentat caseconference,p
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As thequoteillustratesat this lastconference
thekey socialworker seemedto placethe risk to
Tyra at the handsof the motherwhich had never beenthe case,but it is possiblethat the
absenceof the healthvisitor andthe doctormeantthatthe groupdid not questionthis. Although
PC Dyos was presentthereareno commentsin the report that suggestany input from him at
this lastcaseconference.One interpretationmay be that he did not provide any input, another
thathis commentswould not concernthe focusof this conference(the level of supportneeded
for Claudettein order for Tyra to remainwith her) and may not have been recorded.As
illustratedin thepreviouschapterit is evidentnow thatthe situationhasbeenreframedinto the
needsof Claudetteif sheis to carefor Tyra. The caseconferencedid not considerthe issueof
that Tyra's namebe looked at in termsof removal
risk from Andrew Neil and recommended
from the registerat the next meeting.It may be that a lack of conferencememberswho had
expressedconcernpreviously and consistentlywith regard to Andrew Neil meantthat the
remaininggroupmembersdid not evaluatethat sourceof risk. This occurredwithin the group
decisionsdespiteevidencethatClaudettewasnow knownto be seeingAndrewNeil.
Although there are some acknowledged difficulties in analysing the document for group
polarisation and groupthink this interpretation would seem to suggest that the concepts may
have validity in explaining and understandingthe sequenceof events and decisions in relation
to this case.Groupthink may account for the poor attendanceof individuals who had dissented
from previous judgements at the last conference; it may account for the evident lack of
evaluation of previous decisions, in that information and concern by the police and medical
profession seem to be subsumedbeneaththe needs of Claudettewhich were put forward by
social services; and it may account for the fact that the group considered initially only those
options put forward by the individual key social worker. There are several referencesin the
report which put forward the view that in fact the conferencesbecamesuccessively steeredor
'driven' by Avon Pailthorpe (p 52-53). After two case conferencesthe chair of the remaining
two was taken by Avon Pailthorpe's team leader Ann Daniels. One of the difficulties associated
with this is the fact that the chair had previously supported Avon Pailthorpe's decisions and
plans and by implication therefore could have held the samebelief with regard to not breaking
the mother-child relationship. There is evidence in the document that when she took over the
role as chair she gave further authority to the course of action Avon Pailthorpe proposed
consistently, and could have contributed to the discounting of some infon-nation.
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As the report states:
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'in group', and that other memberscan be seen as the 'outgroup'. First there was consistent
unquestioningagreementand support for Avon Pailthorpe by her tearrileaderwho becamethe
group's chairperson.Secondthe concernsthat members of the conferencewho were not from
the child protection service were either subsumedbeneaththe judgements of child protection
workers, or that those expressingconcern were absentfrom the later meetings.

Emergent issues.
If this interpretation is to be considereduseful in the understandingof decision processesand
decision making in relation to casesof child deaths it may be appropriate to consider themes
that emergefrom the coding of the document. This analysis was undertaken and one issue
arosethat concernedthe nature of information available at group meetings.This factor has been
suggestedin previous researchas important in the analysis of caseconferencedecision making.
There is a body of literature surrounding the participation of members at case conferences.(for
example seeHallett & Birchall, 1992;Reder et al, 1993;Birchall with Hallett, 1995; Saunders,
Jackson& Thomas, 1997).This literature does addresssome of the difficulties outlined above,
that is the significance given to some members' information rather than others, the
communication difficulties inherent in a group of multiagency representativesand the difference
in priority of objectives of some of the members.The work does appearto have some utility in
understanding the practical difficulties encounteredby the multiagency case conference but it
does not locate those difficulties in a theorefical framework. As such it may be that any
correctives this literature suggests do not and cannot address fundamental problems of the
group. In a later section of this chapter it will be argued that the application of the conceptsof
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The nature of information
Case conference one, November

received by the conference.
1982.

One factor that is illustrated by the previous analysis is that queries with regard to the risk to
Tyra from Andrew Neil becamesubsumedsuccessivelyby an emphasison the needs of Tyra's
function
be
by
This
the
the
a
of the
case
group may
mother.
acceptanceof a reframing of
information that the conference received. The difficulties in the discounting of some
information have been discussedas a possible symptom of groupthink therefore this section.of
the chapter will concentrate on other issues concerned with information presented by the
individual social worker, and received or requestedby the case conference. As illustrated in
chapter four, prior to the first case conference, Avon Pailthorpe had given information to
Claudette and Beatrice Henry that suggesteda possible outcome of the conference decision.
The report states:
'Nofirm decisionshad beentaken at the previous one (Case conference) in
August (with regard to Tyra); but equally, no decision o!f the kind
date
Henry
10th
Nov.
(the
Beatrice
the
to
on
of the
apparently conveyed
visit by AP) had yet been taken by a case conference' (Report comments
with regard to events,p 24).

Further the report outlines comments after a visit between Avon Pailthorpe and Claudette on
II th November:
'Avon Pailthorpe was impressed and told Claudette that she would
baby
be
the
to
the
that
conference
recommend
put on the At risk register and
given close supervision' (Report comment following notes from Avon
Pailthorpe with regard to her visit with Claudette on 11th November,p 24).
It seems possible that these notes are representativeof an indication that the social worker
would frame the case in a particular way and would propose decisions for ratification at case
conference. As outlined in chapter two, fran-jing is concernedfundamentally with the way in
which information is presented and perceived, as such Avon Pailthorpe's own beliefs and
decisions suggested that she would present information in a particular way to the case
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caution.
The report goeson to questionthejudgement of Avon Pailthorpe given the information that she
had in relation to one of her proposalsat the first conference,that is that one possible course of
intervention.
It
formal
be
the
states:
to
situation
without
action would
support and monitor
'We entirely agree with the conferencesmajority opinion that the option of
leaving it to ClaudetteHenry and not considering intervention unless she
failed was unacceptable,and we are disturbed that Avon Pailthorpe should
even have considered it viable on the information which she and the
conferencepossessed'(Report comment,p 29-30).
Again this would seemto suggest that Avon Pailthorpe was being selectivein the information
she used in the assessmentof risk to Tyra. The report acknowledgesthat at this initial stageof
the casethere was sufficient information to the group that suggestedthe need for some form of
intervention and, as has been outlined, that did in fact result in Tyra being placed on the 'At
Risk' register under the supervision of maternalgrandmother with the mother in attendance.
Whilst the group here may seemto be cautious in that they rejected one proposal by the social
worker, the above comments illustrate the notion that Avon Pailthorpe was relatively
determinedto keep Tyra with her mother. The strengthof this conviction might have meant that
shewould offer or retain information to the case conferenceaccording to this aim. Again, this
does not imply any intent to deceive the conference. As outlined in chapter two the initial
framing of the problem can largely determinethe decision direction and in such circumstances
decision makers may be unawareof the selectivity of the information that they gather or use in
order to achieve their aim.
At this early stage in the case a problem in the way that information and decisions were
recorded arose.This conferencewas recorded by fon-nal typed minutes which were then later

circulatedon a 'decisionssheet'. Thereportstates:
'It will be seen that there is a difference between item 3 on the formal
hand
I
decisions
item
the
of the manuscript on the
on
one
and
minuted
2
formal
item
the
of
record and
minutes on the other' (Report comment, p
28)
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the event the chair of the caseconferencesigned both sets of documents as accurate. VA-fflst
both options would have been subject to a care order which would have made the council
legally responsible for the decisions it is apparent that the recording of decisions was
problematic. The report acknowledgesthis and states:
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tried
to
that
once:
routes
at
was
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but
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by
for
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it
to
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delegatingit wholesaleto BeatriceHenry' (Report commenton events,p
30).

Therefore at his first case conferencethere is some support for an interpretation that suggests
that Avon Pailthorpe was providing information to the group that had already been given to
Claudette and Beatrice Henry, that is the conditions upon which they could keep Tyra, and this
was determined by her own individual decision frame. There is also evidence that Avon
Pailthorpe may have been selectivein the information she chose to use in her assessmentof
risk to Tyra and in her presentationto the conference.There is further evidence to suggest that
the recording of the decision making proceduresand outcomes were ambiguous. The fact that
information was recordedambiguously and inaccurately on this occasionwas never considered
by future conferences, once more suggesting that the group was not monitoring either Avon
Pailthorpe's decisions nor its own decision making in an effective manner.
Case conference two, 27th January

1983.

At the secondcaseconferencein January1993the issueof communicationand co-ordination
with housingserviceswas raised.BeatriceHenry madean applicationto be rehousedon the
groundsof overcrowdingsometwo weeksafterTyra's birth but this was blockedinitially due
to her late husband'sdebts.The report notes that the block may have continuedeven when
social servicesapplied on the maternalgrandmother'sbehalf, although it notes that their
explanationsweresomewhatdifferent.(reportp 32-33).Thesediffering explanationswere not
queriedby the group.This in itself may not seemto be problematicbut if it is symptomaticof
the way in which the group dealt with informationgenerallythen it may be indicativeof a
problemwith the group decisionmaking processes.As outlined previously in this chapter,
betweenthe first andsecondcaseconference,Claudettehadbeenreportedby the healthvisitor
asbeingwilling to removeTyra from the grandmother'scare,andshehadappliedherselfto be
rehoused.After a visit with Avon Pailthorpe,the reportstates:
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refused support for separate accommodation (report p 34). Some three weeks after this
conference Claudette submitted a fresh application through the Homeless Persons Unit and
after severalinstancesof what the report considers to be intentional deceit by Claudette(report
p 37) the application began to be processed.When Rosie Mohan deputisedfor Avon Pailthorpe
she did pick up on the fact that nobody had co-ordinatedwith housing services and Claudette's
application was halted. There are severalinstanceshere where it appearsthat the conferenceas
a group were unclear about roles and responsibilities and where decisions were being made
basedon ambiguous information.
As well as Claudette's repeatedfailures to attendthe clinic with Tyra, which Rosie Mohan was
aware of, housing continued to be an issue and by the end of April Rosie Mohan had written to
housing to support the housing application for a larger flat for the whole family. By the 25th
May Avon Pailthorpe was once again the key social worker and after a visit to Claudette she
noted afterwards:
'This was a difficult visit - Claudette not actually hostile but not very
friendly, and bickering in a hatf serious, hatf playful way with her mother.
77zeyare obviously getting on each others nerves. Claudettewas angry we
had opposedher being rehousedseparately.I reiterated that it was early yet
how
be
I
her
that
to
she
would
cope
was
concemed
able
own when
on
Andrew is released(probably early September)and that we have applied to
housing She asked what we would do if she did take off on her own. I
...
told her we would need to conferenceit to decide whether Tyra should be
with her or Mrs Henry since she is in their joint care' (Note from Avon
Pailthorpe after a visit to Claudette,May 198. report p 41).
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Between this time and the next conferenceClaudettewas offered a tenancyof a flat for herself,
Tyrone and Tyra which she signed in August 1983.That Tyrone was in foster care is a further
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'..I told her that I now feel the time is right to consider our supporting her
due,
her
I
is
I
housing
told
would put this
and
separate
application, a review
forward. She was very pleased..' (Note from Avon Pailthorpe after a visit
to Claudette, 20th Sept. 1983, report p 43).
There is some evidence now that Claudettewas becoming less and less compliant with social
services, she was not attending the clinic with Tyra, was withholding information from the
social worker and was showing hostility to social services. Yet the social worker was giving
information to Claudetteabout likely coursesof action without referenceto the case conference
as a group. Further evidencethat Avon Pailthorpe was taking decisions increasingly without
recourseto the group concernedreduction in the level of supervision of Claudette and Tyra. In
June 1983 Avon Pailthorpe and the health visitor considered that they had no worries about
care for Tyra and betweenthem decided:
$sowill reduce thefrequency of supervision' (Note from Avon Pailthorpe
after a conversationwith the health visitor June 83, report p 41).
and notably:

'This decisionwas takenwithout referenceback to the caseconference'
(Reportcomment,p 42).
Case conference three, 21st October 1983.
By the time of the third case conferencein October 1983 the information available at the case
conference was that the housing situation was worse and Claudette was resentful of social
services slowness in dealing with the issue. Andrew Neil was at liberty and Tyra was
progressingwell. One passagein the minutes of that conferenceincludes:
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The sourceof this information is not provided in the minutes and given that one of the recorded
decisions was that Avon Pailthorpe was to follow up on Claudette's wish to be rehoused
(report p 49) where Andrew Neil might have accessto Tyra, it seems possible that the case
conferencedid not question this information. Further to this there was no evidence to suggest
that the conferencetried to gatherinformation that might now have a direct relevanceto plans:
'The conferencehowever took no decision to make enquiries about where
Andrew Neil was living' (Report comment,p 52).
It also seemedthat Avon Pailthorpe was not fully informing the conference of events, the
report comments:

'If the conferencehad beenfully informed of the surly and antagonistic
her
had
Claudette
it
Pailthorpe
Avon
recorded
giving
as
receptionwhich
would surely haveput two and two togetherand haveat leastsuspecteda
link with Andrewsreturnand the resumptionof influenceover her' (Report
comment,p 52).

This conference appeared not to question the information on which Avon Pailthorpe had
chosento reduce supervision of Claudetteand Tyra and seemedto be taking information at face
value. On occasion the conference also sanctioned plans when the individual social worker
presentedthem with information in contradiction to that which she gave other agencies:
'In September,in contrast with what she had written for the juvenile court
housing
Pailthorpe
for
hearing,
Avon
the
openly
espoused
separate
on
care
Claudette Henry and Tyra-and as we shall see- the October conference,
albeit hesitantly, endorsedthis critical shift' (Report comment,p 44)
The issue of ambiguity and inconsistency in the recording of decisions and outcomes in the
minutes was noted once more in the report:
' they

(minutes) represent a railroading of the conference along a
preconceivedtrack: whether the track turned out to be right or wrong, this
been
(minutes)
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they
to
contain
should not
allowed
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By this time there seemsto be some support for an interpretation of events that suggeststhat
the case conferenceas a group was not questioning information that was presentedto it; was
not requesting information that might have direct relevance to plans and was not monitoring
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Case conference four, 24th May 1984.
By the final conference,in May 1984,Avon Pailthorpe informed them that Tyra was attending
the clinic more regularly as Claudette's sister was taking her and that Claudettewas known to
be seeing other men but could not get pregnant as she was using contraception. The report
ftn-therstatesthat the conferencereceivedthe following information from Avon Pailthorpe:
'Claudette has had afew men at herflat, perhaps including Andrew Neil.
Andrew was arrestedfor T.D.A. (taking and driving away) of vehicles. In
February and March he was picked up on a warrant for one of these
offences. It is not known how much Claudette sees of him but she has
certainly not visited him with Tyra' (Report p 61)
Avon Pailthorpe then informed the conference that she had never considered that Claudette
would hurt Tyra, she did not think that Tyra was at risk, and that rehousing Claudettewas a
priority if her care of Tyra was to be put to the test. The recommendationsof this conference
have been outlined previously. Whilst the conferencedid have information that suggestedthat
Claudettewas seeingAndrew Neil it seemsthat it acceptedAvon Pailthorpe's information that
she did not see him with Tyra and the group became focused on the issues surrounding
Claudette's needsif she was to keep Tyra. By August Claudette had moved into Andrew Neil's
family flat with Tyra and Tyra was killed by Andrew Neil on the I st of September.
In terms of information, as well as the discounting of information by some members of the
caseconference,there seemto be two sources of concem with regard to the decision making.
First there is the 'shaping' of information by Avon Pailthorpe. It has been illustrated that it is
possible that she selectedinformation in the assessmentof risk to Tyra in order to keep the
mother child relationship intact. In practice this meantthat shereframed the caseso that the risk
from Andrew Neil became negligible, the group did not question this and sanctioned her
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Machiavellian or calculating way, rather the reverse. but it helped her skew
the caseconferenceappraisals' (Report commentaryon events,p 67).
Second the group did not question the ambiguity and inaccuracy of the recording of some of
the discussionsand decisions at caseconferences.Again this may be a function of the presence
of groupthink, however it seemsto be important that information was not checked or evaluated
by the group.

Conunitment of resources
The first aspectsof Whyte's model, framing and group polarisation and groupthink, have been
outlined in detail with referenceto direct evidence from the report. The document was coded
for commitment of resourcesby highlighting instanceswhere resources were inputted to the
case and this is available for independent auditing. The examples provided up to this point
reveal instances where resources were committed to the case, for instance where the
recommendationsof the caseconferenceshave been detailed. In order to avoid duplication of
material this section provides a summary of the analysis in terms of commitment of resources.
The resources committed at each case conference win be summarised from the
recommendationsat the conference. Some of the resourcesthat occur automatically as a case
progressesare not outlined, for example the allocation and continuanceof a key social worker
and the setting of the next casereview, as these are not outlined in all the recommendationsin
the inquiry report. It seems reasonable to assume however that factors such as these are
inputted throughout the case. A commentary will then be provided on the pattern of resource
commitment and on extra resourcesthat were provided by social services.
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Case conference one, November

1982.

Although some resources at this conference were committed to the care of Tyrone (Tyra's
brother) only those directly concernedwith Tyra are outlined below.
The application for a care order by social services so that Tyra be placed in the care of her
maternal grandmotherwith the mother in attendance.
Health visitor to initiate visits to Tyra once she and her mother are releasedfrom hospital.
Social servicesto monitor the outcomeof Andrew Neil's court appearancesvia the police at
the juvenile bureau.
Avon Pailthorpe,to remain key worker.
Review to be held in January 1983.
Case conference two, 27th January

1983.

4p Health visitor to inform Claudettethat shemust attend clinic with Tyra.
Avon Pailthorpe to inform Claudette that social services would not at this time support
housing Claudette and Tyra separatelyfrom the matemal grandmother. But that would be
reviewed.
9

Social serviceswill support rehousing for the whole family.
The housing departmentto be informed by Avon Pailthorpe that there are concerns about
Claudette's wish to be rehousedalone with Tyra.

Case conference three, 21st October
"
"A

1983.

Avon Pailthorpe to follow up Claudette's wish to be rehousedon her own with Tyra.
contract to be drawn up between Claudette and social services outlining mutual
expectations.
Possibility of supervision of Claudetteand Tyra via day nursery placement.
Examination of possible allocation of FWA and family aide.
Health visitor to visit Claudetteevery two months.

Case conference four, 24th May 1984.
Ann Daniels, Avon Pailthorpestean-Jeader,to write to housing departmentto ask for urgent
move for the Henry family, with Claudetteand Tyra being offered separatepremises.
Avon Pailthorpe to remind Claudetteto attend Wandsworth police station with regard to a
shoplifting charge.
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Claudetteand Tyra, and one for the maternal grandmother. This becamea matter of priority to
the extent that the teamleadercommitted herself to liaising with the housing department. By the
third caseconferencethe group was proposing resourcessuch as day nursery and family aide
and they continued to proposethis at the final conference. This might suggest that the October
plans had not been put into operation, that is had failed, and the group were willing to
decision
in
instances
Whyte's
decision
to
that
of
making
model outlines
as
recommit
previous
with poor outcomes.
The report commentary reveals more detail with regard to the actual levels at which these
resources were operationalised. Claudette's consistent non compliance with social services
health
both
the
that
the
and
visitors spent considerable time trying to
meant
social workers
contact Claudette when in fact the responsibility should have been Claudette's. On several
occasions Claudette failed to turn up for appointments and new ones had to be made, and
severaltimes she was not in the house when health visitors called and they had to reschedule
their visits. Claudette was offered support within the community but did not take that up and at
the third and final case conferencethey decided to investigate the possibility of supervision of
Claudetteand Tyra via nursery provisions and a family aide worker. By far the main interest
and time was spent on trying to get Tyra and her mother and maternal grandmother rehoused.
At several points in the document housing services and social services state firnfly their
commitment to rehouse.At one point the matemal grandmother was offered two flats separate
from Claudette and Tyra which she refused due to drawbacks,(report p 50) and subsequentto
that social servicespaid an electricity reconnectionchargefor the maternal grandmother (report
p 65-66). Claudette had the opportunity during the case of two flats; one known to social
services,one not known to them. When it becameapparentthat Claudettehad arranged for her
own accommodationthrough housing, she complained about the facilities as it seemedthat she
thought social servicescould find her a better one, (report p5 1) and she later relinquished her
tenancy and requestedrehousing through social servicesonce more (report p 58).
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An interpretation of the analysis of commitment of resources is that social services were
preparedconsistently to expendtime and effort on coursesof action that would keep Tyra with
her mother. At its simplest this may be illustrated by the fact that the health visitor's had to
constantly visit the family home asClaudettewas not taking Tyra to the clinic and would often
not be at home for arrangedvisits. Throughout the conferencesthe levels of support seemedto
escalate,for instancewith regard to the effort expendedon the housing issue. At the last case
conferencethe level of support for their plans and provisions they were prepared to offer to
Claudette increased. Importantly though the group never questioned the appropriatenessof
continuing to provide support. This was evident in the fact that the conference agreed to
provide a housing resource that was in direct contradiction to their original decision (where
Tyra would reside with her mother in the maternalgrandmother's home) i. e. a flat for Tyra
and Claudetteindependentof the maternalgrandmother, and in the fact that the plans at the
third caseconferenceseemnot to have beenput into operation.
This analysis then appears to highlight the ways in which resources were committed to
Claudetteand Tyra, and the maternalgrandmother. It highlights that commitment to the initial
course of action, that is keeping the family together, was escalated over time and was
supported increasingly by resources. It also highlights the way in which resources were
allocated to failing coursesof action. At no time did the group re-evaluateits previous decisions
and plans, and it did not consider abandoningthe courseof action it had sanctionedat the initial

caseconference.
In terms of Whyte's (1989) model there does appearto be evidence to suggest that the latter
stagesof his model were apparent in relation to the decision making processesin the Tyra
Henry case. Further to the diagram illustrating the sequencein chapter four, the diagram
overleaf representsthe whole of the decision making process:
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Figure 10: Diagram illustrating the interpretation of the Tyra Henry inquiry document in terms
of all the stagesof Whyte's (1989) integrated model of decision making.

This first stage of the researchaimed to investigate the utility of Whyte's integrated model of
decision making in relation to child protection decisions that had resulted in the worst possible
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plans. In fact the group will continues to commit further resources to the actions to try to
ensure its success. This whole process means that the group is unwilling to accept that
previous plans might be failing and shows a reluctanceto acceptthat resourcescommitted may
have been wasted. As has been argued previously, it is difficult to pinpoint the exact point at
which groupthink becomesa possible explanation for the decision making procedures.It might
be that the phenomenonoccurs as the caseprogresses,but given the analysis of the document
it seemsmore likely that child protection workers form an in group and other membersof the
conferenceform an outgroup from the very beginning of the case.If this is so all the decisions
and recommendationsof the group are subject to the phenomenon, not merely those that occur
towards the end of the case. Ultimately though the group exacerbatesthe risky judgement that
an individual had presentedto them.
The above analysis of one child death inquiry showed remarkablefit with the templateused for
analysis and raised questionswith regard to researcherbias, consequentlya further two inquiry
reports were analysed (London Borough of Brent, 1987, London Borough of Greenwich,
1987). These also appearedto provide a similar good fit with the template. They are not
reported here as numerous copies exist in the public domain and are therefore accessiblefor
independent analysis. This stage of the research then seemed to indicate a number of
preliminary findings.

Preliminary findings
Documentary analysis and use of a templatetechnique can be a useful way to understand
and analysechild death inquiry reports.
Whyte's conceptualmodel doesappearto have value in understanding the decision making
processesof individual and case conferencedecision makers in cases where the outcome
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mother child relationship should the child be removed into public care.The case conference
did not fundamentally questionthe judgement of the individual but maintained the direction
of the decisions in terms of risk. In instancesof case conferencesthat were subject to the
symptoms of groupthink, most notably where dissenters to the initial choices stopped
attending,the caseconferenceexacerbatedthe decisions further in the direction of risk. In
terms of Whyte's model as an initial template with which to code the document, it is
apparentthat evidence for group polarisation is difficult to achieve. However subsequent
coding for groupthink suggeststhat the group does polarise around the individual social
worker and is successivelydriven by individual judgement.
The actual loss that social workers seem to be trying to avoid is that of the mother child
relationship. This was constantly affirmed in the Tyra Henry caseas reflected in the beliefs
of the key individual social worker and in the policy of Lambeth with regard to intervention

with families.
The development of a losses and gains matrix can assist the representation and
understandingof the decision sequencethrough successivecaseconferences.By listing the
lossesand gains for all participantsin a child abusecaseat each successivecase conference
it is possible to describe the unfolding of events and to trace the influence on consequent
decisions.

As illustrated with the Tyra Henry case it is likely that whether a social worker initially uses a
decision frame bounded by lossesor gains dependsupon both policy and belief systems.Once
the initial plans and decisions have been embarked upon, to leave the child at home or to
remove the child into public care for safety, it may be that theoretical debates about decision
making in domains of lossesor gains becomeless important than having a relatively simple yet
effective mechanism for monitoring decisions and events. It is possible that the matrix
developedin relation to the analysis of the Tyra Henry case may have utility in routine social
work.
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Chapter Six
Methodological
documentary

issues

the

application

of

analysis with ongoing cases.

Thepreviouschaptershaveoutlinedthetheoreticalframeworkusedto analysethe Tyra Henry
inquiry document.The threecomponentsof Whyte's (1989) modelwere outlined, 'framing';
&grouppolarisation'and 'groupthink'; and the commitmentof resources,and the document
for
By
'codebook'
'template'
for
the
those
as
a
or
model
concepts. using
was coded eachof
analysisit has been illustratedthat the model does seem to have some descriptiveand
explanatoryvaluein caseswhere the outcomefor the child was the worst possible,that of
death.As discussedin chapterfive codingin relationto grouppolarisationis difficult dueto the
natureof the information that would be requiredto provide substantiveevidence.However
theredid seemto be supportfor the presenceof group polarisation.Similarly, whilst thereis
evidencefor the phenomenon
of groupthinkthe questionwas raisedwith regardto the time at
which it beginsto influencethe decisionmakingprocesses.Thereis evidenceto suggestthat
formedan 'in group' right from the startof the investigation
thechild protectionrepresentatives
andcaseandthat othermembersof thecaseconferencecouldbe seenasthe 'outgoup'.
In terms of Layder's (1993) notion of the 'background concept' it would seem that framing
remains an issue and that groupthink may take on more importance in any further analyses.
Whilst group polarisation may becomeless evident in terms of the actual coding and analysisof
the document it may not in be, in reality, less important as a phenomenon. The analysis of the
Tyra Henry document further illustrated that using Whyte's model as a background concept did
reveal objective aspectsthat influenced decision making of the individuals and groups, that is it
revealedthe ways in which decision making occurred within the parametersof Government
and local policy and the ways in which information is recorded in relation to outcomeswithin
the case.It also revealed subjective aspectsthat influenced the decision making of individuals
and groups, that is the belief systemsthat social workers seemedto hold with regard to keeping
the mother and child together if at all possible.There doesappearto be some evidence that this
is a subjective 'reference level' which influenced decisions and judgements by the individual
social worker and by the caseconferenceas a group.
A number of questions relating to the phenomenaof groupthink and the ways in which it has
been researchedwere raised in chapter two. For instancethere is concern about the way the
processes in groups that are thought to be groupthink might actually be the result of
concurrence seeking (Longley & Pruitt, 1980); and concern about the methodological
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difficulties associatedwith the researchthat hasbeencarried out (Won Woo Park, 1990; Aldag
& Fuller, 1993). Aldag & Fuller (1993) suggest further difficulties with groupthink that
include the fact that it has a relatively narrow focus and has largely been concerned with
decision making that has resultedin decision fiascos.They arguethat
'Groupthink has beenoverwhelmingly viewed as an unalloyed evil, leading
to uniformly negative outcomes.Indeed, such a view is universally implicit
in the language of groupthink (e.g. the common referencesto 'symptomsof
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'victims
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and
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In some sensesthe incorporationof framing in the integratedmodel proposedby Whyte
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secondof
determinesthe decisionsin the directionof risk thatresultin fiasco.Yet the first difficulty does
appearto havesomevalidity. If a group is driven in the directionof risk by an individualand
by the presenceof groupthink, why could the conversenot
that risk becomesexacerbated
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direction
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then
that
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of
caution
caution
may
an
occur? a group
by the group. Cautionin itself may not by necessityleadto positiveoutcomesas
exacerbated
the assessment
may have
of risk may havebeena 'false positive. That is the risk assessment
predicteda high risk for a child where the dangersdo not or would not occur. The
consequences
of a 'false positive' assessmentare likely to be significant for both child
protectionagenciesandfamilies.In the caseof the latterit is probablethat oncean assessment
of high risk has been madeinterventionwill take placeimmediately;and in the caseof the
formerthe practitionerswill interveneandmay neverknow whetheror not a child would have
sufferedfurther harm had they not done so. Whilst being cautiousin such a way may be
detrimentalto families it may howeverpreventeventssuch as the deathof children in child
protectioncases.Given that the numberof childrenalreadyknown to socialserviceswho die
eachyear are relativelysmall (seechapterone) it would seemprudentto attemptto monitor
decisionmakingin relationto 'false positive' assessments
of risk. This oncemore reflectsthe
'doublebind' that socialworkersfind themselvesin, they arecastigatedif they do not intervene
whenit subsequently
appearsthatthey shouldhavedoneso; and they are castigatedif they do
intervenewhenit subsequently
appearsthatthey shouldnot havedoneso.
Given an awarenessof the need to monitor what may be seen as overly cautious decision
making in relation to the concept of 'false positives' a question arises.If groupthink can lead to
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The research questions that emerged from the analysis of the Tyra Henry document were
specifically:
Do framing and groupthink retain similar importance in terms of descriptive and/or
explanatory value in caseswhere the outcome for children is not death?
Does Whyte's model have applicability when the outcomes of decision making processes
are consideredto be 'good'?
*

Does the model have utility in the description and/or explanation of decision making
processesin caseswhere there are different types of alleged abuse?

*

Does documentaryanalysiscontinue to have utility in the analysis of ongoing, live cases?

9

Is there/canthere be evidencefor group polarisation?and

9

How can the researchdemonstrate'rigour'?

Given theseresearchquestionsit was necessaryto repeatForster's (1994) five stagesin the
operationalisation
of documentaryanalysisin qualitativeresearch,that is access;checkingfor
authenticity;understandingthe documents;analysingthe data and utilising the data. This
chapterwill outlinethe first threeof thosestagesin relationto live casesand will illustratehow
the researchdealtwith the issueof 'credibility'.

Documentary analysis
Access to live cases
Background-

meeting with representatives from a child protection

service

Gordon and Gibbons (1998) suggestthat nationally and within local authorities there can be a
wide variation in the rates of children placed on child protection registers, and by implication
wide variation in the assessmentof risks to children. Drawing upon Little and Gibbons ( 1993)
their proposedreasonsincluded differencesin the characteristicsof local populations, particular
'rogue' authorities, and differences in local authority policy and operational practice.
Particularly with respect to local variations in registration rates they suggest also that
'idiosyncratic practices' of chairs of child protection committeesor 'other influential actors' in
the decision making process may influence assessmentsof risk to children. In order to try to
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Access to live cases involved negotiation with a local authority child protection service. A
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family, or admittingthe child into public care,figure 4, chapterthree.
The managementteam from the authority suggestedthat they found this problematic as they
said that this was not the decision that the case conferenceis mandatedto make. This was the
sameproblem outlined in chapterthree when an individual social worker was asked to use the
matrix in relation to an example of her own previous practice with regard to the developmentof
a techniquewith which to analysethe Tyra Henry document.The managementteam of the local
authority said that the caseconferencetook the decision as to whether or not to place a child's
name on the child protection register. In order to continue with the research this problem
neededto be addressed.
The team were asked to give some examples from their own experience of cases and were
askedto input the lossesand gains for individuals within the caseson several variations of the
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A secondmatrix then had the decision as keeping the 'status quo' or choosing to do something.
Again this proved to be unsatisfactoryto the group. Discussion with the professionals revealed
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Relating these discussionsmay give the impression that the process was logical and
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statingthe premiseand judgementon which those decisionswere basedwas much more
problematicfor them.It did seemthattheywerein factimplicitly basingall judgementsaround
theissueof leavingthechild at homeor removingit into care.All the group acknowledgedthis
explicitly yet thereremaineda distinctlevel of discomfortat this recognition.It seemsthat this
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areagencyfunctionarieswho follow instructionsand proceduresso that the responsibilityfor
decisionmakinglies with the child protectionagencymanagement
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One interesting factor that emergedfrom this exercisewas that the managementteam suggested
that using this matrix revealed an issue for them. They stated that it enabled them to identify
explicitly the information which they had used to inform their decisions.It also enabledthem to
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The result of discussion and collaboration at this meeting was that the senior managementof
the child protection service in the local authority consideredthat some form of action research
might be appropriate.

Action research within

local
authority
a

Cohen and Manion (1984) proposethat:
'Action research investigates problems identified by practitioners and is
improvement
directed
towards
of practice
understanding
and
greater
essentially
over a period of time' (1984, p4l).
And Carr and Kemmis (1986) statethat there are two fundamental aims of action research,that
is to improve and to involve. At this stage it was anticipatedthat analysis of documentsmight
further 'demystify' (Reinharz, 1992) decision making processesand that in itself might offer
the opportunity to improve practice.
Where the researchinvolves ongoing casesit could be argued that the individuals whose work
is being investigated must be seen as contributors to that research. By adopting a contributory
and participatory approach individual practitioners could be kept fully informed as to the
progressof the research, could make suggestionsas to researchtechniques, could assist with
triangulation of data (to be discussed later) and could be informed constantly about the work
and thus have some information about the likely consequencesof emergent issues. This
accords with the view by Rapoport et al (1970) in which they suggest that action research
should take place within a mutually acceptableethical framework. The emphasis should be on
avoidanceof exploitation and on sensitivity to ethical issues.As they suggest:
'Within an action researchstrategy the researchertreats the need to set a
but
definitions
imposing
limitations
and
rather
course not as an occasionfor
as an opportunity for discussion about understandings and for
establishmentof collaborative working relationships' (1970, p 74).

the

These approachesseem to be in line with Forster's (1994) hermeneutic process described
previously. Implicit in all theseperspectivesis the need for multimethod research. As Reinharz
(1992) suggeststhe use of multiple methods can not only facilitate understanding by adding
layers of information and by using one type of data to validate or refine another, but it creates
as well an opportunity to put texts in context and thus allows a richer and more accurate
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interpretation of actions and events than might otherwise be achieved. Therefore it was
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for
intention
It
to
this
research make specific recommendations practice
of
practice. was not the
rather, as stated previously, the aim was to consider how a particular theoretical perspective
initial
decision
At
the
meeting with
making.
rrýightallow an understandingof child protection
for
in
implications
it
that
change
practice would need
any
senior management was madeexplicit
to be consideredby themselves.However the level of collaboration with the local authority in
terms of input to the developmentof the matrix used for analysis and the constant reflexivity
with staff in terrns,of the interpretation of documents did mean that they had considerable
involvement in the research.As such it may be more usefully considered as 'action in reseach'
(Reinharz, 1992).

The sample - Selecting the ongoing cases for analysis
Following the initial negotiationswith the collaboratinglocal authoritythe principal training
be
identified
to
two
teams
considered
officer
of child protectionpractitionerswho were
representative
of child protectionworkers within the authority.The teamswere consideredby
to be adequatelystaffedwith fully qualifiedconfidentstaff, and were thoughtto
management
be fully supportedby their teamleaders.As suchthe decisionmakingby theseteamswas not
consideredto be deficientin any way as a result of poor experienceand performanceof
individual social workers, nor by poor monitoring and evaluation by peers and their
teamleaders.Both team leaderswere approachedby the principal training officer and the
teamleaders
gavepermissionfor accessto documentsin relationto someof the teams'ongoing
cases.This raisedthe issue of 'gatekeepers'(Burgess, 1984) in research.Gatekeepersare
thoseindividualswithin organisationsthat hold the power to allow or to withhold accessfor
research.Dingwall (1980)suggeststhatoftenin field researchsettingsthereexistsa hierarchy
as they considerthat
of consent,andthat it is usual for seniorpersonnelto act as gatekeepers
by virtue of their positionthey havethe right to allow accessto the work of thoselower in the
hierarchy.As this stage of the researchprogressedthis did becomean ethical issue. As
illustratedbelow accessto caseswas grantedby the management
team, however discussions
with individual socialworkersin order to triangulatedata,and to try to ensureconstantlythat
the researchhad meaningfor them revealedthe fact that often they were not aware of the
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have
been
it
In
might
the
retrospect
research.
researcherspresence, or of the purpose of
being
analysedwere also
the
cases
were
whose
social workers
appropriateto ensurethat any of
involved in the decision making with regard to access.Attempts to deal with this issue included
their
that
detailed
reiteration
the
to
constant
workers
and
the
social
research
a
explanation of
issue
first
(when
the
Subsequent
two
being
was revealed)
to
the
visits
audited.
work was not
information was provided to the two teamsand they were encouragedto engagein discussions
local
data
in
involved
individuals
the
Two
the
of
at
collection
were
with the researchers.
authority premises. One individual was a member of academic social work staff with
The
is
in
the
this
thesis.
the
experiencedsocial
author
of
other
considerableexperience practice,
in
involved
but
in
to
the
was
not
ongoing cases
worker played a significant role gaining access
the planning of the work, the analysis,interpretation or writing up of the data.
In order to investigate the researchquestions outlined on page 138 it was necessarythat three
for
fulfilled
by
the
analysis:
provided
criteria were
cases

Whyte's (1989)modelinvolvesa sequenceof decisionsby individualsand groups, hence
it was necessarythat each casewas ongoing and covereda minimum of three case
conferences/reviews.
In orderto investigatewhetherthe modelhasapplicabilitywherethe outcomefor children
was not disastrousit was necessarythat the caseshad outcomeswhich the professionals
themselvesconsideredto be satisfactoryor good.
In order to investigate the possible generic nature of the model it was necessarythat the
casescovered a range of types of alleged abuse.

Documentsin relation to 10 caseswere selected,five from one child protection team (team A)
and five from a second child protection team (team B). These teams worked in different areas
within the local authority yet the areas had similar profiles in terms of 'poverty and
vulnerability' indicators, (Gordon and Gibbons, 1998). As such it seems unlikely that any
differencesin assessmentand managementof risks to children that may occur would be due to
situational factors associatedwith the families. With both teamsit was stated that under normal
circumstancesthe chair of the child protection committeeswould be the sameperson.The cases
were chosenaccording to the criteria specified above by the teamleaderfrom team A who had
been present at the initial collaboration meeting. The documents included background
information to the case, the names and ages of all family members, information under a
subheading 'assessment/reassessmentof risk', information under a subheading 'child
protection plan' and recorded decisions. Some of the documentsalso had social work reports
attached.
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At this stage of the researchit might have been useful to supplementthe use of documentary
analysis with other forms of data collection. For example the observation of case conferences
in progress may have revealed information specifically related to the process of decision
inquiry
in
Tyra
Henry
information
Extra
in
documents.
the
the
that
making
was not contained
in
documents
decision
the
to
relation to
making whereas
processof
report referred specifically
ongoing may have beenmore likely to report facts and outcomesof decision making. This was
considered but was rejected for two reasons. First direct observation of a case conference
would have involved further intrusion upon the work of practitioners and in the lives of
families who may have been present at conference. Second it seemedimpractical to request
accessto case conferencesgiven the amount of time and cooperation that the child protection
be
however
is
had
It
that
a
of
conferences
may
observation
unit
recognised
already provided.
useful areafor future research.

An overview of the cases available for analysis.
Table 4 overleaf provides an overview of all the casesmade available for analysis.The analysis
of casetwo was started but was not completed and included in the researchfor the following
reasons.The seriesof documentspresentedby the authority related to a family with a number
of children, the sourceof concernto the social servicesat this time was the youngest child. The
caseconferencespresentedrelated to the youngestchild but it was apparentfrom information in
the documentsthat there had been a series of conferencesrelating to the other children which
had taken place over a number of years. This information appearedimplicitly to affect the
current ongoing case. Disentangling the decision making process with regard to the younger
child could not be comprehensivewithout details of the prior conferencesfor which accesshad
not been sought or granted. The analysis of case ten was not completed and included here as
there were considerableamountsof information not included in documents, additionally many
of the documentsrelating to this caseappearedto be missing.

Table 4: An overview of the ongoing casesmade available for analysis
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Number oF

Number of
Case
number

children
involved

Reason for

Type of abuse

group
meetings

referral
Mother threatening
to commit suicide
and to take children
with her.

Inconsistency of
mothers behaviour.

5

1

2

2

This casewas
not analysed

3

3

One child hit in
school classroom
by mother's partner

Physical abuse

8

4

2

One child disclosed
physical and sexual
abuseby a former
cohabiteeof the
mother to a family
friend

Physical and sexual
abuse

5

5

1

Prior sexual abuse
of two older
children by male
present in the
family

sexualabuse

3

6

2

Child reported
sexual abuseby a
family member

sexualabuse

4

7

2

Child was on
register in another
areafor sexual
abuse

sexualabuse

6

8

3

Social services
alreadyinvolved
with family due to
physical and
emotional abuse

physical and emotional
abuse

5

9

1

Mother threw child
acrossroom in
hostel. Child
overexposedto sun

physical abuseand
neglect

9

10

This casewas
ed
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Checking for Authenticity
The documents in relation to the cases were verified as authentic by all of the management
in
involvement
in
had
direct
therefore
the
from
The
team
and
meetings
team.
teamleader
each
in
identify
did
documents.
As
terms of the
they
validity
the
the subsequentmonitoring of
such
documents representationof events and decisions. The training officer and the area child
basis
in
to
and they
a
random
the authority are required monitor caseson
protection officer
They
for
forward
the
that
have
had
also
stated
those
to
analysis.
put
of
some
would
access
documentswere a valid representationof eventsand decisions.

Understanding the documents
Gathering the documentsrelating to eachcase was a task that required teamleaderA, who had
been present at the preliminary collaborations, to identify the casesaccording to the specified
for
It
the teamleaderto requestthat a member
then
to
necessary
criteria referred previously. was
of administrative staff locate the documents and make them available for the research. In
practice this meant that the documentsin relation to caseswere made available on successive
visits. For example on the first visit to the authority premises for the purpose of analysis of
documents,only the casesrelating to team A were available. When thesewere read it was clear
that some of the documentationwas missing and the staff were asked to look for these prior to
the second visit. At the second visit these had been made available, and the principal training
officer and teamleaderA suggestedthat documents relating to the remainder of the cases be
requestedas they were needed.Given the nature of real world researchwhere the demandsof
time exist for the permanentstaff in the authority this appearedto be a reasonablerequest, and
not one which would hinder the progress of the research. There were many instances when
staff were requestedto go back to find earlier casedocuments,or to try to locate what appeared
to be missing parts of documents, and they were only too willing to do so. At the initial visit
for the purpose of analysis the first stagein understanding the documentsinvolved a period of
'immersing oneself in the data'. (Forster, 1994) Whilst no analysis was carried out in the sense
of coding documentsa number of further issuesin relation to the nature of researchin the real
world becameapparent.
The documentspresentedin relation to the first four casesincluded minutes from the national
statutory case conferences and reviews. The case conference and review documents were
formally minuted and representedthe forums where the child protection managementteam
consideredand statedthat all major decisionsin relation to eachcase occurred. They statedthat
the explicit purpose of the caseconference(or review) was to assess(or reassess)risk and to
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formulate (or revise) a care plan. This is in accordancewith the standardsand criteria outlined
in chaptertwo following the Children Act 1989. Some of the casesalso included documents
it
In
from
'ACAC'
the
this
that were minutes
research was not clear
early stage of
meetings.
what 'ACAC' meant as an abbreviation,nor what the concern and objectives of these meetings
feedback
for
A,
first
At
teamleader
and
questions
this
was
available
the
who
visit
were.
end of
throughout the research, was asked to elaborateon this issue. He statedthat 'ACAC' was an
These
Accommodation'
Care
for'Alternative
to
meetings were said
meetings.
and
abbreviation
to occur prior to case conferencesand were non-nally attendedby case holding social workers
in
health
health
from
Occasionally
the
reality
their
tearrileader.
profession,
representatives
and
ACAC
did
invited,
A
that
tearnleader
an
meeting
the
yet
suggest
visitors, and
police were
further
from
It
by
be
the
alone.
was
protection
child
service
would usually
attended members
decisions
ACAC
to
the
about where the
that
the
was
make
meeting
stated
explicit purpose of
for
formulate
how objectives may be realised.
to
child or children would reside and
plans
Assessmentof risk was not explicit in the minutes of ACAC meetings but teamleaderA
suggestedthat it was a central, if implicit feature,of the judgements and decision making of the
but
in
formally
ACAC
the
case
conferences
same
way
as
minuted
group.
meetings were not
were minuted by the teamleader.
Immersing oneself in the data (Forster, 1994) at this stagesuggestedthat there were two levels
of group meetingsthat were important in the decision making processesin relation to the cases
made available for analysis. Those were the ACAC meetings which would normally be
attendedonly by membersfrom the child protection service,and caseconferencesand reviews,
which are the groups nationally required to make decisions about the location and welfare of
the child and which are required to invite members other than those from child protection
services.
Issues of confidentiality meant that the actual documentationrelating to all casescould not be
removed from the authority premises and they are not therefore available for academicaudit.
However in the interestsof rigour the documentsrelating to two further caseswere requested,
were suitably confidentialised by the professionals, and were used in an exercise designedto
allow triangulation of data and to ascertainrelevance of the research for professionals. This
took the form of a formal feedback and training session with senior managementfrom the
authority, the processand results of which will be outlined in the next chapter.
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Preliminary

consideration

of two live cases

In order to test the appropriatenessof the method of documentary analysis with live cases it
decision
decided
two
making where
to
of
cases
of
consideration
was
undertake a preliminary
there were different types of alleged abuse. As such casesone and three were chosen as they
different
did
types of
first
they
to
the
three
and
concern
the
authority
visits
were available at
behaviour
in
inconsistencies
Case
the
and
mother's parenting
abuse.
one was concernedwith
in
decision
The
these cases
three
making groups
case
was concerned with physical abuse.
included ACAC meetings and the caseconferencesor reviews. The purpose of this analysis
was twofold.
To ascertain whether there was sufficient information in the documents to allow the
developmentof a matrix for each group decision making forum, as had been achieved in
the analysis of the Tyra Henry document.
e To ascertain whether these documents contained sufficient information to facilitate a
coherentand comprehensiveinterpretationof eachcase.
In the documentsrelating to the inquiries into child deathsthere was supplementaryinformation
from, for example, individual health visitor's or social worker's reports, and information with
regard to communication difficulties between different sections of the local authorities. It was
not known at this stage whether this information would be available in documents relating to
live cases, or whether such information would be important in relation to the analysis of the
cases.

Sincecasethreewas concernedwith physicalabusewhich had beenthe concernin the Tyra
Henry case,only the analysisof caseone is presentedhere. The analysisof casethree in
relationto the two issuesis presentedin appendixone.
Information was taken from the minuted documents of ACAC meetings and conferencesand
reviews and was enteredonto the matrix in terms of losses and gains for participants in the
case.In the case presenteddetailed explanation for the entries in each section of the matrix is
given. Each group meeting is consideredfirstly in relation to the information at its disposal and
then in relation to previous meetings. This does reflect the fact that initial case conferences
assessrisk and createcare plans, and that subsequentcasereviews are mandated to reassess
risk and to evaluatethe care plan. Material available to the case conference is presented in a
summary. Formally minuted decisions by the conference are presented and where possible
theseare verbatim. Some decisions were conflated in the documentsi. e. resourcescommitted
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and theseare summarised.In order to anonymisethe data the dates of caseconferencesare not
by
is
indicated
between
but
the number of
the
timespan
reviews
conferences and
provided,
been
have
birth
for
Similarly
dates
between
the
the
that
children
of
months
each.
passed
Commentaries
in
is
the
the
their
case.
at
start
of
years
ages
provided
removed and
approximate
on eachgroup meeting are outlined. At the end of this consideration of two casesa discussion
with regard to emergent themesand information relating to the reflexive dialogue with staff is
presented.

CASE ONE
Family composition: mother, father, girl age 7 yrs (C I), girl age 4 yrs (C2)
Meeting

one.

ACAC meeting
Background information available to thefirst group meeting: The family were already known
to social services department because of mother's alcohol and overdose behaviour. Both
children had been placed with foster parents following an incident when the mother rang the
Samaritansthreateningto take her own and the children's lives. At this time her husband, and
the father of the children, was working away from home. Given this background information
the following lossesand gains matrix was developed:

Losses
Cl, C2 Accidents

Gains
Parentchildren relationships

C1,C2 Emotionaltrauma

HOME

C 1, C2 Neglect

Parentchildren separation

Cl, C2 Safety

CARE

Pigure 11: matnx Irom ACAU (meeting one)

The three items listed in the lossescolumn should the children be allowed to return home from
foster care are enteredonto the matrix as possibilities given the information with regard to the
mother. It was considered possible, given the absenceof the father, that the mother's known
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difficulties would lead to the possibilities of neglect, emotional trauma and accidents to the
in
The
loss
behaviour
behaviour
the
the
the
their
mother.
or
of
own
children either as a result of

full
into
is
loss
be
the
time parent
the
the
of
care presentedas
matrix should children removed
child relationship.The item listedin gainsshouldthe children remainat home is a full time
parentchildrenrelationship;andthegainshouldthechildrenbe removedinto careis presented
as safety and care for the children.

Minuted decisions ACAC meeting

2-9)

The children to return home as soon as convenient.
Decisions concerning support for the family.

3)

Core group to support the care plan.

4)

Refer to caseconference.

5)

Contingency plan to inform other professionalsof father's work number.

1)

Commentary
There is a clear decision by the ACAC. group to allow the children to return home from the
foster parents.Resourceshad been committed to facilitate the implementationof this decision,
for example the provision of day care for C2.
Meeting two, one month later.
Case conference
Background information available to this group meeting: there was further evidenceof the
mother's drinking, associatedthis time with violence towards her husbandand threatsto give
the children away. The children had beentemporarily placed with the maternalAunt. C2 is
reported to have 'blossomed'following the start of day care. Concern was expressedat this
meeting about the effect of the mother'sbehaviour on the children, particularly the
unpredictability of her behaviour. The emergencyduty social worker presentat momentsof
crisis expressedthe opinion that the children were at risk. The father expressedless concern
with regard to the risk to the children. Given this information the following lossesand gains
matrix was developed:
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Gains

Losses
Cl, C1 Accidents

Parentchildren relationships

Cl, C2 Emotionaltrauma
Cl, C2 Neglect

Mother resources

HOME

Cl Schoolperformance
C2 Erraticday careattendance
Cl, C2 Furtherdisruptionin their lives
Cl, C2 Lack of consistencyof careby mother
Father Violenceby the mother

Parentchildren separation

Cl, C2 Safety from mother

Cl, C2 Further disruption in their lives

C2 Further blossoming at day care

Father Violence by the mother

CI Improvement in school attendance"
performance

CARE

Cl, C2 Consistency of care

Figure 12: matrix from caseconference(meeting two)

The items in the losses section of the matrix should the children be returned home from the
maternalAunt's are concernedin the main with the effects of the inconsistent behaviour of the
mother. There was some reference in the documents as to the uncertainty of the mother
ensuring attendanceof Cl at school, and C2 at day care. In addition to the losses in the
previous matrix (figure 11) should the children be removed into care, there was now a loss in
terms of further disruption for the children should they be allowed to return home. The father
retainedthe potential loss in terms of violence from the mother given either decision. In terms
of gains, should the children reside at home the additional gain concerned resources made
available for the mother. Referencein the documentwas made for the possibility of alcohol and
angermanagementcourses.Additional gains should the children be removed into care included
developmentsin the children as a result of attendanceat school and day care and consistencyof
care for the children.
Minuted
1)
2)
3)

decisions of the case conference
Place namesof both children on the child protection register.

Review in 3 months.
Createa child protection plan.
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Child protection
1-8)
9)
10)

decisions
plan-

Concemedwith support for the family.
Core group to be formed.
Contingencyplan to removethe children to the maternalAunt in an emergency.

Commentary
The decision of the case conference was that the children reside at home but the group did
day
in
Resources
'at
terms
care etc. to
that
the
committed
of
were
consider
children were risk'.
facilitate the implementationof the decision. The number of resourceshad increasedsince the
first meeting as the mother was now offered support in terms of alcohol and anger
management.There were additional resources i. e. taxi services to ensure that the children
has
The
losses
the
matrix
attend educationalestablishments.
overall number of
and gains on
increasedsince the previous meeting.
Meeting three, three months later

Case review
Background information available to this group meeting: Since the last meeting the mother had
life.
intent
fire
in
She
home.
to
to
the
the
set
was arrestedand charged with
curtains
endanger
She was remanded to prison and a bail hostel, and then resided at her sister's under bail
conditions. The mother continued drinking and was admitted to psychiatric hospital. The
children remained with their father who supervised access with the mother. The mother
expressedthe desire to live in a hostel rather than live with her sister and requestedweekend
leave.The father hoped for the wife's return to the family if and when she stopped drinking.
CI was said to be happy at school. Reassessmentof risk in the document comments:

'thereare currentlyno concernsfOr[childrens] weýfare,howeverthere is a
from the communityteamthat the children should
firm recommendation
remainon the child protectionregisterin view of the uncertaintyof the
future. And thefact that the motheris still parr of their lives they will be
...
by
have
in
time
time
the
three
which
court will
reacheda
reviewed
months
decision.'
Given this information the following lossesand gains matrix was developed:
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Gains

Losses
C I, C2 Mother child relationship
Husbandwife relationship

C I, C2 Father children relationship
C I, C2 Continued progress

HOME

C2 Extra day care
Cl,

C2 Have supervised access with
mother
C I. C2 Father child separation
Cl, C2 Mother child separation
CARE

Cl, C2 Further disruption to their lives

-I

Figure 13: matrix from casereview (meeting three)

This matrix differs significantly from the previous two as the alleged abuser was no longer
present in the home with the children. Hence the losses should the children remain at home
include full time mother/children separation, full time husband/wife separation. Losses should
the children be removedinto care include father/children separation, mother/children separation
and further disruption for the children. Gains should the children remain at home in the care of
the father include father/children relationship; continuedprogressof children; further resources
for the children; and potentially greaterconsistencyin their relationship and behaviour with the
mother. No gains should the children be removed into care are listed here as the source of risk
in terms of safety to the children is no longer in the place where they permanently reside. There
were no other concernsput forward that suggestedthat the children were at risk from any other
potential sourcesof abuse.
Minuted

decisions of case review

Thesewere not listed in the document, but the statementquoted previously was written in the
document. Additionally it was minuted that the care plan formulated at the last conference
should continue, with increasedday care for C2.
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Commentary
The decision that the children's namesremain on the child protection register was proposeddue
to the uncertainty about the mother's future in relation to the children. The children seemedto
be developing satisfactorily. Increasedresourceswere offered to support the care plan.

Meeting four, three months later
Case review
Background information available to this group meeting: The mother remained in hospital
visiting the family in the evenings and staying with her sister at the weekends. She continued
drinking and was bailed back to the hospital. The court decision was that the mother be placed
on probation for two years under the conditions of attending an alcohol rehabilitation
programme. The mother returned home under these conditions. The mother thought she was
closer to the children although she expressedfeelings of emotional detachmentand depression
and anticipateda long convalescence.This conferencewas informed:
'Children fine and happy to have their mother home. C2 has shown some
day
disturbance
in
care which services attribute to the number of
emotional
carers she has had.
Considerationwas given to the mother increasingher attendanceat day care with her daughter.
Given this information the following lossesand gains matrix was developed:
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Gains

Losses
Cl, C2 Accidents

Parentchildren relationships

Cl, C2 Emotional trauma

Husbandwife relationship

HOME

C I, C2 Neglect
CI School performance
C2 Erratic day careattendance
Cl, C2 Further disruption to their lives
C I, C2 Lack of consistency of care by mother
Father further violence by the mother

Parentchildren separation

Cl, C2 Safety from mother

Cl, C2 Further disruption to their lives

CI education

Father further violence by the mother

C2 emotional stability

CARE

Cl, C2 consistency of care

Figure 14: matrix from casereview (meeting four)

This matrix shows similarities to figure 12 where the lossesin both eventualitiesof decision of
where the children reside are replicated. In fact now that the mother had returned to the home,
still with difficulties, the only difference with this matrix is in the gains should the children
remain at home. Those are now presented as parents/children relationship and husband/wife
relationship.
Minuted

decisions case review

1) The children's names remain on the child protection register whilst the mother gradually
moves forward toward taking more responsibility in caring for the children.
2) Review in 6 months.
N. B. The document contained no separate'assessmentof risk section, this activity appeared
to be subsumedin the background information.
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Care plan
1-9)
10)
11)

Concernedwith support for the family.
Core group to include mother's probation officer.
Social worker to liaise with everyone.

Commentary
The decision that the children remain at home with their names on the child protection register
remained. The mother had now returned home. Again further resources are committed to
support the family. There was no evidence that the mother was happy or able to take more
responsibility for the children.

Meeting rive, six months later
Case review
Background information available to this group meeting: The situation was described as being
unsettling. The mother continued to make suicide threats and it was noted that she could not
care for her family. The mother was admitted to psychiatric hospital and then to a women's
hostel where she was able to refrain from drinking. The father had taken the role of main carer
of the children and was to supervise any future contact between mother and children. Support
for the father was coming from the extendedfamily, the marriage having broken down.
There was no formal assessmentof risk at this meeting although it was recorded that when the
mother moved out of the family home C2's behaviour immediately changed from being
withdrawn and needing a great deal of support to being 'bubbly, coqf1dent, happy and
has
from
'threat
The
to
relaxed'.
conferencealso reported
children
now been removed
mother
his
by
father
is
this
time
that
there
they
and
and
are not adequatelycaredfor
no suggestion at
family' Given this information the following lossesand gains matrix was developed:
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Gains

Losses

Father children relationships
Cl, C2 Safety from mother
CI education
C2 Daycare
Extendedfamily support
Mother ceaseddrinking
Extra resourcesfor husband
Extra resourcesfor mother

HOME

Father children separation
C I, C2 further disruption to their lives

CARE

Figure 15: matrix from casereview (meeting five)

This matrix shows similarities to figure 13 the commonality being the absenceof the alleged
abuserin the family home. In the lossessection of the matrix there are no losses included with
regard to mother/child separation regardless of place of residence of the children since the
father and the family are consideredto have acceptedthe breakdown of the marriage and the
absenceof the mother from the family home. In terms of gains, none are entered should the
children be enteredinto care as the source of abuseis no longer present. Should the children
remain with the father there are now additional gains for all family members, these include
father/children relationship, safety of children, education and day care for children, extended
family support for father, extra resourcesfor father and for mother, mother no longer drinking,
consistencyof care for the children.
Minuted

decisions review

1) Children's namesto be removed from the child protection register.
2) Community team to continue to encouragefather to let children have contact with mother.
3) To return to caseconferenceif mother returns to family in the future.
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Commentary
The decision to remove the children from the child protection register has been taken as the
has
family.
This
longer
is
the
residentwith
main sourceof concern to the children's welfare no
been acceptedby both the family and the social services department. Resources are to be
broken
has
down
fact
family.
This
that
the
and
the
marriage
the
acceptanceof
continued with
the resultant absenceof the mother from the family does not imply that there will be no losses
for family members as a result of the mother/children separation. What it does indicate is that
the lossesrelating to the initial referral will be avoided. This may seem to present an issue for
casesof abuse that are not incident driven, for example emotional abuseor neglect. However
as will be illustrated in chapters seven and eight an analysis such as this can allow the
by
in
for
losses
the mother
neglect
cases,
all participants
and where
recognition of gains and
becomesthe focus of concern rather than an initial allegation of physical or sexual abuseby a
leaving
be
in
to
to
that
the
children
support
may
need
provided
order
male,
gains and resources
with their families can be madeexplicit and can be monitored effectively.

Evaluation of the application of documentary analysis to live cases
The application of documentary analysis to the two ongoing cases considered revealed a
documents.
issues.
These
the
to
the
matrix
and
number of
related
Issue one: the matrix
Initially the matrix headingscomprised of lossesand gains, but as with the Tyra Henry caseit
becameclear with the ongoing cases that those losses and gains needed to be more tightly
defined. Not only were some items that could be inserted onto the matrix possible losses but
some were actual losses.Following considerationof the first two casesa meeting was arranged
with the managementteam in order to discuss the progress of the research. The team
recognisedthe difference betweenpossible and actual lossesand suggestedthat we incorporate
this into our analysis.This can be seenon the matrices in subsequentchapters. At this meeting
the managementteam repeatedthe exercise they had undertaken at the initial collaboration
meeting in the developmentof the matrix. Using their own case experiencethey were asked to
identify the relative importance or weight of possible and actual losses.For example, given the
following matrix, we askedthe group to statewhich of the losses and gains were more or less
likely and more or less significant in their assessmentof risk to children. By asking them to try
to weight the lossesor gains in terms of importance they were essentially being asked to assign
numerical propertiesto the values associatedwith outcomes, as in the original Kahneman and
Tversky value function.
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Gains

Losses
CI Physical safety

HOME
Parent child relationship

CI Accidents
CI Educational development
Cl Emotional trauma
Parentchild separation

Safety from alleged abuser
Educationaldevelopment

CARE

rigure 10: matnx useclwitli stall trom conawrating autnonty.
The group were uncomfortable in this task and in the end found it impossible to achieve. There
be
likelihood
discussion
the
that
could
appropriate accommodation
was much
surrounding
found if it were requested,and discussion surrounding the quality of that care for children.
Additionally there was much discussion around the issue of emotional abuse. In almost every
instancethe group suggestedthat emotional abusewas a possible loss for children, but could
not specify actually what that meant.
In every example they provided a loss of parent/child relationship was stated should the child
be removed into care, and a gain of parent/child relationship was statedshould the child remain
with the family. The group discussedthese losses and gains and after some time one member
of the group, the team leader from team A, stated that it was not simply a parent/child
relationship that they were concernedwith when making decisions,but more specifically it was
a mother/child relationship. Further discussion within the group revealed that all the group
found this to be the case,and importantly they all consideredthat this mother/child relationship
would be a certain loss should the child be removed into public care. Again after lengthy
discussionall membersof the group suggestedthat in all casesthey were concernedto keep the
mother child relationship wherever possible. What seemedto be happening here was that the
removal of the child was seen to result in a certain loss of full time mother/child relationship,
but the safety of the child was seen as slightly less certain in care. In other words the social
workers framed the situation as one where they considered there was a certain loss but not a
certain gain. What is proposedhere is that if the child is removed into care then at the least the
source of abuse that has been alleged would cease. The information provided by the
managementteam seemsto lend further support for the idea that decisions are framed in the
domain of lossesand for the likely operation of the certainty effect. It seemsthat social workers
may be likely to make decisions that will prevent the certain loss of the mother/child
relationship. This rationale for keeping families togetherwas illustrated in the Tyra Henry case
and appearsto be part of a pervasive belief system held by child protection practitioners. The
risk to the children as a result of the presenceof the certainty effect in relation to live casesmay
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discussed
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also exacerbatedcurrently
in a previous chapterthis legislation involves a principle of 'non intervention' into family life.
This principle alongside the 'subjective' belief that children should remain with their mothers
involve
decision
in
difficulties
that
assessmentsof risk.
processes
making
may present real
This will be further developedin the final chapter.

Issue two: the documents
The documents relating to cases one and three included formally recorded minutes of case
by
ACAC
taken
a tearnleader.
meetings
of
which
were
conferencesand reviews, and minutes
In some instancesinformation was missing from both sets of documentswhich could not be
found. In other instancesinformation could be inferred from the minutes of subsequentgroup
it
documentary
'messy'
Whilst
times,
the
this
at
was not
analysis
process of
meetings.
made
interpreted
information
be
be
to
the
that
to
could
was available
considered
a major problem as
produce a coherent picture of decision making. Further support for this claim was that the
initial interpretation of cases one and three was confirmed as having meaning to the
managementteam.
As outlined earlier the team statedthat ACAC meetingswere held prior to case conferencesand
reviews and would normally be attendedonly by individuals from the child protection unit.
This group would be attended as a minimum by key case holding individuals and their
teamleader.It is interesting to consider the nature and purpose of these meetings. The ACAC
was statedas having the purposeof making decisionsabout where the child or children would
reside and of formulating plans for how objectives may be realised. Assessmentof risk was
not explicit in the minutes of ACAC meetingsbut tean-fleaderA suggestedthat it was a central,
if implicit feature, of the judgements and decision making of the group. The tide itself
'Alternatives to care and accommodation' suggests that this group immediately frames the
decision problem as one of how to avoid care proceedings. As such one interpretation of the
decision making processesof the ACAC meeting is that they, as a group, will be subject to
framing in the domain of lossesand to the certainty effect. Since these meetings were also said
to occur prior to the caseconferencesor reviews it is also possible that this group could be seen
as an 'in group'. The ACAC group make decisions about the risks to children and where they
will reside, and then take them to the formal conferencefor ratification. This was illustrated in
the Tyra Henry case where the key social worker and her tean-fleader'drove' the conferences
down a decision route according to local policy and their own beliefs. It seems possible that
this may occur with live cases.
The initial analysis and discussionswith the managementteam in relation to two live casesdid
indicate that there was sufficient information within the documentation for documentary
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that there was prelirninary evidence of framing cases in the domain of losses, evidence of
influence
that
the
may
groupthink
possibility
commitment and escalationof resources, and of
decision making. In order to investigatethe researchquestions more fully all the ongoing case
documentswere coded and the analysisis presentedin the following two chapters.
The rigour of the research.
Given the interpretative nature of the research where Forster's operationalisation of
documentary analysis was usedwith live casesit was necessaryto ensurethat the researchwas
linked
Guba
(1985)
Lincoln
the
that
with
concepts
suggest
and
carried out with rigour.
i.
intemal
data
trustworthiness
the
validity,
e.
or
reliability
of
quantitative researchregarding
extemal validity, reliability and objectivity are not appropriate with more qualitative case study
data. Instead they put forward the notions of credibility, transferability, dependability and
be
in
issues
Robson
(1993)
these
can
of
several
ways
suggests
which
each
confirmability.
dealt
in
this
the
with these
which
research
ways
addressedwithin qualitative researchand

issuesis discussedbelow.
Credibility

how thý researchwas conductedin a mannerthat
Credibilityis concernedwith demonstrating
ensuresthat the subjectunderinvestigationwas accuratelyidentified and described.Robson
suggestsfour waysin which credibility maybe enhanced.
First by prolonged involvement, that is by spending sufficient time with the researchto learn
the culture, test for misinformation and build trust. In this case the time span between initial
discussionswith members of staff from the local authority and the completion of the analysis
of the documents was 12 months. During this time relationships with staff at all levels were
built up and the researchersmade it clear that they were always available for any member of
staff to accessshould they require it. Whilst this length of time made it possible to become
aware of the culture, it was also considered important that the researchersdid not become
enmeshedwithin the culture. This was possible to an extent as one of the researcher'swas not
of a social work background. As the researchprogressedthis factor becameimportant in the
transparency (Rubin, 1995) of the work. When coding the documents there were many
instances where the 'naive' researcher was unclear about the terminology being used and
unclear about the practical day to day operationof child protection work. This meant that there
was a constantquestioning of what was contained in the documents and a constant reflexivity
with regard to the documents.Two individuals were involved in the collection of data from the
local authority. One was an academic social worker with considerable practice experience
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this research.The other individual had no prior knowledge of social work practice and is the
author of this thesis.
Second by persistent observation. In some sensesthis was not relevant to this stage of the
research since the main sources of information were the documents themselves alongside
interviews and discussionswith staff members.
Third by triangulation. After an initial analysis of documents, feedback was given to the
training manager and the tearn leader, their responses confirmed the interpretation of the
documents. Discussion with members of staff occurred on every visit to the authority and
issuesthat were emerging were consideredon eachoccasion.At all times the membersof staff
were informed about the progress of the researchand often feedback from practitioners led to
developmentof the ideas and researchtechniquesas is consistent with a participatory action
researchdesign. For example the data display and presentation evolved thorough discussion
with staff so that not only was the theoreticalunderpinning to the researchmore accessibleto
them, but also so that a matrix which they felt had applicability to their everyday practice was
used.
Fourth peer debriefing. In this instance peer debriefing incorporated the fifth stage of
documentary analysis 'utilising the data' (Forster, 1994). At the end of the analysis of the 8
ongoing casesa day was organised where a set of documentsrelating to a further two cases
could be analysedby a group of senior managers. These managersconsisted of tean-fleaders
from other areasof the local authority, chairs of case conferencesand the Divisional Manager
for the authority. An agendawas proposed,agreedby the senior manager and circulated to the
participants. The participants were presentedwith the conceptualbackground and were asked
to form small groups in order to undertake analysis with respect to the two documents. These
documents were confidentialised and can be made available given sufficient time to regain
accessto them as they were returned to the local authority. The groups had difficulties in
identifying and specifying losses and gains for the children and families and stated that the
reason for this was that it was a way of thinking about casesand issues that was not part of
their everyday practice. They did find the task easier as they becamemore familiar with it and
ultimately all the groups produced matrices relating to each case conference and review in the
documents. Feedbackwas heard from each group where their analysis showed similarities in
terms of losses and gains to the 8 previous cases. The day ended with a summary and
discussion. The participants reported that they had found the exercise thought provoking and
that it did have meaning for them. A summary of this exersisecan be found in appendix two.
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Transferability.
This issue relatesto the questionof whether or not the analysis is transferable to other settings.
It
transferability.
In some sensesthis secondstageof the researchwas entirely concernedwith
findings
from
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the
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research
whether or not findings may be transferable. Again at all stagesof the researchthe theoretical
and conceptual underpinnings were outlined to child protection workers. The premises and
techniquesof documentaryanalysiswere also explained.
Dependability
Dependability is concernedwith the notion that the researchis in some ways 'reliable'. The
in
be
that
and
qualitative
researchcan
replicated,
notion of reliability rests on an assumption
itself
issue.
The
becomes
the
this
and the nature of the
nature
of
a
research
research
major
relationship betweenresearcherand researchedsuggeststhat it is inappropriate to consider that
researchcould be directly replicated. Yet Robson (1993) proposes that alongside triangulation,
academicauditing can help ensuredependability. If researchprocessesare clear, systematicand
well documentedit is possible for an independentpersonto audit the work. Academic auditing
was undertaken with two documents during the research, and was undertaken by the
managementteam, senior members of academicstaff and researchassistants.The documents
A
local
be
the
to
time
they
to
constraints
as
authority.
can made available subject
were returned
summary is available in appendix two.
Confirmability
Confirmability is concernedwith the issueof providing sufficient detail of the study in terms of
judging the appropriatenessand adequacyof researchand in terms of making some kind of
assessmentas to whether the findings actually flow from the data. This can be achieved by
following an 'audit trail' (Robson 1993). An audit trail necessitatesthat several forms of
information are available to an auditor and if this information is comprehensible, useful and
linked to the purposes of the study then an auditor is in a position to determine the
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trustworthiness of the study. Issues of confidentiality meant that the actual documentation
relating to all cases could not be made available for audit by other than the researchers,
however as statedpreviously two documents(usedfor the training day material) were suitably
confidentialised and a summary of auditing is provided in appendix two.
This chapter has outlined the potential operationalisationof documentary analysis with live
ongoing cases. It demonstrateshow ongoing documents could be coded, thus providing
transparency(Rubin, 1995), and that documentaryanalysis retains utility in the understanding
and explanation of decision making with ongoing cases.
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Chapter seven
Analysis of live cases
Chapter six illustrated the potential for documentary analysis in the description and
understanding of decision making in live cases in child protection practice. In order to
investigate further the research questions it was necessaryto code the live cases using the
categories adopted in the analysis of the Tyra Henry document. This constituted Forster's
(1994) fourth stage of documentary analysis, 'analysing the documents'. As such each of the
documentsin the cases was coded for framing by highlighting instances where potential or
actual losses and gains could be identified and by highlighting comments or reports that
reflected the belief systemsof participants.In practice this latter aspectwas more difficult with
live casesas it was rare to find verbatim commentsby social workers and social work reports
were not always attachedto documents. The documentswere coded for 'group polarisation'
and 'groupthink' by highlighting participants at successivecase conferences, their roles, the
decisionsmade by the group and by highlighting decisions and events when dissent had been
registered within the group. The documents were coded for commitment of resources by
highlighting instanceswhere resourceswere inputted to the case.
This chapter presents the analysis of two cases,case three from team A, and case nine from
team B. These caseswere chosenfor presentationin order to representthe decision making of
both teams. Case three involved allegations of physical abuse and case nine involved
allegations of physical abuse and neglect. Two further cases relating to other allegations are
reported in the next chapter. The initial analysis of the remaining cases can be found in
appendix three. In each example background information that was available to the group
meeting is provided and the matrix developedto allow the interpretation of the information is
illustrated. As a result of the consideration of the applicability of documentary analysis to live
casesthesematrices now include possible losses and gains and actual losses and gains. These
are representedon the matricesby the letters P or A in parenthesesafter each statementwhere P
indicates possible and A indicates actual losses or gains. After each meeting the recorded
decisionsand recommendationsof the group are listed, where appropriate these are verbatim,
yet as in the last chapter some of these are conflated and are summarised. Each matrix is
followed by a commentary which indicates the decision making in the case in relation to
Whyte's (1989) model. In this real world analysis it became apparent that the aspects of
Whyte's model that related to group issues was again problematic. The recording of
information meant that it was difficult to code for polarisation and groupthink. As such the
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following section focuseson the framing of the decisionsand the commitment of resourcesand
the issuesrelating to groups will be discussedat the end of the chapter.

Analysing the documents, casethree and caseeight
Framing

losses
and gains, and commitment
-

of resources

CASE THREE
Family composition: Mother, boy 11 yrs (C 1), girl 7 yrs (C2), girl 4 yrs (C3), cohabiteeA
who is the father of the girls.
Meeting one
Case conference
Attendance: ACPO chair, teamleader,caseholding social worker.
Background information availabLeto this group meeting: CohabiteeA, stripped to the waist,
stormed into C I's classroom and struck C1 acrosshis face in front of his teacher. CohabiteeA
admitted he had a drink problem and had a number of drink related convictions. After the
incident the adult relationship split up with the mother taking out an injunction againstcohabitee
A. Previous child protection history indicated that CI had been admitted to care in infancy and
was subsequently discharged home to the mother under a supervision order. CI alleged
previous smacks from both the cohabitee A, and the mother. Given this background
information the following lossesand gains matrix was developed:

Losses
Physical injury by mother Cl, C2, C3 (P)

Gains
Mother children relationship (A)
Sibling relationship (A)

HOME

Mother cohab A relationship (A)
Mother children separation(A)

Safety for all children (A)

Sibling relationships (A)
Mother cohab A relationship (A)

CARE
I

Figure 17: matrix from caseconference(meeting one)

Minuted decisions case conference
1) Not to place C l's name on the child protection register at this time.
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2) Should any further information be brought to light to be brought back to child protection

conference.
Commentary
The alleged sourceof abuseto Cl was no longer in the household and his relationship with the
Cohabitee
A
from
As
be
the
the
was not
thought
to
of
such
safety
child
ended.
mother was
injury
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the
be
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What
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to
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document
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that
occurred
to
three
concerns
mother all
children related
These concerns had previously resulted in a three year supervision order on Cl. Given this
decision
it
be
history
that
the
to
the
argued
regard
mother
with
could
early child protection
frame is one of losses and the choice was to avoid the loss of the mother child separation,
however the concerns that had occurred previously were not the concern of this conference.
Given this information the decision frame was really neither one of losses or gains and a
'default' decision was taken to leave the situation as it was. No specific resources were
allocatedyet it was statedthat the caseshould be monitored.
Meeting two, ten months later
ACAC meeting
Attendance: Chair-Teamleader,Health Visitor, caseholding social worker.

Backgroundinformationavailableto this group meeting: The purposeof this meetingwas
minutedas:
'The purpose of this meeting was to ascellain ways of support to prevent
the children going into care.'
It was implicit in this documentthat the mother had requestedinterim care for the children from
social services,but this was not formally minuted and recorded until the next case conference.
The minutes of that conferencecommentedthat she had felt that she neededa break from the
children, especially C I.
CI had contact with the natural father and maternal grandparents. He was reportedly
uncomfortable about his mother having new partners. Mother had a new partner, cohabiteeB,
and shereported that she felt this was a positive relationship. CI had been attempting to light
the fire at 4 am becausehe was cold and the mother had been sleeping downstairs to prevent
this. She claimed that she could not control CI after he returned home from school. She said
that she had no problems with C2 but despite C3 attending day care twice weekly the mother
found her demanding of attention and said there was a problem over feeding. CI had settled in
at his new school but often arrived late. The school reported that Cl could not concentrate
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becauseof tirednessand that he had broken school equipment.They were considering referring
him to psychological services. There was an outstanding developmentalassessmenton C3.
Given this background information the following lossesand gains matrix was developed:

Gains

Losses
EmotionalabuseCI (P)
SchoolperformanceCI (A)
EmotionalabuseC3 (A)
Accidentsall children(P)

HOME
Motherchildrenrelationship(A)
Sibling relationships(A)

Lack of sleepCI andmother(A)
BehaviourproblemsC3 (A)
FeedingproblemsC3 (A)
C3 (A)
Misseddevelopmental
assessment
Motherchildrenseparation
(A)
Sibling relationships(A)

Safetyall children(A)
SleepCI andmother(A)
Emotionalstability all children(A)
CI (A)
Schoolperformance

CARE

Figure 18: matrix from ACAC (meeting two)

The recommendations of this meeting were listed in the minutes as:
1)
2)

Children to remain within the home.
Mother to attend a parenting group.

5)

Specialist child care servicesto consider direct work with C I.
Day care to increasefor C3.
CI to be referred to a psychologist.

6)

SW to continue as key worker.

7)

C3 to have outstanding health assessment.

3)
4)

The conclusion of the ACAC was that 'All agree that the children remain with the mother'

Commentary
It appearsthat the decision frame is now one of losses and the conferencewas subject to the
certainty effect where the decision was taken to avoid the mother/child separation. The number
of possible losses had increasedfor all children and some of them had become actual losses.
Resourceswere committed to this decision including day care,psychological referral, parenting
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highly
C
No
1.
direct
work with
groups and specialist child care serviceswith considerationof
specific gains were identified for the children should they remain with the mother.
Meeting three, ten months later
Case conference
Attendance: ACPO-chair, tearnleader,health visitor, teacher,caseholding social worker.
Background information available to this group meeting: CI had sustained facial bruising
domestic
Mother
B
between
Cohabitee
intervening
fight
in
admitted
and mother.
whilst
a
Non
happened
it
but
the
accidentalnature of
that
children
out.
whilst
were
violence
only
said
the injury was confirmed by the hospital despite allegations by the adults that the injury was
bailed
fight
his
friends.
Cohabitee
B
by
C1
during
on
charged
and
with
a
was
sustained
condition that he had no contactwith the family and did not enter the town without a previous
appointment.
The minutes of this conferencerecordedthat CI was hit by a previous cohabitee(C) at the age
CI
following
four
buttocks,
The
he
bruising
bites.
to
year
of
months, when
sustained
and
sustaineda greenstick fracture to the foot and there were inconsistenciesabout its explanation.
School reported that Cl was underachieving academically,particularly in reading, for which
they proposed to seek remedial help. School reported that he did not display challenging
behaviour in school and it was the opinion of the school that the problem lay in the home
becausehis mother did not have time for him. The school commentedthat she had time and
patience for C2, to whom she was loving, although she did not always collect her from school
and arrived late sometimessmelling of alcohol.
Health visitor reported behavioural.problems with both girls and a speechdelay with regard to
C3. The mother had not been co-operating with the resources offered for day care and
cancelledthis. C3 was reported as being hyperactive.
Formal assessmentof risk by the conference in relation to the children stated that it was
acknowledged that CI had suffered significant harm. This assessment also reported that
cohabiteeB was not in the house.The minutes recorded the opinion of the group that CI had a
good relationship with the maternal grandparents whom it was presumed would provide
protection for him. Given this background information the following losses and gains matrix
was developed:
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Gains

Losses
InjuryCl (A)
InjuryC2,C3(P)
School
CI, C2(A)
attainment
Neglect
(A)
allchildren
Accidents
(P)
allchildren
Development
C2,C3(A)
Emotional
(P)
abuse
all children
Hyperactivity
C3(A)
Consistency
of careCI, C2,C3(P)

(A)
Mother
relationship
children

Mother
(A)
children
separation
Siblingseparation
(A)

Safety
(A)
allchildren

HOME

Siblingrelationships
(A)

CARE

School
Cl, C2(P)
attainment
Consistency
(A)
of careallchildren

Figure 19: matrix from conference(meeting three)
Decisions at that conference were
1)
To put C1 on register.
2)
3)

Not register C2, C3 as mother shows them more love and affection than C 1.
Discuss again if and when cohabiteereturns to the household.

4)

Review in three months.

Minuted
1)
2)

child protection plan review
Family assessmentto include C2 and C3 becauseof worries about consistency of care.
Assessmentto be carried out on cohabiteeB before he is allowed to return to the

family home.
3)

Core group meetingsto be held regularly.

4)

To encouragethe mother to acceptparenting help.
To review in three months.

5)

Commentary
Physical injury had occurred to Cl, and there were many concerns with regard to all the
children. The formal assessmentof risk at that conferencewas statedas

'It is acknowledgedthat C1 hassufferedsignificantharm; Thereis concern
B)
(cohabitee
to
attempts
rather than to support(Cl).
mothers
protect
about
Sofar nothinghashappenedto thegirls andat presentcohabiteeB is not in
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the household.If he should return and there is violence it is possible that the
girls are also in danger. C3 has said that she has been slapped by cohabitee
B but CI is adamantthat the girls are safe becausecohabiteeB would not
hit girls'
The decision once more appearsto be subject to the certainty effect framed in the domain of
losseswhere the choice was to leave the children with the mother. There was some recognition
of the risk to the children from her and the cohabiteein terms of the registration of CI on the
child protection register. However the number of potential and actual losses was increasing for
all children. Further resourceswere committed to try to engagethe mother in parenting classes.
It was noted in the minutes that C1 had a good relationship with the maternal grandfather and
there was a presumption that he could protect Cl. Again it seemsthat everything possible is
being done to try to ensurethe successof the original plan to keep the children with the mother.
There was accumulating evidence that the plan was failing in terms of protection of the
children. There was a presumption that another member of the family, the matemal
grandfather,may take the responsibility of protecting CL
Meeting four, three months later
Case review
Attendance: ACPO-chair, tearnleader,health visitor, caseholding social worker.
Background information available to this group meeting: ChargesagainstcohabiteeB had been
withdrawn. It had been difficult to assesshis relationship with the family becausealthough the
mother said they had split up he was known to be in the arearegularly. Social work assessment
of the mother was positive although she was having great difficulty coping with C 1. The
mother believed she was at the end of her tether. She had talked of her sister looking after CI
for a while and would acceptany help available.The social worker commentedthat the mother
'is aware that the children are her responsibility.
It was not possible to develop a matrix for this case review as parts of the document were
missing.
Minuted
1)

decision of review
To keep Cl's name on the child protection register.

Child protection

plans review

Thesewerenot in the document.
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Meeting five, two months later
ACAC meeting
Attendance: Chair-tean-deader,case holding social worker.
The social worker's report for this meeting was available but not the actual minutes of the
meeting.

Backgroundinformationavailableto this group meeting: The case holding social worker
been
had
The
in
declined
had
B
take
to
mother
that
a
part
risk
assessment.
reported cohabitee
assessed
andwasconsideredas being ableto protectthe children.In Junethe motherapplied
for aninjunctionagainstcohabiteeB following harassmentand threats.CohabiteeB broke his
bail conditionsbeforechargeswere dropped.In August C3 receivedseriousinjuries to her
fell/was
in
This
followed
incident
in-hospital
leg,
which
she
surgery.
an
right
which required
pushedout of cohabiteeB's car during an episodeof domesticviolence.CohabiteeB was
charged with GBH and bailed to his parent's address. The key social worker was
recommendinglegal proceedings(a supervisionorder) to give the departmentmore control
in
implicit
B
if
be
there
that
to
custody
remained
although
understanding
an
cohabitee
seemed
this may not be necessary.
A matrix was not developed for this meeting since although the social worker's report was
available for analysis,minutes of the meeting were not. Information in the report suggestedthat
cohabitee B was not co-operating with the required risk assessment, and C3 sustained a
physical injury necessitatinghospital treatment in a domestic event between the mother and
cohabiteeB. It is apparentfrom later minutes that this meeting resulted in a recommendationto
apply for supervision orders on all the children and to assessfurther the mother's ability to
protect the children. Indeed interim supervision orders were granted.

Commentary
I

Given the intervention with regard to supervision orders it may seem that the child protection
workers are now taking decisions that suggest caution with regard to the whole situation.
However it is argued that the decision is still subject to the certainty effect in the domain of
lossesand therefore in the direction of risk. The decisions were still that the children remained
with the mother, and the mother/children relationship is retained. This occurs despite
accumulating evidence that she was unable to protect them. Indeed almost all the losses in

figure nineteenstill exist,andmanyhadbeenactualised.
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Meeting six, one month later
Case review
Attendance: ACPO-chair, tean-deader,health visitor, caseholding social worker.
Background information available to this group meeting: Information presented to this
conferenceincluded how the physical injury to C3 occurred. C3 claimed she was pushedout of
the car by cohabitee B. The adults maintained that she fell whilst attempting to follow her
mother who had stormed off. CohabiteeB drove off and C3 was squashedbetween the car and
the pavement.The chargeof grievous bodily harm againstcohabiteeB was dropped to a public
order offence. There was no explicit assessmentof risk in this document although there were
comments about the mother not putting the needs of her children before her own difficulties.
The health visitor reported that C3 was reaching her developmentalmilestones. However there
was concern about her emotional development.C3 should have beenattending nursery but had
not at this point startedattendance.Given this backgroundinformation the following lossesand
gains matrix was developed:

Losses
Injury C3 (A)

Gains
Mother children relationship (A)

HOME

Injury Cl, C2 (P)
Emotional abuseall children (A)

Sibling relationships (A)

School attainment all children (A)
Neglect all children (P)
Accident all children (P)
Development C3 (A)
Nursery attendanceC3 (A)
Mother children separation(A)

Safety all children (A)

Sibling relationships (A)
School attainment all children (A)
Consistencyof care all children (A)

Figure 20: matrix from review (meeting six)
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CARE

Minuted

recommendations

conference

1)Becauseof lack of progress is assessingand helping the mother with
Cl's problems and thefact that C2 and C3 are also potentially at risk it was
felt that CI should remain on the register and that C2 and C3 should be
registered under the category 7ifestyleofparent"
Minuted
1)

revised child protection plan review
Support the mother in coping with CI by encouragingher to spendmore time with
him.

2)

Consider C2 and C3 in the samecontext.

3)

Seek full supervision orders on all children.
Continue trying to assessmothers ability to protect the children.
Core group meetingsto be held.

4)
5)
6)
7)

Monthly health visitor input to continue.
Review in three months.

Commentary
There is some evidence that the conferencewas recognising the risk to all children, yet even
with full supervision orders the children would remain with the mother. This decision remains
subject to the certainty effect in the domain of losses in an attempt to continue to avoid the
mother/children separation. Many of the losses in figure nineteen have now been realised.
There is a further increasein the resourcesoffered to support the care plan. Whilst this care
is
it
has
been
in
light
the
the
the
to
that
aim
plan
of events, appears remain
case
reformulated
still to keep the children with the mother.
Meeting seven, three months later
Case review
Attendance: ACPO-chair, teamleader,health visitor, teacher, caseholding social worker.
Background information available to this group meeting: CohabiteeB was no longer presentin
the family and a supervision order on all children had been granted. This was anticipated to
run for one year. School reported an improvement in C1 but commentedthat there was much
academiccatching up to do. He was receiving assistancefrom the special needsservice. School
had concernswith C2 who was exhibiting mood problems and reported that she was disruptive
in class.There were unspecified concernsabout her eating habits. C3 was presenting problems
at nursery including biting and swearing.
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The social worker commentedthat there were no risks to the children at this time but that a full
supervision order would give workers the mandateto intervene should the mother withdraw
co-operation. The social worker commentedon a good relationship with the mother and said
that it was thought that a changein presentfamily patterns would take time. The social worker
recommendedthat the children be taken off the child protection register as the supervisionorder
was thought to be sufficient to protect the children.

At this meeting the head teacherfrom the school contestedderegistration and stated that the
children were still at risk. Given this background information the following losses and gains
matrix was developed:

Gains

Losses
Injury all children(P)
Emotionalabuseall children(P)
SchoolattainmentC2, C3 (A)

Motherchildrenrelationship(A)

HOME

Sibling relationship(A)
SchoolimprovementCI (A)

SchoolattainmentCI (P)
Neglectall children(P)
Accidentall children(P)
BehaviouralproblemsC2, C3 (A)
Motherchildrenseparation(A)
Sibling separation(A)

Safetyall children(A)

CARE

SchoolattainmentC2, C3 (A)
I Consistencyof careall children(A)

Figure 2 1: matrix from review (meeting seven)

Minuted recommendations from review
1)

Headteacher'sdissentnoted but decision taken to remove all three children's

2)

namesfrom the register.
Continue application for full supervision orders.
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Commentary
There are now some gains for CI in terms of school performance,however the potential losses
The
for
C3.
C2
losses
become
had
them
and
actual
remained as previously and many of
longer
family.
The
in
thought to
longer
B
the
no
were
children
contact with
cohabitee was no
be at risk from the cohabiteeby the social workers although concernsabout the mother's ability
to care for the children were still noted through the continuanceof application for supervision
losses.
in
domain
the
The
decision
the
to
of
to
certainty effect
orders.
seems remain subject
There was no depreciation of possible losses for the children. Despite the fact that the
likelihood of physical injury from cohabiteeB has been reduced, the mother had been alleged
to slap them in the past and there was nothing to suggest that she would not begin a new and
in
behaviour
display
difficulties
C3
C2
terms
to
of
school
continued
at
and
violent relationship.
problems and school attainment.
Meeting eight, two months later
ACAC meeting
Attendance: Chair-teamleader,case holding social worker.
A matrix was not developed for this meeting as the information was extremely scant. No
cohabiteewas currently present in the family and all the children were reported to be doing
quite well. Supervision order proceedingshad stopped.
Commentary
The ACAC group took the decision to halt the proceedings for supervision orders on the
children as the cohabitee,who was the perceived source of risk, was no longer present within
the family. The children"s names had been removed from the child protection register at
meeting seven. Many of the losses associatedwith the case however had concerned the
mother's parenting behaviour, not simply the reason (cohabitee)for the initial referral. All the
possible lossesassociatedwith the decisionsto leave the children at home were realised in this
case.
Overall commentary on case three
Although some of the decision making frames could not be ascertained due to lack of
information, it is suggestedthat in those instancesdecisions with regard to where the children
should reside were not changed from previous conferencesand they remained therefore in the
decision direction that had previously beenembarkedupon. In every instance the frame was in
the domain of losses and the group were subject to the certainty effect where the children
remainedwith the mother. This occurreddespiteaccumulatingevidencethat the potential losses
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did
focus
Whilst
became
the
shift
the
increased
of
them
case
actualised.
to them
and many of
from physical abuseby both cohabiteesto include consistency of care by the mother the final
ACAC meeting analysedhere suggeststhat the latter has been disregardedby now. There is no
has,
for
fact
the
the
that
example, attended parenting
to
mother
evidence provided
support
classesnor is in any different position to provide consistentcare for the children.

CASE NINE
Family background: mother, girl 3 yrs (C I)
Meeting one
Case conference
Chair-ACPO, teamleader,case holding social worker, police, emergency duty
social worker, hostel warden

Attendance:

Backgroundinformationavailableto this meeting:Mother had beenliving with parents.There
wereno concernsbut the motherand child then movedinto a hostel.Fatherof the girl was a
scheduleone offenderhis offencesinvolving teenagegirls. He was under youth custodyon
remand,was bailedand placedundera supervisionorder. He was said to be violent, a glue
sniffer anda drinker.He wasdue to go to court for theft and attemptedburglary. Policewere
informedof an incidentat the hostelwhen Cl was allegedlythrown acrossthe room. Police
that CI was on the bed, the motherwas screamingand kicking the cot.
enquiriesascertained
Theemergencyduty teamwerecontactedbecauseof markson C l's head.Hospital ascertained
thatthe markswere due to overexposureto sun. Hostel wardenshaveobservedthe mother's
previousrough handlingof the daughter.Given that informationthe following matrix was
developed.

Losses
Physicalinjury (P)

Gains
Motherchild relationship(A)

HOME
I parent
family

Accident(P)
Emotionalabuse(P)
Failureto thrive (P)
Motherchild separation(A)

Safety(A)
CARE

II

I

Figure 22: matrix from caseconference(meeting one)
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I

Decisions
1)
2)

Place CI on register.
Review in two months.

Child protection plan
No plan was evident in the document
Commentary
These decisionsseem to have been made in the domain of losses and avoids a certain loss of
the mother/child relationship yet they leavepossible lossesfor the child. There was no evidence
of resourcesin the document as a plan was not minuted.
Meeting two, two months later
Case review

Attendance: Chair-ACPO,teamleader,caseholding socialworker,healthvisitor.
Background information available to this meeting: Core group and visiting by social worker
and health visitor had been established. The document included the statement 'How mother
responds to visits depends on the mood she is in'. Father was arrested in the intervening
months and was remandedin another authority. Social services reported that there would be
problems when the father was released as 'in terms of himself the father is a threat to the
children, he has a long history of violence'. Mother resentedthe father's relationship with her
daughter.Health visitor reported weight problems with CL Health visitor also reported that the
mother showed a lack of understandingregarding the care of a young baby. It was reported
that her expectationswere unrealistic. Agreed that SW would ask hostel staff to 'give a nin
down on incidents and complaints relating to mother'. Given that information the following
matrix was developed:
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Gains

Losses
WeightlossCI (A)

Motherchild relationship(A)

HOME

Physicalinjury (P)

Situationcould bemonitored(A)

hostel
accom

Emotionalabuse(P)
Failureto thrive (P)

modati

on
Motherchild separation(A)

Safety

CARE

Figure 23: matrix from casereview (meeting two)
Recommendations
1)
2)

CI to remain on register.
Review in four months.

Child protection plan
This was not listed in the document
Commentary
The decision to leave the child with the mother seemsto remain framed in the domain of losses
and the group remains subject to the certainty effect. Whilst some possible losses have
disappeared,due to the absenceof the father, weight loss is an actuality and there are clear
concernsabout the mother's ability to parent. Resourceshave been committed, and monitoring
by the hostel staff may be seen to be a further commitment to ensure the successof the plan.
The timespanbetween reviews has been increased.
Meeting three, four months later
Case review
There were no details relating to this review.
take place but there were no details recorded.

I
The documents suggested that this meeting did
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Meeting four, four months later
Case review
Attendance: Chair-ACPO, tearnleader,health visitor, caseholding social worker
Background information available to this meeting: Cl was subjectto an interim care order with
the intention to apply for full care order and to 'rehabilitate on that basis'. Cl was doing well,
C
I's
Health
had
had
with
mother.
to
never
a problem
visitor
responded mother positively.
developmentwas fine, weight had increased.Fireguardshad been observed. Mother who was
her
has
ftiture
'she
due
in
the
responsibilities and
said
grown up and accepts
pregnant,
near
Health
Father
time'
visitor expressed
was
on
remand.
next
will not make as many mistakes
concernsshould he go into the family home.
Orange book assessmentwas not complete. Father was willing to see psychiatrist who
specialisedin alcohol counselling. It was statedthat there was a need to focus on them as a
couple and on their expectationsof eachother. Mother had accessto CI at her own home (C I
was in foster home). With regard to the unborn baby there had been missed appointmentsat
hospital and the midwife was concernedthat mother had not put on much weight and looked
pale and tired. She did not always take iron tablets and did not eat well.
This would be the mother's first experienceof a new baby on her own and she would need
help and guidance. The level of support at home for the mother was discussed and/or the
possibility of them going into mother and baby home. The report stated 'A child protection plan
birth
be
before
be
the
consideration
must
and
must also
given as to whether there
enforced
should be any proceedings in relation to the new baby. Thefeeling at this moment is that that
will not be necessary...but if mother should withdraw her co-operation then it will have to be
considered'. Given that information the following two matrices were developed, figure twenty
four concerning CI who is currently in foster care; and figure twenty five concerning the
unborn child.
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Losses
Failureto thrive(P)
Weight(P)
Accident
(P)
injury(P)
Physical
Motherchildseparation
(A)

Gains
(A)
MotherchildTelationship

HOME

Weightgain(A)
(A)
Development

CARE
foster

Safety
(A)

home

Doesseemother
(A)
Figure 24: matrix from casereview (meeting four) regarding C1 who was in foster care.

Gains

Losses
Physicalabuse(P)

Motherchild relationship(A)

HOME

Failureto thrive (P)
Development(P)
Motherchild separation(A)

Safety(A)

II

CARE
I

-j

Figure 25: matrix from casereview (meeting four) regarding unborn child

Recommendations
1)
2)
3)
4)

C1 to remainon register.
Registernew babyat birth.
ConveneanACAC meeting.
Reviewin July.

Commentary
A decision had obviously beentaken at some stagebetweenthesemeetingsto accommodateCI
with foster parents. The certain loss of the mother/child relationship had therefore been
acceptedand the choice was framed in terms of gains where the safety and developmentof the
child were paramount considerations.A decision had been taken in order to ensure the certain
gain (safety) for CI over a choice of a greateruncertain gain (mother/child relationship).
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The decision with regard to the unborn child however would appear to be framed in losses,
again, despite acknowledging that action might need to be taken in the future there is a clear
intention to avoid the loss of mother/child relationship. There were a number of possible losses
already for the unborn child. Resources were anticipated to be needed if the mother was to
return with the new-bom child.

Meeting rive, two months later
Case review
Attendance:

Chair-ACPO, teamleader,health visitor, case holding social worker, mother,
mother and baby children home representative

Background information available to this meeting: Nfinutesof the ACAC meeting were missing
but details were taken from the review document.
Decision of ACAC was that C I's rehabilitation should take place in a structured setting. Mother
went to mother and baby home with both children but the placementpresentedproblems and
there was a degreeof confrontation. There was concern about mothers handling of CI and she
had difficulty accepting help with Cl. Mother could be caring and loving but there were
concernsabout C I's emotional well being, at times she appearedanxious and frightened. She
was removed from the mother and baby home in very traumatic circumstances.This followed a
day of shouting at the child, a nasty fight, (no details of with whom) with police called. CI
was now subject to a ftill care order and had beenplaced with the same foster carers as before.
She had settled in well, no problems regarding sleeping although there were initial feeding
problems becauseshe tended to gulp food. Mother and CI have contact for 2 hours once a
week. Health visitor reported that CI lost weight in mother and baby home. In foster care she
had gained weight. Baby boy (C2) had been born and an interim care order obtained. C2 was
placed with mother and CI and baby home. Mother and baby home reported that mother
verbally abusedCI who was very confused.Mother did not acceptthat her treatmentof CI had
been poor. Mother said that Cl was not disturbed, she might have been rough but CI was
always happy. C2 (10 days old) was a fairly easy placid baby, mother's care of him so far had
been good although she took him into her bed. Mother was currently settled in mother and
baby home for the next twelve weeks. Given that information the following matrices were
developed,figure twenty six concernsC I; figure twenty sevenconcernsC2.
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Gains

Losses

Mother child relationship (A)

Weight loss (A)

HOME

Emotional trauma (A)
Feeding problems (P)
Consistency of care (P)
Verbal abuse(A)
Mother child separation(A)

Weight gain (A)

CARE
foster
home

Safety (A)

Figure 26: matrix from casereview (meeting five) regarding CI who was in foster care

Losses
Consistencyof care(P)

Motherchild separation(A)

Gains
Motherchild relationship(A)

HOME
I

Safety(A)
CARE
Consistencyof care(A)

Figure 27: matrix from casereview (meeting five) regarding 10 day old baby

Assessment of risk
In view of full care order, deregistrationwas consideredbut supervision of mother and CI at
mother and baby home could not be guaranteed.C2's legal statuswas less secure.

Recommendations
1)
2)

Cl, C2 to remainon register(motherobjectingto this with regardto C2).
MotherandC2 to remainin motherandbabyhomefor twelveweeksfor
assessment.

3)

Core group meetings to be held.

4)

Planning meeting to be held in six weeks in respectof C I.
Review in three months.

5)
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Commentary
The ultimate decision with regardto CI seemsto have beentaken in the domain of gains where
the loss of mother/child relationship is acceptedand the safety and developmentof the child in
foster care are actual gains. However at the ACAC meeting plans were obviously made for the
is
domain
losses.
There
in
be
the
this
to
of
the
to
the
would appear
mother, and
return of
child
is
increase
Cl
losses
has
that
there
to
a
and
the
actual
that
access
evidence
mother
when
in
framed
C2
The
decision
feeding.
to
loss
in
to
seems
remain
with respect
terms of
possible
the domain of losses.C2 is to keep the mother child/relationship, yet all the possible lossesstill
exist.
Details of the planning meetingwere not available
Case review

This review wasnot held.
Meeting six, six months later
Case review
Attendance: Chair-ACPO, health visitor
Background information available at this meeting: No representativesfrom the community team
were present at this meeting, there were no written reports presented therefore no decision
could be made. Heath visitor reported that mother had been threateningother residents in the
home and therefore the home had requested that mother and C2 should leave as soon as
possible. A planning meeting was held seven days prior to this review at which arrangements
were made for mother and C2 to return home. A further meeting was to be held shortly prior to
C2.
following
information
hearing.
Given
developed
the
to
that
court
matrix was
a
with regard

Gains

Losses
Consistencyof care(P)

Motherchild separation(A)

Motherchild relationship(A)

HOME

Consistencyof care(A)
Safety(A)

CARE

Figure 28: matrix from casereview (meeting six) regarding C2
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Decision
1)

Review in two months

Commentary
This matrix representswhat might be expectedto representthe losses and gains to C2. It was
not possibleto createa matrix from the documentsince the information from the social workers
decisions
being
It
discussed
that
the
made outside of the case
seems
were
was not
meeting.
at
conference, and there was no documentary evidence of them. It is noticeable that the social
worker for the case was absent from the meeting and did not provide written reports. Given
the mother's behaviour in the home, it would appearthat the situation for C2 is becoming more
risky.

Meeting seven, two months later
Case review
Attendance: Chair-ACPO, teamleader,caseholding social worker, health visitor.
Background information available at this meeting: Mother and C2 left the mother and baby
home. Whilst there mother did well with C2 and showed that she was capable of parenting
him. A lot of work was done to get mother's home ready, i. e. decorating, carpeting, providing
furniture, teaching mother cooking, helping budgeting and practical advice. The document
stated 'Mother is broadening her experienceof parenting and at the moment is doing well.
Becauseof this contact with C1 has increased' Father was in custody and was due to be
releasedin the near future. He was to be seenby a forensic psychiatrist re anger management
and control and was to be assessedin terms of the risk he posed to mother and children.
Mother, CI and C2 visited him on a monthly basis. Health visitor had assessedC2 who was
developmentallyfine. Mother was co-operative and the health visitor reported no worries. CI
with foster carers again and had settled well. Given this infon-nation the following matrix was
developed for C2.
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Gains

Losses
Physicalabuse(P)
Consistencyof care(P)

Motherchild relationship(A)

HOME

Development
(A)
for mother(A)
Resources
Accessto CI (A)

Motherchild separation(A)

Safety(A)

CARE
Consistency
(A)
of
care
I

Figure 29: matrix from casereview (meeting seven)
Assessment of risk
There had been a lot of changessince the last review and more changeswere due to take place.
If things went well contact between C1 and parents will increase and at some stage become

unsupervised.
Decision
1)

Children's namesto remain on register.

2)

Reviewin six months.

Child protection plan
1)
Core group to continue to meet and closely monitor.
2)
3)

Mother has agreedto be referred to psychologist for temper control.
Father to continue to receive appropriatesupport in custody for his release.

Commentary
The decision remained one where the loss of the mother/child relationship is avoided. However
there is some evidence here that there are gains for the child in this decision. There is a great
deal of support being inputted to ensure this continues, and no evidence that were it to be
removed the mother would continue to cope. The possible losses remain on the matrix due to
the fact that the father would soon be releasedfrom custody, hencethere are possible losses
from him and possible lossesfrom the mother in that she may revert to her previous behaviour.
There are clear gains for the mother in this situation, both financially and in terms of
psychological support.
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Meeting eight, seven months later
Case review
Attendance: Chair-ACPO, teamleader,caseholding social worker, health visitor
Background information available to this meeting: Mother had completed her anger
managementwork. She had expresseddifficulties in coping with C2's behaviour, especially
his headbanging. Health visitor was concerned that mother does not keep appointments
including those to monitor C2's asthma. Mother has had increasedcontact with CI which she
found difficult to manage,now hascontact twice weekly contact at social services. Father was
due to be releasedfrom custody the next week. Mother statedthat she intended to continue the
relationship. He had been involved in groupwork in prison concerning alcohol and solvent
abuseand anger management.Forensic psychologist assessedhim as a risk to both mother and
children and it was felt that the mother could also be verbally aggressive when angry and
could provoke the father to aggression. Father was to be accommodatedby probation when
released and the mother was to ensurethat any contact with children was supervised. CI was
progressing well in foster home. Adoption was recommendedwhich was contested by both
father and mother. C2 to be placed with his day carer overnight on the day his father is released
to give mother and father time to be together that night. Both children to remain on register.
Review in December.Given this information the following matrix was developed in relation to
C2:

Losses

Gains

Headbanging(A)

Mother child relationship (A)

Asthma (A)

Access to CI (A)

HOME

Physical abuse(P)
Mother child separation(A)

Safety (A)

CARE
Consistencyof care (A)

Figure 30: matrix from casereview (meeting eight)
Child protection plan
1)
Core group to meet 4 weekly.
2)

Father to be offered accommodationby probation.
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3)

5)

Work to continue with mother.
Social worker to carry out full assessmenton ability of father and mother to live
together. This will include assessinghow father and C2 relate to each other.
Should the relationship continue to be violent this would have implications on

6)

plans for C2.
CI registration to be reviewed in December.

4)

Commentary
The decision remained framed in terms of trying to avoid the loss of the mother/child
relationship and resourcescontinue to be committed to ensure the success of that plan. The
number of actual lossesfor C2 have increased,and the possible losses as a result of the return
of the father appearto be becoming more probable.The responsibility of supervision of access
to C2 with the father is placed with the mother.

Meeting nine, three months later
Case review
Attendance:

Chair-ACPO, teamleader,case holding social worker, emergency duty social

worker, health visitor
Background information available to this meeting: Day care was arranged for C2 when it
becameapparentthat the father was staying at mother's houseand having unsupervised contact
with the child. There had beenevidenceof contact betweenfather and mother in mothers home.
When the emergencyduty social worker 'saw someoneslipping away across the back garden
this provided sufficient concernfor C2 to be removed the next day'. A planning meeting was
held, details of which were not available, but a review note statesthat 'it was decided that the

parentsshouldbe giventhebenefitof thedoubtand the childrenwere retumedto the mother'.
A privatedetectivewasemployedto monitorthe situationandprovidedevidencethat the father
definitelyhadunsupervised
contact.
C2 was removed for a second time within a few weeks and placed with foster parents. Social
services were to seek an adoptive placement for him. C2 was well looked after by foster
parents.He had contact with his mother twice a week and once a week with C 1. Opportunities
were made for father to see the children separatelyfrom mother but he had not co-operated,
often not turning up. Mother and C2 had a good relationship, there was a very strong bond
between them, but she had displayed an inability to protect him, placed her needs above the
child's, and had disregardedthe concernsof the related professionals.
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Mother and father said they did not see each other regularly which was not true. Father
Father
did
the
saw adoption of
agreed.
as
attend
all
meetings
not
resentedsocial services and
CI as a good thing. He presumed that he and mother would be able to see her whenever they
foster
fine
development
Cl's
while
protected
with
the
was
wanted with
adoptive parents.
parentsand they were applying for adoption. The relationship betweenthe prospectiveadoptive
Given
information
friends.
be
the
that
to
that
the
seemed
of
semiparentsand
natural parents
following matrix was developed:

Gains

Losses
Physical abuse(P)
Failure of mother to protect (A)
Mother child separation(A)

Mother child relationship (A)

HOME

Access to CI (A)
Safety (A)

CARE
Supervisedaccessto parents(A)

Figure 3 1: matrix from casereview (meeting nine)
Decision
1)
2)

CI name to be removed from the register.
C2 placed with foster parents,well looked after, has some contact with natural

3)
4)
5)

parents.
To be reviewedeverymonth.
No openaccess.
C2 to be removedfrom the register.

Commentary
The decisions seem to have been taken in the domain of gains, where the gain of safety and
developmentfor C2 are paramount. The loss of the mother/child and father/child relationship
hasbeenacceptedgiven evidence of unsupervised accessby the father and the inability of the
mother to protect C2 or put his needsbefore her own. The decision to remove C2 from the
register may indicate that the professionals would consider adoption proceedings with him in
the future.
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Overall commentary case nine
This casefluctuated betweenlossesand gains. The decisionsseemedto be taken in the domain
loss
the
of mother/children relationships was realised yet even
of
acceptance
of gains when
into
indications
the
the
to
in
C
I,
that
child
rehabilitate
there
then, the caseof
plans were
were
family. The possible and actual losses for both children in this case increased as time
in
family,
they
some
the
when
were
they
and
gains
were
actualised
progressedwhen
were with
form of care. Significant resourceswere allocatedto this case. Evidence of the importanceof
the mother/child relationship to the SW was explicit at the ninth meeting when, despite
evidence that the father had been assessedas posing a risk to the mother and children, the
family were "given the benefit of the doubt". Given the length of time this casespannedand the
be
it
if
be
that
indications
the
all
may
that
the
at
possible
mother
children should with
constant
have
been
factor
influencing
decisions
the professionals' negative perceptionsof
the
may
one
the impact of permanentlyplacing the children in care. This is not stated in the documentsand
indeed there is evidencethat the children experiencegains whilst not with their mother.

Group polarisation

and groupthink

Group polarisation

As in chaptersix it was difficult to find direct evidencein the documentsin relationto the
conceptof grouppolarisation.Howeverit is notablethat whereACAC meetingsoccurredthey
by
driven
decisions
it
be
by
that
were
were attendedonly
child protectionworkers and could
the caseholding socialworker. The individualcaseholding social worker, who would have
hadfirst handinformationin relationto thecase,mayhaveframedthe decisiondirectionof the
ACAC as a group, who then, accordingto a similar belief systemspolarisedaround that
direction.In thesetwo casesthe initial decisionswere in the directionof risk and had been
framedin the domainof losses.The following conferencesor reviews did not changethe
for action.That the ACAC's herewere driven by the needto avoid the loss
recommendations
of the mother/childrenrelationshipwhereverpossiblewas clearly statedin casethreeat the
secondgroup meeting.It is interestingto considerthe power of the ACAC in termsof its
influence on the decision direction of case conferencesand reviews. As suggestedthe
first
in
decisions
four
the
the
conferencesor reviews on no occasionreversed
and case
after
caseconferenceit was written into the plans that an ACAC shouldbe held when the situation
becameclearer.This doesseemto be an indicationfor the interpretationthat in practicethe
ACAC makethe decisionsaboutwherethechildrenare to resideand then takethosedecisions
for ratificationat conference.
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Groupthink
Attendance at group meetings over the cases was variable, -in some cases it was mainly
health
families,
in
it
included
the
from
of
members
representatives
social services, and others
did
however
Membership
the
not seem to alter within
teachers.
of
groups
visitors, police and
due
from
barred
little
that
attendance
there
participants were effectively
casesso
was
evidence
to time pressuresor due to the influence of groupthink. In only one case was dissent registered
by a teacher, case three, and whilst this was noted in the minutes of the conference it was
discounted. It is interesting in this case that the initial source of abuse was no longer present
in
fact
dissenting
headteacher's
dissent,
family
the
teacher
the
time
was
the
the
and
of
within
at
with the decision to deregisterthe children on the grounds of the ability of the mother to care
for them. As stated in the commentary on that case this factor seems to have been entirely
disregarded. This could be evidence of closed minds on the part of the group. There was
information
individual
in
five
to
that
the
selective
social
worker
was
presenting
evidence case
the group in that she refusedto divulge information relating to the child.
Summary

of analysis of ongoing cases

In terms of decision frames the interpretation of the documents presented in relation to two
cases,and further support from the analysis of the remaining six cases, does seem to suggest
that the dominant decision frame in casesis one of losses. Further that within the remit of the

ChildrenAct the individualsocialworkeris subjectto thecertaintyeffect makingdecisionsand
choicesthat avoid the loss of the mother/childrenrelationship.In severalinstancestherewas
direct evidencethat the social workers consideredthat children were best placedwith their
for
fact
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the
that the social workers were operatingwithin the
mother.
providessupport
remit of the ChildrenAct, but alsowithin their own belief systemsconcerningmother/children
documents
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and
an 'in group' anddo haveconsiderablepower in driving the decisionsof the conferences
at ACAC's and the fact that they are 'alternativeto care
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in
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to
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that
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a
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propose
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children removed
family. Interestinglyin the last caseCl was removedinto fostercareyet it was unclearwho
hadtakenthis decisionand it was not recordedwithin any group decisionmakingforum. C2
was also placedwithin foster care on severaloccasionsand whilst this was subsequently
in
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it
had
intervene
by
the
that
taken
the
to
recognised group meetings was not
group
that way. There is evidencethroughoutto suggestthat continuingand escalatingresources
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Chapter eight
Emergent issues from analYsis of the live cases
The previous chapter presented the analysis of the live cases and suggested that one
interpretation of the datawas that Whyte's model retainedutility in terms of understandingand
explaining the decisions that were made by individuals and groups. Chapters five and six
outlined a number of issues that emergedfrom the analysis of the Tyra Henry inquiry report.
These included issues concerning the nature of information the conferences received; who
appeared to be in 'control' of the case; and relationships between participants. The
interpretation of that report suggestedthat all of theseissuesinterrelate to form a consistentand
coherent story where all decisions and actions were undertaken in order to maintain the
mother/child relationship. This chapter aims to further consider themes that emergedfrom the
analysis of the live cases. First issues relating to the documentswill be outlined. Second the
pattern of decisions taken in the domains of losses and gains will be considered. Third the
nature of the focus of the cases will be illustrated. Fourth the issue of outcomes as cases
progress will be examined. The outcomes for all the members of the 'families' will be
considered at each stage in the decision making process. This will be illustrated by further
analysis of two casesusing a different method of data display. A second analysis may seem
unusual at this stageof the thesis,however, it reflects the developmentalnature of this piece of
decision making researchand the complexity of qualitative research which is ongoing in the
real world.

Documents - deficits and variability
Hallett (1995) suggests that the minutes of case conferencesare potentially key sources of
information in three areas. First in recording information agreed with regard to the child
protection plan. Second in the provision of a base of information for workers. Third in the
provision of information for individuals who had not been able to attend the conference. As
outlined previously there is existing evidence that outlines difficulties in the recording of
information and the implications within social work practice. This research indicates the
problems of accurately recording discussionsat meetings,the need for proficient minute takers,
the practical problems encountered due to lack of information, and the emphasis on the
inquisitorial nature of the conferenceas opposed to the creation of effective child protection
plans. For examples of these debatessee Thoburn, Lewis & Shemmings (1995); Gibbons,
Conroy & Bell (1995); Hallett (1995); Horwath & Calder, (1998); Bell, (1999). This analysis
of the live casesrevealed similar findings.
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As illustrated in chapter seven,and as was evident in the other cases,there was some indication
that the conferencesdid not always receive full information from somemembers.This occurred
either as they were absentand did not appearto submit reports, or, on occasionmembersstated
(1996)
Munro
information
the
suggeststhat
that
conference.
they
with
openly
could not share
difficulties also arise when information that conflicts with social worker's views is directly
ignored. These problems seemto be compounded as there is also an issue in relation to the
been
had
There
information
a
where
group
were occasions
at group meetings.
recording of
documents
indicate
This
but
the
that
the
there
may
meeting.
convened
was no record of
themselvescould not be made available for analysis. However given the co-operation by the
local authority it may indicate alternatively that minutes had not beentaken.
Where minutes were available there seemedto be some variation in their structure and level of
detail. In some instancesminuted documentsdid not conform to prescribed guidelines (Home
Office et al, 1991) in terms of the headings of assessmentof risk, formulation of care plan,
reassessmentof risk and evaluation of care plan. Information surrounding those areas was
often in the documentsbut the varied structuremade such information difficult to find.
The level of detail containedwithin the minutes also seemedto vary. The initial conferencesof
both teamsseemedto contain a high level of detail concerning the nature of the referral, family
background, assessmentof risk and the proposed child protection plan but this level of detail
reduced in some instancesas the cases progressed. One difference that was apparent in the
documents was that those from team A recorded more specific detail in relation to the
assessmentof risk to children, and those from team B recorded more specific detail in relation
to the child protection plan. There may be a number of reasons for this difference, each of
which provides a problem in terms of levels of information that are available from the
documents.The difference may be attributable to different styles in terms of the individual who
actually recordeddiscussionsand decisions.Alternatively it may be attributable to the emphasis
placed on the different aspectsof the conference'sdecision making remit. Several authors have
proposedthat the inquisitorial nature of the case conferencemeans that more time is spent on
investigating the referral and assessingthe risk and that little time is then left for the creation of
a care plan. This issue may relate to the wider problem of trying to meet the needs of the child
within the current child protection system(Parton, 1995; 1997; Bell, 1996). Farmer and Owen
(1993) suggested that as little as nine minutes of a conference was actually devoted to the
creation of a care plan. It is difficult here to consider which of these reasons may be
representativeof the conference's discussions and decisions as it was not clear from the
documentswho took the minutes, nor how long eachitem of the agendaslasted. Indeed it may
be the casethat the reasonscannot be seenin isolation and the difficulties may be attributableto
a combination of many factors. What does seem to be evident however is that there remains a
problem in the area of recording of information.
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This may have implications for the continuity and progression of a case should the
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recording of information the actual presentationof the conferenceminutes and reviews as they
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be
the
most
appropriate
way
which a group of professionals or an
currently exist may not
individual working as a key practitioner can effectively monitor their performance. This issue
will be developedftuther in the next chapter.

Identifiable patterns of lossesand gains.
In three of the eight casesanalysedall the decisions were taken in the domain of losses, cases
five, six and seven. In four of the cases the decision frame fluctuated between losses and
gains, casesone, four, eight and nine. In the remaining case, case three, the first conference
decision frame could not be ascertained,the minutes recorded that the alleged source of abuse
was no longer in the home, but the team remainedconcerned about information relating to past
frames
is
losses
The
taken
to
according
of
or
gains
represented
events.
pattern of conferences
in the table below. Casenine is outlined in detail in chapter sevenand is representedtwice here
as the conferenceminutes dealt with each child separately and the decision frame was often
different for the two children.
Table 5: The pattern of conferencestaken in the domain of lossesor gains
Case number

Number of

Number in

Number in

conferences

domain of
losses

domain of

Frame of the
first
conference
Losses

1

5

3

gains
2

3

5

4

0

Neither

4

4

1

2

Gains

5

3

3

0

Losses

6

4

4

0

Losses

7

4

4

0

Losses

8

5

2

3

Gains

9CI

8

2

3

Losses

9C2

8

4

1

Losses

The numbersidentifiedaseitherlossesor gainsin the matrix do not constitutethe total number
over all the conferencesin every instance.In case four the decision frame at the second
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The total number of case conferencesin respect of the eight cases was 38. The total number
taken in the decision frame of losseswas 27 (six of which came from case nine), and the total
from
frame
in
11
(four
decision
taken
the
came
case nine).
of gains was
of which
number
Despite the slight inflation in figures due to the consideration of two children in case nine they
seem to suggest that in the majority of instances(7 1%) the case conferencetook decisions in
the domain of losses. As in the Tyra Henry analysis, it seemsthat the conferencesmay have
been subject to the certainty effect, opted to avoid the certain loss of the mother/child
relationship should the child/ren be removed into care, and therefore undertook courses of
action that involved risks for the child/ren.
A further indication of the aim to keep children with their mothers wherever possible may be
indicated by the decision frame at the first caseconference.In terms of this first conferenceone
decision frame was ambiguous.In casethree the alleged abuserwas no longer in the home yet
there remained concerns about the child relating to past information. In five cases, one, five,
six, seven and nine, the decision frame was losses. In all of these casesthe alleged source of
abusestill presenteda risk to the children should they remain at home. In two cases, four and
eight, the decision frame was gains. In both of these instances the children were already in
accommodationwhile their mothers were in hospital.
Casesone, four, eight and nine fluctuated between losses and gains as the casesprogressed.
Looking at the circumstancesunder which the conferencesreversed a previous decision that
had been taken in the domain of losses to one taken in the domain of gains revealed an
interesting pattern. In case one this occurred on two occasions. Both concerned the alleged
abuser leaving the household voluntarily. In this case it was the mother and by the final
conference the members appeared to have accepted the certain loss of the mother/child
relationship. In casefour the changein decision frame from lossesto gains occurred on at least
one occasion,this involved the voluntary decision by the alleged abuserto leave the home. The
first conferencehere was taken in the domain of gains, yet again the abuser was resident in the
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home at that time. Case eight involved allegationsof abusefrom both the cohabiteeand
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the motherwasin hospitaland the loss of the mother/childrenrelationshiphad beenaccepted.
Theredoesappearto be someevidenceto suggestthat when decisionframeschangeto gains
having
longer
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decision
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caution
and
home
had
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In
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the
these
to
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access
children. eachof
it seemsunlikely that thesecircumstances
were a direct result of social work decisionsand
child protectionintervention.
As illustrated previously case nine was a complex case yet this does seem to provide an
exception to the above pattern. This case involved concerns about the father of the children
who was a schedule one offender, and was on remand or in custody after the first case
conference.He was due to be releasedtowards the end of the case. There were also concerns

aboutthe mother'sbehaviourandparentingskills. The initial conferenceconcernedCI only,
but asthe casecontinuedthemotherbecamepregnantanda secondchild, C2, also becamethe
concernof child protectionservices.CI was placedin foster careby the third caseconference
and after some attemptsat returninghim to the motherhe was finally placedin foster care
throughoutthe rest of the case.The motherdisplayeddifficulties in parentingC2 and C2
displayedbehaviourproblems.The child wasremovedinto fostercareon two occasionswithin
a few weeksbut remainedin contactwith the mother.By the last conferencethe information
theyhadsuggested
that the fatherhad unsupervisedaccessto C2, the fatherand motherwere
non compliantwith socialservicesand the motherdisplayedan inability to protectthe child.
The minutesstated'she (mother)hasdisplayedan inability to protect him (U), to place his
needsbeforeher own, and hasdisregardedthe concernsof the relatedprofessionals'.In this
caseit seemsthat the caseconferencerecognisedthe risks to CI and acceptedthe loss of the
mother/childrelationshiprelativelyearly on. They operatedthereforein the domainof gains
andoptedfor the certainsafetyof the child from the allegedabuser.Whilst this indicatesa level
of cautionwith regardto risksto CI (dueto the mother'sparentingbehaviour)it is notablethat
severalattemptsinvolving considerableresourceswere allocatedto try to return CI to the
motherduring which time the child accruedlosses in weight, seemedconfusedand was
verbally abusedby the mother. Similarly they recognisedthe risks to C2 and ultimately
acceptedthe loss of the mother/childrelationship.At the final conferencethe decisionwas in
the domainof gainswherebythe safetyof the child wasconsideredparamount.
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'Control'

of the case

The level of additional detail present in the inquiry into the death of Tyra Henry meant that it
was possible to analyse the 'control' of the case by looking at decisions made by the
conferencesin relation to the needs of the family. It was apparenthere that the control of the
case passed from the key social worker and case conferenceto the mother and potentially by
implication to Andrew Neil (the potential abuser). There were a number of factors in that case
that indicated issues of control. These included the focus of decisions concerning different
family members needs and the level of compliance with social services. In the former as the
case progressed the needs of the mother becameparamount and by the last conference the
needs of the child were almost completely overlooked. In the latter the mother consistently
showed non compliance and there was evidence throughout that the mother deceived social
servicesintentionally.
It is more difficult with the ongoing casesto analysethe documentsin this way as there is less
information available, for instancecaseholding social worker reports were not always attached
to the documents.However casesof non compliance can be identified, examples of which are
provided in the table overleaf-
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Table 6: Examplesof non complianceby families with social services
Case number and

Evidence of non compliance

number of meeting
5.1

Cohabitee kept self referred psychologist appointments but was
unwilling to enter therapeuticrelationship.

5.2

Mother and cohabitee unwilling to co-operate with social services.
Mother thought to be lying about continuedrelationship with cohab.

5.3

Therapeuticwork unsuccessful.Mother minimises cohabs behaviour.
Mother angry with social servicesand withdrawsall co-operation.

6.1

Inconsistenciesin parentsreasonsfor physical injuries and facts.

7.1

Mother's co-operation questionable. She denies relationship with
has
is
he
but
is
him
there
that
that
evidence
cohab
she seeing
and
accessto the children.

7.2

Mother not given cohab'snew addressto social services.

7.3

Mother and cohabrefuseto sign a contract drawn up after conference
7.2. Cohabnot undergonerisk assessment.
Mother and cohab disagree
with the decisionto registerC2.

8.2

Mother's inability to co-operatewith programmesof work.

9.2

Mother's behaviourwith SW dependson her mood.

9.8

Fatherresentssocial servicesand doesnot attendmeetings.Mother and
father lie about relationship. Father does have unsupervisedaccessto
children

Given the nature of child protection practice and the circumstanceswhich lead to social work
involvement in family life it is perhapsunrealistic to expect that all families and participants will
willingly co-operatewith social services and engagewith decisions and proposed courses of
action. There is evidence for example concerning the difficulties encountered with parental
involvement in case conferences. (Birchall with Hallett, 1995; Bell, 1996) There are many
instancesin the minutes of the live casesthat indicate where families do co-operate but there
in
is
The
degree
instances
did
the
they
of
non
compliance
often
were
where
not.
stated
documents as, revealed in table six, for example parental disagreementwith the decision to
place a child's name on the protection register; failure to undergo risk assessment;co-operation
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is dependentupon mood. However the importanceof the non co-operationor compliancedoes
It may be appropriateto considerexplicitly the natureand degreeof
not appearto be addressedL
non compliancewhen reassessingthe risks to children at casereviews.
In casesix, for example, the non compliancewas a matter of inconsistenciesin the parents'
reports concerningphysical injury to a child at the first conference.The initial alleged sexual
abusewas committed by a son from a previous marriagewho subsequentlyleft the area.Tbc
child protectionconcernbecameone of parentingabilities. As the case progressedwhilst the
parents did not always agree with social services they did attend angcr managementand
discipline classes. In this case the non compliancewas minimal in relation to their overall
behaviourand there was evidencethat they were attemptingto deal with their difficulties in
disciplining the children in an appropriatemanner.
However in casefive the non compliancewas of a very different natureand degree.At the first
conferencethe allegedsexualabuserwas a cohabiteewho self referred to adult psychological
services.Despitethis he showedno willingness to engagein therapeuticwork. By the second
conferencethe mother and cohabiteewere displaying unwillingness to co-operatewith social
servicesand they were thought to be lying about their relationship. They claimed that the
cohabiteehad left the family and did not have unsupervisedaccessto the childL That was
thought to be untrue. By the third conferencethe mother had withdrawn all co-operationand
minimised the cohabitee'sbehaviour.In fact shesaw him asa victim. He stW had not engaged
in any therapeuticwork and was thoughtnot to live in the family home. It was thought that he
still had contact with the mother and the child. The situation of unsupervisedaccesswas
ambiguous,social serviceswere unsureaboutwhetheror not he had accessto the child alone.
lbe child's behaviourhad resultedin a threatof expulsion from school. In this case the non
compliant behaviourby the cohabiteewas directly relatedto the risk to the child, i. e. that the
cohabiteewould not engagein therapeuticwork. The non co-operationof the cohabiteeand the
mother placedthe child in a situation where it was likely that he had increasedamountsof
unsupervisedaccessto the child.

Refocussingof the case
In the caseof Tyra Henry it becameclear through analysisthat the focus of the case shifted
from the needsof the child to the needsof the family andultimately to the needsof the mother.
'Me initial paramountneedof the child wasprotectionfrom abuseby Andrew Neil yet, as has
beendemonstrateddespitethe fact that this needremained,astime elapsedit becamesubsumed
under the needs of the family and mother in terms of housing etc. In this instance the
for the welfare of the child. Again becauseof a lack
refocussinghad disastrousconsequences
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of multiple sourcesof detailedinformation with ongoing materialit is difficult to analysethe
casesin the same way. However there is explicit evidencein case four that the case was
immediately rcfocussed.
Within casefour the initial referralconcernedal-legationsof abuseby a cohabitee.Whilst it was
possiblethat he may havehadaccessto the family it was consideredunlikely and on return to
the local authority the children were in sole charge of their mother and were displaying
educationaland behaviouralproblems. These actual losses for the children were attributed
directly and explicitly in the documentsto poor parenting by the mother. This was not the
original sourceof concern.By the next conferencethe children were showing some gains and
the mother said shewould not haveanotherrelationshipwhilst the children were at school.
What is different from the refocussingin the Tyra Henry analysisin this caseis that the needs
of the children remain paramount.The actualnatureof those needsmay have changedfrom
protection from the cohabiteeto adequateparenting from the mother but they have not been
subsumedby needsof other membersof the family. Any refocussingof a casethen may not
necessarilybe to the detrimentof the child's welfare. As with casefour it could be that the
initial source of abuse disappears but the referral itself allows identification of other
'Me importantpoint is to keepthe needsof the child as
circumstanceswhich can be addressed.
the central focus.Again this will be further developedin the final chapter.

Outcomes in the ongoing cases Who gains and who loses?
Gibbons et al (1995) investigatedoutcomesfor children in child protection cases in eight
different authorities. They considereda number of factors including input of services and
resourcesto supportfamilies, whetheror not children were removedfrom the child protection
register.the extentof repeatedsuspectedmaltreatmentandthe separationof children from their
own parents.In the caseof the latter two factors the outcomeswere listed six months after the
initial case conference.Analysis of the live case using the matrix, as presentedin chapter
seven,suggeststhat suchoutcomescan be identified clearly throughoutcases.Outcomeswere
enteredonto the matrix in termsof lossesor gainson previousstates.
During the process of coding the documents in terms of potential and actual losses and gains it
became apparent that all members of the family or significant others to the child could be placed
on the matrix. In every case losses and gains could be identified for all parties. When actually
doing the analysis patterns of the nature of the losses and gains and for whom these accrued
seemed to emerge. For example it seemed that in the main losses for the children were
concerned with their physical and emotional well being and mother/child relationship; losses
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for the mother were concernedwith mother/childrelationship, partner relationshipor physical
circumstancesof living i. e. housing situations; and losses for the alleged abuser were
concernedwith no longer having accessto the children, loss of relationshipswith the partner
family
Gains
for
issue
the
the
to
within
the
etc.
of remaining
children seemed revolve around
and occasional-lyeducationalgains; gains for the mother included keeping the children, the
input of resourcesto managei. e. rehousing, nursery provision, parenting classesetc.; and
gains for the aflegedabuserincludedcontinuedaccessto the children and partner, increased
resources.Whilst it is the outcomesfor the children that are of paramountimportancein a child
protectioncaseit may be useful to considerthe outcomesfor all family members.
In order to investigate these patterns in more depth a further analysis was undertaken using two
of the ongoing cases, cases five and eight. These cases were chosen for two reasons, first as in
chapter seven to rcflect one case from team A and one from team B. Second they were both
available in their entirety at one visit to the authority when it had been decided to undertake a
second analysis. In case five all the decisions were made in the domain of losses, in case eight
the decision frame fluctuated between losses and gains. In each case a second type of matrix
was developed and was coded for each participant in the case. The columns represent the
losses and gains for individuals, and information that is relevant to each column is listed as it
occurred in the document. The fifth column, other, was included as it became apparent that
some information could not be interpreted as losses or gains. The information is prescnted in
the matrix in such a way that the order of information in the documents is represented4so that
information appears from top down. Each case is presented and discussed below.

Case 5
Background to the case.
Family composition: Mother, girl I lyrs (0), cohabitee
Casefive involved one femalechild agedten at the time of the first conference.nere were two
older daughterswho no longer residedin the home.Mother hada cohabiteewho worked away
frequently. This case had already been discussedtwice by the child protection conference
system.All threegirls hadbeenregisteredpreviouslyfor threemonthsfollowing allegationsby
the eldest girls that the cohabiteehad asked to see and touch their breasts. He left the
household.Later that sameyear the cohabiteeagain frequentlyvisited and stayedovernight at
the house.The conferenceat that time did not registerthe child. The mother was considered
able to protect her. C3 remainedat home. Cohabiteemadea self referral to adult psychology
service.Miat assessmentconcludedthat becausethe cohabiteewas unwilling to enter into a
therapeuticrelationshipthereremaineda risk of him reoffending.
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Table seven,pgs 203a,b, c representsthe lossesand gains for the femalechild over the span
of three group meetings.
What is visually apparentfrom this table is the large number of potential and actuallossesfor
the child, and the few gains.Most of the information on this matrix occursin the left handside,
that of potential and actual losses. One actual gain throughout is that the mother/child
based
is
Of
is
broken.
on
one
not
the three other possible gains only
relationship not
information presentedby the motherconcerningaccessto the child by the cohabitee(which she
seemsto fluctuate on anyway) or the child's relationshipwith the cohabitee.As time elapses
potentiallossesfor the child continueto exist and accumulateand by the last conferenceactual
losses in terms of behaviour problems are so acute that the child is being consideredfor
exclusion from school.
Table eight, pgs 203d4c, representsthe lossesand gains for the cohabiteeand allegedabuserin
this case.Almost all the information here is coded to the right hand side, that of potentialand
actualgains.Many of the gainsfor the cohabiteearc actualin that he has refusedconsistently
to takepart in therapeuticwork, he maintainsa relationshipwith the mother who seeshim as a
victim and he hascontinuedaccess,supervisedand unsupervised,to the child.
Table nine, pgs 203f, g. representsthe lossesand gains for the mother in this case.Again for
the mother most of the information is codedwithin the right hand of the table, that of gains.
althoughby the last conferencethere are some possible and actuallossesfor the mother. The
gains are concernedwith the mother's continued non co-operationwith social servicesand
relationshipwith the cohabiteeand her daughter.There areresourcesbeing inputted to the case
with which the mother and cohabiteerefuse to participate.The lossesfor the mother concern
her angerat the child's nameremainingon the register, the continued involvementof social
workers and requestsfrom schoolfor her to visit membersof staff.
In this casethe tablesfor the child andthe allegedabusercan be seento be almost diametrically
opposed. As the child accruespotential and actual losses the abuser accruespotential but
mostly actualgains.The mother'smatrix appearsto fall someway in the middle of those. The
issueof non complianceis highlighted within thesetables as it becomesclear that this non
complianceis connectedto gainsfor the abuserand lossesfor the child.
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Case 8
Family composition: mother, cohabitec, girl 6 yrs (Cl), girl 4 yrs (C2) 3 older children in
care.
Caseeight involved a number of children as the caseprogressed.At the initial conferencethe
decisionswere concernedwith accommodatingthe elder two children as the mother was about
to enterhospital to havea third chfldLSocial serviceswere alreadyinvolved with the family on
a voluntary basis becauseof concernsregardingphysical and emotionalabuse.The mother's
sisterand boyfriend were not consideredsuitableto care for the children. Both children were
attendinga pre 5 unit, transportedby the community tearn.
Table ten, pgs 204a, b, c, drepresentsthe lossesand gains for the children in this case.What
is visuafly apparentfrom this table is that the children experiencea mixture of potential and
actuallossesand gainsas the caseprogresses.Considerableresourcesare allocatedto the case.
Many of the potentialandactualgainsfor the children relateto the improvementin the mothers
lifestyle and notablythe earlieractualgainsaH occurredfor the children when they were being
caredfor by someoneother than the mother.It is interestingat the last review that althoughthe
socialworker hasno major concernsaboutthe day to day well being of the children, no actual
gains are listed in the documentbut there remain potential and actual losses. This does not
necessarilymeanthat gainsdo not exist, it may be that they arenot recorded.Again this may be
a problemwith the recordingof information.
Table eleven. pgs 204c. f, g. represents the losses and gains for the mother in this case. In
terms of outcomes for the mother, much of the information is on the right gains side. These
gains for the mother are often concerned with resources she is offered and uses. At the final
review the mother retains potential and actual losses notably the loss of her home yet the
document suggeststhat the mother is more settled and composed. Comparing the last review
for the children and the mother seems to reveal an anomaly. Namely, the mother is subject to
harassmentand has lost her home, CI displays poor behaviour, the children are not attending
school but there are no major concerns about the day to day well being of the children.

Table twelve, pgs 204h representsthe gainsand lossesfor the cohabitee(B) in this case.The
informationwith regardto cohabiteeB is scantashe wasnot really of concernto social
workers,howeverthereare somelossesin termsof violent incidentswith the mother,and
somegainsin termsof a relationshipwith the motherand the children.
It seems then that the outcomes for different members of the family in these cases can be
representedby using this second data display. It does seem that the initial feeling that gains and
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lossesinvolve different issues for different family membersis supportedto some extent. The
children appear to accrue more potential and actual losses relating to their physical and
emotionalwell being, their behaviour,their domesticcircumstancesand the level of accessthat
the alleged abuser has to them. Tbc alleged abuser appears to accrue gains in term of
resources,continuedaccesswith the children and ongoing relationships.Ile mothersappearto
accruea mixture of lossesand gains.The losseslargely concernrelationshipswith the children
or social servicesand the gains are largely concernedwith resourcesthat are allocatedto the
case.
Tbe analysisof the ongoing casesin outcomesin lossesor gains seemsto reveal a somewhat
depressingpicture for the children. In every instancethe children accruedlossesas the cases
progresscdLThe complexitiesof trying to meetthe welfare and needsof the child within the
currentchild protectionsystem are issuesthat wiH be addressedin the final chapter.
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Chapter nine
Bringing

together

a conceptual

decision making in child protection

understanding

of

practice.

This final chapterhas a numberof aims. Fast it will outline the central focus of the research,
previouswork into child protectiondecisionmaking will be summarisedhighlighting the ways
in which this piece of work differs. 'Me strengthsand weaknessesof previous researchwill be
considereddemonstratinghow a psychologicalunderstandingof the decisionmaking processes
of individuals and groups contributestoward and develops the existing knowledge in child
protection practice. Second the ways that this analysis of child protection documents
illuminates outcomesfor all participantsin child protection caseswin be discussed. Issues
concerningthe manner in which information is documented,monitored and evaluatedwill be
consideredalongsidea discussionsurroundingthe complexity of reflectivity in child protection
practice.Third the chapterwill draw upon the conceptsof decision framing, referencelevels
and the certainty effect outlining how this researchreveals unintendedconsequencesof the
Children Act 1989. It will be arguedhere that the Children Act 1989, and Working Together
0 99 1). the guidelinesthat were createdto put the Act into operation,by necessityplacechild
Protectionpractitionersin a decision making situation that locates them fundamentallyin a
domain of losses.Fourth the ways in which stagesof Whyte's integratedmodel can describe
and allow an understandingof the underlying processesin decision making and judgements
involving risk will be considered.This sectionwill include an evaluationof the importanceof
different stagesof the model. The emphasishere is upon how the certainty effect has been
shownto operatein child protectiondecisionmaking and uponthe way in which this drives the
decision processes of both individuals and groups. The possibility of the negative
consequencesof group polarisationandgroupthinkin caseconferencedecisionmakingproved
to be evidentin this currentresearchand the extentto which thesephenomenaare problematic
in child protection decision making will be evaluated.Finally the chapter will outline the
implicationsof the researchfor child protectiondecisionmaking. This will include the needto
recogniscexplicitly the multifacetednatureof'judgementsand decisionsand a considerationof
the impact of the work for the new Working Together to SafeguardChildren (DoH, 1999)
documentand the Framework for the Assessmentof Children in Need and their Families
(DoH. 2000).
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Locating this research mithin. current child protection literature.
This researchplacesdecisionprocessesas the centreof investigation.It draws upon conceptual
and theoreticalknowledge from the realms of individual and group decision making research
and usesWhyte's integratedmodel of decision making (1989,199 1) as a templateto assist in
the understandingand explanationof child protection decision making. In adopting such an
approachwell docurwnted psychologicalaspectsof individual and group decision making in
situations that involve risk have been applied to decision processesby individual child
protection practitioners and to decision processesby the interagencycase conferenceas a
group.
Chapterone outlined a numberof previousstudiesthat haveattemptedto describeand evaluate
child protectiondecision making and proceduressince the implementationof the Cbildren Act
1989, for examplesee Cleaver& Freeman(1995). Gibbons et al (1995), Wald & Wolverton
U 990). Corby (1996), Scott (1990,1998). Such studieshaveprovided valuableinformation in
relation to outcomesfor children within child protectioncasesand in relation to the difficulties
of risk assessmentand management.They have identified many factors associatedwith
decisionsin relation to referrals, for examplethe ways in which the natureof the referrer and
type of aflegedabuseinfluencesdecisionmaking. They have also identified factors in relation
to risk indicators, for exampleprevious child protectionhistories and factors associatedwith
parentallife style. There are two main issues in relation to the ways in which these studies
consider the assessmentand managementof risk and child protection decision making
processes.First within this child protectionliterature methodologicaland definitional problems
in relation to the concept of risk lead to an inconsistencyin findings and recommendations
(Parton ct al 1997). Second although decision making has been of interest, in much of the
work the emphasishasbeenon consideringthe outcomesof decisionmaking for children or on
identifying factors that influencespecific decisions.Very little work has beencarriedout that
attemptsexplicitly to apply psychologicalconceptsand models of decision making to child
protectiondecision processes.There are some notable exceptionsto this, for exampleScott
U 990.1998). Munro (1996,1999). and O'Sullivan (1999).
From this presentresearchit has becomeclear that there are four advantagesto adopting this
approachin the analysisof child protectiondecisionmaking.
1) The conceptof risk is defined in terms of decision processesthat are framed in terms of
actual or perceivedlosses or gains in situations. As such the totality of decision making
situations determinesjudgements in directions of risk or caution. Decision makers take
judgementsin the direction of risk in order to avoid perceivedcertainloss or in the directionof
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caution in order to keepcertaingain. In eachcasethere is always the possibility of higher loss
or higher gain. This doesnot imply any moral judgementupon decisionmakersbut does allow
a prediction of decision direction that is dependentupon the initial framing of the problem in
terms of the domainsof lossesor gains.
2) This meansthat the approachallows an understandingand explanationof decision processes
at a more theoretical and general level than previous work. It is not restricted to the
identification of risk indicatorsin specific cases.
3) It highlights the interrelationshipbetweendecisionmaking by individuals and groups.
4) It provides child protectionpractitionerswith a conceptualframework that allows them the
OPPO=7ýtYto reflect on a fundamentalrationalefor their decision making and to assessthe
utility of their work in rclation to the outcomesfor all participantsin child protectioncasesas
they are ongoing.

The consequencesof child protection decision making- outcomes
for participants.
Whilst the central focus for this researchis on decisionmaking processesit is clear that any
judgementsor decisions impactupon the lives of participantsin cases.One way in which that
impact may be elucidatedis an appreciationof the outcomesfor children, their mothersand any
other 'family' members.Chaptersfour, five, sevenand eight revealeda numberof issues in
relation to outcomesfor participantsin thesecases.

Outcomes in the Tyra Henry analysis.
In the case of Tyra Henry the eventual outcome for the child was that of death and whilst the
case was ongoing it was evident that Tyra's living conditions deteriorated consistently. Whilst
TyWs development and health were not in direct question decisions that allowed her to remain
with her mother, and thereby maintain her mothcr/child relationship, placed her in a situation
where her accommodation was poor or inadequate and in one which tensions and difficulties
between Tyra's mother and matcmal grandmother may have led to a level of emotional distress
for the child. In this case the outcomes for Tyra's mother and grandmother were most often
concerned with resources so that significant amounts of time and effort were put into securing
accommodation for the family, arranging and rearranging appointments with social services
and health visitors at the mother's convenience and, on at least one occasion, direct financial
assistancefor the matcmal grandmother. The outcome that became most significant for Tyra in
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terms of her mother and father was the level of increasedinvolvement they had as the case
progressedLThe documentsrevealedevidencethat they had resumedcontact with each other
and that the potential abuserhad increasingaccessto his child. The deterioratingconditions and
negativeoutcomesfor children throughoutcaseswherechildren havedied are well documented
in other inquiry reports,seefor examplePaul- Deaththrough Neglect (ne Bridge Child Care
Consultancy, 1995)
A secondstageof analysis in relation to the ongoing caseswas undertakenin chaptereight.
The use of the second data display in relation to analysing the documents revealedissues
relating both to the potential and actual outcomes for participants and to the patterns of
outcomesfor participants.It is worth rememberingat this point that theseongoing caseswere
selectedby one tearnleaderfrom the local authority on the grounds that it was consideredthat
the decisionmaking and outcomesfor the children were positive.

Ongoing cases.
Identified

outcomes for the adults.

It is difficult to produce general statements in relation to outcomes for the alleged abusers as
these varied according to the nature of the alleged abuse and the alleged perpetrator. Similarly
in a number of the casesthe person alleged responsible for the initial source of concern left the
family home but cases continued due to other concerns that were raised as a result of the
referral. However some patterns have been demonstrated in the analysis.
In the cases where the alleged abuser was male and the referral was concerned with physical
abuse or sexual abuse it has been demonstrated that there were positive outcomes for the
potential abuser as a result of continuing access to the children and their mother and resources
allocated. They experienced few negative outcomes and when these did occur they were
concerned with losing access to relationships and resources or with a requirement to engage
with social services in some way. For example in case five all the decisions allowed the child to
stay at home with her mother. In this case the source of concern was a male adult who had
been involved in the sexual abuse of two elder sisters of the girl. Positive outcomes for this
malc were concerned with relationships with the mother and the girl, and the only single
negative outcome was his self referral to a psychologist. Even then evidence provided
suggested that he maintained his visits to the psychologist but did not actually engage in any
therapeutic work.
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In caseswhere the main sourceof concernto the child's welfare was the mother due to neglect
or inconsistencyof behaviourit has been shown that the women experiencedoutcomesthat
were both positive and negative.This analysisof the documentssuggeststhat the perceived
overwhelmingly positive outcome throughout the cases for the mothers was the continuing
in
levels
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the
of
relationshipwith
achieved
child/rcn. addition
such as homestart, accommodation,family support services. The nature of these positive
outcomesfor families is in line with Gibbons ct al findings (1995) in that they suggestthat
resourcesinputted to families include educationalprovision, social work contact and support
and family supportservices.The negativeoutcomesfor the motherswere most often concerned
with loss of relationshipswith their children and partners, and, on occasionloss of resources.
This is in line with the work of Cleaverand Frecman(1995) where family relationshipswere
describedas difficult and uncomfortable.In their work inves6gatingthe situationsof families
two yearsafter allegationsof abusehadoccurredand child protectionproceduresbeeninitiated
in nine of the 23 caseswhere the families involved a mother and male partner (marricd or
cohabiting) that relationship had broken down at a two year follow up on the family. An
exceptionin the researchreportedhereoccurredin caseeight where the focus moved from the
initial concern about emotional and physical abuseby an adult male to the capacity of the
motherto carefor her children given her known involvementwith drugs and unwillingness to
acceptthe responsibilityof caring for her children at an appropriatelevel. Throughout the case
the mother achievedpositive outcomesin terms of resourcesfor herself and her children, a
continuing opportunity to engagein her desired lifestyle and continued involvement with
Partners.Negative outcomesincluded severaloccasionswhere case conferencesconsidered
that there were seriousbreakdownsin communicationand achievement,financial difficulties,
harassmentby the local population, violenceby her partner, and the eventualloss of her and
the children's home.What is importanthere,as illustratedin chaptereight, is that the negative
outcomesthat the motherwas experiencingwere not consideredin relation to the outcomesfor
the children. Whilst it was acknowledgedthat the mother was being harassed,had lost her
homeetc. the children were consideredto haveno difficulties in their day to day well being and
the mother was stated as being much more settled and composed.It would appearthat the
outcomesand experiencesof the childrenand their mother were being not being consideredin
relation to each other and that the complexities of competing needs and difficulties in the
situationwere not recognisedexplicitly in this case.
77heanalysis to this point then demonstrates that in these ongoing cases the outcomes for the
adults involve both positive and negative aspects,but that these are overwhelmingly concerned
with gains and losses in terms of relationships with children, partners, access to resources and
their own preferred desires in terms of lifestyle. In a number of instances the mothers
experienced losses with regard to their physical weH being yet on the whole the adults in the
ongoing casesdid not suffer loss in terms of their own safety.
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Whilst the focus of this researchwas not concernedexplicitly with the outcomesfor children it
is worth consideringthe outcomesin thesecasesin relation to previousstudies.This analysisof
the outcomes for children revealeda depressing and disturbing picture. In every case the
children experiencedand accruedboth potential and actuallosses.Thesenegativeoutcomesfor
children ranged in number and severity. For example in case three the potential and actual
losses for the three children increasedover the duration of the case. All the possible losses
associatedwith the decisions to leave the children at home in this case were realised. The
possibility of negativeoutcomesmovedfrom a potential risk of safetyfor the children to actual
physical injury and/or neglect. The injury sustained by the youngest child required
hospitalisation.and all threechildren were consideredto be suffering from emotionalabuseand
were experiencingdifficulties at school. In case five the potential losses to the child were
concernedwith the risk of sexualabuseby the male adult present in the home. Whilst these
remainedaboutthe samein numberover the threegroup meetingsthe actuallossesto the child
accrued.Thesenegativeoutcomesincludedher inappropriatebehaviourat school, to the extent
that she was being consideredfor exclusion, and an increasedlikelihood that the potential
abuserhad accessto the child alone.
Cleaver and Freeman (1995) reported that of their sample of 61 cases, two thirds were
protectedfrom abuseand remainedat home or in the care of relativesand "of the 16 children
" (1995 p 155). Gibbons et al
who were reabuscd4maltreatmentwas of a minor character.
(1995) reportedthat suspectedmaltreatmentof children occurred in 31% of casesoriginally
Placed on the register and 19% of those not originally placed on the register. Hence
approximatelyhalf that sampleof children were thoughtto suffer further abusesix monthsafter
the initial conference.This pieceof researchsuggeststhat that instancesof ftuther malawtment
of children may be higher, indeedin all the casesanalysedthe children accruedlosses as the
caseprogressedalthoughthesewerenot alwaysrelatedto the initial allegedsourceof abuse.
In terms of the removal of children from their families Gibbons et al reported that of those not
originally placed on the child protection register 71 % remained at home throughout, 15% had
left for a time but had then returned and 14% had left and were still away from their families by
the end of the study. The figures for those children who were originally placed on the child
protection register in Gibbons et al study seemed sirrdlar. 63% remained at home throughout,
18% had left for a time but returned and 19% had left and were still away at the end of the
study. It is difficult to make comparisons with the live cases here as the numbers of children
involved are significantly less than those in Gibbons study, however, in some cases children
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were removedtemporarily and then returned, for examplecasesone and nine and in only one
case,casenine, both children were removedpermanently.Ile fact that many children remain
with their families throughout casesor are returnedafter temporaryaccommodationis also in
line with the work of Farmer and Owen (1993) and Bullock et al (1993). Gibbons reported
severalfactorsthat were specific to the children who were removedand did not return to their
families. Theseincludedchildren who were underfive yearsof ageor teenagers;those notified
as a result of alleged neglector ability of the parents to care for the children; those whose
families experiencedpoverty; those where there were incidents of domesticviolence, parental
Misuse of drugs and/or alcohol and those where there had been previous investigationsby
social services in relation to allegations of abuse. As outlined the family in case nine
experiencedall of these,yet many of thesefactors were also presentin other cases.Thus it is
not clear ffiat thosechildren who remainat homeactuallyexperiencesignificantly different lives
than thosewho are removedfrom their families. This seemsto provide supportfor the work of
Campbell(1991). Despitesomeproblems with his methodology,notably the typicality of his
sampleand the accuracyof his checklists,he concludedthat there were few simply identifiable
differencesbetweenchildren who were on child abuseregistersin his sampleand those who
were not. All families in his samplewere attendinglocal authority family centres.Onceagain
this researchsuggeststhat the presentfocus on outcomesof decisionmaking may obscurethe
fundamentalprocessesthat contributeto the consequences
for children and their families.
17herewere instanceswherechildren experiencedpositive outcomes.In every casethe decision
to leavethe child with their motherindicatedthe perceptionthat this was seenas an overriding
Positive outcome for the children. Other examples included educational and emotional
developments,for exampleseecasesone and nine, yet in
each instancethis occurredwhen the
allcged abuser was no longer present within the family home or when the children were
accommodated.Even in thesecasesthe number of negativeoutcomesfor the children was
largerthan the positive outcomes.

Good outcomes?
This analysisof the live casesin terms of outcomesfor children then raises the questionof
exactly what constitutesa 'good outcome' for children. Gibbonset al suggeststhat
"Most people would probably agree that a maltreated child living safely a
home Ax months after a child protection conference had a better outcome
than a child who was removed after repetition of maltreatment, or who had
never returned home" (1995, p 100)
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However what does 'safely at home' mean?Just how much repetition of maltreatmentcan be
toleratedwithin the child protectionsystem?
Tliroughout this researchchild protection practitioners at all levels within the system were
asked to rate the importanceof different types of abuse and to identify the point at which
maltreatmentbecameserious enough to wan-ant a change in courses of action that had
previously allowed children to remain at home. Chapters two and five described how
practitionersfound this difficult to the extent that none of them could ultimately quantify the
relative importanceof lossesand gainsto children in specific cases.As the previous discussion
hasillustratedthis doeshavealarmingimpact on the outcomesfor children in thesecases.It is
proposedthat a potential determinantof this situation is concernedwith the ways in which
practitionersrecord and use information relating to cases. It has been demonstratedthat the
documentationin relation to casescan be criticised as being missing, ill documentedand not
written in accordancewith prescribed guidelines in relation to risk ass/reassessment
and
formulation or evaluationof a care plan. As with previous researchthen individual and group
practitionersmay be makingjudgementson partial or inaccurateinformation.But perhapsmore
importantly even if the documentationdid conform to prescribedguidelinesin an appropriate
manner,this may not be the most effective way of monitoring outcomesin casesand may not
allow practitionersto engageeffectively in reflexive practice.Munro (1996)appliedthe concept
of information processingto decision making in child protection practice and outlined the
problemsof individuals engagingin 'selectinginformation' and 'discounting information' so
that initial beliefs and judgementsare substantiatedrather than questionedor reversed.This
problemmay be compoundedby the current systemof recording information where decisions
and meetingsare minuted in a discursivemanner.It may be that the use of a decision matrix
alongsidesuch minutescan assistjudgementand decisions.In a relatively short visual space
the consequencesof decisionscan be chartedfor all participantsin casesand the successive
progressor lack of progresscan be displayed.Given both setsof information practitionersmay
be able to make more effective decisionswith regard to the levels and types of continued
maltreatmentin relationto the overall safetyandwell being of the child/ren.

Decision framing

Children
the
the
consequences
unintentional
of
-

Act.
Chapter two described a number of psychological concepts that have been used to explore,
explain and predict individual decision processes in situations that involve uncertainty, that is
risk. These were 'decision framing', the 'certainty effect', and 'reference levels'. These
concepts elucidate the ways in which a decision maker's perception of a problem in relation to
an explicit or implicit norm or aim influence their decision processesso that decisions are taken
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in a direction that involves either risk or caution. Once again there is no moral judgement
attachedto the decision direction rather an emphasis on the processesthat underlie such
decisions. A decision frame was describedas a situation in which the decisions to be taken
were perceivedin a domain of lossesor in a domain of gainsrelative to a referencelevel. Thus
decisionsare seenas involving largely negativeor largely positive consequences
in relationto a
previously existing or desirablestateof the world. Oncea decision situation is framed in terms
of lossesor gains it has been illustrated that there is evidenceto suggest that the 'certainty
effect' influences a choice in the direction of risk or caution. Specifically, if a decision is
framedin the domain of lossesdecisionmakerswill opt to avoid a certain loss but by doing so
will expose themselvesto a potentially higher loss, that is they will become risk seeking.
Whereasif a decision is framed in the domain of gains decision makers will opt to keep a
certaingain but by doing so will forego the opportunity to achievea higher gain, that is they
will becomerisk averse.A further aspectimportant with the certaintycffect is the way in the
domain of lossesseemsto havemore impact upon decisionprocessesthan the domain of gains
(Kahncman & Tversky, 1984). It appearsthat individuals place more value upon avoiding
certainloss than upon keepingcertaingain. This phenomenonhasbeenshown to be evidentin
many decisionmaking situations,althoughto datethesehavebeenconcernedwith hypothetical
decision scenariosor decisions whereby the consequencesof judgements have numerically
quantifiable outcomes. What is proposed in this researchis that it is the principle of the
concepts that is useful and that an understandingof the ways in which child protection
decisionsare framedcan allow an explanationof decisiondirection.
As outlinedin chapteronethe ChildrenAct 1989aimedto achievea balancebetweenprotecting
the rights of families from unwarrantedinterventionby the stateand protectingchildren from
maltreatment.Oneof the fundamentalprinciplesof the Act is that children are best caredfor if
at all possiblewithin the family homeso the Act encouragesboth partnershipwith families and
strategies and support to keep families together. It is recognised that there may be
circumstancesunder which the welfare of the child is in such apparent jeopardy that
interventionis necessary.As such thereare proposalsfor the circumstancesunder which the
stateshould and can interveneinto family life such that compulsory measuresof careare put
into operation.This involved the creationof the 'significant harm test' so that interventioncan
take placeonly if children are suffering or are likely to suffer significant harm. That harm is
further defined as substantialdeficits or detrimentsto health and developmentin relation to
what could reasonablybe expectedfor particular children. This researchproposesthat one
interpretationof theseaspectsof the Children Act meansthat child protectiondecisionmaking
is almost inevitably framed in the domain of losses and that this can be illustrated in three
ways.
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1) The principle of keeping families togetherwherever possible carries with it the implication
that removal of children into careinvolves lossesfor children and their families.
2) When intervention is deemednecessarythe decision is taken by assessingthe level of loss
which children are experiencingor are likely to experiencein the futum.
3) The referencelevel which decisionmakersarc aiming to keep or return to is thereforeset in
the Children Act and is that of keepingchildren with their families.
The set of guidelinesby which the Act was operationalisedat the time of this researchwas
Working Together (1991) and essentiallythese guidelines laid down proceduresthat child
protectionpractitionerswere to follow in instancesof allegedabuse.These included the need
for individuals to assessthe levels of risk to children and, where that risk was deemed
sufficient, the casewas to be referredto the interagencycaseconference.The mandateof this
group was to assessand recordthe level of risk to the child and to createa care plan to manage
the case.Within the guidelinesthe decisionthat the conferenceis askedto make is whetheror
not to placea child's nameon an 'child protection' registerhowever it is argued here that in
practice the underlying decision is concernedwith whether or not the risk to the child is
sufficient to warrantcompulsoryintervention.As suchthe 'real' decisionthat is being taken by
the caseconferenceis whetheror not to leavethe child at home with the family or to admit the
child into public care.
Given this interpretationthere are consequencesthat may result from the operation of the
certaintycffecL As proposedabovethe ChildrenAct 1989can be seento frame decisionsin the
domain of losses.Further to this if the decision is one of removing the child to public careor
leavingit at homethen this involves a certainloss on one side of the choice and a less certain
loss on the other side of the choice.That is, removalof the child will result in a certainloss of
permanentfamily relationshipswhereasleaving the child at home may or may not involve
further losses. What this means is that the Children Act 1989 and the guidelines for its
operationsetin placea scenariowhereindividual and groupsas decisionmakersare subjectto
decision processesthat seek to avoid certain loss, i. e. judgementswhich leave the child at
home. By doing this however the decisionshavebeentaken in the direction of risk and the
potcntial for furthcr, pcrhapsgreatcr,loss occurs.
What seems to be important about this interpretation of the Children Act 1989 and the
procedures which child protection practitioners follow is the level to which it makes decision
processes transparent. It is not the intention of the research to suggest that decision makers
intentionally place children in situations that involve risk but rather to emphasise how the
framing of the problem and the objective of keeping children with families wherever possible
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drives decisions down a mute that does involve risk. Similarly the research, in line with
O'Sullivan (1999). recognisesthat it is not possible to correlatedirectly positive and negative
be
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children. Indeedthis latter instancemay be the casewhen children are admittedinto public care
and wherethey then suffer further abuseor maltreatment.

Whyte's model - explanatory value in child protection decision
making.
The Tyra

Henry case

Using Whyte's model as a template,documentaryanalysiswas applied to the inquiry report
conccming the death of Tyra Henry. Whyte's model includes a number of psychological
conceptswith regard to individual and group decision making and has been demonstratedas
comprising of three stages. In the first stage Whyte describes individual decision making
processesand, as surnmarisedabove, suggeststhat when decisionsare framed in the domain
of lossesthe certaintyeffect is likely to drive decision makers into making decisions in the
direction of risk. In the secondstageof the model the decisionis taken by an individual to a
group and when decisionoutcomeswere flascos Whyte suggeststhat the group had become
subjectto group polarisationandgroupthink. In this situationthe group becomesmore extreme
in the decision direction of risk than any of its individual membershad they beenworking in
isolation, and the consequenceof groupthinkis that it cannotand does not wish to re-cvaluate
its decisions. 71w d1ird stageof Whyte's model concerns the commitment of resourcesto
coursesof action. Again Whyte proposesthat once the group is subject to polarisationand
groupthink resourceswill continue to be committed to an initial course of action and the
resourceswill escalateover time. In effect becausethe group does not re-evaluateits decisions
escalatingresourcesarecommittedto the initial plan in orderto give it more time to work andin
order to ensureits successevenin the face of direct evidencethat the courseof action may be
failing.
Chapters four and five present the analysis of the Tyra Henry case. Evidence from the
document has been presented which suggeststhat a aspectsof Whyte's model can be a useful
way in which to consider the decision making in relation to this case.The Children Act was not
in operation at the time of this case, however the policy of Lambeth local authority was stated
as keeping children with their families wherever possible so it is argued that the decision
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social worker did appearto be subjectto the certainty effect proposinga course of action to the
case conferencethat allowed the child to remain at home and which therefore avoided the
certain lossof family relationships.At the first meetingof the interagencygroup that decision
was ratified and the decisionremainedthe sameover the next threeconferencesuntil the time of
the child's death. There was evidenceof group polarisationin that initially the group did not
considerwhat in retrospectappearedto be logical solution to the situation,that was to make the
child's maternalgrandmotherthe foster carer, henceone interpretationis that the group was
more extremethari any individual. Similarly there was evidenceof the possible occurrenceof
groupthink, the membershipof the case conferencedeclined over time so that key health
professionals did not input to later decisions; information was often withheld from the
conference,distortedor ignored; and the group displayeddifficulty in coming to decisionsby
the end of the casewithout ever consideringthat the initial course of action may have become
inappropriate.All of thesefactorsform part of the conceptof groupthink. This analysisof the
casesuggeststhat the phenomenaof group polarisation and groupthink compoundedas the
caseprogressedto that the increasingrisk to the child by the initial alleged source of abuse
becamecompletely obscured. The last case conferencebefore Tyra's death contained little
information with regard to the issue of her safety from the abuser. Once more this can be
interpretedas closed minds on the part of the group, a further symptom that the group was
experiencinggroupthink.The third aspectof Whyte's model also seemedto be evidentin this
case.Resourceswere committedat the first caseconferenceso that the child could remainwith
her family, and thesecontinuedand escalatedthroughoutthe case.Whyte's model doesPredict
that this will occur once the decisionmaking processeshave been driven in the direction of
risk.
The emergent themes from this analysis included the focus of the case, the control of the case
and the nature of relationships in the case. As demonstrated in chapter four the focus of the
case shifted from the needs of the child to the needs of the maternal grandmother and mother.
As illustrated above the implication of this shift of focus was that the real source of risk to the
child became subsidiary. and perhaps negligible, with successive conference decisions. Tyra's
mother showed consistent non compliance with social services and outright hostility was
demonstrated on several occasions, yet this was rarely thought to be of great concern and it has
been argued that this may suggestthat in fact the control of the case Jay in hands outside of the
child protection practitioners involved. Again, it is proposed that this was not purposive but the
result of the operation of the decision processes associated with Whyte's model. In terms of
relationships the crucial factor seemed to be the decision making associated with the reference
level. That is, all decisions were made to keep the child at home and to therefore maintain
family relationships. This objective reference level set in Lambeth's policy appeared to be
compounded in this case by the firm and strongly held belief by the key social worker that
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there was very little evidencethat the mother was actually caring for the child; it has been
shown that there is evidenceto suggest that it was often the matemal grandmotheror the
mothces sister. One interpretationof this is again that the decision processesset into place
were such that information was not sought in relation to the mother child relationship or that
information was selectedor discountedin order to keep the family together. This once more
supportsthe work of Munro (1996,1999) and Bell (1996). In Bell's study of why somecase
conferencesare difficult she cited information from a social worker with regard to one case
who suggestedthat in some instancesthe conferencedid not really consider the mother's
beliefs and that information was often ignoredL
Given the focus on the mother and her needs in the Tyra Henry case a question arose
concerning the possible existence of a second 'subjective' reference level. That was the
possibility that it is not necessarily a belief in keeping children with their families that is
paramount in the decision making of individuals and groups but more specifically a belief in
keeping children with their mothers. Daniel (1999) investigated social workers attitudes to the
removal of children from their families and suggested that in her sample there was a level of
ambivalence towards the notion. One interpretation of that study may be that some social
workers find the notion extremely difficult and uncomfortable whilst others find the removal of
children from families less problematic in the name of their welfare. This analysis of the Tyra
Henry case suggests that in this one example the key social worker held a fundamental belief
that led to a series of decisions that would keep the child with her mother at almost any cost.
Ilie first stage of this research then suggests that Whyte's model can be seen as a useful
conceptual framework by which to understand and explain the decision making in relation to
the Tyra Henry case. It has been shown that all aspects of the model were evident in the case
and, further to this, the analysis also suggests that using the model as a background concept
(Laydcr, 1993) does have validity. It can relate to objective aspectsof the social world in that it
can describe decisions according to the child protection procedures and policy at that time. In
addition it can also relate to possible subjective aspectsof the social world, that is the existence
of a fundamental belief system that children remain with farnilics or more specifically with their
mothers.
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The utility of Whyte's model in the exploration of ongoing cases
where decision making was considered to be positive.
As demonstratedthe first stageof this researchdid conform to the four qualitative research
conceptsof dependability,credibility, transferability and conflirmabi-lity.That is, information
relating to the developmentof the coding frame is available;information in the documentswas
triangulatedwith other information (for example minutes of meeting were triangulatedwith
social work reports); the researchprocess is clear, systematicand well documented,and
documentsrelating to other inquiries into the deathsof children were analysed. In order to
widen the scopeof the work and to investigatefurther the transferability of the researchan
analysisof decision making in caseswhere the decision making and outcomesfor children
were consideredto be positive was deemedappropriate.The initial aim of this stageof the
researchwas to investigatewhetheror not the decision making processesin casesthat had not
hadoutcomesthat were fiascos were different from those predictedby Whyte's model and as
illustratedin the caseof Tyra Henry.
Chapterssevenand eight presentedthe analysisof the ongoing casesthat were madeavailable
according to the criteria of positive decision making processesand positive outcomesfor
children. As statedearlier, thesecaseswere selectedby a teamleaderand approvedby senior
managementin child protection work from that authority. In terms of the reflexivity of the
researchit is perhapsworth noting here that it was anticipatedthat the decision processesin
thesecasesmight in fact be different and that the certaintyeffect might be demonstratedin a
domainof gainsso that decisionswould be taken in a direction of caution,
and that the group
would then polarisearound caution and thereforekeep the safety and needsof the children as
paramountin their deliberations.As illustratedin chapterssevenandeight this did not appearto
be the case.
In relation to the analysis of ongoing cases
overall Whyte's model did seem to retain
applicability. However the first stage of his model, that is the operation of the certainty effect in
the domain of losses, appeared to be far more evident in influencing decision processes than
the stage concerning group polarisation and groupthink. This may be a function of the nature of
infornation reported in the documents but the issue is reflected in the
summary of evidence for
each stage of his model outlined below.
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Risky or cautious decision making?
In terms of Whre's first stage of the model, the operation of the certainty effect, it was
difficult with documentsfrom ongoing casesto isolate the recommendationsfrom individual
case holding practitioners. Individual reports were often not attached to the formal
documentation and there was often no indication in the recorded minutes of the
recommendationsof individuals. This can be attributed to the nature of the documents
themselves.As Parton et al (1997) suggest such documents do not representa complete
versionof the decisionsand eventsthat they describe.The documentsare "constnictedfor and
by organisationallyrelevantconcerns" (1997.p78). Hence they contain information relating to
what is important in making child pmtection decisions and information that provides
accountabilityto different groups, i. e.. social work supervisors, clients, colleaguesetc. As
Partonct al continue "Wiat they(thesedocuments)rell is a story that child protection workers
know is "Ietunt for organisationalpurposes, relevant in the work of protecting children"
(1997, p78). Whilst this researchacknowledgesthat position it is also arguedthat the use of
documentaryanalysis can reveal underlying decision processesthat result in the formally
recordedinformation. For instancethere was evidencethat the group as a decision making
body was subjectto decision processeswhich can be explainedby the certaintyeffect. In this
interpretation,of the 38 caseconferencesor ACAC meetingsanalysed,27 (71%) took place in
the domain of losses,and 11 (29%) took placein the domain of gains. That is, in almost three
quartersof group decision making situations the certainty effect seemedto operatein the
direction of risL Overwhelmingly the groups took and continuedto take decisionsthat served
the objectiveof keepingchildren with their families but which by necessityheld the potential
for the further maltreatmentof thosechildren.
One possible way in which a link between an individual's decision processes may drive the
group can be seen in the framing of the decisions at the first case conference together with the
circumstances under which decision frames changed within cases. In five cases the initial
decision frame was one of losses, and the decision was taken to aflow the children to remain at
home whilst the alleged source of abuse still presented a risk to them. In one case the initial
decision frame was ambiguous as the alleged source of abuse was no longer present but there
were concerns about the chfldren as a result of past information. In only two cases was the
initial decision framed in the domain of gains and in both of these instances the children were
already acconunodated. One interpretation here is that the group is being provided with
information that is largely determined by the individual case holding practitioner and that that is
one in which the aim is to adhere to the principles of the Children Act 1989 and to keep
chfldrcn within their families if at all possible. This research is not suggesting that this is not a
desirable and laudable aim; it is not the intention to propose that more children should be
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removedfrom their families. Ratherthe aim is to proposethat a psychologicalunderstandingof
the way that decisionprocessesdrive judgementsand choicecan makeexplicit the needsof the
child and the progressof the supportgiven to families over time.
In four of the eight casesthe decision frame fluctuated between the domains of losses and
gains.As Wustratedin chaptereight the decision direction changedfrom the domain of losses
to the domain of gains, that is risk or caution, either when the alleged abuser had left the
household voluntarfly or when the relationship between the mother and child/ren had been
acceptedas irretrievable. There were several instanceswhere evidence for the 'subjective'
referencelevel was apparent.The Tyra Henry analysis revealedthe possibifity that alongside
the 'objective' requirementsof the ChildrenAct 1989to keep families together, theremay be a
more 'subjective' referencelevel which related to individual and societal belief systems
concerningthe desiremore specifically to keep children with their mothers. In caseone there
were five group meetingsover a period of one year and one month, (at the initial meetingthe
children were in foster care). The father of the children worked away from home and the
motherhad a history of alcohol and overdosebehaviour.In this casethe mother left the family
home on several occasions and resourceswere committed to allow her to return. These
includedthe provision of taxis so that the children could attendschool, day care, and alcohol
and anger managementfor the mother. At the fourth case conferencethe recorded minutes
includedthe statement"Namesof the children to remainon the child protection registerwhilst
the mother graduaMymoves forward toward taking more responsibility in caring for the
children." This was stateddespitethe fact that the mother had expressedfeelings of emotional
detachmentand depression,expecteda long convalescence
and that she had demonstratedlittle
desireto actually care for her children.
Case three comprised eight group meetings over a period of two years and
seven months. The
initial source of concern was physical abuse of an elder boy by a male cohabitce, although as
the case progressed the parenting of the mother and levels of care and protection that she
Provided to all her three children became an issue. In this case the mother requested interim
care for the boy and consistently expressed and displayed an inability and unwillingness to
parent him. Despite accumulating actual lossesto all the children, evidence provided in chapter
seven suggeststhat the main aim of the social workers was to keep the children with the mother
and to make her aware that the children were her responsibility. Resources inputted to the case
to ensure the mother child relationship continued included parenting classes, day care and
specialist child care services. At the fimal conference in this case applications for supervision
Orderswere halted as the cohabitee who was the perceived source of risk had left the home yet
there was no reference made to any evidence that the mother had in fact attended parenting
classes or was in reality in any different position to provide consistency of care for the
children. In both of these cases then considerable resources were committed to try to ensure
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continuance of mother children relationships despite evidence that the children were
experiencingfurther losses. In the fast casethere was considerableevidencethat the mother
did not want to care for her children and in the latter casethere was a lack of evidencethat the
mothercould care for the children at an appropriatelevel.
This emergenttheme is in line with previous researchthat has suggestedthat mothers are
continually held to be disproportionatelyresponsibleby social workers for the wen being of
children (Milner, 1996: Feathcrstone1999) and with work which suggeststhat mothers are
often not in circumstancesthat allow them to carefor children at an appropriatelevel (Nfilner,in
press; Stevenson1998). This researchproposesthat the belief in keeping mothers with their
children wherever possible is premised upon a particular construction of motherhood.
Featherstonesuggeststhat the prevailing constructionof motherhoodinvolves the conceptsof
an 'availablemother' and a 'protective mother' (1999, p 61) and that this carries with it the
implication that supportshouldbe given to mothers so that they can perform this function. As
demonstratedparentingclassesand supportsuchas day careetc. are constantlyprovidedto this
end. What is not implicit in this constructionof motherhoodis that mothers may need some
time away from their children. so that as in case three, interim care or respite care even if
requestedby the mother,is not consideredto be an appropriateor viable option.
Oncemore it is not the intention of this researchto either blamechild protectionpractitioners,
or mothersand families. However using this analysisdoes make transparentboth the decision
Processesand underlying belief systems that influence them and the consequencesfor
participantsin cases.

Were two heads better than one in relation

to ongoing cases?

Chapterseven outlined the analysis of the documentsin relation to the conceptsof group
polarisationand groupthink and despitedifficulty in finding direct evidencein the documents
this interpretationsuggeststhat thereis a possibility that thesephenomenadid occur. In Bell's
(1996) study one social worker expresseda clear view that the conferencein relation to one
casewas polarisedin termsof views of abuseand this researchproposesthat the conferences
polarised around decisions previously made by individual social workers or by ACAC,
(Alternativeto Care and Accommodation) meetings.When ACAC meetingswere held, for
exampleseecasesthree and nine, thesewere attendedonly by social servicesrepresentatives
andtheir decisionswere framedin the domain of losses. Subsequentcaseconferencesdid not
changethe decisionsto leavethe childrenat homenor did theychangethe recommendations
for
action. That decisionsand recommendations
were not changedby the interagencygroup may
not support the existenceof polarisationin the sensethat the group is more extremein its
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decision making than any individual but it could be argued that the lack of challengeto or
evaluationof previousdecisionscould be consideredas an exampleof extremity by the group.
Evidence for group polarisation in rcMon to the decision frames adopted by the first case
in
has
been
decision
frames
this
outlined
earlier
conferenceand the conferenceswhere
changed
chaptcr.
Again finding direct information in relation to groupdlink was difficult although chapterseven
hasprovided someevidenceto suggestthat it may haveoccurred.Ile membershipof the case
conferenceswas variableacrossthe cases but consistentwith the findings of Sanderset al
(1997) in that the most frequent attenders were social services staff and the police.
Headteachersand generalpractitionerswere least likely to attend. Within caseshowever the
conferencemembershipdid not appearto alter significantly so thereis little evidenceto suggest
that members were excluded or self excluded from cases as a result of the operation of
grouPthink.There was evidencehowever that the groups often displayedclosed minds in that
they did not challengeinformation or seek additional information, for example see case five,
and once again there was evidencethat some information was discounted. On one occasion
explicit dissentfrom a headteachcrappearedto be disregarded,(casethree), all of which may
haveoccurredasa result of the group being subjectto the conceptof groupthink.
As outlined in chapter two there has been considerable debate surrounding the concept of
groupthink, and notably on the appropriateness of its stated antecedents, for example see Park
(1990) and Aldag & Fuller (1993). In the original model (Janis 1982), in which Whyte's work
(1989,1991)

draws upon, the antecedents were concerned with group cohesion, structural
and/or organisational faults and provocative situational contexts. In Janis's work the social
cohesion of the group was presented as being the primary antecedent for groupthink. It was not
the intent of this research to enter into this debate about the appropriateness or relative
importance of these antecedents, yet it has been demonstrated that social services staff can be
seen as a cohesive in group, particularly in relation to ACAC meetings, and that the decisions
they have to make are indeed concerned with highly sensitive and emotive issues. In a later
version of his model Whyte (1998) replaces the concept of social cohesion as an antecedentto
groupthink with the concept of perceived collective efficacy in groups. There is some evidence
to suggest that in general the more positive people's judgement with regard to their collective
efficacy is the more the group accomplishes. (Earley, 1993, Little & Madigan, 1995; Prussia &
Kinicki, 1996). Yet Whyte proposes that this collective efficacy can lead to groupthink and can
account for escalating resources to courses of action that are in reality failing. If a group has a
coherent belief system that frames decision making and a positive belief in its own decision
making that produces positive impact upon situations then it is unlikely effectively to question,
chaflenge or monitor decisions. The implications of this change in Whyte's model in relation to
child protection decision making presents a cause for concern. This interpretation of child
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a collective, if implicit, belief that children shouldremainwith their motherswhereverpossible.
Further to this as revealedin the ongoing casesthe child protection practitioners also held a
belief in their own decision making processesso that the decisionsand outcomesfor children
were consideredto be positive. In all the casesit has been demonstratedthat resourceswere
committed consistently to courses of action and were often escalatedin cases where the
children showed little gain and further loss as time went on. Whyte's later model then may
haveaddedutility in the understandingandexplanationof child protectiondecision making and
would be a useful direction for further research.

A contribution to the knowledge base in child protection decision
making.
This researchhasdemonstrateda numberof factorsin relation to theoreticalandpracticalissues
in child protectiondecisionsmaking.17hese
include:
"

There is value in using Whyte's psychological model of decision making in the
understanding and explanation of child protection decision making although some aspects
may be more important than others.

"

The use of documentary analysis with child protection cases can reveal both objective and
subjective influences on decision making.

"

The Children Act 1989, embodying both individual and societal belief systems, frames
child protection decision making in a domain of losses.

"

Whilst all aspectsof Whyte's model have been evidenced the most pertinent is the operation
of the certainty effect in the domain of losses.By taking decisions that avoid the loss of the
mother child relationship wherever possible decision making is driven in a direction that
necessarily involves risk for children.

"

I"he case conference as an interagency group has been demonstrated to show symptoms of
group polarisation and groupthink and as such it often does not engage in effective
monitoring of decisions taken either by individuals or by itself. Whilst there is little direct
evidence in the documents relating to ongoing cases it nevertheless remains important to
monitor group effects on decision processes.

"

Resources are committed continually to courses of action which keep children with their
mothers wherever possible. This occurs when there is mounting evidence that the children
are displaying little gain but where there is evidence that they are experiencing further loss.
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The implications of this research for future child protection
practice.
T'his researchproposes that there are a number of implications for future child protection
decisionmaking and child protectionpractice.
1. There is a needto recogniscexplicitly the links betweendecision making at all levels. It is
inappropriateto placeall responsibilityon individual practitionersor the caseconferenceas
a group when outcomes for children are poor. Individual and group decision making
occurs within Governmentalpolicy and guidelines and the ways in which they frame
decisionmaking needto be considered.
2.7liere is a needfor more transparencyin the decisionmaking processesof both individuals
and groups. Making explicit the underlying psychologicalmechanismsof child protection
decisionmaking can provide the potentialfor more reflexive practiceand the opportunity to
counter balance the occurrenceof group polarisation and groupthink within the case
conference.The caseconferenceas a group may only be an effective monitor to individual
judgementswhen it is awareof all of the influencesupon its own decisionmaking.
3. Ibcre may be an additionalmethodof recordinginformation andjudgementsthat promotes
reflexivity at aUlevels in child protectionpractice.It is proposedthat simply ensuringthat
accurateinformation is kept in the way that documentsarecurrently recorded,as suggested
by many inquiry reports,is not enough. Indeedthe current format of thesedocumentmay
contribute to the obscuration of decision processes. Alongside the formally recorded
minutesof successivemeetings,it may be useful to chart the progressof a casein terms of
outcomesfor all participants.By using a relatively simple matrix the needsand welfare of
all participantscan be illustratedsuccinctlyand individuals and groups can determinethe
level to which interventionand supportis proving successful.
4. It may be more useful to considerthe progressionof casesin relation to gains for children
rather than in relation to the threshold of significant harm. If the psychologicaldecision
processesthat seemto operateare useful then considerationof casesin relation to gains
may indicatethat a more cautiousapproachis taken whereby practitionerscan evaluatethe
extentof the successof their interventionsand support.In someways the new Government
guidelines addressthis issue. Working Together to SafeguardChildren (1999) remains
premisedon the basisthat individualsandcaseconferenceswill assessrisk to children and
will developplansto managechild protectioncases.However in building upon knowledge
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emphasison risk assessmentand casemanagement.For instancethe guidelines state that
ainis for practiceinclude:
o consider what interventionsare intendedto achieve,and what will be the benefits to the
child's long tenn well being-,
invest sufficient time and resources across all relevant agencies in planning and
implementinginterventionsto safeguardand promote the welfare of children at continuing
risk of significant harm.Aim for good long term outcomesin terms of health, development
and educationachievementfor children aboutwhom therearechild protectionconcerns;
9 consider the wider needsof children and families involved in child protection processes,
whetheror not concernsaboutabuseand/orneglectaresubstantiated;
look at the whole pictwr. - not only what has happenedto the child, but also the child's
healthand development,and the wider family and environmentalcontext;
whilst recognisingthat the child's safetyand welfare are paramount,give due consideration
to the needsof all family members.
(DoH, 1999p 10-11)
These aims recognise the needs of all family members but at the same time emphasise that the
welfare of the child is paramount and that any social work support or intervention should state
its aims in terms of the child's well being. This implies that the gains a child should experience
with any course of action ought to be outlined explicitly and that cases should be monitored in
relation to these gains. The guidelines also rely upon a new document which proposes how
risks to children and families are to be assessed. 7be Framework for the Assessment of
Children in Need and their Families (DoH, 2000) makes it clear that it is an assessmentof need
that is to be carried out. In other words it proposes that the kinds of support and intervention
required to ensure the well being of the child and their family are made explicit from the outset.
It also makes the point that assessment of need should not be a one off single event but a
process that is ongoing throughout a case. Again it seems that this would be facilitated by the
use of a matrix which records progress for all participants in a case as it is ongoing.

As suchthesenew documentsmay provide a backgroundto decisionmaking where the needs
of the child are paramount.wherethe level of gain to a child of any courseof actionneedsto be
Specified;and which aNow child protection practitioners the opportunity to consider the
progressof working with families. Parton ct al (1997) suggestthat, in the vast majority of
cases,social workers neitherdetectinjury or harm to children nor assessthe risk of harm or
injury. What they suggestis that in practicesocial workers "do the next best thing assess
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This researchproposesthat evenif this is a more appropriateway to conceptualisesocial work
activity this has not to date been effective in practice. In this analysis children experienced
continuing losses and experiencedlittle gains in relation to their overall physical well being.
The new Working Togetherto SafeguardChildren (1999) may move closer to the notion of
risk insurancethan previously andmay allow the explicit identification of the needsof children
and the requirementsthat must be achievedif decisions to allow children to stay with their
families remain appropriate. Yet it still remains the case that these Guidelines are another
mechanismfor the implementationof the Children Act 1989which, despiterecognisingthat the
welfare of the child is a paramountconsideration,has been demonstratedas influencing the
framing of decisionsin the domain of losses. Similarly there is little evidenceto suggestthat
the underlying belief system that children should remain with their mothers where at all
possiblehaschangedLAs suchit seemscrucial to continue to monitor child protectiondecision
making in relation to the psychologicaldecisionprocessesoutlined in this researchand to try to
ensurethat theseprocessesdo not inadvertentlydrive child protectiondecisions down routes
that involve an unacceptablecompromiseto the welfare of children.
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Appendix One,
Prelmininary consideration of casethree.
CASE THREE

Family composition: Mother, boy age II yrs (C 1), girl age7 yrs (C2), girl age4 yrs (U),
cohabiteeA who is the fatherof the girls.
Meeting one
Case conference
Background information availabLeto this group meeting: CohabiteeA, stripped to the waist,
stormed into C I's classroom and struck CI acrosshis face in front of his teacher. CohabiteeA
admited he had a drink problem and had a number of drink related convictions. After the
incident the adult relationship split up with the mother taking out an injunction againstcohabitee
A. Previous child protection history indicated that C1 had been admitted to care in infancy and
was subsequently discharged home to the mother under a supervision order. CI alleged
previous smacks from both the cohabitee A, and the mother. Given this background
information the following lossesand gains matrix was developed:
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Matrix from caseconference,meeting one

Gains

Losses

Motherchildrenrelationship
Cl, C2, C3 Physicalinjury by mother
HOME

MothercohabiteeA relationship

Motherchildrenseparation

C I, C2. C3 safety

Sibling separation
CARE

Mothercohabiteerelationship

The items listed in the losses section of the matrix include all of the children as there is no
evidencethat the mother's behaviouris limited to C1 only. However the conferenceitself was
only concernedwith decisions relating to CL The losses inserted on the matrix should the
child remain at home are possible physical injury by the mother and the loss of the mother
cohabitee A relationship; and should the child be removed into care the losses include
mother/child relationship, sibling relationship and again mother cohabiteeA relationship. The
items listed in the gains section of the matrix should the child remain at home include the
mother child relationship and the sibling relationships; and should the child be removed into
care, safety of the child. In actuality the relationship between the mother and CohabiteeA has
endedand the perceived sourceof risk to CI is not presentin the fan-dlyhome.
Minuted
1)

decisions case conference, meeting one
Not to place Cl's name on the child protection register at this time.

2)

Should any further information be brought to light to be brought back to child
protection conference.
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Commentary
The decision made by the case conference was not to include the name of CI on the child
protection register as the alleged sourceof risk to the child, CohabiteeA, was no longer present
in the family home. No resourceswere allocatedto the case yet it was stated that the situation
be monitored and any change in circumstances should result in the reconvening of the

conference.
Meeting two, ten months later
ACAC meeting

Background information available to this group meeting: The purpose of this meeting was
minuted as:
'The purpose of this meeting was to ascertainways of support to prevent the children going
into care.'
It was implicit in this documentthat the mother had requestedcare from the social services, but
this was not formally minuted and recordeduntil the next case conference. The minutes of that
conferencecommentedthat she had actually felt that she needed a break from the children,
especially C I.
CI had contact with the natural father and maternal grandparents. He was reportedly
uncomfortable about his mother having new partners. Mother had a new partner, cohabiteeB,
and shereported that she felt this was a positive relationship. CI had been attempting to light
the fire at 4 am becausehe was cold and the mother had been sleeping downstairs to prevent
this. She claimed that she could not control CI after he returned home from school. She said
that she had no problems with C2 but despite C3 attending day care twice weekly the mother
found her demanding of attention and said there was a problem over feeding. CI had settled
in at his new school but often arrived late. The school reported that CI could not concentrate
becauseof tirednessand that he had broken school equipment. They were considering referring
him to psychological services. There was an outstanding developmental assessmenton C3.
Given this background information the following lossesand gains matrix was developed:
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Matrix from ACAC, meeting two

Gains

Losses
Cl, C3 emotionalabuse
CI schoolperformance

motherchildrenrelationships
sibling relationships

HOME

Cl, C2, C3 accidents
C I, mother,lack of sleep
C3 behaviourproblems
C3 feedingproblems
C3 developmental
assessment
motherchildrenseparation

C1, C2, C3 safety

sibling separation

Cl, mother,sleep
Cl, C2, C3 emotionalstability

CARE

CI schoolperformance

The matrix has become more complicated from the previous one with a series of losses and
gains that can be identified for all membersof the family. In the losses section of the matrix,
should the children remain at home with their mother and Cohabitee B, the losses include
emotional abuse for CI as the mother reports difficulty in dealing with him; school
performanceof C 1; emotional abuseof C3 as the mother finds her demanding; accidentsin the
housefor all children; and lack for sleep CI and the mother. Should the children be removed
into care lossesare identified as mother/child separationand sibling relationships. In the gains
section of the matrix, should the children remain at home, gains include mother/child
relationship and sibling relationships. Should the children be removed into care gains include
for
for
Cl
for
the
emotional
stability
and
school
and mother;
safety
performance
children; sleep
Cl.
The conclusion of this ACAC meeting was that 'All agree that the children remain with the
mother'.
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The recommendations of this meeting were listed in the minutes as:
1)
Children to remain within the home.
2)
Mother to attend a parenting group.
3)
Specialist child care servicesto consider direct work with C I.
4)
Day care to increasefor C3.
5)
6)

CI to be referred to a psychologist.
SW to continue as key worker.

7)

C3 to have outstandinghealth assessment.

Commentary
This ACAC meeting madethe decisionto keep all the children in the family home and specified
increasedresourcesfor the family to support that decision.
Meeting three, ten months later
Case conference

Backgroundinformationavailableto this group meeting: Cl had sustainedfacial bruising
domestic
B
Mother
Cohabitee
fight
between
intervening
in
and
admitted
mother.
whilst
a
violencebut said that it only happenedwhilst the childrenwere out. Non accidentalnatureof
the injury was confirmedby the hospitaldespiteallegationsby the adultsthat the injury was
bafled
friends.
Cohabitee
fight
his
B
by
Cl
during
on
was
charged
and
with
sustained
a
conditionthathe hadno contactwith the family and did not enterthe town without a previous
appointment.
The minutes of this conferencerecordedthat C1 was hit by a previous cohabiteei (C) at the age
of four months, when he sustained bruising to buttocks and bites. The following year CI
sustaineda greenstick fracture to the foot and there were inconsistenciesabout its explanation.
School reported that CI was underachieving academically, particularly in reading for which
they proposed to seek remedial help. School reported that he did not display challenging
behaviour in school and it was the opinion of the school that the problem lay in the home
becausehis mother did not have time for him. The school commentedthat she had time and
did
from
for
loving,
her
C2,
to
she
school
although
not
always
collect
whom
she
was
patience
and sometimesarrived late smelling of alcohol.
Health visitor reported behavioural.problems with both girls and a speechdelay with regard to
C3. The mother had not been co-operating with the resources offered for day care and
cancelledthis. C3 was reported as being hyperactive.
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Formal assessmentof risk by the conference in relation to the children stated that it was
acknowledgedthat CI has suffered significant harm and further states
'There is concern about mother's attempts to protect [cohabitee BI rather
than to support [CIj. So far nothing has happened to the girls and a
present cohabiteeB is not in the household.If he should return and there is
danger.
in
C3 has said that she
it
is
that
the
are
also
violence
girls
possible
has been slapped by cohabiteeB but CI is adamantthat the girls are safe
becausecohabiteeB would not hit girls'.
The assessmentof risk in this documentreported that cohabiteeB was not in the house. The
minutes also recorded the opinion of the group that CI had a good relationship with the
maternal grandparentswhom it was presumedwould provide protection for him. Given this
background information the following lossesand gains matrix was developed:
Matrix from conference,meeting three.

Gains

Losses
Cl, C2. C3 physical injury

mother children relationship

C 1, C2 school performance

sibling relationships

HOME

Cl, C2, C3 neglect
Cl, C2, C3 accidents
C2, C3 development
Cl. C2, C3 emotional abuse
C3 hyperactivity
mother children separation

C I, C2, C3 safety

sibling separation

C I, C2 school performance
Cl, C2, C3 consistency of care
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CARE

The main difference betweenthis matrix and the previous one is that the possible lossesshould
the children remain at home have increasedand include all the children.
Minuted
1)

decisions case conference, meeting three
To place C I's name on the child protection register.

3)

Not to register C2 and C3 as the mother shows them more affection than C 1.
To discussagain if and when cohabiteeB returns to the household.

4)

To review in 3 months.

2)

Minuted
1)
2)

child protection plan, meeting three
Family assessmentto include C2 and C3 becauseof worries about consistencyof care.
Assessmentto be carried out on cohabiteeB before he is allowed to return to the family

home.
3)

Core group meetingsto be held regularly.

4)

To encouragethe mother to acceptparenting help.
To review in three months.

5)

Commentary
The decision to leave the children at home remainsand further increasedresourcesare allocated
to support the decision. The lossesinvolved in the situation now involve the other children and
the importance of monitoring the situation is reflected in the fact that the case is to be reviewed
in three months as opposedto the legal statutory requirement to review casesevery six months.
Meeting four, three months later
Case review
Background information available to this group meeting: ChargesagainstcohabiteeB had been
withdrawn. It had been difficult to assesshis relationship with the family becausealthough the
mother said they have split up he was known to be in the area regularly. Social work
assessmentof the mother was positive although she was having great difficulty coping with
Cl. The mother believed she is at the end of her tether. She had talked of her sister looking
after CI for a while and would acceptany help available. The social worker commentedthat the
mother 'is aware that the children are her responsibility.
It was not possible to develop a matrix for this case review as parts of the document were
missing.
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decision of review, meeting four
To keep C I's name on the child protection register.

Minuted
1)

Child protection

plans review, meeting four

These were not in the document.
Meeting five, two months later
ACAC meeting
The social worker's report for this meeting was available but not the actual minutes of the
meeting.
Background infornwtion available to this group meeting: The case holding social worker
reportedthat cohabiteeB had declined to take part in a risk assessment.The mother had been
assessedand was considered as being able to protect the children. In June the mother applied
for an injunction againstcohabiteeB following harassmentand threats. CohabiteeB broke his
bail conditions before charges were dropped. In August C3 received serious injuries to her
in
fell/was
followed
incident
This
leg,
in-hospital
surgery.
an
which she
right
which required
pushed out of cohabitee B's car during an episode of domestic violence. Cohabitee B was
charged with GBH and bailed to his parents address. The key social worker was
recommending legal proceedings (a supervision order) to give the department more control
although there seemedto be an implicit understandingthat if cohabiteeB remained in custody
this may not be necessary.
Although the minutes of this meeting are missing it is apparent from minutes of later group
meetings that this forum resulted in a recommendationto apply for supervision orders on all
children and to undertakea further assessmentof the mother's ability to protect the children. It
was recognised and commented upon by the group that the recommendations of the child
protection plans previously had not been fully carried out. Interim supervision orders on all the
children were subsequentlygranted.
Commentary
Although much detail from this document is missing it is apparentthat many of the losses for
the children on previous matrices have been realised.
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Meeting six, one month later
Case review
Background information available to this group meeting: Information presented to this
conferenceincluded how the physical injury to C3 occurred. C3 claimed she was pushedout of
the car by cohabitee B. The adults maintained that she fell whilst attempting to follow her
mother who had stormed off. CohabiteeB drove off and C3 was squashedbetween the car and
the pavement.The chargeof GBH againstcohabiteeB was dropped to a public order offence.
There was no explicit assessmentof risk in this document although there were comments about
the mother not putting the needsof her children before her own difficulties. The health visitor
reported that C3 was reaching her developmental milestones. However there was concern
about her emotional development. C3 should have been attending nursery but had not at this
point started attendance.Given this background information the following losses and gains
matrix was developed:

Matrix from review, meeting six.

Losses

Gains

Cl, C2, C3 physical injury

mother children relationship

Cl, C2, C3 emotional abuse

sibling relationships

HOME

C I, C2, school performance
Cl, C2, C3 neglect
C I. C2, C3 accident
C3 development
C3 nursery attendance
mother children separation

C I, C2, C3 safety

sibling separation

C 1, C2 school performance
C3 nurseryattendance
Cl, C2, C3 consistency of care
I
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CARE

In addition to the previous lossesthere is nursery attendancefor C3.
Minuted, recommendations meeting six
'Becauseof lack ofprogress is assessingand helping the mother with CI's problems
CI
it
C3
C2
that
thefact
that
at
wasfelt
should
are
also
potentially
risk
and
and
be
C2
C3
that
the
and
and
should
registeredunder the category
remain on
register
7ifestyle of parent"
Minuted
1)

revised child protection plan, meeting six
Support the mother in coping with C1 by encouragingher to spendmore time with

him.
2)

Consider C2 and C3 in the samecontext.

3)

Seek full supervision orders on all children.
Continue trying to assessmothers ability to protect the children.
Core group meetingsto be held.

4)
5)
6)
7)

Monthly health visitor input to continue.
Review in three months.

Commentary
The decision remained that the children reside in the family home. Additional information has
resulted in a reformulation of the care plan. Further increases in the resources offered to
support the new plan were proposed.
Meeting seven, three months later
Case review
Background information available to this group meeting: CohabiteeB was no longer presentin
the family and a supervision order on all children had been granted. This was anticipated to
run for one year. School reported an improvement in CI but commentedthat there was much
academiccatching up to do. He was receiving assistancefrom the special needsservice. School
had concernswith C2 who was exhibiting mood problems and reported that she was disruptive
in class.There were unspecified concernsabout her eating habits. C3 was presenting problems
at nursery including biting and swearing.
The social worker commentedthat there were no risks to the children at this time but that a Ul
supervision order would give workers the mandateto intervene should the mother withdraw
co-operation. The social worker commentedon a good relationship with the mother and said
that it was thought that a change in present family patterns would take time. The key social
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the
be
the
as
taken
register
the
protection
child
that
off
children
worker recommended
supervision order was thought to be sufficient to protect the children.

At this meetingthe headteacherfrom the schoolcontestedderegistration and statedthat the
losses
following
information
background
Given
the
this
and gains
childrenwere still at risk.
matrix was developed:

Matrix from review,meetingseven.
Gains

Losses
C I, C2, C3 physical injury

mother children relationship

Cl, C2, C3 emotional abuse

sibling relationships

C I, C2, school performance

HOME

C I, school performance

Cl, C2, C3 neglect
C I, C2, C3 accident
C2, C3 behavioural problems
mother children separation

Cl, C2, C3 safety

sibling separation

C I, C2 school performance
C3 nurseryattendance

CARE

Cl, C2, C3 consistency of care

Minuted
1)

recommendations, meeting seven
Headteacher'sdissentnoted but decision taken to remove all three children's names

from the register.
Continue application for full supervision orders.
Commentary
The cohabiteewho was thought to presentpart of the risk to the children was no longer present
and the decision was taken to remove the children's name from the child protection register.
There was no evidencein the documentsabout resources,but it might be appropriateto assume
that the mother would continue to be given some level of support given the supervision orders
on the children.
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Meeting eight, two months later
ACAC meeting
No cohabiteewas currently presentin the family and all the children were reported to be doing
quite well. Supervision order proceedingshad stopped.
Commentary
The ACAC group took the decision to halt the proceedings for supervision orders on the
children as the cohabiteewho was the perceived source of risk was no longer present within
the family. Many of the losses associatedwith the case however had concerned the mother's
parenting behaviour, not simply the reason (cohabitee)for the initial referral. All the possible
lossesassociatedwith the decisionsto leave the children at home were realised in this case.
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Appendix Two.
Summary of training day at local authority and academic auditing.
Throughout the course of the researchfeedbackwas provided to the local authority and staff
were constantly involved in discussionswith regard to the interpretation of the documents. At
the end of the initial analysisof the ongoing casesthe local authority requestedthat a 'training
day' be provided so that the researchcould be disseminatedto senior management.This day
included a presentation outlining the theoretical perspectives underpinning the research
followed by an exersise designed to illustrate how the documents had been coded and
analysed. In order to achievethis two further ongoing caseswere provided by the authority,
were suitably confidentialised and were presented to the managementgroup. In pairs the
managementwere askedto go through the documentsand to place perceived losses and gains
on the matrix where the decision being taken was to leave the child at home or to remove the
child into care. The management completed this task and the flipcharts outlining their
interpretation of the cases can be made available. Each pair presented their matrices for
meetings in the two casesand the entries in the lossesand gains sectionswere consistentacross
the group. There were slight variations in the level of detail each pair provided but in general
the nature of the potential and actual lossesand gains for children were the same. At the end of
the day the managementconsideredthat the exersiseand analysishad been useful and 'thought
provoking'.
During the research other individuals with social work experience were also asked to give
examples from their own practice in relation to entering losses and gains on the matrix. The
flipcharts relating to these can be made available. Their entries suggested that the technique
could be used in the analYsisof decisions.

Similarly severalindividuals independentof the research(academiccolleaguesand PhD
students)were given one of the confidentialiseddocumentsand askedto completethe task.
Onceagainthe flipcharts,relatingto this canbe madeavailableand suggestedthat individuals
could completethe task and producedconsistentintepretationsof the documentsin terms of
lossesand gains for the children.
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Appendix Three.
Presentation of casesanalysed but not presented in the main body
of the thesis.
CASE FOUR
Family cOmPOsition: Boy II yrs (Cl), girl 13 yrs (C2)
Meeting

one

Case conference
Attendance: ACPO chair, tean-fleader,case holding social worker, head teachers from two
different schools.

Backgroundinformationavailableat this meeting:CI was stayingwith friends of cohabitee's
family. C2 was stayingwith a maternalgrandmother,the whole family had recently moved
into this authorityfrom anothertown. Motherhad known cohabitee'sfriends for four weeks.
CI disclosedphysical and sexualabusea by mother's former cohabitee.CI gave a video
interview in Junewhere no disclosurewas made.CI was further interviewedlater in June
when he statedthat the cohabiteehit him. There was no referenceto sexual abuse. A physical
examination revealed anal changesconsistent with, but not diagnostic of chronic penetrative
abuse.
The mother had been admitted to hospital with depression. C2 moved from the maternal
grandmother's home to the samehome as C I, where she said there were things she wanted to
talk about. In a subsequentvideo interview she reported C I's disclosure of sexual abuse. She
also made allegations about physical abuseby the mother but was told this was a separateissue
that would be dealt with later. CI was tearful and said he did not want to return to live with
mother. In a later interview with Cl he described physical and sexual abuse by cohabiteewho
told him he would be killed if he disclosed.CI and C2 expressedwishes of staying with the cx
cohabitee's friends ( couple A)
The headmistressexpressed long term concerns about C2 namely poor concentration and
bizarre behaviour. The mother ascribed this to C2 witnessing violence between her father and
mother. C2 made some progress.
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Another head teacher (Cland C2 attended seven schools in one year) said both children
exhibited emotional disturbanceand CI in particular was severely disturbed. They had enlisted
the help of a special teacher.CI hides in classroomsin a crouched position and was unable to
talk to friends of his own age. He tendedto mix with younger children. Both children were in
the majorettes.At the time of the conferenceneither children were attending school.
Ex cohabiteelived with his father in a previous authority. Mother expressedthe desire to live
with couple A when dischargedfrom hospital. Couple A were willing to have the children as
long as they wanted to stay. Given this backgroundinformation the following losses and gains
matrix was developed:
Matrix from conference,meeting one

Gains

Losses
Ability of coupleA to protectchildren(P)
Suitability of carers (P)
Physical abuse C2 (P)

Mother children relationship (P)

HOME

Children's wishes (A)
Sibling relationships (A)

Education C2 (A)
Mother children separation(A)

Safety all children (A)

Disruption to children (A)

CARE

Sibling separation (A)
Education (P)
Children's wishes (A)

Recommendations from conference
1)
Boy registeredundersexualabuse.
2
Girl registeredunderphysicalabuse.
Case conference plans
1)

Overall assessmentof children and couple A as appropriatecarers(to becomeprivate
fostering).

2)

SW to spendtime with mother to establishher future plans.
Hold an ACAC meeting when plans are clearer.

3)
4)
5)

Look into schooling.
Liaise with other authority.

6)

Core group to meet.
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Review in 8 weeks.

7)

Commentary
At the time of this conferencethe cohabiteewas not in the household with the children. The
children expressedwishes to stay with couple A and there was no evidence that they were not
suitable carers.Under thesecircumstancesthe decision was taken in the domain of gains where
the children retained gains of mother children relationship, relationship with couple A, their
in
decision
It
taken
that
this
therefore
was
own wishes and sibling relationships. would seem
the direction of caution in that a certain gain had been opted for where safety in couple A's
home has been conflated with children's wishes. The conferenceplans included a contingency
plan of urgent assessmentof the private foster parents.
Meeting

two, two months

later

Case review

Attendance: ACPO chair, teamleader,caseholding social worker.
Background information availabLeat this meeting: In July Cl accidentally spilled hot coffee
over couple A's son. Illree days later couple A decided that they had no control over C 1.
Mother was informed and requestedthat C1 was accommodatedovernight as an emergency.
Mother found herself a hostel place in anotherlocal authority and took CI with her. In August
the fostering couple said that C2 was now out of control. C2 requestedto return to mother and
was moved to the hostel. Mother still had a house in other authority. The family were now
being dealt with by three different social servicesteams.
Assessment of risk by the group as stated in the document
1)
Children still at risk of physical and emotional abuse.
2)

Children have never beenpermanentlyresidentin local authority.

3)

Team managerexpressesconcernabout practiseof child protection investigation in
other local authority.
Conferencein other authority to be held in September.

Given this background information the following lossesand gains matrix was developed:
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Matrix from casereview, meeting two

Gains

Losses
SexualabuseCI (P)
PhysicalabuseC2 (P)
Educationall children(P)
Motherchildrenseparation
(A)
Disruptionto all children(A)

Motherchildrenrelationship(A)

HOME

Children'swishes(A)
Sibling relationships(A)
Safetyall children(A)

CARE

Sibling separation(P)
Educationall children(P)

Minuted
1)

recommendations
Children to remain on this local authority register until other local authority conference.

Revised plan
1)
Liaisewith otherlocal authority.
2)
Assesshealthneedsin otherlocal authority.
3)
4)

No core groups but local authority to attend any meetingsheld in other authority.
Review after other authority conference.

Commentary
The children were no longer resident within the boundaries of this local authority yet the
decision was taken to keep their nameson the register until their situation becameclearer. This
decision meant that the loss of mother children relationship was being avoided, but in reality it
would be difficult for this team of social workers to act in any other manner. It is difficult to
talk about domains of lossesand gains here as the power to act restedin the new authority.
Meeting three, one month later
Case review
Attendance: ACPO chair, teanileader,caseholding social worker, teacher.
Background information available to this meeting: Family was now the responsibility of
another local authority. A case conferencewas held in the other authority and the children's
for
No
developed
their
this
on
child
protection
register.
matrix
names were placed
was
conference as the information was brief and related to the conference held in the other
authority. The documentsthat were presentedfor the researchdid include the minutes from the
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other local authority, yet as pen-nissionhad not been requestedfrom them the document was
not read and analysed.
Decision of this conference
1)
To deregisterthe children.
Meeting four, two months later
Case conference
Attendance: ACPO chair, teamleader,caseholding social worker, teacher.
Background information available to this meeting: The mother had returned to this authority
permanently. C2's allegationsthat the mother had smackedher and that she did not get enough
to eat appearedin theseminutes for the first time. Cohabitee was not prosecuteddue to lack of
evidence. Cl was said to be distressedat school and could not cope in the playground. The
mother askedto take him home at lunch time. School were asking for help as CI could not take
comfort from a male member of staff when distressed.C2 was displaying difficult behaviour at
school, school was coping but felt C2 would need psychological help.
First sheet of formulation plans for this meeting were missing. Given this background
information the following lossesand gains matrix was developed:

Matrix from casereview,meetingfour

Losses
PhysicalabuseC2 (A)
Educationall children(A)
Nutrition C2 (A)

Gains
Motherchildrenrelationship(A)
Educationalstability all children(P)

HOME

Children'swishes(A)

Emotionalabuseall children(A)

Sibling relationship(A)

Motherchildrenseparation(A)
Sibling separation(P)

Safetyall children(A)

Children'swishes(A)

Minuted recommendations of review
bothchildren.
1)
Educationalassessment
2)
Obtainchildren'seducationalrecords.
3)
Reviewwhenassessments
complete.
Coregroupto meet.
4)
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CARE

5)

Review in three months when should be enough information to make decisionson
work needed.

Commentary
Since the previous conference the mother was now in sole charge of the children and the
have
increased.
C2
have
for
Physical
losses
the
children
and
nutrition
abuse
of
number of
become actual losses and there is increasedevidenceof actual losses in educationalterms for

both children.Whilst the cohabiteewho was the initial sourceof abuseremainedabsentit is
is
framed
in
It
decision
becomes
that
this
that
the
of
abuse.
argued
at
risk
clear
children were
the domain of losses where the dominant aim was to keep the children with the mother. This
incidentally achieved a gain of the children's wishes. Resources were committed to try to
ensurethe developmentof the children.
Meeting rive, three months later
Case review
Attendance: ACPO chair, tearnleader,caseholding social worker, teacher.
Background information available at this meeting: Both children found it difficult to relate to
adults and both were still exhibiting difficulties at school. Reassessmentof risk was carried out
according to the following information. Educational assessmentshad been carried out. The
farnily was settled and comfortable in a permanenthome. They felt settled and the children had
made friends. Mother children relationship was good and past difficulties here had been
overcome. CI requestedprofessional help with the abusehe had suffered. Head teacher said
Cl was making progress at school, although he was still violent in the classroom and had
developeda stutter. Head teacherenvisagedproblems when he transfered to secondary school
later that year. C2 did not feel she neededany counselling and was clear that she could protect
herself. No problems in school with C2. Mother said she would not have anyone else in her
life whilst the children were at school and living at home. Given this information the following
matrix was developed:
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Matrix from casereview, meeting five

Gains

Losses

Mother children relationship (A)
Sibling relationship (A)
Children's wishes (A)
Educational progressC2 (A)

Physical abuseC2 (P)
Education CI (A)
Mother children separation(A)

Safety of children (A)

Sibling separation (P)

HOME

CARE

Childrens wishes (A)

Summary of review as stated in the document
'There is now a completely different picture. Progress should continue if children deregistered.
Social work assistantmay be able to help'.
Recommendations
2)

Remove children's namesfrom register.
Support from community team to continue.

3)

Boy to be assessedfor stuttering.

1)

Commentary
Since the last review despitethe fact that CI still displayed some difficult behaviour at school,
there had been significant progress in educationalterms. The potential gain of education has
beenrealised. Given this and the fact that all gains should the children remain with their mother
are now actual it is arguedthat this decision is taken in the domain of gains. Further resources
were committed to try to ensurethe successof the plans.
Overall commentary

on case four

The decisions in this case fluctuated between those taken in the domain of losses and those
taken in the domain of gains. The decisions were atypical of other casesin that there existed
initially a private fostering arrangementwhere the mother was also with the children for some
time. The decision making frame seemednot to be dependent entirely on the presence or
absenceof the alleged abuser, as he was never present during the span of the case, but was
more dependentupon the ability of the mother to look after the children. The wishes of the
children seemedto be important in this caseas they expressedconsistently the desireto be with
their mother. Resourceswere inputted to the case and did seem to increase as time elapsed.
There was evidence that these resources were having some positive effect, particularly for
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by
for
losses
did
Potential
this
the
in
children,
yet
occur
and actual
example terms of education.
last conferencethere did appearto be some indication and evidence that the children were at
considerably less risk than they had been.

CASE SIX

Family composition: Father;Mother-,Girl 4 yrs (Cl) boy 2 yrs (C2) Fathersson 19 yrs
(S1) Fatherssonageunknown(S2)
Meeting one
Case conference October 1993
Attendance: ACPO chair, teamleader,caseholding social worker, health visitor.
Background information available to this meeting: Mother informed health visitor that CI had
told her that fathers son, SI from his first marriage who lives next door, had touched her floo
and she had indicated this by touching her vagina. The medical examination was inconclusive.
There had been a scratchon the vulva but that could have been self inflicted. C1 also had some
linear marks on the outside of her thighs which were consistent with being smacked. Parents
initially said this was causedby her falling off her bike but this was not consistent with the
siting of the injuries. Parentssubsequentlyadmitted that they smack her.
SI was charged and bailed. Father arranged for him to move to a caravan site. Father had
received a police caution in 1990 for assaulting S2. At that incident S2 had bruises on arms,
legs and face. Father admitted to slapping his face but said that the other injuries were caused
by a bike accident.
Health visitor reported that Cl's speechwas delayed, and she neededmore stimulation. There
had also been concerns about C2 with regard to vomiting. The general practitioner had been
consulted.Given this information the following lossesand gains matrix was developed:
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Matrix from caseconference,meeting one

Gains

Losses
Physical injury Cl. C2 (A)

Parentchildren relationships (A)

HOME

Sexual abuse C I, C2 (P)
Nutrition C2 (P)

Resources(A)

Speechdelay CI (A)
Parentchildren separation(A)

Safety C I, C2 (A)
CARE
Consistency of care Cl, C2 (A)

in
document
included
following:
Risk
the
the
minuted
as
risk
of
from SI has decreasedbut future levels of contact are still uncertain. It was felt that C2 had
been smackedwith sufficient force to causebruising. Recommendeddecisions to register CI
and C2. C2 was consideredto be at risk becauseof C1 being smackedand concerns regarding
Assessment

feeding.
Minuted

decisions conference

A decision regarding registration as a scheduleone offender was deferred until the next review
in order to obtain further information.
Recommendations
1)

The children to be registeredunder abusecategoriesone and four.
To review in three months time.

In this documentno careplan is outlinedbut within the text is the informationthat a nursery
interested.
involved
if
for
homestart
be
be
C1
the
parentsare
will
placewill madeavailable
and
Commentary
The decisionshere appearto have been made in the domain of losses where the actual loss of
parent child relationship is avoided. Possiblelossesshould the children remain at home can be
listed. At this point there is an actual loss for C I, that of speechdelay. Resourcesare targeted
homestart
in
terms
the
and
provision, but these do not really addressany of
at
of nursery
plan
the risk elementsidentified.
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Meeting two, three months later
Case review
Attendance: ACPO chair, tean-fleader,caseholding social worker, health visitor.
Background information available to this meeting: Since the last case conferenceparents have
had three sessionson how to discipline the children and on how to find new ways of dealing
he
did
in
his
father
has
C
SI
I's
behaviour.
that
the
now
accepted
out
of
area
and
moved
with
fact touch C 1. He will not allow him to visit the family home. Charges against SI had been
dropped on the grounds of insufficient evidence. CI was attending nursery two days a week
had
being
Father
day
the
offered.
a good relationship with the nursery
with
option of another
CI
had
The
health
had
to
the
that
skills
mother.
visitor
reported
parenting
who
also offered
become wet and was soiling herself. C2's development was reported as normal. Given this
information the following matrix was developed.
Matrix from casereview, meeting two

Gains

Losses
Physical injury Cl, C2 (P)

Parentchildren relationship (A)

Soiling and wetting CI (A)

Resources(A)

Parentchildren separation(A)

HOME

Safety C I, C2 (A)

CARE
Consistency of care Cl, C2 (A)

Assessment of risk as minuted in the document included the following:
have found discipline lessonsuseful. SI is off the sceneand doesnot pose a risk.
Recorded

Parents

decisions

It was the decision of the meeting that the father should not be registered as a schedule one
offender as smacking S2 when cheeky cannot be compared with smacking a three year old. It
was felt that the children should remain on the register until a full assessmenthad been
undertakenand 'consideration to deregistration will be given at the next review.
Child protection plan
1)
CI to attend nursery three days a week.
2)
Further assessmentof parents skills at nursery.
3)

Core group meetingsto take place.

4)

Liaison between social servicesand health visitors.
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5)

Review in four months.

Commentary

The decisionsremainin the domain of losseswhere the children stay with the family and
thereforeparentchild relationshiploss is avoided.Two possiblelossesidentified at the last
caseconferencei. e. nutrition with respectto C2 and speechdelaywith respectto CI are not
commentedupon at this review. A new loss for Cl, soiling and wetting has beenactualised.
More resourcesarecommittedto try to ensurethe successof the plan in that CI is offeredan
extraday at nurseryandparentingskills arenow offeredto the mother.The time spanbetween
reviewshasincreasedto four months.
Meeting three, four months later
Case review
Attendance: ACPO chair, teamleader,caseholding social worker, health visitor.
Background information available to this meeting: Mother was participating in a programme of
work with nursery which was not yet completed. Father was not happy about CI attending
nursery as he felt there was stigma attachedto this. A place at another nursery was available
when C1 was dry during the day. Mother enjoyed her time at the nursery but would not go
againsther husband's wishes. With CI at nursery mother had more time to spend with C2 and
his feeding had improved. Cl's wetting and soiling had deteriorated,mainly at home, where
she also made herself sick and held her breath. C1 talked to nursery staff about S I's abuseof
her. CI was referred to medical and psychological services re soiling and wetting. Given this
information the following matrix was developed:
Matrix from casereview, meeting three

Losses

Gains

EmotionalabuseCI (A)

Parentchildrenrelationships(A)

Wettingandsoiling CI (A)

Resources
(A)

Sick, holdingbreathCI (A)
Parentchildrenseparation(A)

HOME

dingC2 (A)
SafetyC I. C2 (A)
CARE
Consistencyof careC I, C2 (A)
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Recorded
1)

decisions

Children to remain on the register until CI has been seenby a psychologist.

Child protection plan
CI to continue at nursery.
1)
2)
Core group meetingsto continue.
3)

Review in three months.

Commentary
The decision is still taken in the domain of losses to keep the children with the family. The
but
CI
injury
is
losses
loss
continues
are
new
present.
removed
of
physical
previous possible
to wet and soil, but is also now breath holding and being sick. There is one new gain for C2,
his feeding has improved. Pýesources
are escalatedagain as CI is offered a new nursery place
and medical and psychological services.Whilst the initial sourceof risk is no longer thought to
be relevant, the children are exposed to some possible losses in the course of action being
increases.
losses
Given the extra
become
Some
the
these
and
number
of
actualised
pursued.
of
it
be
losses
becoming
inputted
that
these
to
the
are
subsumed
course
of
action
might
resources
underneaththe wider aim of keeping the children with the family and with the recognition that
some of the gains, however small, are being achieved.
Meeting four, six months later
Case review
Attendance: ACPO chair, teamleader,caseholding social worker, health visitor.
Background information available to this meeting: Social worker reported that there had been
an improvement in safety in the home. There was more stimulation for the children, and more
awareness regarding the protection of C2 from any sexual abuse.CI had seen a clinical
psychologist three times. The psychologist wanted to do some work with the family but felt
that the parentsneededto agree and be consistent in what they said. There were still concerns
felt
home
CI
herself
does
'it
the
that
at
about
at
and not
nursery
which she only
was
wetting
the reasonfor this was conflict between the parents'. The safety aspect had been addressed
successfully, father was aware of dangersin the house. SI was no longer in the area. CI had
settledwell in new nursery place 'stafffind her a very bright little girl"' She continued to repeat
the allegations of sexual abuseby SI to nursery staff and to mother but not to father. Parents
disagreed that the abuse ever took place. Day care is being provided for C2 giving him
stimulation through play. Health visitor reported that C2 was very attention seeking, and was
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have
family
'The
included
The
the
demanding
co-operated
statement
minutes
of mother.
more
developed:
following
Given
information
be
that
the
was
matrix
with what neededto addressed'
Matrix from casereview, meeting four

Gains
(A)
Parentchildrenrelationship

Losses
WettingandsoilingCI (A)
AttentionseekingC2(A)

HOME

StimulationCl, C2 (A)

Parental
conflict(A)
CI disbelieved
(A)

(A)
C2resexualabuse
Awareness
Resources
(A)

SexualabuseC2 (P)
Parentchildrenseparation
(A)

SafetyCI. C2(A)

CARE

Consistency
of careCI, C2(A)
Summary

of conference

The situationis now morepositivethan six monthsago. The panelthereforerecommendthat
but the family continueworking with the healthvisitor and
the childrenshouldbe deregistered
the social worker.
Commentary
The decision remains in the domain of losses so that the children do not lose their relationship
with their parents.A further possible loss can be identified as sexual abusefor C2 as the famfly
are being made aware of how to protect her. All other losses are now actual and there are
different losses from the previous matrix. There have been a number of gains since the last
is
It
in
home,
day
in
the
to
stimulation,
psychological
safety
care,
resources.
review
relation
noticeablethat safety in the home has never beenmentioned in previous conferences.The more
explicit focus on gains that have been achieved and the comment that: 'The family have cobe
further
that the possible and actual
to
may
suggest
operatedwith what needs
addressed"'
lossesto children are subsumed once more under the belief in keeping the children within the
family home.This review was held three months late.
Overall commentary

case six

All the decisions taken in this case appear to be in the domain of losses. Whilst the initial
father,
Cl,
later
by
to
touching
the
with
an
son
was
regard
elder
which
referral was
admitted
the concerns in this case becamethose of parenting skills and safety in the home. The initial
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in
the
home
to
left
the
support
committed
the
were
and
early
case
resources
source of abuse
family within the home. There did seemto be someimprovement, for example in the manner in
did
by
however
for
losses
disciplined,
the
the
accumulate
and
children
which the children were
final conference there seemedto be some implication that C2 was receiving information in
relation to her awarenessof sexual abuse.
CASE SEVEN
Family composition: mother, girl 13 yrs (CI), boy 10 yrs (C2)
Meeting one
Case conference
Attendance: ACPO chair, teamleader,case holding social worker, social worker from other
authority, head teacher.
Background information available to this meeting: Family had recently moved from nearby
authority where CI was on register for sexual abuse.C1 was therefore automatically'placedon
this local authority register before this caseconference.The conferenceaim was statedas 'The
if
is
today
to
this
the
consider whether she should remain on
purpose of
meeting
register and so
what the child protection plan should be'.
A comprehensive report was presentedby a social worker from the other authority which
emphasisedthe difficulty she had experiencedin engaging mother and C1 in work.
Involvement at this stage in this authority had involved monthly visits, with the school
monitoring the situation. There had been a medical oversight and individual work with Cl.
Should the alleged abuser (cohabitee A) return to the house the background information
included the comment 'steps would be taken to remove C1 until afull assessmentof alleged
abuser was completed. The issuesaround C1 were around seýfprotectionjromfurther abuse'
There were no allegations about C2, he had not had a medical and there had been no social
work involvement. There was no contact with the natural father and the presentwhereaboutsof
cohabiteeA were not known. The social worker had found it difficult contacting the mother
although did comment in the document 'a man who answered the door and described himself
as the decoratorfitted the description of cohabiteeA. Theredid not appear to be any decorating
taking place at the time. On another occasion a neighbour told the social worker that the
children were in and a man was looking after them. Head teacherreported that the children had
settled in well at their new school. The mother was unable to attend this meeting becauseof
work commitments. She denied having seencohabiteeA for some months and said she had no
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Cl's
household.
in
She
the
about
medical
was
very
resentful
other partners or men
She
her
in
the
willingness to cooperate with this
authority.
expressed
other
examination
The
the
team
the
to
office
other authority social worker
previous
evening.
authority on a visit
developed:
information
following
Given
that
the
was
this
matrix
contradicted
statement.
Matrix from caseconference,meeting one

Gains

Losses
SexualabuseCI (P)

Motherchild relationship(A)

HOME

Resources
(A)
Motherchild separation(A)

SafetyCI (A)
CARE

Assessment of risk
Becauseof uncertaintiesit wasdecidedto registerCl but as therewere no concernsaboutC2,
C2 wasnot to be registered.
Child protection plan
1)
Social worker to continue involvement with mother.
2)
Social worker to clarify child care arrangements.
3)

Social worker to establishcurrent addressof cohabiteeA.

4)

Police to check owners of cars parked on mother's driveway.

5)

Assessmentof C2's situation to be carried out. Also on cohabiteeA.
Social worker to obtain medical reports as a matter of urgency. Paediatricianhad felt it

6)
7)
8)

appropriate to seeC1 on a regular basis.The mother does not seethe need for this.
Core group to be established,to include mother.
If mother doesnot cooperateand progressis not made then an ACAC meeting to be
convenedto consider legal proceedings.

Recommendations
1)
2)
3)

CI to remain on register.
C2 not to be registered.
Review in three months.
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Commentary
The decision frame here appearsto be one of losses where the choice is made to avoid the
leaves
into
This
be
the
the
loss
care.
child
removed
certain
of mother child relationship should
is
is
likelihood
A
loss
CI
that
there
cohabitee
visiting the
a
to
abuse
as
of sexual
possible
household. Resources have been committed in terms of monitoring by education, social
servicesand the police.
It is interesting here that point 8 of the care plan suggeststhat it would be an ACAC meeting
that convenes to consider the possibility of legal proceedings. Such proceedings would be
likely to result in some form of court order with the possibility of removing the child into
first
is
This
the
mention of possible conseqencesof non compliance with
public care.
also
social services.
Meeting

two

ACAC meeting, no date
Attendance: not listed
As with previous practice in this researcha matrix was not developed for this meeting as notes
were available but not minutes of the meeting.

Information from next review statesthat an ACAC was held becauseof suspicionsthat
cohabiteeA wasin the household.Motherattendedthatmeetingwith her solicitor and admitted
thatthe cohabiteewasliving with the family and had beenliving with them beforein the other
town. The meetingwasadjournedfor 2 weeksfor moreinformation.
Mother and cohabiteeattendedthe next meetingwherecohabiteeadmittedhe had abusedC 1.
The mother had witnessedthe abusefinding CI and cohabiteein the bathroomwhen she
returnedfrom ajob interview. Cohabiteeassaultedthe motherand the police werecalled.She
told themwhat she had seenand that she had beenhit. She then withdrew the complaintof
physicalassaultand would not allow CI to give evidence.A recommendation
of this second
ACAC meetingwasthatthecohabiteeshouldleavethe householdand he gavean undertaking
that he would live with his motherin anothertown.
Meeting three, three months from the first meeting
Case review
Attendance:

ACPO chair, teamleader, case holding social worker, mother, cohabitee,

headteacher.
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had
Since
ACAC
the
the
Background information available to this meeting:
meetings
mother
beenco-operative.Cobabiteewas believed to have left the home and was thought to be living
done
but
had
know
his
let
friend.
the
Mother
to
not
whereabouts
social worker
agreed
with a
It
in
Cohabitee
had
was agreedthat
to
assessment.
risk
a
psychological
participate
agreed
so.
C2
be
CI
between
reducedand that the mother would always
and
should
and
cohabitee
contact
be present when contact occured. Mother had agreed to Cl being seen by doctor. She also
had
help.
CI
the
to
of
CI
remain
as
part
therapeutic
said
wished
she
that
agreed
should receive
family. Depending on the outcome of the risk assessmentconsideration would be given for
family therapy. The social worker had not yet checked on childn-iinding arrangements.Head
teacherreported that prior to Christmas CI had beenvery distressed,crying and locking herself
in the toilets, but had been more settled since. Mother said that C2 was having some
behavioural problems in school. Given that information the following matrix was developed.
Matrix from casereview, meeting three

Gains

Losses
EmotionalabuseCI (A)

Motherchildrenrelationship(A)
Cohabiteechildrenrelationship(A)
C I's wishes(A)

BehaviouralproblemsCl. C2 (A)

Resources
(A)

SexualabuseCI (P)'

Motherchildrenseparation(A)
Cohabiteechildrenseparation(A)

HOME

SafetyC I, C2 (A)
CARE

Assessment of risk
CI had been sexually abusedon three separateoccasionsand would need a lot of help. She had
shown sexualisedbehaviour towards a family member. Therapeutic work was to be done with
Cl, mother and cohabitee. There would be serious concerns if the psychological assessment
did not go well. The document included the comment'On the face of it mother is more codescribed
than
operative
she was with other social service when she was
as antagonistic mid
needing help'.

Recommendations
1)
2)

CI to remain on register.
To review in six months.
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Commentary
The decision remains framed in losses where the certain loss of family separationis avoided.
Whilst this has gains of family relationships and the child's own stated wishes, the number of
losses
increased
losses
has
and
some
are now actual. C2 has also been enteredonto
possible
the matrix as showing behavioural problems. Further resourcesare committed to the decision
for
is
between
increased
is
It
that
the
time
span
reviews
now
noticeable
and course of action.
no apparentreason.
Meeting four, four months later
ACAC
No minutes of this meeting were available but information was containedin the next conference
minutes
Meeting five, three months later
Case review
Attendance:

ACPO chair, teamleader,case holding social worker, mother, cohabitee, head
teachersent his apologiesto this meeting.
Background information available to this meeting: CI had been sexually abused by three
individuals. At an earlier meeting cohabitee A admitted sexually abusing Cl. There were a
number of concerns related to this relationship and the lack of co-operation and trust mother
had shown in the past related to her ongoing relationship with cohabitee. There were concerns
(unspecified in the document) that C2 was also at risk. Following the earlier meeting a contract
was drawn up however mother and cohabiteefelt they could not sign the contract as having to
work to a contract implied a lack of trust in them. At this meeting the reasons for the contract
were pointed out and the mother said she would work with the community team.
Discussionstook place relating to the likely effects of abuseof C 1. Mother stated that she 'felt
she was a mature girl who coped with her situation well, was well adjusted and suffering no
effects'. Risk assessmentof cohabiteeA had still not been undertaken, this was due to begin
later this month. CI had been referred to a psychologist in for assessment. To date no
appointment had been made. Cl's general health was reported as good and there were no
concerns regarding C2's development. Given that information the following matrix was
developed:
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Matrix from casereview, meeting five

Gains

Losses
Sexual abuse Cl C2 (P)
,
Ability CI to self protect (P)
Emotional abuse Cl, C2 (P)
Family separation(A)

Mother children relationship (A)
Cohabiteechildren relationship (A)
Lack of therapy for adults (A)
Good health CI (A)
Development C2 (A)

HOME

Safety C I, C2 (A)

CARE

Recommendations
1)
C1 to remainon theregister.
2)
3)

C2 to be placed on register. Mother and cohabiteedid not agreewith this.
Review in three months.

Child protection plan
1)
Cohabiteeto undertakerisk assessment.
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

Cohabiteenot to residein family home.
Cohabiteenot to have unsupervisedcontact with C I, C2.
Social work support for C 1, C2 agreedwith mother.
Follow up psychology appointment.
Core group.

Commentary
The decision seems to remain framed in the domain of losses so that family separation is
avoided. Many of the potential gains as a result of resources have not been realised, for
example the risk assessmentstill has not taken place and CI has not yet seen the psychologist.
The number of lossessince the last meeting have lessenedbut some remain possible. There is
very little detail about the children's behaviour in this document.The headteacherwas absent.
Meeting six, three months later
ACAC
Attendance: not listed
A matrix from this meeting was not developedas the minutes were missing, however it became
clear from the minutes of the following conference that this meeting made the following
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decisions. It was agreedthat the cohabiteewould return to live in the household. Mother was
if
happen.
to
to
anything
untoward
were
that
report
she was
aware
Meeting seven, one month later
Case review
Attendance:

ACPO chair, teamleader,caseholding social worker, mother, cohabitee, head

teacher
Background information available at this meeting: Cohabiteeand mother had co-operatedfully.
Cohabitee had completed a psychological risk assessment.The social worker did not have
did
However
the
the
the
the
say
to
report
with
conference.
assessor
of
content
permission share
that the cohabiteedid not constitute a risk to CI or C2. Cohabiteehad kept all appointmentsand
it
be
hospital.
The
the
to
to
relevant
assessor
suggested
would
was very committed returning
for the family to have some kind of therapy if the cohabitee were to return. Included in the
document was the statement 'C2 may need therapy as he might be distressed if cohabiteedid
The
had
Y
HAD)
CI
(HE
ALREAD
psychologist
and recommendedthat she
seen
not return.
family
It
that
therapy should occur to which
therapy.
recommended
was also
attendedgroup
little
boy
described
his
C2
as
was
an
outgoing
and
mother was
agreed.
cohabiteeand mother
but
in
be
CI
him.
to
the last two months she had become more
reserved
used
very protective of
forthcoming. Teacher reported that CI was doing well at school. She used to be ver'y quiet but
in the last two months has come out of her shell. There were no serious concerns about C2
like
he
did
ideally
he
be
than
with
school
would
and
aggressive
not
although could
more
relate
staff and children. The teacherwas askedif there were any kinds of behaviour patterns that CI
may show to imply that she was not happy with the situation at home. Such behaviours were
listed as being disruptive, being very quiet, going somewhereon her own and crying. Given
that information the following matrix was developed:
Matrix from casereview, meeting seven

Losses
SexualabuseC I, C2 (P)

Gains
Motherchildrenrelationship(A)

HOME

C I, C2 to self protectandinform of abuse(P) Cohabiteechildrenrelationship(A)
Emotionalabuse(P)
Resources
(A)
WithdrawnbehaviourCI (A)
EducationCI (A)
BehaviourproblemsC2 (A)
Motherchilrenseparation(A)

SafetyC I, C2 (A)

CARE

Cohabiteechildrenseparation(A)
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Summary
There had been some progress since the last review. Psychological assessorhad decidedthat
had
Mother
to
again.
no greater
of
a
sexual
nature
cause abuse
cohabitee was unlikely
Social
issues
to
this
concern.
worker
caused
child
and
protection
the
relating
understandingof
had good relationship with CI and C2. C2 would be able to disclose any abuse.
Recommendations
C I, C2 to remain on register, review in three months.
Chair to write to clinical psychologist asking permission to sharehis report.

1)
2)
3)

Family therapy.
Attendanceat group work for CI 'to help her understandher own attitude towards
previous abuses.This should show a very precise and accurate picture of the whole

4)

family set up'.
Child protection plan
1)
Core group to continue meeting.
2)
Community team to retain involvement, 'the length of time to be determinedby the
3)
4)

community team'.
Family therapy.
Core group to remain as before.

Commentary
The decision frame remains one of losses where the loss of family relationships is avoided.
There have been some gains for the children in terms of education, but the number of possible
losses has increasedsince the previous matrix and some have become actual losses. Sexual
abuseremains on the matrix as a possible loss as the full report from the clinical psychologist
has not been seen.More resourcesare offered to the family. The responsibility for determining
the involvment of social services is now placed fmifly upon the community team and no
recommendationis given with regard to reviewing or monitoring this casefurther at the level of
the caseconference.
Overall

commentary

case seven

All the decisionsin this casewere taken in the domain of losses so that the family relationship
is
for
Whilst
broken.
there
the children these are minimal
of
some
evidence
gains
was not
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Resources
to
losses
the
continually
that
are
offered
as
the
accrued
case
elapses.
to
are
relative
the family. The emphasisat conferenceson risk assessmentof the abuser may seem to exhibit
by
last
time
the
did
take
the
children
which
place
until
conference,
this
actually
not
caution, yet
had accruedlossesand the full nature of the assessmentwas not available. The second point in
for
decision
indicate
that
the
last
to
responsibilty
conference
was
placing
the
care plan seems
by
default
key
in
therefore
the
the case.
team,
worker
social
and
the
community
making on
Throughout the mother and cohabitee have gains of their relationship, and their relationship

with the children.
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